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Abstract 

Growing plants modify the microclimate within which they grow by altering their 

physical structure. Thus individuals affect the subsequent growth of both themselves and 

competing neighbours. It is important that this feedback be represented in a model of dynamic 

vegetation change. 

A flexible generalised model Ecospace" is presented, which was designed to be 

applicable to all terrestrial vegetation. The model uses a three-dimensional grid of hexagonal 

tiles to represent space above and below ground. Each individual plant may occupy one or 

more tiles within the grid. Any number of individuals may occupy each tile until all space is 

filled. Microclimate, comprising solar radiation, wind and temperature, is calculated for each 

tile. Plant growth depends on the microclimate of occupied tiles. Three different plant 

functional groups are represented. 

The current model can represent an area of up to 50 m2  for low shrub vegetation. 

However, at present, computer run time and restricted memory limits the volume which can 

practically be simulated. There is no fundamental reason why these limits could not be 

overcome. 

Some model runs are presented for heather plants growing under different structural 

and climatic regimes. Since the model represents the feedback of vegetation structure on 

microclimate, it is suitable for studies of the impact of changing weather patterns on 

ecosystems. 
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Introduction 

Contents 
1.1 Overview 
1.2 The mechanisms ofplant competition 
1.3 Community ecology and abiotic change 

1.1 Overview 

The description of the dynamic processes involved in plant interactions is central to the study 

of vegetation ecology. Studies in the controlled environments of forestry and agriculture and 

more recently in ecological science have generated much of our information on the responses 

of individuals to a variety of stimuli. However, the nature of interactions in both natural and 

semi-natural plant communities is more complex due to their inherent heterogeneity, thus 

making it difficult to investigate the nature of interactions between plants in controlled (i.e. 

uniform) conditions. As a result of this heterogeneity, each individual will be subject to a 

unique set of conditions for growth, which, combined with its genetic strategy, will define the 

survival, size and shape of that individual. Each generation of plants within a community 

alters the growth conditions for both present and future individuals, resulting in phenomena 

such as succession and cyclical regeneration. This project involves the development of a 

modelling framework which represents the processes described above explicitly. 

The main objective of this project was to produce a prototype model outlining a 

general approach to vegetation dynamics modelling based on the representation of the three-

dimensional spatial microclimate and plant structure at a sub-individual level. It is a common 

assumption in models of vegetation dynamics that the abiotic conditions are broadly constant, 

thus rendering them unsuitable for studies involving changes in those conditions. The 

modelling approach avoids the assumption of constant abiotic environment, potentially 

allowing simulations of the effects of a changing climate. However, this is a complex 

mechanistic modelling approach, and to some extent requires assumptions covering aspects of 

the system about which we know very little at present. It is expected that such an approach 
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would require a considerable body of work involving model development with concurrent field 

studies to yield reliable results. This project aimed to test the practicality of the approach. 

The upland heath moorland of the British Isles was chosen as a basis for the project 

because it is a comparatively well studied semi-natural system. Nevertheless, the model 

framework has been designed such that it may be applied to any terrestrial vegetation. This 

requires that all modelling decisions are based on a firm ecological footing thus avoiding the 

use of empirical modelling abstractions (e.g. coefficients of competition) for the sake of 

simplicity. The structure of most models is such that it will only allow change in a certain 

number of variables immediately relevant to the model purpose. This can severely limit the 

applications of the model, and, particularly where abiotic conditions must be assumed 

constant, (e.g. Botkin, Janak & Wallis, 1972; van Tongeren & Prentice, 1986) its ecological 

generality. The "Ecospace" model is designed to minimise the constraining effects of the 

structure of the model on model behaviour, thus representing ecological knowledge in as direct 

a way as possible. The model should be viewed as a prototype, moving some way towards a 

closer relationship between simulation modelling and descriptive ecology, but being imperfect 

because of the scale of the task of mathematically representing all relevant ecological 

knowledge and the limitations of computing power. 

In order to achieve ecological and application generality, the "Ecospace" model uses a 

three-dimensional spatial grid within which plants grow as individuals occupying a number of 

grid units. Conditions at each point in the grid are generated from the vegetation structure and 

are used to calculate plant growth which is then applied spatially. 

The "Ecospace" model is described and discussed in this thesis. The remainder of this 

chapter puts the model in an ecological context. Chapter 2 justifies the modelling approach 

used in the framework. Chapter 3 is a description of the spatial grid and the rules of 

occupancy associated with it. Some field studies describing elements of spatial structure used 

in the model are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is a description of the weather and 

microclimate generation sub-models. Chapter 6 is a description of the growth generation and 

spatial allocation of individual plants. Chapter 7 presents some results and preliminary 

validation. Chapter 8 is a discussion of the completed model. The Appendix contains a full 

listing of the "Ecospace" program in ANSI C. 
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The heath/and ecosystem 

Heath vegetation has a relatively simple community structure. It is a successional community 

maintained by human management (burning, cutting and grazing) at a level where ericaceous 

dwarf shrubs are dominant. Succession eventually leads to birch or pine woodland (Miles, 

1974; Hobbs, 1981), whilst nutrient enrichment shifts the competitive advantage towards 

grasses (Heil & Diemont, 1983; Berendse & Aerts, 1984). Heather (Calluna vulgar/s (L.) 

Hull) and the other ericaceous shrubs (e.g. Er/ca tetralix L., Er/ca cinerea L.) form a dense 

canopy at a height of around 20-50 cm above the ground surface, depending on stand age, 

which may be interrupted by competing species such as bracken (.Pteridium aquilinum (L) 

Kuhn) in dry areas or grasses (e.g. Deschampsia flexuosa (L.) Trin.). Below this canopy, at 

around 0-8 cm, there is a layer of smaller plants, usually mosses such as Hypnum jutlandicum 

Holmen & Wamke and Dicranum scoparium Hedw.. In peat bog communities, the dominant 

moss is usually a Sphagnum species and the shrub vegetation roots in the moss column. The 

horizontal structure shows a shifting pattern over time due to the cyclical development of 

Calluna in uneven aged stands (Watt, 1947), herbivory (Diemont & Heil, 1984) and probably 

vegetative propagation through adventitious rooting (Miles, 1981). The range and nature of 

dynamic processes in heathlands have been well reviewed in Gimingham (1972), Webb 

(1986), Hobbs and Gimingham (1987) and Thompson, Hester and Usher (1995). However, 

although it is known that the structure of the Calluna canopy has a significant influence on 

most heath processes, it is not known what the factors controlling Calluna structure are. In 

the present work, field studies were undertaken in order to describe the dynamic growth form 

of Calluna. 

1.2 The mechanisms of plant competition 

The dynamics of vegetation are influenced by the spatial relations of individuals within the 

system (Greig-Smith, 1964), through heterogeneity of resources (e.g. light, nutrients) and 

limiting factors (e.g. temperature, wind), and through modification of the microclimate 

surrounding individuals by the individuals themselves (Blad & Lemeur, 1979), and by 

neighbouring individuals (Monsi & Saeki, 1953; van Eimern et al., 1964; Grace, 1977). 
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Ford and Sorrensen (1992) defined a five axiom theory of plant competition in even-

aged plant communities as summarised below. 

Plants modify their environment as they grow and reduce the resources available 

for growth by other plants. This defines the existence of inter-individual 

competition. 

The primary mechanism of competition is spatial interaction. 

Plant death due to competition is a delayed reaction to reduced growth following 

resource depletion. 

Plants respond in plastic ways to environmental change, and this affects not only 

the result of competition, but its future outcome. 

There are species differences in competition processes. 

This approach may be extended to communities with uneven distributions of age, size, 

species and spatial structure where the above rules apply once selection for establishment has 

occurred. The second axiom emphasises the dominance of spatial interactions on competition. 

Individual plants exist in a spatial environment defined by their own structure and the 

structure of the vegetation and ground surrounding them. All above-ground competition apart 

from mutualistic or parasitic contact must necessarily act through the medium of the air which 

lies between individual plants. It follows that by defining the structure of an individual and the 

structure of the surrounding community we can calculate the individual's response directly. 

Species interactions, microclimate and soil 

Plants present at a site necessarily modify their environment, altering the microclimate and 

soil conditions both directly and indirectly. These in turn affect the growth and survival of the 

plants which in turn modify their environment and so on. The end result of a period of change 

is therefore dependent upon the species composition and structure during the period of 

change. At each point that a new species invades, or a species already present becomes more 

influential on the conditions in the community, the direction and rate of community change is 

altered. The timing of alterations in species dominance and the extent of their modification of 

the environment is critical to the nature of the resultant communities. 

Plant competition may be defined as in Figure 1.1 where two individuals are 

physically separate from one another and no direct symbiotic relationship exists. In order to 

influence one another, the influence must pass through the medium of either the air or the soil, 

such that even allelopathy may be treated as an indirect effect. It is not possible to justify the 
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Figure 1.1. A model of plant competition: two individuals. Arrows represent influences. 

use of a direct link between the two individuals except as a simplification. Thus we may say 

that in the absence of parasitism or epiphytic processes there are no direct influences between 

plants. Individuals may affect the growth of one another only through modification of the soil 

or microclimate. Survival of an individual is thus determined solely by the conditions in the 

soil and microclimate. The precise state of these two media in the vicinity of the individual is 

thus crucial to the success of that individual. Therefore: 

-an individual is responsive only to the conditions in its immediate vicinity. 

-an individual affects the conditions around it, with the amplitude of the effect 

decreasing with distance from the individual. 

Plants of different species survive within the same area by occupying space which is 

suitable for the growth of each plant type. The heterogeneity of a vegetative stand is thus an 

inevitable component of the system. The fundamental niche occupied by a species may be 

defined as a multi-dimensional hypervolume (Hutchinson, 1958) where the dimensions 

represent gradients of influencing variables (temperature, prey size, humidity etc.) which may 

vary over time. For an animal the definition of its fundamental niche may be complex since it 

must include not only physical and chemical dimensions over time, but also four dimensional 

(three spatial dimensions and time) behavioural patterns. For example, Lawton and Strong 

(1981) stress the need for inclusion of avenues of predator escape as a niche dimension. 

However, the fundamental niche occupied by a plant may be defined precisely in physical and 

chemical terms over time. Each individual has an inherited inflexible strategy for resource 

capture. This may be defined qualitatively according to the three extremes of competitor, 

stress-tolerator and ruderal described by Grime (1979; Grime, Hodgson & Hunt 1988), or 

quantitatively according to potentially measurable properties such as phenology, allocation 
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and branching patterns, response to external factors and reproductive mechanism. The 

success of this strategy is dependent on the location and time of germination on which all 

other aspects of competition (e.g. abiotic conditions, neighbour structure) are dependent. 

Cyclical, seral or long term change can therefore be viewed as a continuous period of 

modification of the soil and microclimate. The state at any given point in space and time will 

determine the success of an individual at that point, whilst the sum of the success of the 

individuals modifies the soil and microclimate. 

1.3 Community ecology and abiotic change 

An ecosystem may be viewed either as a collection of individual organisms or as a discrete 

community. In the context of abiotic change, the concept of discrete communities has little 

theoretical relevance since one can expect continuous change in community structure. 

However, the community approach to the study of plant systems has been a long standing 

principle in ecology. It is based on the assumption that certain associations of organisms 

occur in response to abiotic conditions and that these associations may have properties that 

are more than the sum of individual effects plus their interactions. A number of distinct 

community types may be defined for each ecosystem. For example Calluna vulgaris-

Deschampsia flexuosa heath, Molinia caerulea sub-community (119e) and Scirpus 

cespitosus-Erica tetralix wet heath (M15) (Rodwell, 1991b) are both NVC communities 

which might be found in heathiand. However, these community types do not have clear cut 

boundaries, and may instead be viewed as part of a continuous gradient. 

A relatively stable climax community may be regarded as an optimum solution to a 

given set of abiotic conditions. In practice however, abiotic conditions tend to change 

gradually over time, both independently of, and resulting from biological change, so that 

alterations in the community structure will occur to compensate for the change. A constant 

community composition and structure where recruitment and mortality are balanced for all 

species is only possible in entirely stable abiotic conditions. Stevenson and Birks (1995) 

present evidence that the species composition of heathiands during past interglacial periods 

(with similar abiotic conditions) was different from the currently Calluna dominated structure 

indicating the importance of the role of the path by which a community structure is reached. 

Invading species, be they plant or animal, also hold the capacity to disrupt a community. 
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It may be expected that one community type may shift to another in response to 

abiotic changes. This process is driven by the selection of individuals. Changes in the species 

composition may have a feedback effect on the system, forcing it to a new equilibrium. 

Although there is much debate as to the validity of the community approach, the 

concept remains useful where dealing with conditions within the range of our past experience. 

Thus we can suggest possible community types which might develop at a site given the 

conditions at that site by drawing parallels with sites with similar conditions. 

Climatic change 

Climatic change occurs over a number of temporal and spatial scales, driving changes in the 

biosphere. Where previously unknown conditions are indicated it follows that an unknown 

community type might develop in response. The predicted changes in climate following a CO2  

doubling (IPCC, 1990) present us with a range of conditions, many of which have no 

geographical analogue (Department of Environment, 1991). The combination of solar 

inclination, geology and climatic regime are unique in most cases. 

The fossil record might be used to find possible parallels although inaccuracies in the 

assessment of past climate presents difficulties. In addition, the rates of change associated 

with this anthropogenic warming are probably considerably faster than any previously 

observed changes (Davis 1989). Dispersal rates may fail to meet up with requirements and 

extinctions may occur across a wide range of vegetation types. Therefore we may expect 

existing species associations to be disrupted. Since each species has a different dispersal 

strategy, timing of release of propagules and life history, it would be unrealistic to expect the 

even migration of whole associations, but rather a fragmented response from species altering 

their ranges at different speeds (Peters, 1992). An added complication is the need for dispersal 

to take place through suitable sites. Much vegetation world wide has been fragmented through 

human development, and dispersal to a suitable area may be blocked by settlements, 

mountains or coastlines. Because of the potential difficulty that many plant species will have 

in attaining the rates of dispersal necessary for survival, we can expect that highly 

competitive, rapidly dispersing species, (including those often treated as pests) will be 

conferred an advantage whilst the change is occurring. The magnitude of this effect will be 

related to the length of time over which continuous change occurs. Slowly dispersing species 

may find themselves growing in unsuitable conditions but may yet be able to keep pace with 
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change if there are respites in the rate of change. However, the rates of change predicted could 

well leave many species hundreds of kilometres outside their optimal range. 

Where one expects a change in existing community associations, the application of a 

community-based approach is questionable. The future development of ecological theory may 

be viewed in the context of a continuously changing climatic regime. Whether the predicted 

CO2  driven changes occur or not, the issues brought up by this problem need to be 

considered. Long-term climatic change is a well established fact, and it is difficult to continue 

to extend the number of possible communities researched to cover each combination of 

climate and site since, if carried to its logical conclusion this leads to the continuum of 

ecosystem structure implied by an individual-based approach. An individual-based theory 

appears at the present to be a suitable approach to the problems of vegetation dynamics as 

influenced by climate forcing. 
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Approaches to Vegetation Dynamics Modelling 

Contents 
2.1 Introduction 
2.2Abiotic change 
2.3 Modelling heterogeneity 
2.4 Model complexity 
2.5 Morphological abstractions 
2.6 Individual based models 
2.7 Models of heath/and vegetation 
2.8 Summary of the "Ecospace "model 

2.1 Introduction 

Vegetation dynamics models provide a simulated environment within which to study the 

mechanisms of vegetation change. They also present the opportunity for experimentation 

which would be destructive, expensive or time consuming if performed on the system in the 

wild. The structure of a predictive simulation model should not cause significant differences 

between the model behaviour and the behaviour of the natural system. In addition, the model 

should be valid for all situations within the prescribed boundary conditions. 

In the following paragraphs, I argue that, within the described modelling context, it is 

appropriate to model plant vegetation dynamics spatially and mechanistically at the individual 

level. Such an approach has been limited in the past both by computing resources and by the 

extent of our ecological knowledge. With the evolution of computers we are no longer limited 

to those mathematical models which may be calculated by simple programs, and are thus 

freed from the need for the more biologically unreasonable simplifying assumptions required 

by many such models. 

Models of vegetation dynamics may take several basic forms. The system may be 

modelled as a collection of distinct communities where the state of the whole system is 

dependent on the relative amounts of different community associations. Individuals may be 

grouped into competing species and interactions at the species level used to determine 
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community structure. The system may also be modelled as a mosaic of interacting patches or 

gaps containing a certain number of individual plants. An alternative is to model the 

ecosystem as a collection of individuals. These individuals may either be represented 

explicitly with some properties unique to each individual (i-state configuration) or as a whole 

population distribution where individuals are not treated separately (i-state distribution) as 

defined by Metz and Diekmann (1986). It is argued that in order to represent spatial elements 

crucial to vegetation dynamics in a natural system, an i-state configuration model is required. 

Modelling context 

The "EcospaceTM model has been developed in the context of long-term climatic change. The 

abiotic inputs to the system are viewed as non-constant. When the time-lag between change in 

abiotic conditions and biotic response is also taken into account, the concept of an equilibrium 

becomes inappropriate. The process of change is therefore viewed as a continuous process 

which is in itself a component of the system, altering the nature of other components and their 

relationships. In this chapter, approaches to vegetation dynamics modelling are reviewed 

within the limits imposed by such a view. Many of these approaches may be suitable for the 

examination of systems or for the representation of aspects of ecosystem behaviour within a 

defined model purpose, but may fail to represent the feedbacks required for simulation in 

constantly changing conditions. 

When modelling the impact of a changing climate on an ecosystem, it is not sufficient 

for the model to represent only a fixed community structure. If the abiotic forcing functions 

are expected to undergo large changes, one would expect corresponding changes in ecosystem 

structure and species composition. Any model of an ecosystem which is being tested for its 

responses in such conditions should allow for these changes (Nielsen, 1992; Jorgensen, 1992) 

in order to be applicable to the problem. 

2.2 Abiotic change 

The limitations of different modelling approaches need to be recognised. This is of particular 

importance when dealing with processes of abiotic change. When a model is used to explore 

conditions outside the range of conditions within which that model has been developed it is 

necessary that the model be suitable for this. Most correlative models are only of value within 

the range studied. Many other models will state in their assumptions that certain abiotic 

factors have been assumed to be constant (e.g. Botkin et al., 1972; Noble & Slatyer, 1980). 
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Modelling of the effects of climate change on vegetation presents a unique problem 

(see section 1.3). Here it is necessary that the model include mechanisms for response to a 

wide range of climatic effects and, importantly, the main feedbacks in the system. If one 

expects a change in the physical structure of the sward it is essential that the effect of that 

change on the behaviour of the system be modelled (Nielsen, 1992; Jorgensen, 1992). 

However, most models of vegetation have been developed in a different context or for a 

different purpose and do not represent this feedback adequately. Failure to include this 

feedback would be expected to invalidate the model if a significant change in structure occurs. 

Forest gap dynamics models, following the FORET model of Shugart and West 

(1977), are a class of individual-based succession model which has been widely applied to 

mixed species forest ecosystems (see the review by Shugart, 1984). The approach has also 

been extended to other systems such as semi-arid grassland (Coffin & Lauenroth, 1990). 

These are individual-based models, where individual plant location is not defined within a plot 

assumed to be representative of conditions in a given neighbourhood. Shugart and West 

(1977) found that plot size was critical to the behaviour of the model and that when the plot 

size was reduced to the size of a dominant individual, the "gap dynamics" phenomenon was 

reproduced. Models of this class have been applied to the problem of climate change 

(Solomon, 1986; Pastor & Post, 1988). However, the applicability of these models to steady-

state ecosystem dynamics does not necessarily imply their suitability for the problem of 

modelling the effects of climate change. The plot size which reproduces "gap dynamics" is 

linked to climate. Conditions in the gap must be representative of the establishment conditions 

for competing trees within the plot. If the changing climate were to alter the plot dimensions 

required to adequately simulate "gap dynamics" either through modification of gap 

microclimate or through a change in the size of a dominant individual this will have a critical 

effect on the model behaviour. Thus, although the structure itself is not necessarily changing, 

the microclimate, which is derived from climate but defined by vegetation structure, is 

changing, such that the effective structure of the community is also changing. It is necessary 

to determine whether or not this effect will be significant as far as model dynamics are 

concerned before drawing conclusions from the simulations of Solomon (1986) and Pastor 

and Post (1988). 

The extent to which the physical composition of the system is represented is critical to 

the validity of the model if the effect of abiotic change is being simulated. Even in systems 

where aspects of physical structure are unimportant at present (e.g. Coffin & Lauenroth, 

1990, where semi-arid grassland is modelled by representing only below-ground processes), a 
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change in structure may well alter the driving variables within the system (development of 

continuous ground cover altering the soil water relations). 

2.3 Modelling heterogeneity 

The survival and growth of an individual plant is dependent upon that plant's access to 

resources and its exposure to limiting conditions. The distribution of resources throughout 

natural systems tends to be patchy. Heterogeneity of the environment operates at all 

ecological scales and is essential for the maintenance of diversity in ecosystems. When dealing 

with individual plants it will be found that in most natural systems each individual is in a 

unique environment. A large proportion of vegetation models to date have been developed for 

even aged monocultures, especially agricultural crops (e.g. Wisiol & Hesketh, 1987) and 

forests (e.g. Munro, 1974; Shugart & West, 1980). Unfortunately, conditions in these 

managed systems are very different from the conditions in natural communities, since steps 

will be taken by the manager to reduce heterogeneity. In an idealised crop system with regular 

spacing between rows and within rows, each individual will be subject to identical conditions. 

Consequently, if the responses of all individuals to conditions are equal, all individuals will 

theoretically grow at the same rate, thus maintaining constant conditions for all individuals. 

However, in real crop systems, only in exceptional circumstances will variation in yield 

between individuals be negligible. Nevertheless, for the purposes of modelling in such a 

system, it is reasonable to simplify or ignore spatial relationships since similarity may be 

attained between the real and model systems with regards total plot yield, thus giving 

application validity. 

If one is treating a multispecies ecosystem, then the effects of patchiness in resource 

availability are of great importance (Caldwell & Pearcy, 1994). Each individual will be in a 

unique set of circumstances, and this has important implications for the preservation of 

diversity (De Angelis & Rose, 1992).The establishment of an individual may well be 

dependent upon a certain set of conditions being met, but only at the point of establishment, 

rather than over the whole system. Each species occupies a niche in the community which 

may be defined multidimensionally by a number of environmental variables. Within an 

ecosystem the conditions required for survival of a species occupying a certain niche may 

only be found in a small part of that community. Where the species involved is of particular 

ecological importance, (for example the establishment of birch, Betula sp., in the heathland 

ecosystem leading to succession towards woodland) it becomes important to model this aspect 

accurately. If the model plot is regarded as homogenous, it is unlikely that conditions will 

arise over the whole plot which favour the establishment of an invading species without some 
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preconditioning by small numbers of that species. Indeed, in homogenous conditions, one 

would expect the principle of competitive exclusion to act, resulting in species 

impoverishment. Ebenhöh (1994) demonstrates how the introduction of temporal 

heterogeneity allows coexistence of species in a class of food web model which would 

demonstrate competitive exclusion in a steady state form. Given that coexistence is critical to 

the process of vegetation change it is important that modelling assumptions do not act to 

prevent it. 

Spatially homogenous vegetation dynamics models (e.g. Kauppi, Han and Kellomaki, 

1978, Noble & Slatyer, 1980, Cannell, Grace & Booth, 1989) may well simplify the real 

system to the extent of inadequate simulation. Depending on the aims of the model, a 

homogenous approach may be justified. However, where the model is to be used to test the 

effects of changing heterogenously distributed variables upon species composition, a 

homogenous approach becomes very difficult to justify, since it cannot implicitly represent 

establishment. In this case heterogeneity would ideally be represented at a scale sufficient to 

mechanistically capture its effect on vegetation dynamics. 

2.4 Model complexity 

Model complexity or simplicity are not desirable properties in themselves. The relative 

complexity of a model should be the result of a reasoned process as to the best way to 

represent the system for the model purpose. It is important not to under-represent our 

knowledge of the system for the sake of simplicity, or conversely model in unnecessary detail. 

Explicit representation of biological processes is likely to simplify the interpretation of the 

results of a simulation, since the ecological interpretation of a model using abstractions 

requires interpretation of those abstractions (Kimmins & Scoular, 1984). Complexity can, 

however, make interpretation difficult due to the amount of information which must be 

assimilated. 

In the context of a changing climate (section 2.2), and where heterogeneity of the 

system is an important component of the system (section 2.3), the extent to which the real 

system is simplified is critical to the applicability of the model. Where simplification is such 

that these aspects are under-represented the model is no longer suitable for predictive 

simulation. 
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An approach to ecological modelling based on a search for generalities has 

predominated for a number of years. In addition, simulation modelling has developed in a 

climate of limited computer resources, thus reducing the possibilities for complex models. As 

a result, a modelling philosophy based on considerable simplification of the real system has 

arisen. Although some simplification is necessary in order to reduce any system to computer 

algorithms, beyond a certain level of simplification the model ceases to be representative of 

the real system, thus severely limiting its applicability. Although the model may demonstrate 

behavioural validity at the chosen level of simplification (e.g. one community shifting directly 

to another in response to increased nutrients, with measurements for validation based on a 

simplified community definition), it does not follow that this behaviour is representative of the 

non-simplified system (the rate and sequence of species replacement will have an effect on the 

composition of the resultant community). 

For an example we may consider the model by Slatkin and Anderson (1984) of 

competition in communities of static organisms such as plants or barnacles. Hereafter these 

organisms will be referred to as plants. The individual plants are represented as two-

dimensional discs randomly distributed across a homogenous surface. Growth monotonically 

increases with time, and is applied as a radial increase. When two discs touch, competition 

occurs and one of the two plants is selected randomly for survival whilst the other instantly 

dies and disappears. The model is shown to conform to the -3/2 thinning law (Yoda et a!, 

1963), if mass is taken as the cube of the radius. What relevance has this model to plant 

competition? What are the real system parallels of the processes described? The degree of 

abstraction and simplification is such that the processes occurring have no direct parallels in a 

plant community, where growth is proportional to resource capture and plants may grow at 

different vertical levels. The fact that it shows a single property of real communities does not 

necessarily mean that the model correctly simulates the key features of the real system. 

A chess tournament 

We may also consider an extreme case of a model of a chess tournament starting with dozens 

of players in pairs, competing, with the losers being removed until only the champion remains. 

The modeller has chosen to view proceedings from a vantage point on the ceiling of the venue 

(Figure 2.1.a.). A chess board is composed of a number of black and white tiles and a number 

of black and white pieces. If viewed from a great enough distance (the ceiling), the board will 

appear to be a uniform grey and may be represented as such. The players interact through the 
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medium of the board. If measurements for validation are also taken from this distance we can 

confirm that the board remains a constant uniform grey throughout the game. 

Since it is not possible to represent the actual game at this level of simplification, and 

the board appears constant, one could model the game as direct competition between the two 

players based on an abstract competition coefficient based on some property or combination 

of properties of each player. The players will compete until only the champion remains and 

the model behaviour may be said to be reasonable provided that the model is not used to draw 

conclusions on the relative competitive ability of the different players. 

Figure 2.1. Modelling a chess tournament, a). The tournament viewed from the ceiling where all the 
boards appear to be a uniform grey. b). An individual game with black and white board. 

We may examine this approach as a model to determine the relative competitive 

ability of the different players and to predict the outcome of the tournament. If one is not 

aware of the existence of the heterogeneity of the board it would be reasonable to adopt the 

above approach. If, however, one is aware of the true nature of the game and yet choose to 

deliberately ignore it we are moving into difficult territory. The model has a certain structural 

validity and yet does not represent the full extent of our knowledge. Consequently, the 

competition coefficient will fail to represent the results of different combinations of strategy, 

with the "best" player (with the highest competition coefficient) always winning. The model 

cannot therefore reasonably be applied to predict the outcome of the chess tournament. 

However, it should be noted that a complex approach, although perhaps theoretically more 

satisfying, would not guarantee an improved result even if shown to be possible. 
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Competition coefficients 

Consider also the use of the concept of competition. Ekschmitt and Breckling (1994) point out 

the ambiguity of definition of this concept, with indefinite mechanism and effect. It is common 

practise when modelling vegetation dynamics spatially to view plants as competing against 

their immediate neighbours for resources with competition derived from "nearest-neighbour" 

distance and relative size (e.g. Mead, 1968; Diggle, 1976; Gates, 1978; Ford & Diggle, 1981; 

Cannell et al., 1989). The model of Diggle (1976) first defined competition as a one-sided 

process by which large plants influence small plants, but small plants have no influence on 

large ones. One-directional and sometimes two-directional (Kenlde, 1988; Thomas & Weiner, 

1989) competition between neighbouring individuals interacting in pairs has become the basis 

of this class of model. 

In the context of the model of competition outlined in section 1.2 and in the context of 

abiotic change, such an abstraction has no place. Competition coefficients are an 

anthropomorphism (Ekschmitt & Breckling, 1994), attributing to plants a characteristic 

which they do not have. It is possible that this concept may have arisen from the modelling of 

animal populations using Lotka-Volterra type competition equations, where the competition 

coefficient is used to represent complex animal strategies, and where the approach may be the 

most valid representation. It is potentially a more straightforward task to describe the 

interaction of plant allocation strategies with the volume surrounding the plant, due to the 

sessile nature of plants and their lack of conscious thought (see section 1.2, p 5,). Knowledge 

of the community structure around an individual, combined with external influences (e.g. 

weather, hydrology) may be used to predict the response of a plant with a particular inflexible 

strategy. It is not therefore necessary to apply the abstraction of a competition coefficient, 

although such an approach may be justified within a narrow range of modelling objectives. 

However, it is possible to include in the coefficient a representation of some aspects of the 

environment local to an individual, particularly light, but this must necessarily assume 

homogeneity of conditions throughout the individual. 

As an alternative approach, I propose that instead of individual plants being assumed 

to compete against other selected individual plants, these plants are assumed to compete 

against the community as a whole, where the effect of the community can be defined in terms 

of the abiotic conditions in the particular space occupied by that individual. 

A complex model structure is used in the "Ecospace" model in order to represent 

competition between plants according to the theory outlined in section 1.2. This inevitably 
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leads to complex model behaviour, which slows analysis of model behaviour. Where the 

behaviour is the result of a fault in the model, the complex nature of the model makes 

detection of the fault difficult. In addition, the complexity of a model may introduce 

significant difficulties of formulation and parameterisation throughout model development. 

However, the difficulties in producing a complex model do not represent an ecologically based 

reason for avoiding this approach. 

2.5 Morphological abstraction 

Where plants are being represented explicitly by spatial forms in ecological models, 

abstractions may be used in order to simplify the real structure of the plants (Fig.2.2). Often 

these will bear little resemblance to actual plants. For example, the model of Korzukhin 

(1995) represents trees as flat screens, oriented in either the horizontal or vertical planes, and 

the model of Luan (1994) uses cylindrical crowns. Depending on the calculations performed 

using these abstractions, such assumptions may well be reasonable. However, Kurth (1994) 

points out that the integration of process-based models using different abstractions presents a 

problem, and argues for the use of morphological models. 

a) 	 b) 	 c) 	 d) 
Figure 2.2. Specialised simplifications of trees used in modelling (after Kurth 1994). a). light model, 

b). mechanical model, c).hydraulic architecture (pipe model), d). allocation model with 
leaves, stem and roots as compartments. 

Morphological models of plants have largely been developed as computer graphics 

models (e.g. Prusinkiewicz & Lindenmayer, 1990; Aono & Kurni, 1984). Branching L-

systems models (Lindenmayer, 1975) have developed to the stage where complex structures 

identifiable as distinct species can be generated from a limited number of rules. However, little 

work has been carried out to link such models to biological processes with the exception of the 

model of Ford, Avery and Ford (1990). The potential application of such models to ecological 

systems, as advocated by Bassow, Ford and Kliester (1990) and Kurth (1994), requires an 

effort by ecologists to work towards the combination of the two approaches. The "Ecospace" 
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model presented in this thesis is designed such that any defined plant structure may potentially 

be converted to the cell-based representation used in the modelling framework, since the cells 

are defined on a three-dimensional Cartesian grid. 

2.6 Individual-based models 

As argued in section 1.3, a community-based approach to modelling (e.g. Hobbs, 1983) is 

inappropriate where the system being modelled moves outside the studied range of abiotic 

conditions. The argument may be extended to cover any grouping of individual plants. The 

categorisation of plants requires the use of generalisations. Spatial generalisations are 

necessarily scale-specific and abiotic change alters the effective ecological scale of 

interaction. An individual-based modelling approach avoids this problem because the 

definition of an individual remains constant. 

Metz and Diekmann (1986) developed a useful classification of individual-based 

models which will be used to distinguish individual model types. Each individual is considered 

to have an "i-state" which is defined as all the information needed to calculate the response of 

that individual to its environment, such as age, sex, size and condition. The state of the 

population (the p-state) may be derived from the properties of the individuals comprising that 

population and their dynamics i.e. the i-state dynamics. The two classes of model are the 1-

state distribution model (where individuals are grouped according to common characteristics) 

and the i-state configuration model (where the conditions for each individual are modelled 

explicitly). The latter models represent individuals as discrete entities. The more detailed i-

state configuration models may be used to derive i-state distribution models, but not the 

reverse. 

Huston, DeAngelis and Post (1988) and Caswell and John (1992) argue that, for 

plant populations, the sedentary nature of individuals and the spatial heterogeneity of the 

environment render an i-state distribution approach inappropriate. It is a fundamental 

assumption of the i-state distribution model that all individuals within a class are subject to 

the same conditions. In most plant stands there is a degree of heterogeneity of the environment 

of the individual, ranging from small variations in an even-aged even-spaced monoculture up 

to complex patchy multi-species systems. This heterogeneity has important effects on 

vegetation dynamics and an i-state configuration approach becomes more appropriate as one 

moves to more heterogeneous systems. 
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2.7 Models of heathiand vegetation 

The heath ecosystem has been modelled using a number of approaches summarised below. It 

was considered that none of the approaches adequately represented the ecology of the system 

for a study of abiotic change, but that the development of a fresh approach allowing the 

synthesis of aspects of the different models would be of value. 

The production of Calluna vulgaris has been modelled empirically in relation to 

temperature and light by Grace (1970, Grace & Woolhouse 1974). This model does not 

represent individuals explicitly and does not involve any dynamic competition, concentrating 

instead on net production, and assimilate partitioning between different plant organs. This 

model was used as the basis of the three-dimensional model presented here. 

Hobbs (1983) and Hobbs and Legg (1983) have modelled community and patch shift 

respectively between heathiand types using Markov processes. These models are very simple 

association-based models allowing the development of no associations outside those 

represented and generating change by stochastic mechanism. The authors conclude that this 

approach is inappropriate for all but simple systems, and should only be used comparatively. 

In the context of abiotic change, this approach has little relevance. 

Van Tongeren and Prentice (1986) presented a general spatial model of vegetation 

dynamics and applied it to the heathland dwarf shrub community. The model uses a horizontal 

grid over which individual plants occupying one or more grid squares compete. Only a single 

occupant is allowed in a given grid square. Plants grow about a central stem, with their height 

estimated as a function of horizontal extent. Establishment and mortality are calculated 

stochastically. Growth is calculated according to competition-modified relative growth rates, 

with horizontal spread to new cells calculated using a stochastic mechanism. This simple 

spatial model is shown to reproduce shifting mosaic behaviour over time for competing 

species. No abiotic elements are represented, although it is suggested that these could be 

added to the equation for area! spread. 

The dynamics of the thy inland heathlands of the Netherlands (Genisto-Callunetum) 

are dominated by nutrients and this has received considerable research attention (Aerts & 

Heil, 1993). Nutrient enrichment has led to succession towards grassland (Heil & Diemont, 

1983), and this process is modelled by a compartment-flow model "Calluna" by Heil and 

Bobbink (1993). The model is non-spatial, describing only relative cover of Calluna vulgaris 

and two grasses, Molinia caerulea (L.) Moench and Deschampsia flexuosa (L.) Trin.. 
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Competition is calculated from available nitrogen-modified relative growth rates and mean 

replacement rates, and as such is unresponsive to abiotic or structural change. It was 

considered that the equations for the modification of relative growth rate with available 

nitrogen could be of potential use in a dynamic model of nutrient response, although the 

transferability of response data to upland heath (Callunetum) is questionable due to the 

difference in the below-ground component of the two systems. 

The phosphorus dynamics of dry heathiands have been modelled in two compartment 

models, NUCHE (De Jong & Klinkhamer, 1983) and PCAL (Chapman, Rose & Clarke, 

1989). 

Noble and Slatyer (1980) present a general model of post-disturbance succession 

based on "vital attributes'. This is an extension of the principle that most phenomena of 

succession are the consequences of differential properties of species (Drury & Nisbet, 1973), 

such that the course of succession at a disturbed site is an inevitable consequence of the 

relative availability of a range of species and their life history characteristics. The model is 

based solely on the properties of species over time. No abiotic conditions are represented. It 

does not seem reasonable to ignore the effects of environmental variability on the course of 

succession, yet the principle on which the model is based is valuable. An analysis of Scottish 

heathland vegetation using the approach of Noble and Slatyer has been carried out by Hobbs, 

Mallik and Gimingham (1984), where key species are classified and a diagram representing 

post-fire recovery times formulated. 

A land use model of the effects of climatic warming on the extent and quality of 

heather moorland in Great Britain has been produced using the ITE land classification system 

(Bunce, Howard, Clarke & Dean, 1991) by Bardgett and Marsden (1992; Bardgett et al, 

1995). The model is based on the shifts in cover of land classes at a resolution of 1 km2  in 

response to climate change predicted by Hos sell (1992) and a survey of the current quality of 

moorland. The model predicts a relatively constant areal cover of open moorland and heather 

on moorland within a 3°C temperature rise. However, the model also predicts the loss of 

approximately a quarter of the blanket bog cover, requiring significant relocation of heather to 

meet the first model prediction. There is little similarity between land cover approaches and 

mechanistic ecological approaches to the effects of climate warming. 
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2.8 Summary of the "Ecospace" model 

The "Ecospace" model has been developed in order to provide a framework for modelling 

vegetation dynamics in the context of the whole ecosystem. It attempts to provide a flexible 

framework which is applicable to all terrestrial vegetation systems. It has been designed such 

that each sub-model of the system may be replaced by an alternative version without altering 

the model structure. A three-dimensional spatial grid of hexagonal tiles is used as a common 

link for the different components of the model. Each grid unit has certain physical, chemical 

and biological properties which represent their spatial distribution in the system. 

In order to avoid confusion between the terms "framework" and "grid" as applied to 

the "Ecospace" model, these will be defined below. 

Framework:- refers to the entire "Ecospace" model structure, where the framework 

supports the different sub-models. 

Grid:- refers to the spatial grid of hexagonal tiles used to represent space. 

"Ecospace" is based on the model of competition outlined in Chapter 1, where plants 

directly modify the abiotic conditions which directly affect the plants. In order to capture this 

process at a scale suitable for individual plants at all stages of their life cycle it was decided 

to explicitly model space using a sub-individual resolution. Each unit of volume has certain 

properties (e.g. irradiance, temperature, wind speed, volume occupied by plants) which at 

different levels may be either beneficial or detrimental. Plants may therefore compete by 

occupying units of volume which will alter their growth rates. 

Plants are grown as individuals, each occupying a number of units of volume, both 

above ground and below ground. The representation of below-ground processes is simple and 

essentially non-spatial. Individual growth is calculated directly from the conditions in the units 

of volume which that individual occupies on an hourly basis. The structure of the vegetation 

is used in conjunction with generated weather conditions to calculate the three-dimensional 

microclimate. 

The model is designed to capture the effects of spatial and temporal heterogeneity at a 

resolution suitable for the level of germination and establishment but below the level of the 

fully grown individual. The scale of the units of volume is flexible such that the grid can be 

altered to fit a number of vegetative systems. By representing competition mechanistically it is 

possible to apply the same model of vegetation dynamics to all terrestrial ecosystems. 
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"Ecospace" is a complex model, based on a principle of representing our knowledge 

of the different ecosystem components and their relation to each other explicitly. Although 

simplification of the system may be reasonable in some cases, it is recommended that all the 

components are modelled initially and the sensitivity of the system under the experimental 

regime be determined before decisions are made, since the combined behaviour of two or more 

components may be different from the sum of their separate behaviour. In its present state, the 

model should be viewed as a prototype, demonstrating the potential of the system, since it has 

not been possible due to time limitations to represent all the different ecosystem components 

to the best of our knowledge, and also because aspects of the system (particularly spatial 

plant allocation and the horizontal variation of microclimate) are modelled at a level of detail 

close to the limits of our current understanding. It was considered that these components of 

the system are likely to be researched in the near future and that the framework should have 

the capacity to represent this new knowledge. 

The complexity of the model framework makes computer run time a severe limitation 

at the present. However, again it was felt that advances in computing power, particularly with 

the use of parallel computing (Haefrier, 1994) could reduce run time. The model has been 

written in the ANSI C programming language in order to allow the potential development 

towards an object-oriented C++ approach. The "Ecospace" model has been developed and run 

on a mainframe computer, WAVERLEY, at the University of Edinburgh. 

The main influences in the model are summarised in Figure 2.3., where it can be seen 

that the new individual growth is applied to the vegetation structure, and it is the combination 

of this structure with the incoming weather which defines microclimate which in turn drives 

the next round of growth. Thus there is no direct influence of one plant on another. 

Figure 2.3 Essential influences and feedbacks in the model. Arrows represent influences. Soil 
feedbacks are at present very simply represented by the model. 
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Time and the model 

A number of different time steps are used in the model framework in order to integrate the 

different sub-models used. These are summarised in Figure 2.4. 

Individual growth is calculated on an hourly basis from spatial light and temperature 

which are generated hourly. This growth is accumulated and added weekly to the plant for 

partitioning and spatial allocation so that sufficient growth is accumulated to enable division 

between a number of tiles. The new spatially-added growth thus alters the vegetation structure 

weekly. 

MONTHLY WEEKLY DAILY HOURLY 

MICROCLIMATE 

PHYSICAL 
STRUCTURE 

INDIVIDUALS 

SUB-INDIVIDUALS 

Figure 2.4. Time steps used in the "Ecospace" model framework. Bold type indicates three-
dimensional spatial calculations. 

The temperature and wind sub-models are responsive to this weekly change in 

vegetation structure, but the main spatial light sub-model is calculated monthly due to its 

lengthy computation time. It was considered that the minor changes in vegetation structure in 

most months would have little effect on the light environment relative to day to day variation. 
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Weather is generated daily and this is used to generate diurnal variation in temperature and 

light. 

Germination and the growth of establishing individuals (calculated according to a 

simplified model) are calculated and added to the grid daily, based on average daily 

conditions, until each plant becomes established and is treated as an individual. Stress related 

and stochastic mortality are also calculated daily. 
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3 

The General Spatial Modelling Framework. 

Contents 
3.1 Introduction 
3.2 The three-dimensional spatial grid 
3.3 Plants within the framework 
3.4 Individual plant representation 
3.5 Calculation of the overlap of discs over the hexagonal grid 
3.6 The surface of the ground 
3.7 The volume surrounding the grid 

3.1 Introduction 

A general spatial framework was developed to allow 3-dimensional modelling at a sub-

individual level. The framework comprises both a spatial grid and a set of rules for occupancy 

and growth. Plants are represented as individuals with specific spatial forms. In this chapter 

the static properties of the modelling framework is described in terms of the geometry of the 

grid and the plant growth forms and the non-dynamic interactions between the two. The 

dynamics of the growing plants are described in Chapter 5, whilst Chapter 4 describes the use 

of the spatial grid to generate a microclimate for the plant growth.. 

3.2 The 3-dimensional spatial grid 

In order to represent realistically the three-dimensional space within which real plants interact, 

it was decided that all space within the community must be represented. In many models (see 

Chapter 2), the abstractions of form that are used cause parts of the plant (especially stems) 

and environment to be ignored or poorly represented spatially in model calculations. This is 

likely to cause errors in model output directly attributable to the representation of spatial 

structure in the model (e.g. ignoring stems in light transmission models). 

The present model is built around a structure of tessellating solids that fill all space in 

the community, and which correspond to volumes in real space. Such a representation allows 
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a flexibility and adaptability lacking in approaches which do not fully define the geometric 

structure of the community. For example, a variety of different community structures can be 

defined, allowing the adequate representation of any terrestrial vegetation, or model behaviour 

may be examined in response to irregular ground surface. 

The shape of these units of volume is critical since it may limit the nature of 

calculations performed using the grid. Ideally these units of volume should all have the same 

positional relationship to each other in order that each may be treated identically, thus 

ensuring that no structural bias is incorporated. We shall first consider a single plane and then 

apply these principles to a three-dimensional grid. 

Horizontal grid considerations 

A grid of tessellating hexagons was decided upon as the best way of dividing up space in a 

single plane. An equal relationship with all neighbours can only be achieved within a single 

plane using hexagons. Each hexagon has six equal neighbours, each abutting a side of equal 

length. This minimises the limitations imposed upon the geometry of the modelled system by 

the spatial framework. Hexagonal grids have been used two-dimensionally as the basis of 

cellular automaton models (e.g. Gardner, 1971; Comins, 1982) and in the seed dispersal 

model of Weiner and Conte (198 1) for this reason. 

Other systems were considered. Most regular polygons do not tessellate. Only 

triangles, squares and hexagons tessellate. For the triangular and the square grids a proportion 

of the neighbouring polygons make contact through a vertex rather than a side (Fig.3.1.). The 

area of contact at a vertex is infinitely small, and yet the space within the neighbour is 

approximately as close to the original polygon as that of the other neighbours. This 

relationship is unequal. If one considers transport through the surfaces of a polygon where the 

transport can be made proportional to the length of surface contact between neighbours, those 

neighbours at vertices will receive an infinitely small proportion. This throws up complex 

questions when dealing with spatial relations between neighbours in a model based on such a 

grid and is best avoided. 

The simplicity of a square grid is desirable for geometric calculations, and yet is 

inadequate for the above problems of neighbour relationships. An offset brick-like grid was 

considered to give all neighbours a surface of contact. However, despite the added complexity 

of this system, it still makes it difficult for even spread in all directions to be characterised. 
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The hexagonal grid is the most theoretically satisFying choice for a 2-dimensional grid, but 

this approach cannot unfortunately be extended to three-dimensions. 

A 	 B 	 C 
Figure 3.1. Transport between tessellating polygons. In the triangular grid (A), only the grey 

triangles have surface contact with the black central triangle. The clusters of white 
triangles at the vertices have an infinitely small point of contact only, and as such 
transport from the black triangle must be assumed to be minimal. The square grid (B) 

has four neighbours with surface contact and four with point contact, but in the hexagonal 
grid (C) all neighbours have an equal area of surface contact to one another. This 

minimises the effects of the grid on transport through the system. 

The third dimension 

The vertical component would ideally be represented in a non-limiting  manner similar to a 2-D 

hexagonal grid. Only one three dimensional shape allows for each solid to relate equally to all 

its neighbours, and that is a dodecahedron (with twelve pentagonal sides). The complexity of 

this structure presents problems for direct geometric representation in the model. A 

compromise is therefore necessary. It was decided therefore that the use of hexagonal "tiles" 

(Fig 3.2.a) stacked directly on top of one another would reduce neighbour effects sufficiently 

if care was taken to allow for transport problems between layers. Assuming that transport 

may only occur through the faces of the tiles, no diagonal transport is allowed (Fig 3.2.b). 

The model grid 

Hexagonal tiles are defined in the model as having a depth equal to the length of one side. 

Each tile is referenced by a set of x,y and z co-ordinates. The extent of each of the three 

dimensions of the grid is limited by fixing the number of tiles in each direction, nx, fly and nz. 

The geometric nature of tessellating hexagons means that in the horizontal plane, each column 

is offset by 0.866 hex sides with respect to the next. The x dimension is defined as that 

perpendicular to the columns, such that they referenced hexagons do not lie on a straight line. 
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In order to perform geometrical calculations using the hexagonal tiles, the tile grid is 

superimposed over a Cartesian co-ordinate grid X, 1', Z, with the unit of measurement defined 

as one hexagon side (Fig. 3.3). All X Y measurements are taken from a point (0,0) situated at 

a) 	 b)  

C) 

Figure 3.2. The hexagonal tile grid, a) single tile with all sides of length h cm.; b) a single tile 
(filled grey) with its eight immediate neighbours shown, six in a horizontal ring, one 
above and one (dotted) below; c) a block of the tessellating grid with the horizontal x, y 
and vertical z dimensions marked. The rows of tiles in they dimension can be seen to lie 
along straight lines whilst the rows in the x dimension zigzag. 

the intersection of the outermost edges of the even numbered hexagons, where the bottom of a 

tile in layer z lies at a Cartesian Z co-ordinate of value z, and the top of the tile at Z=(z+ 1). A 

single tile is thus defined by an x, y, z co-ordinate, but the co-ordinates of its centre and 

vertices are more precisely defined on the X 1', Z grid (see description of hexcordO at end of 

chapter for definitions). 

System variables in the model may either be local to a tile or independent of the 

spatial grid. For example the amount of solar radiation, which will vary in space, varies 

between tiles, whilst species properties and individual age are independent of spatial location. 

For those variables local to a tile there is no further spatial definition: the value is an attribute 
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of the whole tile. In order to model the system with no spatial definition below the level of a 

tile, all properties of each tile are assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the tile. As 

will later be seen, tiles can hold a number of individuals and sources of material, but this is all 

assumed homogenously distributed within the tile. 

origin 

733 

446 

199 

933 

666 

X=O X=2 X=4 X=6 X=8 X=10 X=12 

Figure 3.3 The X/Y sub grid in relation to the hexagonal grid. Tile co-ordinates (x,y) are shown 
within each tile. As can be seen, tiles with identical y co-ordinates fall into two offset 
classes, those with an even value of x and those with an odd value. Both their actual 
position and the relative numbering of their immediate neighbours vary accordingly. 
The X/Y sub grid is shown as dotted lines, with scale of h, i.e. one hexagon side. This 
allows precise location of each vertex of a tile. In the vertical dimension, z and Z overlap 
since each layer of hexes is h thick. 

This abstraction allows mathematical treatments which would not otherwise be 

possible. The use of tiles to store information on the three-dimensional state of the system 

enables calculations to be performed using the physical and biological state at a given 

moment. For example, the calculation of the transmission of light beams needs to assume 

homogeneity within the tile in order to allow derivation from shaft length within the tile as 

described later. Provided that the tile size is sufficiently small relative to the vegetation 

processes being modelled, it is reasonable to assume that this simplification will not introduce 

significant errors. However, if the tile size becomes too large relative to plant size, the model 

becomes cumbersome and increasingly less accurate. 
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Another important limitation is that the greater the level of detail in the model, the 

more difficult it becomes to ignore areas where our knowledge is limited, and the more limited 

our knowledge of spatial relationships at the scale of the model becomes. 

The "Ecospace" model is designed to be flexible and applicable to any terrestrial 

vegetation system. It is therefore important that the scale of the hexagonal tiles and the 

dimensions of the grid can be varied such that ecosystems from forest down to lichen growth 

on rocks may be represented. Since there is no spatial resolution within tiles, the tiles should 

ideally be small enough to prevent important spatial processes acting at a scale below that of 

the tile. At some point a compromise must be made between detail and area covered because 

of limitations of computer memory and run time. 

The resolution of the model as developed is designed such that a dominant individual 

will be represented by a number of vertical layers and tiles rather than lie within a single tile. 

Sub-dominants and smaller plants may lie within a single tile, but it is hoped that the effects 

of the structure of plants at this scale on the abiotic environment will be limited. 

The model framework was developed whilst working on the heath ecosystem. A 

hexagon side length of 50mm. was decided upon as a reasonable scale for this system, giving 

around ten above ground layers for a large heather plant, and allowing the microclimate 

underneath the canopy to be described. This scale also seems appropriate for the description 

of tile sized gaps for germination and establishment. The volume of a tile works out as 325m1. 

Grid sizes of up to 100 x 100 x 20 were used for model runs. 

Because the model is based on a grid of tiles with known abiotic properties, the 

growth of an individual plant can be calculated from the sum of the production of each of its 

component tiles. It is hoped that this will lead to a more accurate representation of individual 

growth than would be achieved in a model assuming uniform conditions across the whole 

plant. This is not an entirely new approach. Trees are often modelled as a number of layers or 

concentric solids with properties allocated to each level, but these properties are rarely 

modelled explicitly or fully spatially. An exception is the MAESTRO model of Wang & 

Jarvis (1990), where production for an array of identical trees is calculated for radially 

distributed points at each level, for each of which radiation balance is calculated by direct ray 

tracing. However, in the "Ecospace" model, the points of calculation are distributed evenly 

throughout the plant volume, thus avoiding modelling bias due to the selection of model 

sample points. 
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3.3 Plants within the framework 

The framework is used to define the spatial relationships between the various elements of the 

ecosystem. The three dimensional structure of the ground and litter surface is described, and 

individual plants grown relative to this, with roots below and shoots above. At the end of each 

time step the altered state of the various solid components of the system are converted from 

whichever data structures are being used for calculations within the separate sub-models into 

the volumetric occupancy of hexagons. The absolute physical state of the system is thus 

represented by the grid. This can then be used to determine the spatial distribution of the 

abiotic components of the system, which can in turn be used to generate the potential spatial 

biotic responses, which can then be used to generate a new grid. 

Plants are spatially modelled as individuals growing according to defined three-

dimensional growth forms. The maximum number of individuals allowed in the grid at the 

same time is limited by computer memory according to the grid dimensions. The size of the 

grid and number of individuals were tested against each other to obtain the optimum use of 

memory space in terms of area covered and maximum size and number of individuals. It is 

important that the number of individuals allowed in the grid should be sufficient to cover 

virtually every possible situation. Should the maximum number of individuals be reached in a 

run it is essential that some adjustments be made to prevent computer memory limitations 

affecting model behaviour. 

3.4 Individual plant representation 

In this section the rules for representation of individual plants within the grid are outlined. 

Having decided to model plants spatially as individuals there arises the need to develop a 

three-dimensional model which can adequately represent the behaviour of real plants. There 

exists a wide range of plant growth forms, from the prostrate mosses, through bushes, to 

single stemmed trees (see Raunkiaer, 1937). It is important that the 3-dimensional form of a 

plant be adequately represented. 

Plants are modelled as individuals, defined as a plant coming from a single point of 

origin at the top of the ground surface (Xcent[indiv][zJ, Ycent[indivJ[z]), lying within a tile 

xcord[indiv][z], ycord[indiv][z]. When an individual is initialised, the X and Y co-ordinates 

are generated randomly within the tile of origin, x,y using the function xyconvertBO. 
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It was decided that to limit the occupancy of single tiles to a single individual was not 

suitable. This has no real world parallel unless the size of the tiles is very small relative to the 

size of the plants, and would impose unnatural limitations on the three-dimensional behaviour 

of the plants. 

Each tile can therefore contain any number of individuals. 

If one were to use a presence/absence method to record the plants present in a tile, 

such as in cellular automata, one would lose valuable information for calculations of growth 

and physical conditions in the grid as a whole. A measure of the amount of each individual 

within each tile must be recorded to maintain the accuracy of such calculations. In the 

"Ecospace" model the distribution of matter is represented by units of volume (hereafter 

referred to as units dens[][J) defined such that a single tile (325m1.) contains 10000 units. 

This was extended from a percentage density approach (where tile divided into 100 units) in 

order to capture the small weekly increases in volume. The number of units dens[][] in a tile 

is held as a constant DCON. The use of a volumetric measurement is similar to an areal 

measurement in a two-dimensional model, and enables the spatial structure of the system to be 

represented directly, making it easier to avoid overfilling a tile. A mass-based approach would 

require run-time conversion to volume in order to calculate spatial relationships. 

Each individual may occupy space within a tile up to the point where the tile is full of 

vegetation (dens[indiv][tile]—l0000—DCOIV) whatever individual its origin. 

This means that although two individuals may occupy the same tile they can be 

assumed not to occupy the same space. However, different species will have different 

architecture and different tolerances to physical conditions, such that they will not continue to 

grow in an area beyond a certain plant density. Ideally directional growth responses would be 

precise enough to prevent an individual growing in an area that is unfavourable. In the 

absence of modelled responses of such precision a simple limiting factor has been applied. 

Therefore, individuals may continue to grow within a tile up to a species specific vegetation 

density (total for all individuals) densmax[sp]. 

This approach was then taken further with the introduction of an optimum density 

(densopt[sp]) which represents the density to which the plant will grow in the absence of 

competition. Plants continue to fill tiles up until densopt[sp] is reached and then only apply 

further growth in such a tile (up to densrnax[sp]) if it cannot reasonably be applied elsewhere. 

Plant occupation per tile is thus constrained by three factors, the total volume of the tile, the 
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optimum density to which a species will aspire, and the maximum density that a species can 

attain. The model here deviates from the general modelling philosophy, with the variables 

densopt[J and densmax[] imposing behaviour on the system which would ideally be emergent 

properties. Real plants reach a point where they will not allocate further material to a 

particular volume. This may be for two reasons: 

unsuitable abiotic conditions (e.g. insufficient light, excessive exposure), 

limitations of the plant branching structure. 

Although the model may reasonably be expected to be able limit spatial growth according to 

the first reason, in the absence of a direct representation of the branching structure, the 

variables densopt[] and densmax[] are used as an abstraction of this structure. In addition 

they provide a safeguard against unrealistic behaviour which might be necessary to cope with 

extreme behaviour once a reasonable representation of the branching structure is installed. 

An individual plant is thus composed of a number of tiles, each of which contains a 

certain amount of plant material (separated into short {sshoot_dens[indiv][tile]} and long 

shoot {dens[indiv][tile]-sshootdens[indiv][tile]-woodens[indiv][tile]} leaf material and 

wood {woodens[indiv][tile]}). The proportion of each tile occupied as a percentage of the 

total volume of the tile is stored in the array dens[indiv][tile]. The size of the array for a 

given individual is determined by the number of tiles occupied by that individual, 

nntile[indiv]. 

A plant species may take one of three basic forms (Fig. 3.4): 

1) Central stem limited plants (gform[spJ=O) 

These plants are defined as growing about a central stem with a trunk_length[indiv], bearing 

rtrunkangle[indiv] and angle of elevation vtrunkangle[indiv]. Radial spread about this 

trunk is allowed within each z layer, defined as rsq[indiv][z] (radius squared). The plants can 

thus develop as stacked discs within the grid. This enables representation of plants with 

central trunks and approximately radial branching structures and potentially of moving trunk 

structures. More importantly, this form is closely related to the abstractions of form common 

in light interception and simple competition models (e.g. ellipses, cones and cylinders on 

central trunks) facilitating an interface between different modelling approaches. 



a) b) 
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c) 

Figure 3.4 Plant growth forms in the hexagonal grid. a/b). Central stem limited growth (gform 0), 
with a disc of material lying within each layer. cld). Tile limited growth (gforms 1&2); 
all material assumed distributed evenly throughout whole tile. N.B. This does not imply 
that only a single individual can occupy a single tile. 

ii) Prostratel rambling plants (gform [sp] =1) and Phototrophic plants (gform[sp]=2) 

These plants have no structure other than that of the hexagonal tiles, although a vertical 

limitation may be imposed through zmax[ageclass] [sp] in order to prevent species from 

growing too high. This growth form is suitable for the representation of mats of moss or 

grasses, where the whole mat grows independently of a central stem, or perhaps for the 

modelling of simplified shrub structures, where the mass of branches might be expected to 

allow spread in any direction. 

The difference between these two growth forms lies in the allocation of resources to 

new growth, when the phototrophic form allocates new growth where light is most abundant 

in order to simulate the process of positive phototrophic growth responses. This allows plants 

to optimise their interception of light and would be expected to result in improved 

photosynthetic rate compared with the other growth forms. 
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Rooting 

Roots are represented at present using a single growth form for all species. The "Ecospace" 

model has been initially developed without accurate dynamic three-dimensional representation 

of below-ground resources, thus limiting the possibilities for a root model. The spatial 

distribution of roots is a dynamic and trophic process (e.g. Hutchings & De Kroon, 1994), 

which is as yet still poorly understood due to the difficulties of studying below-ground 

processes dynamically. Root responses to nutrient and water distributions are plastic (Duncan 

& Ohlrogge, 1958; Fitter, 1994). Since roots tend to lack a predictable segmented metanieric 

form (Steeves & Sussex, 1989), an approach based on a predisposition towards a certain form 

is less desirable than a spatially responsive approach. The lack of any spatially-distributed 

abiotic reference due to current limitations of the model presents difficulties for a responsive 

form. 

However, a certain amount of plant growth is allocated to the plant roots and it was 

felt that a simple spatial representation would allow the development of links between the 

above-ground and below-ground components of the system and individual. A hemispherical 

form was developed because it is easily linked to the dome functions (section 5.9) and, since it 

is based on discs within each layer, can very easily be converted to an inverted cone or an 

exponential decrease with depth. The hemispherical root structure is in the form of an inverted 

dome spreading out from the point at which the individual enters the ground. The radius of the 

dome is a function of the root volume. 

Figure 3.5 Hemispherical root form. 
This simple form extends from the point of 
insertion of the individual in the ground. 
For growth form 0 as illustrated, this is the 
base of the trunk; for the tile based growth 
forms this is the original tile. 

As for the above ground forms, this is not intended as a comprehensive representation 

of all possible forms, but rather a working module to further development of the grid system. 

A more flexible approach similar to the stacked discs of gform[O], or perhaps a trophic, tile-

based approach similar to gform[2] would be a more suitable course of development. 
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3.5 Calculation of the overlap of discs over the hexagonal grid 

The central stem-limited growth form represents plants as discs within a single layer. In order 

to link the growth form to the hexagonal tile grid, it is necessary to calculate the extent to 

which a given disc fills each tile. This requires the two-dimensional calculation of the 

intersections of a circle with each tile, from which the area subtended can be calculated. The 

disc thickness (discthick[indivJ[z]), can then be used to convert the area into a volume. For 

every growth increment a new disc overlap must be calculated. 

The calculation process is controlled by the function overhex() which is called from 

potentialindivgrow() from within an mdiv loop and a z loop. OverhexO fills the global array 

potvol_overlap[x][y][z], which is implicitly specific to mdiv. The function loops over the 

grid in layer z and for each tile (x,y,z) and calculates the area of overlap of the disc. In order 

to do this it calls a number of other functions: 

1. Hexcord() 

This function calculates the co-ordinates of each of the vertices of the given hexagon 

(x,y) on the X Y sub-grid, and stores them in the arrays Xcord[vertex] and Ycord[vertex]. 

Vertices are numbered from 1 to 6 (Fig.3 .6.a) clockwise from the vertex closest to 0,0 and 

defined as; 

Position. Xcord [vertex] Ycord[vertex] 

Centre  1.5*x +1 1.7321*y + 0.866 

Vertex  1.5*x+0.5 1.7321*y 

2 1.5*(x+1) 1.7321*y 

3 1.5*x+2 1.7321y+0.866 

4 1.5*(x+1) 1.7321*(y+i) 

5 1.5*x  + 0.5 1.7321*(y+l) 

6 1.5*x  

2.Cpomnttest() 

This function uses Pythagorean relationships on the X/Y grid to determine which of 

the vertices lie within a circle of radius "Jrsq[mndiv][zJ with centre Xcent[indiv][z], 

Ycent[mndivJ[z] (Fig 3.6.b). The array point[vertex] is used to record these results in binary 
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form, where a value of 0 indicates that the vertex lies outside the disc and a value of 1 

indicates that it lies within the disc. 

	

6 	 0 
5 	4 	 d7u. 

	

a) 	 b) 

Figure 3.6 a) Numbering of vertices for calculation. b) In order to determine which vertices lie 
within a circle, simple Pythagorean calculations are used such that a vertex V is 
considered to lie within a circle with centre C if dXcv2  + dYcv2  <radius2. The diagram 
shows the calculation for vertex 6, which lies within the circle. 

3. Csidetest() 

This function uses the array nexlvert[vertex] which holds the nearest vertex in a 

clockwise direction from a given vertex, and the array point[vertex] to calculate which whole 

sides are within the disc. These are recorded in the array sidestart[scount] where scount is the 

number of sides totally enclosed, again counting clockwise around the hexagon. The counter 

intcount (6= no intersect, 7 or 8 for the intersects) is used in place of scount where the 

intersect of the circle with the hex occurs along the length of the side and only one vertex lies 

within the circle. 

At this point, in overhexO, the arrays are checked. If intcount is still 6, no sides are 

crossed by the circle and the area of overlap is either 0 or 100. The function circhexareaO is 

called immediately to calculate the area, since the shape involved is simple and no chord 

calculations are necessary. If intcount has been increased, then the circle crosses through the 

hex tile and the co-ordinates of the intersects with the hex sides must be calculated in the 

function cintersectO. 

4.Cintersect() 

This function sorts through the sides of the hex and for each side crossed, works out 

which end vertex lies within the circle, (v) and which lies without (w) from the sidestart[] 

array. Using co-ordinate geometry, (see Fig.3 .7) the points of intersection  are calculated and 

held in the arrays Xcord[J, and Ycord[], referenced by the integer chord (e.g. Xcord[chord]). 
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These arrays now hold all the co-ordinate information required for the calculation of the area 

of overlap. 

It should be noted that this function has been adapted (using the control variable 

dcheck) for use in the calculation of dome overlaps as well as discs, where the same 

calculation is required. 

Figure 3.7 Example calculation. Here vertices 5 and 6 lie within disc. Thus point[ 1-4]=0 and 
point[5-6]1. One side is totally enclosed so scount--O and sidestart[015, 
sidestart[7]6 and sidestart[8]4. Calculation of intersect as performed in cintersectO 
is illustrated for one side only, between vertices 4 and 5. Vertex 5, lying within the disc 
is labelled v, whilst vertex 4 is labelled w. (The point labels q, u, and r are not used in 
the model but are here used for clarity.) Using Pythagorean theory the sides 	and q 
can be calculated. The radius, -qr is known. From the cosine rule, the angle rwq can be 
calculated for the triangle qvw. The angle rqw and thus the side rw can be calculated in 
the triangle rqw. Since =1, vr can be calculated as 1-. The co-ordinates of the point 
of intersect can then be calculated from the co-ordinates of the vertices v and w. 

5 .CirchexareaO 

This function uses the co-ordinate arrays to calculate the area of overlap, with which 

it fills the array pozvol_overlap[xJ[yJ[z], thus fulfilling the purpose of overhexO. Where the 

value of scount is 0 or 7 the areas 0 and 100 are returned respectively. Since scount cannot by 

definition be 2 (since any circle which includes a vertex must define an area with a minimum 

of 3 sides), scount must lie between 3 and 6. 
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The area of the polygon defined by the hex sides and the chord between the intersects 

is calculated by dividing the area into a number of triangles ( Fig. 3.8) whose area is 

calculated in the function tcalcO. The area of the segment subtended by the chord (chordarea) 

is calculated in csegmentO, using the formula 

Area of segment = ½*R2*(ø sinO). 	 (Feldman 1935) 

implemented as 

chordarea = rsq[indiv][z] *(angle.sinang)/2 

where R ('Irsq[indivJ[z]) is the radius of the circle, and 0 (angle) is the angle at the centre of 

the segment (SQU in Fig3 .9) which is calculated from the known lengths tyQ, QU and the 

calculated chord length 	(see Fig. 3.9). The total area of triangles and segment is then 

summed and recorded in potvol_overlap[xJ[y][z] in units of h/100 such that 100% cover 

gives a result of 260. 

Figure 3.8. Division of area subtended by chord into triangles for area calculation. 
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Figure 3.9. Diagram showing segment RSU subtended by the chord SU. 
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3.6 The surface of the ground 

The aim of the model is to describe the three-dimensional structure of the whole community. 

This must necessarily include the ground surface. Raised areas and small pits in the soil 

surface provide distinct microsites, altering the competitive relations of plants. The surface of 

the ground has been modelled in three dimensions using the spatial grid. 

It is a complex problem to model steeply sloping terrain since difficulties arise at the 

edges where assumptions have to be made about the structure outside the model area to enable 

microclimate calculations to be carried out. This imposes limits on the extent of the variation 

in ground surface height that is possible without resulting in inadequate model representation. 

Because of these limits, the ground surface represented within the grid is at present assumed 

to be embedded in a larger area which is essentially level but which has surface variation 

similar to that represented within the grid (section 3.7). The effects of continuous slopes 

outside the grid area cannot therefore be represented. 

The position of the soil surface within the grid is defined using the array 

ztopsoil[xJ[y], (Fig.3.l0) which holds the first unoccupied z level above the soil surface at 

point x,y. Since litter builds up on the soil surface, a similar array ztop_lit[x][y] is used to 

describe the litter surface. In the model at present, the soil surface is set constant at the start 

of a run, but litter is allowed to build up and decompose such that ztop_lit[xJ[y] is not static. 

A degree of heterogeneity in the soil surface is permitted such that the restraint that it should 

be approximately level is not violated, although there can be no clear point at which a surface 

ceases to be level. 

Figure 3.10 Definition of ground surface. An example showing a section of the grid with strictly 
level surface for clarity. Note that the base height of an individual at point of contact x,y 
is equal to ztop_lit[x][y] where litter present. 
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3.7 The volume surrounding the spatial grid 

In order to reduce the effects of the edges of the spatial grid on its behaviour, the grid is 

assumed to be embedded in a horizontally homogenous volume with the average properties of 

the grid. This volume is defined within the function embdens_update() as a one dimensional 

stack embeddens[ez] holding the mean of absdens[][][J for each layer ez where ez is the 

vertical distance from the ground surface ztop_lit[x][yJ rather than the base of the grid. By 

defining embeddens[] in terms of height above ground, the effects of uneven ground surface 

are reduced. 

This approach was used rather than a torus (e.g. van Tongeren & Prentice 1986) 

because a torus (where the edges are rolled around to meet each other) has no parallel in the 

real system and may result in sharp changes at the border if the simulation becomes too 

heterogeneous. By taking an average value for each layer, sharp changes at the edge will be 

minimised although there will be a relatively constant edge effect for non-level ground. The 

embedded approach is recommended in the review of solutions for edge effects by Haefner, 

Poole, Dunn and Deeler (1991). 

The homogenous embedding volume is used to calculate the attenuation of light rays 

passing through the sides of the grid and to generate a wind profile by assuming it to be 

representative of the wind field. 
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Field Observations on the Growth Form of Calluna vulgaris 

Contents 
4.1 Introduction 
4.2 Direct destructive measurement 
4.3 The hemispherical dome form 

4.1 Introduction 

The "Ecospace" model was developed in the context of the heathiand ecosystem. Despite years 

of study, our knowledge of both the mechanisms of vegetation dynamics in general and the 

specific processes within heathiands are incomplete. In particular, our understanding of the 

mechanisms controlling spatial resource allocation in plants is limited. As the dominant, 

Calluna defines the microclimate of heathiands. In order for the model to in be in any way 

representative of the microclimate it must therefore adequately represent Calluna. A 

programme of study was developed in parallel with the model to attempt to describe the 

growth of the plants in terms easily incorporated into the model and to assist in the 

development of appropriate modelling decisions. Due to time constraints on the project, it has 

not been possible to pursue these studies beyond initial observations, and the results tend 

towards qualitative generalisations. 

The heathland ecosystem has been extensively studied and yet the growth form of 

Calluna vulgaris is far from fully understood. Standard horticultural texts describe the classic 

hemispherical form of individual heather plants, although it should be noted that this often 

achieved by pruning and is the case only for isolated plants. Gimingham (1972 Chapter 6) 

provides a detailed description of the development of the growing plant with some qualitative 

mention of the range of variables influencing plant form; neighbours, topography, light levels 

and exposure. The effects of these variables on whole plant structure may be described in 

terms of their effects on individual branches, but this is difficult to quantify. In a natural 
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system heather plants may be expected to have a form deviating from the hemispherical 
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individual. A number of simple descriptive studies were carried out at field sites across the 

Pentland Hills south of Edinburgh. 

4.2 Direct destructive measurement 

Methods 

In order to measure a stand of heather in terms of the hexagonal grid used in the model the 

heather was measured directly in tile form. A simple template was developed to be inserted 

into a stand without disturbing the structure so that each hexagonal tile's worth of vegetation 

could be cut away. This took the form of a series of thin metal rods, each of which passed 

through the vertex of a hexagonal tile. These rods were graduated in units of one hex side 

(50mm.) and inserted into the stand and on into the soil until all rods were stable and all 

graduations were aligned. Spacing was achieved by inserting each rod through a hole in a light 

plastic board fixed above the canopy by a stout metal frame. The board was designed to allow 

the insertion of enough rods to define a rectangular array of five by two contiguous hexagons 

in the horizontal plane. 

Destructive sampling was begun on an area to be extended as appropriate in order to 

include several complete heather plants per sample. Once the template was in place the 

portion of each separately rooting plant in each tile was removed using secateurs and clipping 

along the line between rods and placed into a marked sample bag to be returned to the 

laboratory for separation into components (individual, short shoots, long shoots, dead leaves 

and woody stems) for measurement of volume (by Archimedes Principle) and dry weight. 

Problems in the measurement arose once the sampling had proceeded below the 

topmost layers of tiles. It was found that due to the multi-directional growth of heather, it was 

often impossible to sample from a single tile without removing supportive tissue for a series of 

other tiles. A significant amount of material thus fell to the ground with each cut. The effect of 

this could be minimised if plants were clipped from the outside in, but this was prevented in 

most cases by the presence of other separately rooting plants in the tile being sampled. Almost 

inevitably the structure of those other individuals was disrupted by sampling from within their 

structure. Added to this was the effect of leaving sample areas overnight. The action of wind 

and rain tended to distort the shape of the damaged plants, even when the rods were left in 

place to give added support. 
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It was decided that the results obtained were not representative of the structure of the 

heather since the measurement itself disrupted the structure, and that the method of 

measurement was impractical. After the aborted measurement of two sample sites each 

comprising at least five separate main stems, this approach was abandoned. However, in the 

course of measurements, a number of important observations were made. 

Observations 

Each hexagonal tile was found to contain vegetative matter from between zero and 

four separately rooting plants in the small number of tiles sampled. These individuals grew 

through each other to form a continuous mass not easily distinguished from a single 

individual. Although a proportion of the separately rooting plants might come from a common 

germination, some were of essentially separate origin when rooting was examined. This 

indicates that at the scale of tile used in the model competition is not spatially exclusive. 

Single plants were often found to grow in a convoluted form, approaching a given 

tile through a number of tile faces, sometimes on opposite sides of the tile. This means that it 

is inappropriate to limit model growth such that a plant cannot fill all space within itself, even 

if the route to a vacant space is complex. 

Within the canopy, there was a considerable amount of dead brown leaf material, 

no longer photosynthetically active, but still attached to the plant. Although fragile to the 

touch, much of this brown material appeared to have been inactive for more than a season, 

although further study would be needed to confirm this. These observations are consistent 

with the distribution of dead plant material in the one dimensional destructive measurements 

of McKerron (Gimingham 1972). The implication for modelling is that care should be taken 

when dealing with old shoots and litter. 

The volume and dry weights of leaf and woody material were determined for 150 

tiles for which no clear sampling error occurred. The maximum volumetric occupation of the 

tiles studied was found to be 23% (converting to densmax[Caliuna]=2300) near the top of the 

canopy. The mean estimated conversion factors for mass to volume (masshoot and 

masswood) were as follows; 

ig leaf occupies 21.4 ml air-free volume (masshoot=0.0065895) 

ig wood occupies 11.59 ml air-free volume (masswood=0.00356879) 
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Due to the difficulties in measuring litter volume and the variable composition of litter 

it was decided simply to use the conversion factor for leaf material as an estimate. This will 

underestimate the volume for leaf litter which is likely to be less dense, but will overestimate 

wood litter. 

5. The "Ecospace' model requires a scale for each tile side, allowing the general 

framework to be applied to a number of ecosystems. Ideally this tile size should be selected to 

operate at a sub-individual level for full grown plants, but also to capture the varaition in 

germination microsites at a suitable scale for juvenile plants. Observations of the dimensions 

of plants in the field led to the selection of a 0.05 in hexagon side for the initial modelling 

study. This was selected as an apparently appropriate value, but it is likely that the size of the 

tile will have a significant effect on the behaviour of the model, particularly regarding 

establishment, where the extent of representation of heterogeniety is critical. The selected tile 

size should not therefore be taken as a definitive value. This problem of appropriate scale is 

critical to all spatial models. It is hoped that the model will provide a framework for the 

investigation of the effects of varying tile size. 

4.3 The hemispherical dome form 

A dome-based form was identified through field observation as being a possible super-clonal-

individual structure since it can dominate more than one clone. Some measurements were 

made to attempt to detect properties of domes rather than clones. 

An attempt to relate the relative performance of six segments of each separately 

rooting stem to the conditions incident upon that segment (e.g. open sky, nearest neighbours) 

was made. It was hoped that this would allow the development of simple empirical rules to 

apportion growth radially about each stem. However, whilst taking measurements it became 

clear that the direction of growth and the shape of the leafy head were very closely linked to 

the structure of the whole community and that the resultant stem angle and orientation of the 

leafy head overrode radial growth features. 

The tussocky nature of most heather communities is immediately evident (Fig. 4. 1), 

although this form may be hard to detect in some communities. At the edges of blocks of 

Calluna, the heather will tend to meet the ground in a smooth curve, and when viewed from 

above, a curved perimeter composed of a number of bulges is evident. These observations 
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could be attributed to the presence of a number of hemispherical clones. Observations of 

branching structures within the canopy would appear to support this theory, with each peak 

corresponding to the centre of a radial network of branches similar to that of an isolated 

individual plant. Closer examination of these hemispherical structures, however, reveals them 

to be composed in many cases of more than a single clone. Up to nine separate clonal root 

systems were observed within a single dome. 

The internal branching structures tend towards radial extension towards the dome surface 

rather than from the centre of each clone. 

The surface of the dome tends to be fairly smooth, with all plants growing to form a 

single continuous surface. This behaviour is consistent with the observations of Metcalfe 

(1950) where plants growing in troughs in the ground grew taller than usual and plants 

growing on raised areas were shorter. 

The outer surface of the Calluna community may be considered as a single 

photosynthetic surface similar to a tree canopy. Phototropic responses will lead to stems 

growing towards and filling any gaps in the canopy, acting to maintain a continuous surface. 

However, emergent stems will be subject to exposed conditions, an effect which is magnified 

by the laminar flow around the aerodynamically smooth domes. 

Figure 4.1: Apparent dome structures in the canopy of Calluna vulgaris. 

The development of distinct individual hemispheres is complicated by the presence of 

other individuals which are growing in the same volume. However, as shown in Figure 4.2, if 

the development of stems is controlled by directional growth responses alone, the clonal origin 

of the component stems in a dome is of little significance. Consider stems A and B. Conditions 

affecting the directional development of these stems will be the same in both situations. It 

follows that directional growth within a dome may be independent of the number of clonal 

individuals in the dome. 
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Figure 4.2. Two similar domes. i). Single clone, with connected root sytem, and ii). Dome composed 
of three separate clones. 

The decision was made to model this process using a hierarchical system, modelling 

both at the level of the separate stem, and of the hemispherical dome, such that the origin of 

the stem has no effect on morphology. In order to facilitate the modelling process, an attempt 

was made to correlate stem angles from the ground surface to the first node with position 

within the dome, but the measurement of the geometry of fifty domes failed to produce any 

statistically significant results. This was partly due to the problem of definition of a dome in 

the natural canopy, and partly due to the complexity of stem form. In addition, individual 

stems may have a variety of origins, (seed, adventitious rooting, and vegetative propagation) 

occurring over a number of years at different stages in the development of a dome, such that 

orientation to the dome will occur at different stages of plant development. Superimposed over 

the dome structure is the phenomenon of stems tending to grow over one another in a downhill 

direction, which was present even though the field site was relatively level. 

The potential for the generation of useful results from further study appeared to be 

poor, since extremely detailed measurement of stems and origins in relation to the somewhat 

abstract concepts of domes and layering direction would be required to separate out the causes 

of variation. This had implications for the modelling approach, since the functions for 

initialising stem angles and moving whole stems through the grid were dependent on a 

quantitative theory for stem orientation and position over time. The whole-plant morphology 

of shrubs is a suitable area for future research (see review Wilson, 1995), since an 

understanding of the mechanisms used by plants to capture three-dimensional space is critical 

to the process of vegetation dynamics. The results of the above studies, both in terms of 

calibrated variables and more general observations, were useful in the development of the 

modelled individual plant growth form presented in Chapter 6. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Microclimate is generated by the interaction of plants, soil and weather, and is spatially 

variable within a patch of vegetation. In the "Ecospace" model, weather is generated according 

to a simple random weather generator either daily or hourly according to the weather variable, 

and these inputs are combined with the current state of the system in terms of microclimate 

and structure to give the new microclimate. Radiation and wind are used to generate local 

temperature assuming that all of the plants in the model are able to transpire freely. The 

generated abiotic values are spatially distributed throughout the grid and can be used for the 

generation of plant growth. 

The movement of water in the system is not fully represented since this was 

considered beyond the present scope of this prototype model. Since plant structure, radiation, 

temperature and wind have now been modelled, a water sub-model could be added relatively 

easily. This is an area for future development of the model. 

Plant material is represented in the model in such a way as to allow direct estimations 

of the microclimate within the system. Once the total volume of solid material, including all 

plant material or soil, in each hex tile (absdens[x][y][z] ) has been calculated (in function 

absdens_updateO), the microclimate can be derived from the weather above the canopy. As 

stated in Chapter 3, the spatial resolution of the model is one hex tile and it is assumed that all 
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material is distributed evenly throughout the tile occupied. Plants of all species and sizes are 
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thus represented similarly within the grid, and competition can be calculated according to the 

capture of volumes with explicit abiotic properties. 

Solar radiation and temperature are calculated for each tile on an hourly basis (see 

Fig.2.4), whilst wind and precipitation (including snow cover) are calculated daily. Values 

from the weather generator and the physical structure are used to calculate radiation and 

wind, which in turn are used to calculate temperature. 

5.2 Weather generation 

The weather generator provides values for input into the spatial grid which represent weather 

variables immediately outside the grid. The "Ecospace" model is designed so that it requires 

the minimum of input data. This is of particular importance when dealing with weather 

generation, since if full site specific weather records are required, it is not easy to change the 

potential weather conditions for climate impact analysis. It was decided that a model which 

could generate daily weather conditions for input into the model from monthly means and 

variances would be of great use. A simple stochastic sub-model was developed, with some 

correlation between consecutive days. The sub-model uses statistical distributions to generate 

weather, allowing simple alterations in weather by the alteration of the monthly means. 

Alternatively, the probability of extreme events may be increased by increasing the variance. 

A similar sub-model (WEATHER _CLASS) was developed simultaneously by 

Strandman, Väisänen, and Kellomäki (1993) at the University of Joensuu in response to the 

need for a sub-model for predictive forest modelling in the context of climate change. Both 

sub-models derive their stochastically generated values from published weather data, with 

simple correlation between variables, although the "Ecospace" model is based on normal 

distributions rather than Markov processes. Autocorrelation between consecutive days' 

weather is dealt with continuously in the WEATHER _CLASS sub-model allowing monthly 

autocorrelation coefficients to be determined. The periodical approach in the "Ecospace" 

model is less flexible but potentially more realistic. Combination of the best features of both 

sub-models would be a suitable course of action although both function adequately in their 

present state. WEATHER _CLASS also contains functions for the representation of long-

term changes in weather variables. 

The weather generator gives daily values for air temperature, precipitation, wind 

speed and mean wind direction. It was initially assumed that weather variables were not 
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correlated. However, since the surface radiation balance is strongly influenced by cloud cover, 

correlation between temperature and cloud cover has been introduced. The lack of correlation 

between the different weather variables makes the sub-model mechanistically unsatisfying, but 

the range and variable extent of links between the different elements of the weather, their past 

history and geographical position was considered beyond the scope of the model. However, it 

was felt that the use of monthly means should capture a proportion of the correlation between 

variables (particularly solar radiation and temperature) caused by seasonal cycles. The 

approaches of Linacre (1992) for weather estimation are based on site latitude, elevation and 

empirical relationships whilst ignoring other weather variables. If correctly parameterised, the 

weather generator returns reasonable weather data over a monthly period. 

The stochastic basis of the weather generator is the function normal_distribution() 

which is given input values for mean and standard deviation and returns a randomly generated 

value from within a normal distribution. Monthly means and standard deviations for each 

weather variable are read in as a data file for each site. 

The weather generator is in the function weather_masterO, and returns daily wind 

speed, and direction, precipitation (including snow cover) and maximum and minimum 

temperatures. The temperature values are used to generate diurnal curves in the function 

tempvar() and radiation is varied diurnally according to an hourly cloud distribution. 

Although both precipitation and wind can be expected to vary diurnally these are assumed 

constant throughout the day. Precipitation is modelled very simply because at present it has no 

effect on the rest of the model and is in place largely to provide an input into a potential water 

sub-model. Microscale wind calculations are time consuming even when modelled daily, and 

so variation of the input wind (windspeecl) may not reasonably be calculated hourly, as for 

light calculations. An hourly variation about the generated daily mean local wind value 

(wind[xJ[y][z]) as applied in lvarØ, nvar() and lvar() was considered inappropriate because 

of the likely variation in wind direction which would require recalculation of the spatial wind 

environment. Wind is thus assumed constant throughout the day. 

Weather patterns tend to occur in periods dependent on the airflow direction or 

isobaric pattern (e.g. Lamb, 1950). Simulation would ideally take into account the general 

weather characteristics associated with particular airmass types, but this would present 

problems when attempting to generate weather within statistical distributions. It was decided 

instead to use an index of periodicity (period) to describe the mean length of periods of similar 

weather. A random integer (val) where 0 :!~ val :!~ period is generated daily to determine 

whether the weather will continue as it is (val>0), or move to a period of fresh conditions 
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(val=O). When a new period of weather begins, weather values are generated directly from 

normal distributions by input of corresponding monthly means and standard deviations. If in a 

period of continuing similar weather, the new generated values for each weather variable are 

averaged with the corresponding values for the previous day's weather (stored in ystrday). 

This is a simplification of the actual nature of weather, but should result in values lying within 

the correct distributions. The effects of this simple mechanism can be seen in Figure 5.2, 

where periods of similar temperature of varying lengths are visible. In the model of Strandman 

et al. (1993) specific monthly autocorrelation coefficients derived from the meteorological 

data are used in the daily generation of each weather component. This approach allows more 

flexibility than the straight average used in weather _master() and could be incorporated. 

However, the estimation of autocorrelation coefficients directly from meteorological data will 

underestimate the correlation between consecutive days in periods of similar weather, and 

overestimate the correlation between different periods. Care should thus be taken in the 

combining of the two methods. 

Temperature 

It was decided to base the temperature sub-models on maximum and minimum temperatures, 

because standard meteorological records (e.g. Meteorological Office, 1972) present 

temperature data in this form. This also facilitates the calculation of diurnal temperature 

curves. The meteorological records are presented as monthly values for "average daily" 

maxima and minima, defined as the average of all daily maximum and minimum temperatures 

for the month respectively; "average monthly" maxima and minima, defined as the average of 

monthly maximum and minimum temperatures respectively; and "absolute" maxima and 

minima, defined as the maximum and minimum temperatures recorded for the entire period of 

measurement. Statistical analysis of tabulated values for several sites over a thirty year period 

indicated that if the deviation of the average monthly maximum from the average daily 

maximum temperature were taken to represent two standard deviations from the mean, the 

absolute values were almost certain to fall within four standard deviations, which is 

reasonable for the large sample size (eleven thousand days). It was decided therefore to 

calculate the standard deviations for maximum and minimum temperatures on this basis, 

taking the average daily maxima and minima as the mean. 

For realistic simulation of temperature data, however, it is not sufficient to generate 

maximum and minimum temperatures independently of each other and of previous 

temperatures, since the resulting chaotic diurnal curves bear little resemblance to reality. It 
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was decided to base daily temperature calculations on a randomly generated normally 

distributed maximum. Correlation between the day's maxima and minima is achieved by 

generating two minimum values, one dependent on, and one independent of the maximum, and 

averaging them. The first value is generated by subtracting the difference between the monthly 

means for maximum and minimum temperatures from the generated maximum, which would 

give a constant daily temperature range. The second value is generated directly from the 

monthly mean and standard deviations. Due to the semi-random nature of this method it is 

possible that the generated minimum temperature could exceed the maximum, in which case 

they are simply substituted for one another. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

days 

Figure 5.1. Annual cycles of temperature as generated by the model. 

The daily temperature cycle above the canopy is calculated using a standard 

sinusoidal progression during the day and exponential decrease during the night (Parton & 

Logan, 1981; Goudriaan & van Laar, 1994) in the function tempvarO. This differs slightly 

from the sinusoidal increase followed by linear decrease to the minimum used the simulations 

of Grace (1970) but more closely conforms to average diurnal curves. The function is called 

hourly from temp_re gime() which then uses the above canopy temperature in the microscale 

temperature calculations. The day's maximum temperature is reached two hours after solar 

noon to allow for the lag between solar radiation and temperature. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the temperature regime for a number of days. Periodic correlation 

between consecutive days leads to periods of fairly constant weather (days 12-1 8)and gradual 

changes (days 2-7). Breaks between periods of similar weather may lead to sharp changes 

(days 10-11). Where the temperature at the end of the day is less than the coming night 

temperature a rapid increase followed by a constant night temperature results (days 2,7, 10). 

This was considered to be reasonable behaviour (e.g. passage of warm front) and unlikely to 

have much effect on model behaviour. 
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Figure 5.2 Diurnal variation in July screen temperature as generated by the function tempvarO, 

Precipitation 

For both precipitation and wind velocity a problem arises because naturally occurring 

frequency distributions are truncated, taking an approximately normal shape, the lower end 

being cut off sharply at zero. Because a normal distribution is used to generate values, a 

method to deal with negative values needed to be developed. In the case of rainfall, weather 

data may contain the number of rain free days per month as well as the average rainfall. The 

calculation thus takes place in two stages. Firstly the daily percentage probability for the 

month (pptprob[month]) is used to determine whether the day is likely to be rainy or not. If 

the period of weather does not change, it is assumed that the rain conditions will remain 

constant. Secondly, the actual daily amount of rain is generated randomly, if the day is likely 

to be rainy. This distribution is set up with a variance to return a low number of rainfall 

values below zero. When a value falls below zero it is set to zero. This will result in the mean 

of the generated distribution being skewed away from zero, and a correction of the mean is 

necessary in order that the real and simulated distributions remain similar. This is not an ideal 

solution since it does not allow the direct use of actual weather statistics, and an alternative 

should be sought. 
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Snow cover can significantly alter the growth of plants, both through reduction of 

growth due to low light and temperature and through selective exposure to desiccation 

(browning of heather, Watson, Miller & Green, 1966), particularly in upland environments 

where snow cover may be present for more than half the days on average in some winter 

months. It was considered to be important to represent this aspect of precipitation. However, a 

complex mechanistic approach was rejected due to time constraints and the difficulties of 

achieving the correct number of days snow cover with such a sensitive subject. A purely 

stochastic approach was used, generating a presence/absence value for each day according to 

the monthly mean number of days snow cover (function snow_masterO). Importantly, in its 

present state, there is no correlation between precipitation and snow cover. For every day of 

snow, a random variation in depth is applied such that the depth of snow in z levels above the 

ground surface (snowht) is given by 

snowht = 4,0 + vat 

where vat is a random number between one and ten. This depth of snow is assumed to be 

constant across the vegetation surface, and no drifting is modelled, although this could have a 

significant effect. Snow prevents the penetration of radiation and allows exposed plant parts 

to be desiccated by the wind (assuming frozen ground-water) in the function browningO. 

Wind 

Wind velocity distributions are skewed significantly towards zero and as a result the 

proportion of generated points falling below zero will move the generated mean away from 

zero. This bias must be compensated for in order to ensure that the generated distribution 

matches the desired distribution. Because the proportion of the distribution truncated at zero is 

dependent on both the distance of the mean from zero and the standard deviation and the 

desired distribution is rarely symmetrical in shape, a simple numerical solution is not 

available. Currently the distributions are aligned by ignoring all values falling below zero and 

compensating by adjusting the input mean in proportion to the amount truncated, such that the 

two annual means are identical. A reduction of 0.35*  windmean[monthJ is used for the Moor 

House data set. No compensation for this effect is modelled by Strandmann et at. (1993). The 

resultant distribution is compared with the distributions for 3 sites across Europe taken from 

Troen and Petersen (1989) in Figure 5.3. 
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The function wind _direction() is called, to return a bearing for the wind. This is 

achieved by a simple method whereby the wind direction is assumed to be normally distributed 

about the prevailing wind. By altering the standard deviation, the relative probabilities of non-

prevailing winds can be altered. Since all values generated will be radial angles with the form 

prevailing wind ± ü, where 6 is the generated variation, it is possible that the value of ii will be 

greater than 1800  such that the tails of the distribution overlap opposite the mean. This method 
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Figure 5.3. Output from the wind generator compared with a number of annual distributions in 
Europe (Troen & Petersen, 1989). The data is presented as a line graph of a frequency distribution 
rather than a bar graph to enable comparison. 

allows some flexibility, but if compared to the complexity of a wind rose for most sites, (e.g. 

Shellard, 1976) the method fails to capture the complexity of wind direction. However, it was 

considered adequate for the initial version of the model, especially if exposure is calculated 

using the simple method (turbulence_catO) rather than by directional ray tracing, so that wind 

direction is not used in the model. It would be possible to generate values from a wind-rose 

distribution, but these are not universally available. 

Cloud 

Within-grid solar radiation conditions for each hour of the day are calculated once a month 

rather than daily because of the complexity of the calculations used. The monthly values, 

which are the monthly mean of the mean daily radiation during hours of daylight are used as 
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inputs to drive diurnal variation in the function ivarO. Daily cloud conditions are generated in 

the function lcloud() called from within weather masterO. The monthly distribution of the 

number of hours of bright sunshine (defined by sunmean[month] and sundev[month]) is used 

to generate a stochastic normally distributed value, sunhours. An occasional dependency on 

temperature is imposed since in summer months a clear sky may be correlated with a warm 

day but the reverse may be true in winter (Strandmann et al., 1993). A random number dice 

between zero and five is generated and used as a switch for dependency (i.e. zfi'dice>3)(..). 

The value against which dice is tested can be increased to reduce dependency. Where 

dependency is selected, between month 3 and month 8, a daily maximum value of temperature 

greater than tmaxmean[month] ensures a daily value of sunhours greater than sunmean[ 

month], and a daily maximum temperature less than tmaxmean[month] ensures a daily value 

of sunhours less than suninean[month]. For the remaining months the correlation is reversed. 

The dependency is calculated by moving any generated values of sunhours lying on the wrong 

side of the mean to the other side of the mean, using in all cases, the correction equation 

sunhours += 2 x  (sunmean[month] - sunhours) 

The value of sunhours after these tests is then autocorrelated as before according to 

period. This value of daily hours of bright sunshine is used to generate hourly cloud cover 

using a random process, filling the hours of the day with cloud twenty minutes at a time until 

all cloud (cloudhours =dayhours-sunhours) has been allocated to the array c_cover[hr] used 

in ivarO. Further calculations of radiation are described below. 

4.3 Solar radiation sub-model 

Introduction 

The passage of incoming solar radiation through the canopy can be more clearly defined than 

other microclimatic variables because light travels in straight lines.  The solar radiation 

climate at a given point in the canopy with the sun at a given position is calculated directly 

from the vegetation structure using ray tracing techniques. Reflected radiation within the 

canopy is not calculated by ray tracing since this has little effect on photosynthesis, acting 

instead through temperature increase and may not reasonably be represented by straight lines 

due to diffraction. This saves on complex light dispersal calculations. All reflected radiation is 

instead assumed to travel vertically into the tile directly above the reflecting tile for 

temperature calculations (section 5.6). The nature of the grid allows direct geometric 
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calculations to be used in order to calculate transmission to a given point in space. The solar 

radiation outside the canopy is calculated first. Ray tracing through the grid and calculation 

of transmissivity allow the estimation of the light environment in terms of photosynthetically 

active radiation (PAR) and near infra-red radiation (NIR) which are calculated separately. 

The details of this process are given below. This process is time consuming (at least ten 

minutes for ten occupied cells in a 10  10 x  10 grid) and as a result is performed only monthly 

to determine the mean radiation (PAR and NIR) for each hour of daylight per tile. Diurnal 

variation about this is calculated daily from hourly cloud cover and the relative hourly 

proportions at the top of the canopy in the function lvar() to give hourly values for each tile. 

Incoming solar radiation outside the canopy 

A model of solar radiation outside the canopy was developed as a Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet program since the calculations are performed only once to parameterise the site. 

Values for hourly incoming solar radiation may then either be calculated using the 

spreadsheet model as described below for a particular site or may be taken directly from solar 

radiation tables. They are then read into the model as a data file. The spreadsheet model 

returns hourly values for a given day for solar altitude (altitude[hr]), solar azimuth 

(azimuth[hr]), direct PAR (par dir[hr]), diffuse PAR (par dif[hr]), direct NIR 

(nirdir[hrJ), diffuse NIR (nirdf[hr]) with angles in radians and irradiance in W m 2 . 

Inputs of site latitude, altitude and day number are required. The transmission of the 

atmosphere is assumed to be constant over time for simplicity. 

Calculations of solar position with time are performed according to standard 

procedures (e.g. Brock, 1981; Linacre, 1992). Thus 

D = 23,45 x sin[ 360 x (284 +N) / 365 ] 	 (Cooper, 1969) 

where D is an approximation of the angle of declination and N, the day number. For the 

monthly light model the representative day number and declination were read in directly from 

the table in Duffie and Beckman (1980). Since these representative angles of declination 

differed from the approximation from the representative day due to the non-linear relationship 

between the two, the representative values were used for the monthly light calculations 

rather than those generated. The hour angle at sunset can then be calculated as 

W5  = arccos{ - [tan(L) x tan(D)] } 	 (Milankovitch 1930) 
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where W5  is the sunset hour angle in radians and L the latitude (negative in southern 

hemisphere). From this, daylength can be calculated as 

Daylength = 24 x W5  / 71 

The hour angle (W) for the sun for any hour of the day (T, measured in hours after solar 

midnight) can be calculated as 

W= 15 x (T - 12) 

from which the angle of the sun at each hour can be calculated. 

cos(sz) = sin(D) x sin(L) + cos(D) x cos(L) x cos(W) 

sa = it x sz /2 

cos(az) = sin(D) - [sin(L) x sin(sa)] / [cos(L) x cos(sa)] (Hay & Davies, 1980) 

where sz is the solar zenith angle, sa the solar altitude and az the solar azimuth. Allowing for 

the eccentric orbit of the earth using the radius vector (R) 

R = 1 / (1 + [ 0.033 x cos( 360 x NI 365 ) ] 11/2 	(Nicholls & Child, 1979) 

the amount of radiation incident at the top (I,) of the atmosphere can be calculated from the 

solar constant (1® = 1353 W rn-2) as 

'top = 10 / ( R2  x cos(sz)) 

When moving further towards the earth, it is possible to take into account sinks for 

solar energy in the atmosphere to varying degrees of detail. The model of Wiess and Norman 

(1985) was selected since it uses simple extinction coefficients to calculate atmospheric 

transmission for diffuse and direct radiation in both the photosynthetically active and the near 

infra-red wavebands. This allows treatment of photosynthesis separately from temperature 

conditions. Although Wiess and Norman (1985) propose a method for combining calculated 

radiation with measured monthly site totals to give site specific values, this approach was not 

used since cloud cover is taken into account separately, and hourly values are required. Site 
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atmospheric pressure (F) is assumed to be constant over the year and approximated from 

altitude (Hkm) and mean pressure at sea level (P0  = 101.325 k Pa) as 

P—P0  xexp( -0.12 xH) 
	

Linacre (1992) 

Radiation may then be calculated after dividing 'top  into PAR and NIR according to Moon 

(1940) where 45% of radiation is in the visible waveband. 

Direct PAR 	IDVItOPVX  exp[ - 0.185 x ( P/.P0 ) m] x cos(sz) 

Diffuse PAR 'dV  0.4 x ( 1topV JDV) x cos(sz) 

Direct NIR 	'DN ={JtopNx exp[-0.06(P/P0 ) x m] - w } x cos(sz) 

Diffuse NIR 'dN'  0,6 x ('topN - 'DN - w) x cos(sz) 

where 	m = 1 / cos(sz) 

and 	w =1 x x antilog10[ - 1.1950 + 0.4459 log10  m - 0.0345 (log10m )2] 

This gives hourly vectors and intensity for solar radiation in the four radiation classes 

which enables the light to be calculated within the grid. The effect of cloud is taken into 

account later in the light model. The data provided by the spreadsheet model are read in 

monthly as the data file solardata by the function sun_monthO. 

Radiation within the grid 

Incoming shortwave radiation per tile is calculated using ray tracing techniques (see below). 

Longwave radiation reflectance within the canopy is presently treated simply as part of the 

temperature model, since it has no direct effect on photosynthesis. Because the hexagonal tiles 

may contain not only leaves, but wood and dead material from many individuals, it was 

decided to use the total volumetric occupation of the tile, absdens[][][] to calculate 

transmissivity. This was considered a more flexible approach than Leaf Area Indices, since 

these are an essentially two-dimensional measurement, linked to radiation interception on a 

horizontal surface. In addition there is no direct conversion between the two units, particularly 
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when dealing with shading by structures other than leaves such as above-ground dead 

material and stem. 

In order to calculate transmissivity from absdens[][][], and in keeping with the 

principle that there is no spatial definition below that of the tile, it is initially assumed that all 

material is distributed evenly throughout each tile. To visualise this, one may think of each tile 

being composed of a uniform soup. As such, a tile has no orientation to a given beam of 

radiation, only a path length through the tile (shaft_len gth[][][J). This assumption allows the 

use of Beer's Law extinction equations which assume homogeneity of the medium through 

which the beams passes. By reducing each beam into a number of shaft lengths, each in a 

homogenous tile, the passage of a beam of radiation through the canopy may be described. If 

one considers a tile cross section presented to the beam of light, filled with an opaque material 

the transmissivity will vary from zero at absdens[J[][]10000 (when all available space is 

occupied) to transparency at absdens[][][]=0. A direct conversion is therefore possible such 

that the extinction coefficient kj, (for one-sided black material) can be given as 

XYZI 
absdens[x][y][z] / 10000 

It is normal to double the value of k calculated for an assumed leaf angle distribution to 

represent the two sided nature of individual leaves (Monteith & Unsworth, 1990). All solids 

will effectively have two sides from which to absorb radiation and so the above equation is 

multiplied by two to account for this. Allowing for this and the absorption coefficient ((x) of 

the material for a particular wavelength, k can be modified by the equation 

k =2 x  ab x  absdens[x][y][zJ /DCON 

where k is the transmission coefficient, ab is the root of a, and absdens[x][y][zJ is the total 

volumetric occupation of tile x, y, z up to a maximum DCON. The above equation is 

equivalent to 

kxyz  = 2 x a05 xkxyzb 	 (Monteith & Unsworth, 1990) 

A constant absorption coefficient of 0.8 is assumed for all material at all 

wavelengths, which avoids analysis of the material composition of each tile. The above 

equation yields values of k of 0.358 and 0.447 for volumetric vegetation densities near the 

maximum of 20% and 25% respectively. The values of k measured by Grace (1970) for 

reconstructed Caliuna canopies, were found to range between 0.25 and 0.40. Since it is 
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unlikely that Calluna will develop to a density of 25% (see Appendix I), the above equation 

seems to generate reasonable results. Interestingly, the values of k from the study of 

reconstructed canopies were found to be largely independent of the incident angle of light and 

to conform to Beer's Law, (Grace 1970). These results are consistent with a conical leaf angle 

distribution where the conical angle is less than the angle of solar elevation. It is assumed for 

the heather model that there is such a leaf angle distribution. However, for other plant species 

a different leaf angle distribution may be required. 

Transmission per tile can now be calculated according to the standard Monsi and 

Saeki equation (1953) 

transmission =I x 

where d is the length of passage of the ray through the medium (i.e. shaft length[xJ[yJ[z]) in 

metres. 

If the leaf angle distribution deviates significantly from the above pattern it may 

become necessary to include the distribution of leaf orientation to each beam of light for 

reasonable calculations. Attention must here be paid to the description of the contribution of 

each ray to the total irradiance. It is common practice to firstly divide the sky into regions 

described by inclination angle. Goudriaan (1977) and later Van Kraalingen (1989) and 

Bartelink (1993) have used nine inclination categories each of which is ten degrees wide. The 

contribution from each slice of sky may then be calculated. However, the descriptions of 

Goudriaan are based on the projection on to a horizontal surface, which is poorly suited to 

any but a horizontal leaf area distribution. Bartelink corrects for this by dividing by a factor 

sin(inclination) which transforms the distribution back to "the illuminance of a plane normal 

to the ray direction" which for a uniform sky equals simply the relative areas of the sky in 

each class. This approach results from the methods of light measurement commonly used and 

enables simple comparisons between model and measurement but introduces a bias which 

must be used carefully especially when the results are described by terms such as uniform 

overcast sky (UOC) as in Goudriaan (1977) where the actual meaning is "UOC projected on 

to a horizontal surface". A model is presented below (function socO)  which avoids the 

inclusion of the surface intercepting the radiation when calculating the input from each ray, 

thus allowing calculations based on the leaf angle distribution relative to the ray angle at the 

stage of light attenuation (i.e. in functions iight_attenuation() and kcalcO rather than in 

socO). 
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Overcast skies may be simulated using two approaches, the uniform overcast sky 

(UOC) which assumes that the brightness of the sky is uniform, and the standard overcast sky 

(SOC) which assumes that the brightness of the sky increases towards the zenith. The 

empirical SOC was proposed by Moon and Spenser (1942) and verified by Grace (1970, 

1971). However, the SOC is generally considered to be appropriate only for a range of 

temperate climates for which it was developed where brightness does increase towards the 

zenith. The SOC was considered to give a better representation of actual conditions than the 

UøC for the purposes of this model in the context of the temperate heather moorland. The 

equation for the SOC is given as 

Lg=Lx(l -sinO)/3 

where L0  is the brightness of the sky at inclination 0 relative to the brightness at the zenith L. 

The approach of Goudriaan (1977 eq.2. 14) to this distribution converts it to the incidence on 

a horizontal plane which is inappropriate for the "Ecospace" model for reasons described 

above. A simple alternative approach is used, multiplying the relative areas of each slice of 

sky given by Kimball (1921) with the relative brightness from the SOC to give the relative 

contribution to illuminance for each slice. When compared with the curves for incidence on a 

horizontal plane, this method gives greater weight to the lower sky fractions. 
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Figure 5.4. Contributions from ten degree inclination classes of an overcast sky. The graph shows 
the SOC for illuminance of a plane normal to the ray direction used in the model as a solid line, with 
the component relative brightnesses (Moon & Spenser 1942) and areas (Kimball 1921) overlaid. The 
curves for illuminance of a horizontal plane for both brightness distributions (Goudriann 1977) are 
given for comparison. 
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This method is based on an overcast sky and does not fully take into account the 

hourly variation in the distribution due to rings of increased brightness around the solar disc 

which are evident even in blue skies as described by Pokrowski (1929). Since all light which 

is not direct is treated as diffuse it would be appropriate to work towards the inclusion of this 

variation, although it would require modification of the data structure and calculation 

approach in the model. 

The contributions for each inclination class are stored in the array sky/inclination 

class] and the fraction sky[]/BSTEP used to determine the contribution of each ray within an 

inclination class, where BSTEP is the number of classes of azimuth angle or bearing used in 

calculation. 

Computation of monthly light environment 

Once the solar radiation environment above the canopy has been calculated it is possible to 

proceed with calculations within the grid. The radiation environment for each tile is calculated 

by ray tracing for each hour of the representative day of each month and then converted to a 

single value (lt[x][y][z] and nir[x][y][z]) representing the mean of radiation for each hour of 

daylight. This can then be used to calculate diurnal curves for each point in the grid without 

the use of ray tracing. 

These calculations are controlled by the function light_regimeO, called monthly to 

generate the average radiation for an hour of daylight for each tile. Assuming the mean 

monthly cloud is distributed evenly over the day, diffuse radiation for each hour is calculated 

as 

startlight = 

(par di f[hr] x  sunhours /dayhours) + ( par dif[hr] >< 0.36>< cloudhours /dayhours ) 

+ ( par dir fhrJ x  0.36 x  cloudhours / dayhours) 

nirlight = 

(nirdzf/hr] x  sunhours /dayhours) + ( nir df[hr] x  0.3 x  cloudhours /dayhours) 

+ (nir_dir[hr] x  0.3 x  cloudhours /dayhours) 

where startlight and nirlight are the totals of diffuse radiation for PAR and NIR respectively 

unaffected by cloud and the cloud dispersed elements of both direct and diffuse radiation, and 

where 0.36 and 0.3 are the transmissivities of cloud for PAR and NIR respectively (Wiess & 
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Norman, 1985). The ratio sunhours/cloudhours is generated in lcloud() as described above. 

These hourly values are used to generate mean hourly diffuse radiation, startlight and nirlight 

used as inputs for diffuse light calculations. The effects of cloud on direct radiation are 

calculated in the function light _direct() for each hour as 

start lt =par_dir[hour] >< sunhours/dayhours 

startitNlR  =par_dir/hourJ x sunhours/dayhours 

where startit is the direct radiation equivalent of startlight and nirlight. 

Light_regimeO then scans the grid and calls the functions light _direct() and 

light_dffi4se() to calculate direct and diffuse components of average hourly input to each tile. 

These functions are essentially similar, differing only in that direct calculations are performed 

for a single ray representative of the sun's position and intensity at that hour, whereas diffuse 

light calculations assume an even distribution of rays across the sky as described below. The 

co-ordinates of the tile and irradiance (for diffuse radiation) at the top of the canopy are fed 

in, and the amount of light not intercepted returned. The calculations take the following basic 

form:- 

For each hour: Generate and algebraically characterise hourly ray or selection of rays across 

the whole sky. 

For each ray: Calculate shaft length projected across horizontal surface for each 

stacked column. 

Divide amongst tiles stacked in column. 

Attenuate light according to density in tile. 

Calculate contribution of the ray to total light and accumulate total. 

i). Generation of rays across sky. 

Light_dfjliseO: Rays are generated at a regular angular spacing for both bearing in radians 

(0 to 2 x it) and inclination (0 to 0.5 x it). A step of 7c/20 is used for both inclination and 

bearing to give an array of 40 points across the sky. This value was selected to maximise 

detail whilst minimising run time. 

Light direct( The hourly bearing azimuth[hour] and angle of elevation altitude[hour] are 

used to define ray direction. The function lightjiath() is called to convert each combination 
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of angles into a pair of rays defined by y= m x x + c style equations, one for the horizontal 

and one for the vertical plane. 

ii). Calculation of shaft length per tile. 

The function light shaft() was used to perform the two-step calculation of shaft length. The 

calculation is first performed for a single horizontal layer and then extended to the third 

dimension. The grid is considered as a horizontal layer with the radiation ray defined by its 

bearing to the centre of the subject tile. The routines stathexcord() (generating co-ords of each 

hex), slinegenerate() (generating the equations for the sides of the hex), and lintersects() (a 

variation on cintersectO), were used to calculate the points of intersect of the ray of light with 

the hex sides where the equations for the two lines meet. The length of the horizontal trace of 

the shaft from the point of origin to each point of intersect on the tile can then be generated 

from the co-ordinates as shown in Figure 5.5 below, where the distance AB is named hdisp 

and the distance AC is named hlength. Provided hlength-hdisp is less than or equal to two 

hexagon sides (the maximum length of a horizontal trace of any line through a hexagon) the 

ray is assumed to pass through the stack. 

Figure 5.5. Calculation of light trace through a stack of tiles BCDE to centre of selected tile at A. 
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Each stack is then analysed in the function ivert distribute() to divide the horizontal 

trace of the ray between z layers according to their position using simple trigonometry based 

on the value horiz defined as the horizontal distance from A to the top face of that layer of 

tiles. Thus for the example ray below (Fig. 5.6) horiz=AG for the lower tile and horiz=AC 

for the upper tile. Using the ray inclination, the horizontal trace in each tile is converted to a 

diagonal trace (e.g. BG to LL', GC to EE). An exception was made for the case of the vertical 

light beam which fails to cross tile sides. The length of the shaft in each tile 

(shafi_length[x][y][z]) is thus calculated. 

Figure 5.6 Calculation of shaft length per z layer. 

iii). Attenuation and Contribution. 

The amount of light attenuated by each tile is calculated from a combination of 

shaft length[xJ[y][z] and absdens[xJ[y][z] (see "Radiation within the grid" above). 

Transmission is calculated using the Beer's Law extinction equation, by the functions 

light _attenuation() and kcalcO. An incoming irradiance for each ray is thus generated. The 

relative contribution of each angular slice of light was calculated assuming a standard 

overcast sky (Moon & Spenser 1942) such that the sum contribution of all the slices is one. 

The function soc() is called to return this contribution for each ray. For each slice the total 

transmitted light is accumulated using 

irrad = irrad + (irr x  contr) 
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where irrad is the cumulative radiation, irr is the radiation transmitted though the slice and 

contr is the contribution of the slice. Once all slices have been treated, the radiation incident 

at that point has been calculated. 

iv). Light rays outside the grid 

The nature of the grid means that, for any tile, a proportion of the rays contributing to its 

illumination will pass out of the sides of the grid below the top height of the vegetation. In 

order to reduce edge effects due to this, the spatial grid is assumed to be embedded within a 

large area of horizontally uniform vegetation, such that ray tracing, and radiation attenuation 

may continue outside the grid (see end of Chapter 3). The function lembed() is called from 

light_attenualion() to quantify attenuation outside the spatial grid for each ray. 

Figure 5.7 demonstrates the approach to calculation for a single ray (dotted line) and a single 

tile (light shading) at x, y, z. The heavy shading shows a transect of ground surface in the 

plane of the tile. As can be seen, the embedding volume is positioned relative to the tile such 

that the layer ez--O lies on the surface at ztop_lit[x][yJ. Attenuation outside the grid can be 

Figure 5.7 Calculation of light attenuation outside the grid. 

calculated directly from the shaft length in an ez layer and the density embeddens[ez] as for 

all other attenuation. Shaft length per ez layer (ourshafi) is calculated as 1 / sin(elevation) and 

converted to metres using SIDESCALE. The only problem arises at the very edge of the grid 

where a proportion (ac) of the shaft (ab) lies within the grid. The total length 	(edgeshaft) 

of the shaft in ez lying within the grid is recorded from shaft_len gth[J[][J in the function 
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ledgend() whilst defining the shaft in light—shaft. The length ab can thus be calculated as 1 / 

sin(elevation) - edgeshaft. 

Computation of daily light environment 

Since it is too time consuming to calculate light at each point on an hourly basis, the results 

from the monthly radiation sub-model are used to generate a diurnal variation (Fig. 5.6). The 

variables lt[x][y][z] and nir[xJ[y][z] are defined as the mean of hourly irradiances (during 

daylight hours) for a day of average conditions. As such this is a useful relative measure of 

radiation conditions at a given point during that month. 

Diurnal variation will occur about this mean according to the relative intensities of 

light at that time and the relative cloud cover (c_cover[hr]). Since the fraction of transmitted 

light is constant with intensity it is possible to apply this variation to all points in the grid. The 

function lvar() for PAR (nvar() for NIR) is called to return hourly values for a given tile. 

Modification of the monthly value to an hourly value, ihour, is performed as: 

ihour = { lt[x][y][zJ x  dayhours  x  (par_dir[hr] +par_df[hr] / totpar) } x 

(1 - ( 0.64 x  C cover[hr] / 100) } / 

{ 1 - ( 0.64 x ( dayhours - sunmean[month] ) / dayhours) } 

where the first half of the equation generates variation due to variation in irradiance at the 
upper atmosphere, and the second half corrects for cloud cover. The coefficient 0.64 for PAR 

0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 

time (days) 

Figure 5.8. Diurnal variation of radiation at the top of the canopy as calculated from mean monthly 
values lt[x][y][zJ and nir[x][yJ[zJ in combination with relative light intensity. 
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represents energy absorbed or reflected by the cloud (1 - transmission coefficient). The 

corresponding coefficient 0.7 is used for NIR in nvarO. The above equation yields a smooth 

curve in constant cloud conditions. Figure 5.8 shows several days consecutive running of the 

light sub-model above the grid as the incoming light environment. This behaviour is 

comparable with that of the real system. Performance of the model in a simulated canopy is 

outlined in section 5.6 at the end of the chapter. 

5.4 Wind sub-model 

Overview 

Wind is modelled daily in three-dimensions within the grid. The daily mean wind speed and 

direction from the weather generator are used to generate a one-dimensional wind profile in 

conjunction with the vegetation structure represented within the grid, and this mean value with 

height is converted into a distribution of values within each z layer according to the relative 

exposure of each tile. 

Wind may affect plants by altering rates of mass and energy transfer and by 

mechanical disruption and abrasion. As such it is an essential component of the aerial 

environment of plants (e.g. Grace, 1977), and its effect must be represented in some way in 

any system subject to significant wind. In addition, this representation must be at a scale 

appropriate to the scale of the model vegetation. The modelling of canopy transfer processes is 

a field in which current modelling is largely inadequate. The complexities of turbulent air 

flow, the interdependence of all microclimatic variables, the difficulties of defining the 

boundaries of "units" of air, and the poor quality of three-dimensional vegetation description 

both in models and the field, make for a complex modelling task. 

In recent years the well-used K-theory models (Philip, 1964; Waggoner & Reifsnyder, 

1968) have come to be considered inadequate for many applications because of the relatively 

large scales of eddies within canopies (Raupach & Thom, 1981). These simple models work 

on the principle of diffusion between layers of air (flow is assumed to be essentially laminar) 

controlled by transfer coefficients (K values) and relative concentration gradients. Where eddy 

scale is large enough, the assumption of laminar flow is violated. Sauer and Norman (1995) 

demonstrate that this approach may still be used in short canopies (less than 1-2 m) where K-

theory models can produce similar results to recent higher-order closure models. This is based 

on the assumption that the canopy is horizontally uniform. However, in sparse heterogeneous 
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canopies, the scale of eddies may be expected to increase and the use K-theory models even 

for low canopies becomes doubtful. 

In order to model turbulent transfer processes within the canopy effectively, it is 

necessary to solve the momentum equations for each layer of air simultaneously. This presents 

a complex mathematical problem (since not only do the equations of motion and the non-

hydrostatic, incompressible atmospheric continuity equation need to be balanced, but also, 

importantly, the equations of turbulence resulting from these). Various solutions to this 

problem have been presented (Wilson & Shaw, 1977; Raupach & Shaw, 1982; Finnigan, 

1985) allowing a number of higher-order closure models to be developed (e.g. Meyers & 

Paw, 1986; Li et al., 1989). An alternative approach is the use of Lagrangian theory (e.g. 

Raupach, 1989; McNaughton & van den Hurk, 1995) where profiles are expressed as the sum 

of a 'far-field' component (which obeys K-theory) and a 'near-field' component (which does 

not). Both these approaches have been used effectively for one-dimensional model canopies. 

All the above models require the input of detailed turbulence structure. This presents 

a problem when attempting to generate transfer conditions directly from the vegetation 

structure model. In the absence of a mechanism to generate turbulence structure from 

vegetation structure the model will not respond to changes in vegetation and is thus 

inappropriate for analysis of change. In addition, all the above models are at present one-

dimensional, since most have been developed for agricultural crops and forests where the 

canopy is managed for uniformity. Recent measurements of horizontal gradients of wind 

speed within a maize crop using a hot-sphere anemometer by Jacobs et al. (1995) reveal 

variation in wind speed of 20-30% at a single height within the canopy, across the space 

between rows. Failure to represent this type of variation in a model will result in significant 

errors at or below individual level, and it becomes questionable whether a one-dimensional 

model is appropriate for studies at this level. 

The introduction of the second and third dimension complicate the computational 

problems extensively, with the introduction of effects from upwind and downwind vegetation 

structure and non-vertical eddies. The conversion of any of the above approaches to a three-

dimensional model is a task of much mathematical complexity, and indeed may not presently 

be practical. The "Ecospace" model is designed to allow simple three-dimensional spatial 

calculations based on the absolute physical state of the system. It was decided that the use of 

semi-empirical modelling of transfer processes could produce realistic three-dimensional 

results without the input of measured turbulence properties. It was hoped that any 

inaccuracies generated by the simplified three-dimensional approach would be less significant 
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at the scale of a tile than the inaccuracies of any one-dimensional model which ignores 

horizontal variation. 

Model structure 

Air speed in the model is calculated daily according to a simple model. First, the wind profile 

for the plot is generated from the vegetation profile. This gives a mean wind speed for each z 

layer in the model. An estimate of air speed for each tile within a layer can then be obtained 

by variation about the mean wind speed according to the relative exposure of each tile within 

the layer. Wind in the model is assumed to travel in a certain direction for part of the 

calculation of exposure, but in order to be a useful value it is necessary that the generated 

values of wind speed per tile represent wind in all directions. The output array, wind[x][y][z], 

is defined as the mean daily air speed in all directions within a given tile. It would be 

appropriate to simulate wind at an hourly time scale in response to changes in wind speed and 

direction throughout the day, but this is computationally very intensive. Mean daily air speed 

is used as an initial simplification, allowing the development of a temperature sub-model and 

the modelling of some plant response to wind, but using the minimum of computer run time. 

The calculations required involve most of the sub-routines required for a more frequent model. 

Wind profile 

It is assumed that the modelled site is a part of a uniform wind field with the mean structural 

properties of the model grid, such that the wind profile is constant across an area far larger 

than the modelled site. As such it is possible to generate the wind profile from the site 

conditions. Mean site conditions are represented in the embeddens[ez] array and all 

calculations are performed using ez, the height above ground surface rather than the absolute 

height. First the wind profile above the canopy is calculated and this is then used in 

combination with the vegetation structure to derive approximate wind speeds within the 

canopy. Provided that the scale of spatial inhomogeneities in the canopy is less than a few 

times the canopy height, a wind profile may reasonably be defined from roughness length and 

zero plane displacement derived from vegetation structure (Lewellen, 1985). Further 

inhomogeneity may well result in the disruption of a constant flux layer immediately above the 

canopy. It is assumed that the vegetation structure will not reach a state where the constant 

flux layer is disrupted. 
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Vegetation height (lit) in metres is defined simply as the topmost z layer containing 

embeddens[ez] greater than an arbitrary 50. The additional height from the vegetation within 

the topmost layer is estimated from embeddens[ez]12500 (where 2500 is the maximum 

expected density, see Chapter 4). The estimation for roughness length (z0) of Lettau (1969) is 

used for calculations in the function wind_roughO. 

z0 r0.5 x ht x (A*/A) 

where A *IA' is the ratio of the area of upwind face of roughness element (A*) occupying a 

ground area of A'. For a hexagonal tile with average surface area in a horizontal plane of 

0.9339 tile-sides (Ii) squared and ground area (A) 2.6 h2  the upwind area of each tile is given 

by 

A*tile  0.9339 x absdens[xJ[y][z] / 10000 

thus where A * is the sum of A *tile  for hcount tiles roughness length is given as 

z0 =0.5 xhtx (A*/(2.6  xhcount)) 

Zero plane displacement (a) is estimated as 2/3 the vegetation height as is standard for shrub 

vegetation (Monteith & Unsworth, 1990). Friction velocity u*, an expression of the velocity 

of turbulence elements, is estimated within a range 0.2 to 0.45 in s4  for incoming wind 

speeds of 0 to 10 in s4  from the simple equation 

= 0.2 + 0.125 x windspeed 

This produces values suitable for short vegetation, but greatly simplifies the relationship by 

ignoring the effect of vegetation structure, assuming that variation in structure over the 

vertical scale in the model will have little effect. It should here be noted that this compromises 

the generality of the model, and a more suitable form of the above equation should be 

substituted for taller vegetation (e.g. Jaeger, 1985). 

Wind speed above the canopy can thus be calculated from the standard wind profile 

equation 

u*J ((ez-d)'\ 
ml 

k 	z0  j 
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where k is the von Kannan constant (0.4 1). Assuming a constant friction velocity, the first 

term in the equation remains constant for all heights and the wind speed at any height can be 

calculated as a fraction wfract[ez] of the reference windspeed at 10 in (windspeed). 

Within the canopy a semi-empirical approach is used to generate a profile based on 

the exponential reduction of Inoue (1963) and Cionco (1965) where 

u =Uh  xex[ 	
(ez 

ax 
 
__ij 

where uh  is the windspeed at the canopy air interface and a is the canopy flow index which is 

an index of airflow response to vegetation roughness. This equation ignores the effect of 

vertical inhomogeneity in the canopy and always results in a smooth curve. It was decided that 

vertical variation could reasonably be introduced by modifying a to take account of the 

differences between layers. Thus each layer is effectively calculated at the correct height 

within a canopy of uniform flow index assumed to be equal to the canopy flow index at that 

height. Variations about the exponential curve are then produced. This approach can thus 

represent the effects of a through-draft resulting from low vegetation density near the ground 

if the variation in density with height is sufficient. 

The canopy flow index is calculated empirically from the relationships recorded in 

Cionco (1978) where self-sheltering of roughness elements results in a relatively constant 

canopy flow index of around unity when a crop is between 68% and 100% of its natural 

maximum density, with a peak of a1 .5 at a density of 36%. From the assumptions that a 

crop density of 100% is reached at embeddens[ez]2500, and both increase and decrease of 

a with density are linear, the canopy flow index can be estimated by three equations 

aez = 1.5 - 0.0555 (9 - edez ) 	 for 0<edez<9 

aez = 1 + 0.0625 (17 - edez ) 	 for 9<edez<17 

1 	 for 17<edez<100 

where edez  is the mean percentage of tile filled at height ez above the ground surface, given by 

embeddens[ez] / 100. 

In a simple canopy, an exponential curve is a reasonable approximation of air speed 

down to 0.1.h but the quality of simulation is reduced in complex canopies (Cionco, 1978). In 
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order to take account of this the ez layer closest to the ground (ez--O) is modelled using a 

different approach from the canopy above. For a typical heather canopy 0.50 in high this layer 

represents 0.1 x hr with an increasing proportion of the canopy height being represented for 

lower canopies, When Calluna is at this height, it is usually in the building or mature phase 

with a fairly uniform structure. Where the canopy is shorter, and probably more complex 

(pioneer and senescent stages), the bottom layer takes up an increasing proportion of the 

profile to compensate for inaccuracies. Working on the principle that the wind speed is zero at 

the ground surface, and that there is a linear decrease in wind from the second ez layer to the 

ground, the wind speed in the bottom layer is approximated as 

U0  = 

where u1  is the wind speed in level ez=1 and u0  the wind speed in the bottom ez layer. 

Given that a mechanistic modelling approach which can adequately describe vertical 

profiles in response to vegetation structure in the absence of flux measurements has not yet 

been developed to the awareness of the author, all models must necessarily be approximations 

of wind conditions. The simple model outlined above allows a direct effect of vegetation 

porosity on the wind profile through the action of skin friction and form drag. The estimations 

of canopy flow index do not take into account the effects of a varying wind speed since it is 

assumed that the drag coefficient of the vegetation will remain constant in the range of wind 

speeds experienced within the canopy. Although this simplification (Cionco 1978) may result 

in poor estimates at low wind speeds where skin friction becomes dominant it was considered 

an adequate assumption for this model. 

Relative exposure 

The wind profile model yields a vertical distribution of mean wind mean velocity as a 

proportion of the wind speed above the canopy. Together with the direction of the wind at a 

given time this is a useful description of wind conditions within the canopy. However, when 

viewed in the context of the three-dimensional vegetation structure, where some tiles within a 

layer may lie within a group of dense tiles and others may lie in the open, wind profiles seem 

inadequate to describe conditions for a given tile. It is desirable that the profile be extended to 

the second and third dimensions i.e. to the horizontal plane, to enable temperature and 

potentially vapour transfer to be calculated in each tile. An estimate of the degree of exposure 
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experienced by each tile is calculated for a given wind direction using ray tracing techniques 

as used in the light model. The representation of wind as straight rays is a necessary 

simplification. Although criticism may be made for failing to allow for funnelling and eddies, 

alternative approaches would require complex mathematics (increasing computer simulation 

time unacceptably), and at the present state of the art would be unlikely to yield results of any 

improved degree of accuracy within a heterogeneous canopy. 

For each layer above the ground, the wind profile sub-model returns a value of 

average daily wind speed as a proportion of the wind speed at 10 in. This is averaged over 

time and horizontal space. In a normal canopy, air movement may be expected in any number 

of directions and intensities, and a minimum time of 30 minutes is recommended (Monteith, 

1973) for averaging to capture variation. On a horizontal scale there may be significant 

variation in local wind speed and turbulence due to inhomogeneities in the canopy. The use of 

exposure() is intended to represent this variation by assuming that the wind speed at a given 

point is proportional to the amount of vegetation upwind and the amount immediately 

surrounding it. From this assumption, the mean wind speed can be converted into the 

theoretical spatial frequency distribution which defined it, directly from the distribution of 

vegetation elements within that horizontal layer. 

Calculations for three-dimensional wind model 

The three-dimensional wind sub-model is calculated in wind master() which first calls the 

function windprofile() to generate a vertical profile as described above. Each ez layer (i.e. 

layer above ground surface at x, y) is then scanned and for each tile the function exposure() is 

called to return a value between zero and one (fully covered to fully exposed). The total 

exposure for each ez layer is recorded in the array exposum[ez]. 

In exposure() two methods are used to calculate the exposure of a given tile to wind. 

The first method is based on the ray tracing routines of the light sub-model. Nine evenly 

spaced rays are defined, in a radial are five degrees to either side of the wind bearing 

(windbearing) and a vertical arc from horizontal to ten degrees above the centre of the tile. 

This is a limited scan only in the direct direction of the wind. The functions lightpath and 

light_shafi() are called to detennine which tiles are passed through. For each ray exposure is 

measured as the sum of absdens[][][] for each tile passed through. The mean absdens []f] [] 

for all rays is then calculated and converted to a 0-1 scale (sumshaft). This method 

automatically weights the mean towards those tiles closest to the subject tile because the rays 
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are closest at this point. Since this method assumes that the wind travels in straight lines, the 

second method (turbulence_catØ), was developed to include the effects of all the subject tile's 

neighbours which affect wind speed in the tile but are not necessarily represented by the first 

approach. This second method simply converts the total density for the tile and all eight 

neighbours to a linear 0-1 scale (surroundens). Exposure is calculated simply as the average 

of these two values. Although this relationship could be modified, insufficient data at this 

scale makes any decision somewhat arbitrary. Due to the length of time required for the first 

ray tracing method when calculated daily, a shortcut option (EXPOCUT) is provided which 

uses only the shorter second method. 

Once exposure has been calculated for each tile in a ez layer and recorded temporarily 

in wind[x][y][z] the variation about the mean wind speed for that layer may be calculated. As 

stated earlier, mean wind speed may vary up by ±30% (Jacobs, Vanboxel & Elkinlani, 1995) 

within a horizontal canopy layer. The distribution about the mean wind speed for each layer is 

based on a linear relationship between variation in exposure from the mean exposure and 

variation in wind speed from the mean wind speed such that 

wind[x][y][z] = wfract[ez] x  windspeed x  hvar 

where wind[x][y][z] is the wind in in s 1  per tile, wfract[ez] is the fraction of the reference 

wind speed, windspeed at height ez, and 

hvar = 1.0 + 0.4 x  ( "exposure [tile]" - ( exposum[ez] / en fez])) 

where hvar is a coefficient of relative exposure, "exposure [tile]" is the exposure of the tile (at 

this point stored in windfx][y][z]) and exposum[ez]/en[ez] is the mean exposure at height ez. 

This gives variation about the mean of up to a maximum of ±40%, although in practice it is 

unlikely that the exposure of a tile should differ more than 0.75 (±25%) from the mean. 
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5.5 Temperature sub-model 

Temperature is calculated hourly for each tile in the grid. As mentioned previously in this 

chapter, the use of K-theory models for transfer presents certain difficulties when dealing with 

a variable canopy structure. A simple temperature model was developed, based on isothermal 

net radiation and leaf temperature, with limited representation of three-dimensional air 

transport processes. Temperature is calculated hourly in proportion to leaf temperature for 

each tile in the grid. It was hoped that this sub-model could produce heterogeneity in air/leaf 

temperature at a suitable scale for photosynthesis and respiration calculations. However, the 

flow of energy is not modelled explicitly and the system is not closed. A more mechanistically 

satisfying sub-model was considered to be beyond the scope of the current model. 

The leaf temperature calculations are based on the approach of Jones (1983), as 

adapted by Friend (1995) drawing from Monteith (1973). This approach calculates the 

difference between leaf and background air temperature from the sum of two terms, one 

depending on isothermal net radiation (from the solar radiation sub-model) and the other on 

vapour pressure deficit. It is employed for all occupied tiles and used to generate air 

temperature. All unoccupied tiles are assumed to be at the air temperature above the canopy 

(tt). 

Background temperature profile 

The function etemp_update() calculates a simple vertical heat profile during daylight 

hours as a background for the three-dimensional calculations. It was considered that, in the 

absence of a carefully considered diffusion model, an approximation would be superior to an 

assumption of spatially constant temperature. Tile air/leaf temperature for the previous hour 

is held in the three-dimensional array temp[xJ[y][z]. The mean temperature for each ez layer 

is calculated from this. The extent of vertical mixing is made proportional to the mean wind 

speed in that ez layer (embed_wind[ez]), assuming that the horizontal and vertical 

components are equal. A mixing coefficient, mix, is calculated as 

mix = 2.5 x embed_wind[ez] 

which is used to weight the temperature towards tt, air temperature above the canopy (mix = 

0, low mixing; mix 6, high mixing). A minimum value of one is imposed on mix such that 

maximum mixing is achieved at a local wind of 2.5 in s* Temperature is calculated as 
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embed temp[ez]= 

(embed _temp[ez]_1 + mix x it + embed temp[ez -1],_ + embed _temp[ez + i]_) 

mix +3 

for the middle layers of the grid. For the top of the grid and near ground level, (at the edges of 

the ez profile) modification of the above equation is necessary such that for the top 

embed temp[ez]= 
(embed _temp[ez]1 + mix x it + embed _temp[ez - 1],_1  

mix +2 

and for the ground surface, 

embed temp[ez]= 

(embed_ temp[ez],_1  + mix x it + 2 x esoil + embed _temp[ez + 1]_) 

mix +4 

where esoil is the topsoil temperature. Esoil is calculated simply as 

esoil=(embedremp[O]+soiltemp) 

where soil—temp is the subsoil temperature at an arbitrary depth calculated daily in soiltemp() 

as a fifty point running average of half daily maximum plus minimum temperature 

(temperature[2]) by calling hcalcO. 

This is clearly an extreme simplification of the true nature of within-canopy 

mixing, but it is felt that any further detail is beyond the scope of this model. As with the wind 

sub-model there arises a need to generate transfer coefficients from the canopy structure in 

order to model the process dynamically. 

Calculations for the three-dimensional temperature sub-model 

The background air temperature for each layer above the ground is combined with the grid-

based output from the radiation sub-model to generate hourly three-dimensional temperature. 

The leaf temperature equations of Friend (1995) are used to determine the instantaneous 

difference between leaf and background air temperature, which is then used to calculate tile 
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air temperature according to a simple model. Unless otherwise stated the equations and default 

values below have been taken directly from the PGEN v2.0 model of Friend (1995). These 

equations are presented immediately below, as initially implemented. The conversion from leaf 

to air temperature is presented in subsection ii). 

Leaf temperature (T) is given by the equation 

T = Ta+ IX_ aW /(TY +s) 
pXCP 	 rHR  

where: 

Ta is the temperature (K) of the air outside the leaf boundary layer as calculated in the 

function embtemp update 0 described below; 

rw is the total resistance to water flux across leaf surface and boundary layer, (s rn') 

given by 

rw = 0.607 X rc, a + 0.704 x rc.s 

where: the coefficients assume still air across the leaf surface and laminar flow in the 

leaf boundary layer, 

rca is the resistance to CO2 flux across the leaf boundary layer (s rn-i) given 

as 
- 1.75

(T 	(P0
rc,a=132.51x

~U ~-0.5 

— xIxI—
d To P) 

where: u is the wind speed (m s') taken as wind[x][y][z], 

d is the leaf characteristic dimension (m) taken as the default value 

0.005 in, 

T is the initial leaf temperature (K) given as temp[x][y][z] + 

273.15 K, 

To is the air temperature outside the leaf boundary layer (K), given as 

embed_temp[ez] + 273.15 K, 

The ratio P0 (standard atmospheric pressure) to P (site atmospheric 

pressure) is at present assumed to be one (default value). 

and rc,, is the resistance to CO2 flux across the leaf surface (319.5 sm-1), default 

value. 

' is the psychrometer "constant, given by 
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Pxcp 
x 

0.622xX RXTa 

where: F, site atmospheric pressure is assumed constant at present at 101325 Pa, 

c is the specific heat of air (10 12 J kg-' K'), 

A is the latent heat of vaporisation of water (J kg-1) given as 

A =3.152 x 1062.38  x 103  x T. 

R is the gas constant (8.3144 J K-' mol'), 

and Ta  is the temperature (K) of the air outside the leaf boundary layer (as above). 

cIni  is the isothermal net radiation calculated in the function radcalc() described below. 

Pa is the density of dry air given as 

Pa =242412X 10 3 XTa  

c, is the specific heat of air (1012 J kg-' K'), 

SW is the water vapour concentration deficit of the air outside the leaf boundary layer, 

5W = (Ta) x (1 f) 

where: 	is the saturation concentration of water at air temperature (mol rn-3) 

Ws(T) = 610.78 x 
PO  

(-- <(_
1 	(17.269 X(Ta-273.15)' 

P} RXTa)xex 	Ta35.85 

and fw  is the relative humidity of air, assumed constant in space and time (0.893, 

{89.3%}). In the absence of a water sub-model to represent the humidity dynamically 

this was considered a reasonable temporary assumption, allowing the calculation of 

local temperature which would be required as an input for a spatial water sub-model. 

rHR  is the total thermal resistance to heat loss from the leaf by convection and radiation (s m') 

from 

1 	1 
rBR  = + - 

TaH Tk 

where: raH  is the leaf boundary layer resistance to convective heat loss (s rn') given by 
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2 
raH  = 

12.09x1 ( u
06  

where: u is taken as wind[x]fy][z], 

d is the leaf characteristic dimension (0.005 m). 

This is equation 3.32 of Jones (1983) for cylindrical  objects with 

a correction of 2/3 to allow for the effects of turbulence. 

rR is the radiative "resistance" to heat loss (s in-'), given by 

Pa  X Cp 

4 x cy>< 

where: a-  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6703 x 10-6),  

and all other terms are defined above. 

1). Isothermal net radiation 

The isothermal net radiation, 1 m  (i.e. the net radiation received assuming the object to be at 

air temperature) in each tile is calculated in the function radcalcO. The hourly irradiance of 

both PAR and NIR are calculated for both the subject tile and the tile directly below. In order 

to model reflectance within the canopy simply, it is assumed that all incoming reflected 

radiation to a tile comes from the tile directly below, and that all reflected radiation from the 

tile below is reflected directly upwards. Since the reflected radiation is almost entirely non-

PAR it is of no direct import to the photosynthesis sub-model. The proportions of reflected 

light for each wavelength are representative values for a range of vegetation, taken from Jones 

(1983) such that 

lt[x][yJ[z] += lt[x][y][z-1] x 0.12 x absdens[x][y][z-J]/DCON 

nir[x][y][z] += nir[x][y][z-1] x 0.5 x absdens[x][y][z-J]/DCON 

Total absorbed incoming shortwave radiation (is) can thus be calculated as 

is = lt[x][y][z] x 0.88 + nir[x][y][z] x 0.5 
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This allows calculation of isothermal net radiation cI assuming leaf temperature to be equal 

to air temperature such that 

cI fli is+ILd +ax(Tb )2xTa  

where: J is the net downward flux of longwave radiation approximated as 

ILdOX(I —O.825xexp(O.00354xis))4  

Tb is the background temperature estimated as embed temp[ez], 

and Ta  is the air/leaf temperature temp[xJ[y][z]. 

ii). From leaf temperature to tile air temperature 

Sensitivity analysis of the equations of Friend (1995) as presented above revealed that even in 

strong sunlight the leaf temperature was not raised more than 0.0002°C over background air 

temperature (i.e. the air within the tile). This conforms with the common assumption that leaf 

temperature is the same as air temperature (Rabbinge, 1976) in most conditions. However, the 

measurements of MacKerron (in Gimingham, 1972) show the temperature of air within a 

Calluna canopy warming to up to 4°C above the air temperature immediately outside the 

canopy on a sunny day in June. We would expect a corresponding increase in leaf 

temperature. In addition, measurements of the dwarf shrubs Artcostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) 

Spreng and Loiseleuria procumbens (L.) Desv. (Wilson et al, 1987) recorded meristem 

temperatures as much as 15°C above the air temperature at 1 in at altitudes above 400 m. The 

leaf temperature sub-model is, in this state, inadequately simulating the process of leaf 

warming, even allowing for the difference between air temperatures across the canopy 

surface. Importantly the process of warming is driven by radiation interception by the canopy, 

(balanced by wind driven cooling). If we examine the main equation 

TiTa+ (r,,xYxmaw/(rwxY) 
paxcp 	 rHR  

it is clear that the influence of isothermal net radiation, 1rn  on the second half of the 

equation cannot be very great due to the structure of the equation. Presumably this is because 

the equation is instantaneous, and the leaf is well coupled to the air immediately surrounding 
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it. The leaf will thus not heat up far above the surrounding air, but will instead continually 

lose energy to the surrounding air. If this air were not to mix with the surrounding air it would 

be expected to heat up significantly, although this effect will be reduced with increasing 

mixing. Assuming that the degree of warming or cooling of the air is proportional to the 

difference between leaf and air temperature (second half of equation), the amount of leaf 

material present (absdens[x][y][z]) and the amount of air movement (proportional to r),  an 

additional term (m) was added to the above equation to give the change in surrounding air 

temperature per hour, such that 

(rwxy 	 'xni 	/(rwx 
Teie =Ta+mX 	 — 

 
oW/ 	+s 

\.. 	aXCp 	 r 

where m is given by 

m = 4 x (r - 200) + absdens[xJ[y][z] / 2 

when r  is greater than 200; otherwise 

m = (200 x absdens[xJ[yJ[z] I 2.5 ) I 10 

This modification allows air temperature in the tile surrounding leaf material to warm 

up as much as 4°C above previous air temperature (bright sunlight, still air and maximum 

vegetation density) within an hour. It should be noted that this is a pre-mixing value, and most 

of the energy thus accumulated is lost to mixing with incoming air before the calculation of 

the next hour's temperature regime, although in conditions of continuous bright sunshine and 

low wind speed an accumulation of energy in the canopy occurs. The modified equation 

produces temperatures in the broad range expected, although at present not allowing increases 

as large as 15°C allowing further calcuations requiring the input of local temperature. 

However, the extent of the modification renders the sub-model open to critisism. It is 

suggested that although this sub-model functions adequately as a temporary sub-model, it 

should be replaced with a superior model with mechanistic response to radiation, wind and 

evapotranspiration after the addition of a water sub-model. 

All unoccupied tiles are set at the incoming air temperature tt. After sunset the sub-

model is set to return tr for all tiles since the temperature otherwise falls too slowly compared 

to observed data and fails to simulate the expected nocturnal temperature inversion. At present 

this has little effect on the performance of the growth sub-model. 
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5.6 Validation of the microclimate sub-model 

In order to test the microclimate sub-model for behavioural validity, the model was tested for 

behaviour relative to the measurements of MacKerron (in Gimingham, 1972) taken on an 

even-aged stand of building Calluna. This is a far from comprehensive validation, but 

demonstrates that the sub-model behaves realistically. 

During the initial testing of the model no counter-intuitive behaviour was observed 

and the model can produce realistic looking three-dimensional distributions relative to 

vegetation structure (see Chapter 7). 

Measurements of above-ground biomass, air temperature, wind speed and radiation 

were taken by D.K.L. MacKerron and presented in Gimingham (1972, pp.  48-51) for an even-

aged stand of building Calluna during "a fine day in June'. Since the "Ecospace" model has a 

stochastic weather generator, it is not possible to force the weather to produce certain weather 

patterns, so the model was run for a month, and a fine day was selected and compared with 

the validation data. Consequently the precise patterns of weather throughout the day are not 

directly comparable, but broadly similar. 

The vegetation structure was set up as a horizontally homogenous canopy with the 

vertical profiles converted from the biomass profiles of MacKerron using the conversion 

factors masshoot and masswood. The distribution of vegetation can be seen in Figure 5.9. 

Firstly, the light environment was tested on a grid 30x x 30y x 15z. The resultant light 

environment is shown in Figure 5.10. Ideally the sub-model would produce an even surface 

for each level. A slight striping is evident, with some significant edge effects in the outer ring 

of tiles, but otherwise the light sub-model performs adequately. It is felt that the striping is not 

significant as far as plant growth is concerned, remaining less than 10 W m2  at its most 

extreme. Since the cause of these anomalies is unknown there is some cause for concern, 

particularly where the edge effects (see level 9) are significant. 

Profiles for modelled microclimatic variables in relation to vegetation structure and 

the MacKerron light attenuation data are shown in Figure 5.10. The light sub-model appears 

to overestimate the attenuation of light, at both the density of a building stand and at half 

density, but it is thought that this could well be the result of gaps in the natural canopy, or an 

uneven top surface allowing full sunlight deep into the canopy in the natural system. Since the 

model was run for a homogenous canopy it will not capture such effects, and it is felt that this 

underestimation of light is not necessarily a fault in the sub-model. However, it is also 
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Figure 5.9. Profiles of plant material, light, wind and temeprature through a stand of building 
Calluna for a fine day in June. The light model is compared with the data of MacKerron 
(see text). 
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possible that the absorption coefficient which is assumed to be a constant 0.8 for all material 

may overestimate absorption in the upper canopy, where a greater proportion of leaf to wood 

is to be expected. Further validation with spatially explicit data is required. The wind model is 

not shown with the corresponding field measurements since these show a through-draft near 

the ground attributed to the measurements being taken near the edge of a vegetation mass. 

Although the model is capable of such effects, at least to a limited extent, the high densities of 

dead plant material near the ground used in the validating vegetation structure would be 

expected to generate a wind profile close to the one shown. Again, further testing of the sub-

model with spatially explicit data is required. 

The resultant modelled temperature profiles over the day are compared with the 

recorded profiles in Figure 5. 11, and show a reasonable correlation. There is a difference in 

the diurnal progression of air temperature above the canopy between the modelled and the real 

data due to the difficulties in generating results comparable to a specific measured day. 

Allowing for this, the two sets of profiles show broadly similar behaviour over the course of 

the day, although the model appears to cool too slowly after sunset. This was a property 

common to many other days' simulation, and although in the present version of the model this 

is likely to have very little effect on plant growth, a more satisfying simulation of cooling and 

night temperature would be desirable. 

Overall, the microclimate sub-model appears to produce reasonable output, with 

three-dimensional variation within the expected range (see Chapter 7). Consequently the sub-

model has achieved the objective of spatially representing the effects of vegetation structure 

on microclimate, allowing the individual plant growth sub-model to be run in a dynamically 

responsive microclimate. However, there are some elements of concern, notably the edge 

effects of the light sub-model, the modified temperature sub-model and the limited treatment 

of wind. These will be discussed further in Chapter 8. 
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Figure 5.10. The three-dimensional light environment generated for a fine day in June on a 30x x 
30y x 15z grid. Each graph shows the environment for a different ez level, where level 1 
is at the ground surface. 
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Figure 5.11. Temperature profiles through a real and modelled stand of even-aged Calluna on a fine 
day in June. 
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6.1 Introduction 

The hexagonal grid allows for conditions to be specified separately in each tile at the soil 

surface. This allows for the description of "gap" conditions for germination and establishment. 

Germination is calculated stochastically from a seed bank when germination microsite 

conditions are met. 

Plants are grown as individuals within the spatial grid. Two types of individual are 

defined in the model, juveniles and adults. Juvenile plants are limited to a single tile at ground 

level, but adult plants may occupy any tile within the grid. Juveniles are initialised as adult 

individuals when they achieve a species-specific size. Individual production is calculated on an 

hourly basis using an empirical light and temperature response, as a value for each tile in the 

whole plant. This growth is divided between the plant organs and distributed spatially over the 

whole plant as potential growth at the end of each week. The potential growth for all plants is 

added simultaneously to the grid, and, where space is limiting, any surplus is applied 

elsewhere using a recursive loop. Mortality occurs both continuously and in response to stress 

from low production and senescence. 

90 
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Figure 6.1. The individual plant growth sub-model, showing the three stages of an individual's life 
and the important processes calculated for plants in each stage at different spatial and 

temporal scales. 

Competition 

Since the abiotic and biotic environments are clearly defined on a tile basis, the growth of 

plants within the grid can be calculated solely from the conditions within the tiles which that 

individual occupies, with each growth increment resulting in changed conditions in the rest of 
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the grid. Competition can consequently be worked out in relation to the whole community 

rather than selected local individuals. This potentially allows non-living structures such as 

rocks to affect the growth of individuals. Where two or more individuals occupy the same tile 

and resources are limiting, the resources may be divided up according to the amount 

of each individual in that tile, and the relative resource capturing abilities of those individuals. 

In the model's present state, competition is based on the spatial distribution of radiation, 

temperature and wind, which are not all strictly resources: each may be a limiting factor. 

Competition for light is the most significant aspect of competition in many plant communities, 

including heathlands. Nutrients and water may also have a marked effect on competition in 

many communities but are at present assumed to be non-limiting. They are not modelled 

dynamically, although a simple limiting factor approach is used for establishing juveniles 

which could potentially be extended to the adult individuals (function soil limitsO). 

6.2 Germination 

Individual plants are created from seed in the model, germinating in response to abiotic 

stimuli. In the natural system germination occurs at or near the soil or litter surface in most 

species. This is the crucial first stage in the survival of an individual, and cannot be passed 

without a suitable germination site. It is essential that conditions at the point of germination 

are represented. Germination is not a horizontally homogenous process even with an even 

distribution of seeds. Seeds germinate only at suitable sites, lying dormant until either these 

conditions arise or the seed becomes non-viable, and it is by this temporal process that 

individual plants select their germination sites. 

In order to model this process, each ground level tile is examined separately, every 

day, to determine which species could germinate, and then stochastic, seed-bank-related 

germination is applied. 

For each x, y column, the z height of the soil and litter surfaces are recorded. This 

allows the conditions for germination to be described at each point across the soil surface. 

Shugart and West (1977) found that by varying the size of horizontal plots for plant 

germination, establishment and development in a grid, their forest "gap" model's behaviour 

could be altered. By reducing the plot size to the size of a full grown individual, the exact 

spatial locations of individuals could be ignored and forest dynamics adequately simulated. 

However satisfactorily this approach simulates forest behaviour, it ignores the heterogeneity 
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of the environment at the scale of the juvenile plant (Figure 6.2 below). It is this heterogeneous 

environment which determines the selection process for individual survival in the natural 

system. Consider the case illustrated in Figure 6.2. Plot size is shown below, and a gap has 

just been freed. In a gap model, plants A to D would all be considered to be at the same spatial 

location. However, in the natural system each individual will be in a unique environment. 

Gradients of light across the gap would favour B and C, whilst shelter is greatest at the edges 

of the gap. 

In addition to the microclimate modification by the dominant canopy plants, it is also 

necessary to consider the understory vegetation. Where continuous ground cover exists, 

seedlings may have difficulty in surviving. It is an oversimplification to consider dominants in 

isolation and to ignore this crucial stage of competition, where seedlings of the dominants 

compete directly with understory plants and not just with each other. The only case in which 

competition with understory plants may reasonably be ignored is where the understory is 

horizontally homogenous, which is extremely unlikely in a gap-regenerating system. Plant C, 

although situated favourably for light at the scale of the dominants, is disadvantaged by the 

ground vegetation which will shade the seedling, and indeed Which may take at least 

temporary advantage of the newly formed gap. 

Figure 6.2. A forest "gap" with four competing seedlings. 

"Ecospace" allows germination and establishment sites to be more precisely defined at 

a scale below that of the adult plant. It is assumed that the variation in microclimate and soil 

conditions is insignificant within a single tile. This requires that tile size be carefully selected 

for each system, although the variation in spatial relationships between systems is such that a 

general scaling rule would be inappropriate. 
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In the model the soil surface is scanned, (in function germinationO) and for each tile 

the species which could potentially germinate in those conditions are recorded, and then 

germination is calculated stochastically in relation to the seed resources available below that 

tile. At present, due to the time considerations, no distinction is made between vegetative 

reproduction and seeds and each plant is treated as a separately rooting individual with the 

same pattern of development. It would be possible to model vegetative reproduction within the 

grid and this would be a desirable addition to the model, particularly as applied to heathlands. 

Calculation of germination 

Each tile is tested daily for each species to see if conditions are met for germination. Species 

specific minimum levels of soil moisture, temperature prehistory (using the adjustable 

prehistory function hcalcO, which allows a prehistory of between 1 and fifty days) at ground 

level, and irradiance and maximum and minimum daylight hours are tested against the state of 

corresponding variables in that tile (function germ_gapO). Where germination for a species is 

possible in a tile, the function seedbank() is called. Here the daily probability of germination 

for each species in the tile is calculated using the following expression: 

daily probability of germination = GERMr*seedens[spe][x][y] 

where GERM is the proportion of the seedbank germinating per day ( set constant for all 

species during initial model development), 

and seedens[spe][x][yJ is the seed density for a single species per tile. 

At present, the model has no dynamic seed production and the number of seeds per 

tile is set as a constant. In addition to the species-specific seed densities, the variable GERM 

represents the proportion of the available seeds germinating in a suitable day. In the natural 

system, this proportion might be expected to change dynamically in response to germination 

site conditions. 

It is then possible to generate new plants, which are initialised first as "juvenile" establishing 

individuals, local to a single tile, in the function estinitialiseO. 
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6.3 Establishment of juveniles 

Plants which have germinated pass through a stage of being establishing juvenile plants before 

becoming adult plants Juveniles are defined more simply than adults and are limited to a 

single tile at ground level until they pass the threshold required to leave. Juvenile individuals 

are defined separately from adults for two reasons. Firstly, adults require the allocation of 

large amounts of memory space. Since the high rates of germination and mortality expected in 

establishing plants could result in the temporary presence of large numbers of juvenile plants, 

the resultant memory allocation could severely limit the computable grid size. The separate 

treatment of juveniles using a simplified version of the model for adult growth reduces this 

problem. Secondly, the early growth of seedlings is affected by the size of its seed reserves 

and developmental strategy of the species and might be expected to exhibit different properties 

from later growth. It was considered that a different allocation pattern or photosynthetic 

response might be appropriate at this stage, but at present production is calculated as for 

individuals, although all production is channelled into green leaves. The term juvenile" as 

used in the model is defined simply as a non-adult plant and has no direct developmental 

implications. 

Initialisation 

Juvenile individuals are held in the array estdens[i][x][y], where i is the establishing 

individual number in tile x,y at the ground surface ztop_lit[xJ[y]. Plants are defined as 

juveniles as long as they stay within a single tile. As soon as they pass occtreshold[sp] and 

become capable of growth into an adjacent tile they immediately become adults, and are 

initialised as adults in the function mdiv initialise 0. The function estkill() is then called to 

remove that juvenile individual from the arrays of juveniles. 

When the function est_initialise0 is called from the germination sub-model, an initial 

density, seed reserve[sp], representing the energy stored in the seed is immediately allocated 

to the estdens[iJ[x][y] array. A ten percent random variation about this value is used to 

represent variation in seed size and weight. Estpress[iJ[x][y], the stress level of the 

establishing individual, is set to zero. The species number, carried in from the germination 

sub-model, is stored in the array estsp[iJ[xJ[y]. 
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Growth 

The net production of juveniles is calculated using the same equations used for adults (see 

section 6.6), and then modifying this growth rate according to limiting abiotic factors. Species 

are assumed to have an optimum response to abiotic factors, and the limitations imposed by 

sub-optimal conditions are calculated for each factor and combined into a single multiplier (p). 

Net production is calculated as photosynthesis (function est_photo) minus respiration 

(function est respO) as for the adult production model and the resultant value is multiplied by 

an index p representing abiotic limitations on growth. 

Each species has a response curve to a number of abiotic factors: pH, soil moisture 

and potentially nitrogen and phosphorus. In the present state of the model, all species are set 

up to have no response to nutrient limitation or pH because these are not dynamically 

represented. Each curve is defined by three values, an optimum, a maximum and a minimum 

(e.g. ph_opt[spJ, ph_min[sp], ph_max[sp]). These do not need to be regularly distributed, 

allowing asymmetrical response curves. Figure 6.3 shows the response curve increasing 

sinusoidally from the minimum to the optimum and decreasing sinusoidally to the maximum. 

At the optimum no limitation is imposed upon growth and this is represented as an index of 

one. The function sindistributionO returns an index in the range zero (no production) to one 

(maximum production) in response to a given input value. This index is then used as a 

multiplier to convert potential to actual growth. 
1, 

response 

0 
min 	 opt 	 max 

abiotic variable 
Figure 6.3. Species response curve as used in function sindistributionO to calculate limitations on 

growth due to abiotic limitation. The curve is defined by three points, a maximum, an 
optimum and a minimum. A response can be read off they axis for a given value of the 
abiotic variable. 
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The function sindistribution() is called from a set of functions (response_phO, 

response smO,  response nit() and response _phosO) used in est limitsO. These functions 

each return an index (phmod, moistmod, nmod, pmocl) for a given value of their associated 

abiotic variable. For pH the input value is taken simply as the value of pH in the sub-surface 

tile. The other variables are resources and as such must be divided between competitors. The 

proportion of a resource available to an individual is calculated simply in proportion to the 

total occupation of that cell using the general formula: 

available resource= resource[x] [y]  [z] x estdens[i][x] fyi/competition 

where competition is the total density of establishing individuals in that tile and z, the tile level 

is taken as ztop_lit[xJ[y]- 1 for below-ground resources and "resource" may be any of the 

abiotic resources. At present a juvenile's responses are assumed to be directly proportion to 

the available resource per tile and the individual's requirements are not modelled. 

The effect of limiting factors on species relative growth rate is calculated by a 

weighted average of two values. One value (prodlim) is defined as the single most limiting 

factor, i.e. the abiotic response index with the lowest value. The other (prodmin) is the 

product of all the limiting factors (i.e. phmodxmoisrmodxnmodxpmod). It was felt that 

neither approach could adequately describe the process in isolation. The weighting LJIv[JT, 

ranging from a value of zero (prodmin only) to one (prodlim only), was used to enable the 

flexible use of this approach. Thus 

p = prodmin x (1 - LIMB) + prodlim x LIMIT 

where p is the index used as a multiplier for growth in the function establishmentO. A value 

of LJMIT=1 was used for the simulations presented here. 

All growth is converted directly to green leaf material and can continue up to a total 

tile density of densmaxfsp]. When the density of an establishing individual passes 

occthreshold[sp], the plant will move out of the single ground level tile and continue growth 

as a full individual. The function mdiv initialise() is called where the plant density transferred 

from the juvenile estdens[m]fxJfy] array to the adult dens findiv]ftileJ arrays, all other 

individual arrays are initialised and the sub-grid co-ordinates of the individual generated 

randomly within the tile by the function xyconvertBO. 
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Stress-related mortality 

The mortality of establishing individuals is calculated as a function of the total amount of 

stress experienced by the individual. Stress in the model results exclusively from a negative 

plant energy balance at present. It is a somewhat abstract concept, having no physical parallel 

in the real world, but is useful as a simplification of plant resistance to unfavourable 

conditions. Each species has a certain index of tolerance to stress (press_to/Isp]), being the 

number of days consecutive stress that species can survive. If the establishing individual's 

stress level, estpress[i][x][y], exceeds press to/Isp] the plant dies and the function est_kill() 

is called. 

Each plant starts life with estpress[i][x][y] set to zero. The value increases by one for every 

day when production is less than a species specific min_prod[sp] (currently set to zero for all 

species) or when soil moisture falls below the level required for germination (i.e. 

if('moisture[x][y][z]<smoistgerm[sp])). However, for every day that these conditions are not 

met, estpress[i][x][y] is decreased by one, allowing the plant to recover from periods of 

stress. 

The productivity of plants as small as the establishing individuals can vary 

considerably from day to day, and model plants rarely remain energetically feasible for long 

enough to be initialised as adults. Consequently it is necessary to increase the value of 

press_to/[sp] so that the individuals are extremely tolerant to negative net growth. This 

approach seems to be mechanistically unsatisfying. An approach using a sugar pool similar to 

that used in the adult individual model might be appropriate, but this would involve the 

definition of another array, and would be fmely balanced due to the small size involved, such 

that utilisation would need very careful modelling. 

6.4 Overview of adult growth 

Juvenile plants which have grown large enough to extend out of a single tile are initialised as 

adult individuals, which can occupy any number of tiles in the spatial grid. These individuals 

grow mechanistically and partition assimilate spatially. 

It is necessary to define the term "individual" as used in the model (see also sections 

3.3.& 3.4). An individual is a plant which grows essentially independently of other plants. 

This definition can include a separate individual originating through vegetative propagation 

where adventitious rooting occurs, although adequate representation of this process would 
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require a modification of the germination and establishment routines. It has been shown that 

vegetatively reproducing Calluna can establish in a broken canopy where germination of 

Calluna seeds will be unsuccessful (Miles, 1981). 

Individual plants in the model are grown according to the conditions local to the tiles 

which they occupy. Net  production (section 6.5) is calculated hourly for each occupied tile 

according to the empirically-derived model of Grace and Woolhouse (1974, also Grace, 1970) 

for the production of Calluna in an upland bog community. The net sugar production is added 

to a non-spatial sugar pool, (storage[indiv]), from which a certain proportion is partitioned 

(section 6.7) into leaf, stem and root material. Each component is converted into units of 

dens[][][] and applied to the grid using the spatial growth model (section 6.8) according to 

the individual's growth form. 

6.5 Photosynthesis and respiration 

Production is calculated for each tile according to the empirical production model of Grace 

(1970; Grace & Woolhouse, 1974) which was derived from laboratory measurements of the 

responses of separately rooted heads of Calluna collected from the field site. The model is 

driven by temperature, temperature pre-history, light and leaf age. As such it is responsive to 

the variables generated in the microclimatic sub-model. However, it was developed entirely 

through work on Calluna in a bog community and so may not reasonably be extended to other 

species or systems and this compromises the generality of the model. Although C 3 

photosynthesis is common to most heathland plants, other physiological differences e.g. 

partitioning, phenology, may be expected to give species specific response surfaces. 

The more mechanistically-based biochemical approaches to photosynthesis (Farquhar 

et al., 1980; Farquhar & von Cammerer, 1982; Friend, 1995) were considered. However, 

these models rely on adequate model description of limiting leaf physiological characteristics, 

which in the absence of a water sub-model are not present in "Ecospace". An approach based 

on these more general equations would be a desirable future addition to the model once other 

aspects of the model have been brought up to a similar level of detail, although a number of 

empirical species specific parameters would still need estimating for both CO2  assimilation 

and respiration. Our present understanding of these processes is such that it is not possible to 

account mechanistically for differences in production between all but a few well-studied 

species. 
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Given that Calluna is the dominant species in the heathiands for which the model was 

initially developed, the Calluna-based production seemed a useful starting point. The model 

structure has been developed in order to allow the input of alternative production models, by 

substituting a new production function. It was initially planned to also use the studies of Grace 

(1970) on Sphagnum rubelium Wils. (S.capiilfolium)  production, but this model is 

considered by the author to suffer from significant experimental error. 

In order to account for some of the differences in photosynthetic response between 

species, as a temporary measure, it was decided to alter the input values to the production 

model. Thus, for example, the effective optimum temperature (temp_opt[spJ) for a species 

other than Calluna can be raised by reducing the input temperature (tt) to the production using 

the difference between temp_opt[sp] and temp_opr[calluna]. 

ft = ft + ( temp_opt[0] - temp opt[spJ) 

Light saturation may be altered in a similar way (using lt_opt[sp]). This approach has 

limitations in that it may only be applied within a narrow range of species with responses 

similar to Calluna, and can only describe species in an approximate way. However, it may be 

expected that most species in a given community will have similar metabolic responses in 

order to survive in the same area, although it may be the differences in their responses which 

account for differences in their spatial distribution. Maximum deviations of 1 °C in 

temp _opt[sp] and 50 W rn72  in it opt[spJ from the optima for Calluna are permitted in order 

to limit error. This severely limits the application of this function. A stricter representation of 

production using species-specific response surfaces would be required for any species with a 

greater variation from the Calluna response surface. 

The resultant net production is corrected for different species-specific amounts of 

photosynthetic tissue present per unit volume of leaf by multiplying by a factor pjract[sp]. 

Photosynthesis and respiration are controlled from the function growth_genO, (called 

from mdiv masterO) which calls the functions photosyntheather() and respirationO. These 

functions use the revised equations (Grace & Woolhouse 1974) such that net production in 

terms of CO2  assimilated (p.g g' min-') can be calculated hourly as the difference between 

gross photosynthesis and respiration (Pg R). The CO2  assimilated  is multiplied by a 

conversion factor (0.75) to convert to plant dry weight. This conversion factor is likely to vary 

over time according to season, nutrient conditions and plant structure in the real system 

(Grace, 1970). 
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The regression equations used are as follows. 

Gross photosynthesis: 

Pg =exp(q j  xtt+q2 xtt2 +q3 xhh+q4 xhh2 +q5 xA +q6 xA2 +q7 xF+ q8 ) 

where 

q1  = 0.4758 x ii - 0.3608 x ZP + 0.01879, 

q2  = -0.01212 x 11 + 0.0112 x 112  - 0.000208, 

q3  = 1.943 x 11- 3.5439 x 112  - 0.1628, 

q4  = -0.278 x 11 + 0.5257 x 112  + 0.035 11, 

q5  = -0.09259 x 11 + 0.1663 x 112  + 0.006079, 

q6 = 0. 000 171 x ii - 0.00031 x 112  - 0.000014 1, 

q7 =5.348 x 11-9.130 x 112 -0.6831, 

q8  22.588 x ii - 45.885 x 112  -0.5463. 

Respiration: 

R = exp( 0.09196 x tt-0.009633 x A +0.00001625 xA2 +0.2116 xF+ 1.1927). 

In the above equations; 

tt is the temperature in °C (tt = temp[x][y][z]), 

hh is the mean previous temperature (temperature prehistory) in °C (hh = hcalcO), see below, 

A is the shoot age measured in days from budbreak (sshoot age[indiv] and 

lshootage[indivJ[tiie] for short and long shoots respectively), 

F is the flowering index, 1 = flowering, 0 = not flowering (ower[indiv]), 

ii is the PAIR per tile in W m 2  (ii = lvarØ, i.e. hourly value of lt[x][yJ[z]). 

The temperature prehistory term used here differs from that used by Grace. In the 

original study temperature prehistory was calculated as a thirty day moving average from 

climatic records apparently both before and after the day of calculation. In the present study 

future results are not available, and moreover it is not reasonable to assume that a plant's 

growth may be affected by future weather. A thirty day moving average is calculated by the 

function hcalcO, for the thirty days immediately prior to the day of calculation from the values 

of temperature[2] (i.e. half daily max. + mm.) stored in the array htemp[ago] by the function 

temp_recordO. 

Input values for the above equations are checked against each other for combinations 

outside the range of the experimental conditions used to generate the regression equations (see 

Grace 1970, subroutine PHOTOSYNTHESIS). Where necessary, the input values are 
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rounded up to the nearest tested input value (function phot_inputsO). Since the regression 

model was developed over a wide range of conditions it is unlikely that any significant error 

would result from this approach, especially since production is close to zero at the limits of the 

study. A trap is used in common with the original model, setting net production to zero for 

cold nights. 

Net production is calculated hourly, using the average conditions for that hour of the 

day, as generated by the function temp_regime() (called from indiv_masterO) and ivarO 

(called from photosyntheather). Values generated are in units of tg g 1  min' CO2  assimilate 

and are multiplied by a factor of 60 to convert to hourly values. This value is then scaled 

according to mass of leaf material per tile and the production of each tile summed to give a 

whole plant value (p.g CO2 ). 

An option, not currently exercised, is provided to limit production in the same way as 

for establishing individuals, (see section 6.3) in the function soil _limits() (called from 

growth_genO). Effects of sub optimum p11, soil water, nitrogen and phosphorus are modelled 

as sine responses, and an approach using a weighting LIMIT for the relative contributions of 

the single most limiting factor and the combined limits is used. At present, pH, water, nitrogen 

and phosphorus are not modelled dynamically, and although the static distribution of these soil 

properties could be used to investigate competition in different conditions it was considered 

that the model must be validated for a range of simple conditions and scenarios before 

introducing additional factors. 

The CO2  assimilate (p.g CO2  ) thus generated is converted to grammes by division by 

106 and then to grammes dry weight plant material by multiplying by a conversion factor, as 

described above, currently set constant at 0.75 (after Grace, 1970). The resultant growth is 

accumulated on a weekly basis in growth[indiv], which is forwarded weekly to the function 

growO for partitioning and spatial growth. 

6.6 Assimilate partitioning 

The net production for each individual per week must be allocated to different parts of the 

plant. The carbohydrate is first taken to the non-spatial storage pool, where a proportion is 

stored and a proportion utilised. A proportion of the utilised carbohydrate is used for wood 

production and a proportion for leaf material. These are then sub-divided into roots and stems, 

wood and leaf, and short and long shoots non-spatially before being applied to the tiles (Fig. 
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6.3). For simplicity, a single model for partitioning was developed, on the basis that the same 

principles apply, even though the partitioning coefficients and indeed the precise definition of 

the plant material types may differ between species. 

The partitioning of weekly growth as described above is controlled by the function 

growO. Storage is dealt with as in the model of Grace (1970). Firstly, the function store() is 

called to return the weekly growth in units of dens[J[J[]. Here, growth[indiv] is added to 

srorage[indivJ (total sugar pool in grammes). Since net growth may be negative, this may 

result in a reduction in the sugar pool. Should the stored sugar fall below an arbitrary low 

value then the individual becomes stressed (see section 6.7). Provided there are sufficient 

Figure 6.3. The fate of assimilate stored in the sugar pool, showing the order of partitioning. The 
growth for each of the four end categories is applied separately to the spatial grid. 

resources a constant species-specific proportion, utilise[sp], of srorage[indiv] is taken from 

the store and converted to growth (ut/i). Thus 

storage[indiv] = storage [mdiv] + growth/mndivJ 

ut/I = storage[mndiv] x utilise[sp] 
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In the model, the returned value (util) is stored in the array growth[indivJ, at this 

point holding the new growth to be applied in grammes carbohydrate. This array is used to 

hold the growth increment for each individual for a number of different time scales and units. 

For clarity this array will henceforth be subscripted. 

growth[indiv]w0lj,1fl  = util 

This is carried into the function partition() which divides the growth between the different 

vegetative components according to the partitioning of photosynthate estimated by Grace and 

Woolhouse (1973). 

A constant ratio, rs ratio[sp] (currently set at 50%) is used to allocate the growth 

increment between roots (rootgrowth) and shoots. 

rootgrowth = rs_ratio[sp] x 	 / masswood 

growth[indiv1 00  = 	 - rootgrowth 

At this stage, the function rootgrow() is called to apply rootgrowth as an increase in the root 

volume, converting the growth in grammes to units of dens[][], by dividing by a conversion 

factor masswood (0.00356879). 

As shown in figure 6.3, the remainder of the sugar to be utilised is allocated to either 

leaf or woody material. The ratio of assimilate allocation between woody material and leaf 

material is expected to change with time after budburst. Grace and Woolhouse (1973) 

describe the variation in utilisation for wood and leaf in Calluna after budburst as moving 

from 100% leaf at budburst down to 33% at around 7 weeks after budburst and rising again. 

Such a significant variation renders a constant ratio based partitioning approach 

inappropriate. The relative proportions allocated to root and shoot for the first fourteen weeks 

following budburst are held in the array wi ratio[sp] [week] after which the ratio is assumed 

constant (for species other than Calluna, care should be taken, since most will not have a 

woody component above ground, but will need to partition towards woody material for the 

roots). The weekly growth of leaf material in units of dens[][][] is given by 

leafgrowth = Wi ratio[sp] [week] x growth[indiv] 003  / masshoot 
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where masshoot is a conversion factor (0.0065 895) for grammes dry weight to dens[][][] as 

determined in the field studies (Appendix I). Growth[indiv] here represents the growth in 

grammes after root allocation. The surplus growth is allocated to woodgrowth[indiv], using a 

conversion factor masswood (0.0035687). 

The above ground growth increments are dealt with separately, with leaf material 

processed by the function greengrow() and wood in woodgrowO. Both functions use the 

spatial growth sub-model described below (section 6.8), differing only in the method used for 

the calculation of potential spatial allocation. 

6.7 Mortality 

Death occurs when a plant becomes physically or chemically damaged (disease, herbivory, 

trampling, poisoning etc.), when the plant becomes too old, or when a plant has insufficient 

access to the resources required for maintenance. In the "Ecospace" model, all three types of 

mortality are represented. The first two types of mortality are represented by simple stochastic 

processes in the function mortality O, whilst the third type is linked to the production model 

such that when an individual loses most of its sugar pool it becomes increasingly stressed. In 

all cases, a living individual has a value of lzfe[indiv]= 1, which is converted to zero if 

mortality is successful. 

Stochastic mortality 

The stochastic mortalities take two forms. The first form representing all random age-

independent factors is set at a constant daily probability of 1/60000 for all species. This is a 

low rate which would result in an unrealistic average life span of 164 years in the absence of 

any other mortality. 

Age-dependent mortality is calculated according to the individual's ageclass 

(ageclass[indiv]). Plants enter a period of senescence (gradual cellular decline) at a certain 

characteristic age (Leopold, 1961, 1980). This has certain effects on the plant, with reduced 

efficiency leading to increased mortality and changing balances of plant growth substances 

altering plant behaviour. The function classify age() keeps track of each individual's ageclass 

which is advanced according to species-specific ages held in class[spJ[aclass]. These age 

classes could potentially be used to control the growth characteristics of each individual 
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according to an approach similar to that of Noble and Slatyer (1980; Hobbs et al, 1984). At 

present, however they are used solely to determine the onset of senescence. 

The function senesc_rest() is called, which returns a value, stest, having a value of 1 

if the plant has passed the ageclass senesc_age[sp]. A senescing individual is considered to 

have an additional probability of mortality defined as l/dietime[sp], which is applied only at 

this stage of its life. Because this is a constant rate, dietime[sp] is twice the average number 

of days survival after becoming senescent excluding other forms of mortality. Since this is a 

probability it is possible for some individuals of the same species to last considerably longer 

than others. 

Stress-dependent mortality 

Stress-dependent mortality is calculated in the function storeØ, when the weekly net 

growth is added to the sugar pool. Each species has a stress tolerance of stressdays[sp], 

defined as the number of consecutive days an individual can survive with no surplus 

carbohydrate. This is measured against the number of consecutive days each individual has 

been without surplus, storeshort[indiv]. For each week that the individual has a sugar pool 

storage[indiv] less than an arbitrarily selected 0.01 g, storeshort[indiv] is increased by seven 

days. When storeshort[indiv] becomes greater than stressdays[sp], the individual is subject 

to a fifty percent chance of mortality. Importantly, should the individual produce enough 

carbohydrate to ease the stress (i.e. storage[indiv]>0.0 1) the value of storeshort[indiv] is 

reduced by seven days, such that it is possible for a plant to recover from a period of stress. 

This approach is designed to imitate stress-tolerant strategies such as short periods of 

dormancy and recovery of material by the sacrifice of leaves. 

Once an individual has died and has a value of lfe[indiv]=0, it is not permitted to 

grow further, although the dead plant still persists as a structure. In the case of an old Calluna 

plant this structure will continue to have a significant effect on the surrounding microclimate. 

One need only visit a patch of heather burnt several years ago to see the persistence of those 

woody stems which have survived the fire. Dead plants provide shelter, soil stability and a 

structure upon which smaller plants (e.g. Cladonia sp.) may grow. This is an important 

spatial property of dead plants very often overlooked in ecological models, in which plants 

very often are assumed to decompose instantly. This has probably arisen out of the 

agricultural and forestry basis of most vegetation models, where, in the first case there will be 

little persistence, and in the second case the dead tree will be removed by the forest manager. 
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A notable exception is the patch dynamics model of Boersma, van Schaik and Hogeweg 

(1991) in which dying trees are modelled as falling to the ground, possibly killing 

neighbouring  trees. 

In the "Ecospace" model, dead plants are converted directly into above-ground litter, 

and are henceforth dealt with by the litter sub-model (section 6.10). In order to capture the 

effects described above, living plant material converted into litter (either as a result of whole 

plant death or local leaf loss) is initially allocated to its tile of origin. Consequently, above-

ground "litter" structures can be created. These structures then decompose over time, falling to 

the ground where they are added to the ground-litter layer 

When the dead individual is reduced to its last tile, the option arises to remove the 

individual and update the array of individuals using the function indiv_removeO. However, 

provided the model is not run for long enough for the maximum number of individuals 

(SETJNDJV) to be reached, it is desirable that the individual arrays remain as they are, so that 

individuals retain the same number throughout the simulation and no new individuals adopt 

the number of a deceased individual. The defined option ATOPT is used to switch between 

indiv_remove() (ATOPT=1) or simply setting nptile[indivJ (number of potential tiles) to zero. 

6.8 Spatial growth 

Overview 

The spatial growth sub-model allocates the weekly growth increment for each individual to the 

three-dimensional spatial grid. Individual plants grow a certain amount per week, all of which 

must be allocated to the individual during that timestep. In order to ensure that this is the case, 

the development of individuals must be flexible to allow for limitations on spread in certain 

areas of the grid. 

The addition of growth is carried out in three stages, with all individuals being 

processed in parallel. 

i).Potential growth (function potentialindivgrowO) 

Firstly the ideal spread of an individual to each tile (potdens_overlap[indiv][tile]) is 

calculated on the basis of calculated growth assuming the absence of spatial limitations, 
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according to the controlling factors for each species. All growth is notionally allocated to 

selected tiles within the grid. 

Application ofpotential growth (function appiiedindivgrowO) 

This potential growth is then applied to the existing plant structures. Where there is space, as 

much of the potential growth per tile is allocated as actually possible. Where there are 

limitations on growth, spatial competition occurs. Growth which is not actually allocated is 

recorded as the total surplus growth per plant, rdensum[indivJ. 

Recursive application of surplus (function surplusindivgrowO) 

An attempt is made to apply this surplus growth to a new set of locations randomly distributed 

over the plant volume. The surplus is recalculated and the process repeated until all the 

growth has been applied. 

A more detailed explanation of each stage is presented below. This process is used 

separately for the treatment of leaf material (controlled by function greengrowO) and wood 

material (controlled by function woodgrow(')). This minimises the requirement for large 

temporary arrays. The two approaches differ only in the rules for the calculation of potential 

growth, with wood being allocated in direct proportion to the relative occupation of each tile, 

such that it may only be potentially allocated to tiles which have already been selected by the 

leaf allocation procedures. This seems to be a reasonable approach, since wood tends to 

develop from leafy stems and not advance in the absence of leaves. 

The definition of the grid structure is such that the grid fills all space in the system. 

Consequently it is not possible for a plant to spread into a tile which has no neighbouring tiles 

occupied by that individual. This would have no real-space parallel, since all individual plants 

can only grow as a contiguous mass. A level, occthreshold[species], is used to describe the 

minimum amount of vegetation required by a species in a single tile to support occupation of a 

neighbouring tile. Occthreshold[] may be lower for a species spreading by thin straight 

tendrils and higher for a plant growing as a dense mass. 
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Potential Growth 

The potential growth of wood and leaf material are treated separately as described above. The 

wood increment is simply divided between all tiles occupied above an arbitrarily selected 

density of 200.0, using the equation 

ddens overlap [mdiv] [tile] = woodgrowth x dens[indiv] [tile] / dsum 

where ddens_overlap[indiv] [tile] is the growth increment in units dens[][] per tile, 

woodgrowth is the total woody growth for that individual per timestep, 

and 	dsum is the sum of dens[indiv] [tile] for all tiles above the threshold 200. 

Leaf material, which must be present before wood material can be deposited in a tile, 

is distributed strictly according to growth form as follows:- 

1) Central stem limited growth (gform[0]) 

This growth form develops as a series of stacked discs, each with a certain radius and 

thickness. Each individual has its trunk in a specific position, and the point of intersection of 

the trunk with the lower surface of a given z layer is represented by Xcent[indivJ[z] and 

Ycent[indivJ[z]. (At present, all trunks are assumed to be vertical). A new radius and 

thickness must be calculated for each z layer. The function shoot share () is used to divide 

growth[indiv] between layers already occupied, recording results in zgrowth[indiv][z]. For 

leaf material this division is allocated in proportion to the amount of short shoots in each z 

layer, such that 

zgrowth[indiv][z] = leafgrowth x  ss[z] /sstot 

where leafgrowth is the total growth of leaf material for that individual, 

ss[z] is the total short shoots in that z layer, 

and sstot is the total number of short shoots in the whole plant. 

For each z layer occupied, zgrowth[indiv][z] is converted into a radial increase 

(added to rsq[indiv][z], the radius squared for that level) and a vertical increase (added to 

discthick[indiv][z], the disc thickness for that level). This process is carried out in the 
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function shoot discaO called from shoot shareO. Growth is first divided between horizontal 

and vertical growth according to the species-specific ratio hv_ratio[sp], such that 

vgrowth = hv_ratio[sp] x  zgrowth[indiv][z] 

and 	hgrowth = zgrowth[indiv][z] - vgrowth 

where vgrowth and hgrowth are the amount of growth allocated to vertical and horizontal 

growth respectively. These are then applied as growth increments: 

rsq[indivJ[z] 

rsq[indivJ[z] + {hgrowth x  DCON/ (CONVERT x  7c  x  densopt[sp] x  discthick[indiv][z])} 

where DCON = 10000 is the maximum number of units densE] [1 allowed per tile, 

CONVERT =  3846.153 is a constant for the conversion of dens[][] to sub-grid area, 

and 	densopt[sp] is the optimum vegetation density for the species. 

discthick[indiv][z] = discthick[indivJfzJ + vgrowth / (CONVERT it x  rsqfindivJfzJ) 

When the thickness of a disc has increased above the fraction 

occthreshold[spJ/DCON (i.e. the disc equivalent of passing occthreshold[sp], allowing 

spread to the next layer) the proportion newgrow[spJ is used to divide growth between that z 

layer and the layer above such that 

zgrowth[[indivJ[z+1] = zgrowth[indiv][z+1] + vgrowth x  newgrow[sp] 

and the remainder is applied as above. 

The function overhexO is now called to generate the overlap of the disc with updated 

radius over each hexagonal tile in that layer, polvol overlap[xJ[y][z]. This is then scaled to a 

percentage overlap per tile occupied by the individual (potdens_overlap) and the temporary 

array nptile[indiv] (the potential number of occupied tiles per individual) used in the place of 

nntile[indiv], (the actual number of occupied tiles per individual) , to hold the number of 

potential new tiles. Since it is assumed that there is some form of radial branching structure 

constraining the individual to circular growth it is also assumed that this structure will 

potentially allow the individual access to all tiles covered by the disc. The rule limiting 

occupancy of neighbouring tiles to those with occupied neighbours is not being broken here, 
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since potential growth only is being defined. The occupancy rule is only used when potential 

growth is converted into actual growth. 

Figure 6.4. overleaf shows the development of an individual of this central stem 

limited growth form under accelerated growth using a simplified version of the model (see 

standard runs, Chapter 7). The figure covers two pages, with Fig.6.4a covering the lower 3 

layers and Fig.6.4b the upper 3. To the left is shown the individual after 500 days simulation 

(starting from a disc radius 1.05 h in level 1), whilst to the right is shown the same individual 

after a further 500 days growth. The Figure is at a scale of 1: 11.3 as printed, with a real tile 

side length of 0.05 in. A grey scale (top right) is used to represent the total plant volume 

(dens[J[J) per tile. 

The circles laid over the graphs show the radii of the disc in each layer. Although the 

process of allocation may cause this disc to cover unoccupied tiles, the reverse would not be 

expected in the absence of competition. As can be seen, all the densities lie within the range 

expected from the area of disc overlap. It is interesting also to note how the allocation of 

growth between layers according to short shoot position has allowed the growing plant to 

move from a pyramidical form towards a more complex form with a narrowing in level 2. The 

plant dimensions at 1000 days are diameter: 0.19 in, height: 0.30 in, which seems a little tall, 

although possible. The overall form of the plant is flexible and may be adjusted by the 

variables mentioned previously. 

ii) Tile-based growth (gform [1 1) 

In this growth form, the plant is allowed to spread independently of any structure other than 

the hexagonal tiles, by direct occupation of tiles adjacent to those already occupied. The grid 

is scanned to find those tiles which, 

a) are already occupied by that individual; 

or b) have an occupied neighbour of that individual; 

and these are filled according to species specific rules of spread. 

The function nextscanA() is used to check the immediate neighbours in both the 

horizontal and vertical dimensions (held in the array nexthex[][][]) of a given unoccupied tile 

for occupancy according to the rule limiting individuals to contiguous tiles. All available tiles 

abutting the individual are recorded in the arrays x/y/zavail[indiv] [count], where count is the 

total number of new tiles available to that individual. 
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Figure 6.4a. The development of an individual of gfornz[sp]=O overtime. Scale 1:11.3. 
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Figure 6 4b. The development of an individual of gform[sp]=O over time. Scale 1:11.3. 
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A species-specific proportion (newgrowth[species]) of growth[indiv] is then divided 

between those tiles already occupied and a species-specific proportion (spreadfactor[species]) 

of the available tiles. These two variables may be varied in order to represent different plant 

strategies. A low value for newgrowth[] could represent a conservative, spatially dense 

strategy whereas a high value would allow rapid, sparse growth. Spreadfactor[] allows for a 

continuum of strategies for the occupation of new space, varying from a concerted effort in a 

single direction in a given time step to an even spread of growth around the circumference of 

the plant similar to radial growth. The proportion spreadfactor[] of the available space is 

selected randomly from the x/y/zavail[][] arrays. 

A further variable, lingrow[sp] is superimposed on this system. The available hex 

tiles are sorted into those abutting only a single tile occupied by the same individual and those 

abutting more than one (x/y/zduplicate[][]). The proportion lingrow[] is the relative 

proportion of these two classes of tiles selected. This may be viewed as a simple way of 

describing growth strategies, where a high value of un growl] will result in a strategy of 

growing towards open space, and a low value a strategy of space conservation. The 

relationship between lingrow[], spreadfactor[] and newgrow[] is important, and care must be 

taken when selecting these proportions in order to represent an actual species. For example, it 

is likely that a plant predisposed towards growing into new space will invest a larger 

proportion of its growth into this new growth than a plant with a conservative strategy. In the 

present version of the model, these variables were varied until Calluna-like forms developed in 

the initial growth stages. However, it would be possible with more rigorous spatial field 

measurements to calibrate these variables better. 

The results of these selections are recorded in the array potdens overlap[indiv] [tile] 

as for growth form 0. 

iii). Phototropic tile-based growth (gform[2]) 

As for gform[1] above, this growth form spreads directly through the grid of hexagonal tiles. 

However, in this growth from an attempt has been made to make the plant shape more self-

determining by applying growth where the light is the brightest. Unfortunately development of 

this growth form has been hindered by the slow running time of the light model, which is 

required to calculate light for tiles adjacent to the occupied tiles for this growth form in 

addition to those occupied. 
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Each tile is assumed to be only able to spread into a limited number 

(spreadfactor[spJ) of its eight neighbours, thus giving increased significance to the selection 

of appropriate tiles. At each point a selection is made for a new tile, the lightest tile is chosen. 

At all other points in the individual's growth, fresh growth is applied to all tiles in proportion 

to both the light and density of short shoots. The growth form is controlled by the function 

potformtwoO. 

When no new tiles are being selected, the total short shoots (ssum) and the total light 

(lind) for the whole plant are recorded. Two variables dgr, and lgr, representing the division 

of growth between all tiles on the sole basis of one method or the other are calculated as 

dgr = growth[indiv] x sshoot_dens[indiv] [tile] / ssum 

lgr = growth[indiv] x lt[x][y][z] / lind 

A weighting ltweight[sp] is applied such that a weighting of one applies all growth 

according to lgr. This result is averaged with even spread in order to limit the impact of this 

growth form. Thus 

potdens_overlap[indiv][lile]= dens[indiv] [tile] + 

((lgr x ltweight[sp] + dgr x (1 - ltweight[sp] )) + ( growth[indiv] / ntile )) / 2 

Selection of fresh tiles is carried out in the function occtrigger() called from within 

dens_update 0 just before the addition of new growth (ddens[indiv][tile]). A new tile is 

triggered when the occupation of the tile of origin passes a certain threshold, thresh. Thresh is 

incremented in steps of (densopt[sp]-occthreshold[sp]) x spreadfactor[sp] from the 

minimum occthreshold[sp]. If dens[indiv][tile] is less than thresh and dens[indiv][tile] + 

ddens[indiv][tile] is greater than thresh, a new tile will be selected. The function 

nexthextwoO is called, and the lightest tile unoccupied (by that individual) is returned and 

initialised. 

In this way, the growth form allocates its growth towards the light. However, because 

the growth form requires the calculation of the light environment in all tiles rather than those 

occupied, since otherwise all unoccupied tiles are assumed to have a uniform illumination, 

development of the form has been hindered by time constraints. Although spread can initially 

be seen to occur in the direction of light, as more tiles become occupied the form becomes 

indistinguishable from growth form one, the tile-based form. Careful balancing of the rate of 

spread, microclimate and the relative directional allocation of resources is required in order to 

generate more phototropic behaviour. 
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Conversion ofpotential growth into actual growth 

Now that the potential growth has been calculated for each growth form, and is represented 

for all forms as potential densities per tile, all the growth forms can be calculated using the 

same method. The potential growth for all the individuals can be compared with the available 

grid space and applied where possible, leaving a surplus where space is limiting. The 

potdens overlap[indiv] [tile] 	arrays 	are 	converted 	into 	incremental 	arrays 

ddens overlap [mdiv] [tile] by subtracting the amount of material already present 

(dens[indiv][tile]) for all individuals, by calling the function ddensgenerate. These arrays 

can be used to calculate the relative amount of pressure, (assumed to be proportional to the 

amount of vegetative matter each individual is attempting to grow into a given tile) being 

applied by each individual to each tile. Although there is no competition index as such in the 

model these relative pressures have a very similar function at the level of the single tile. 

Competition must occur for space where space itself is limiting in a tile and the model has 

already calculated potential growth. Living plants do not compete for space directly, but by 

local allocation of resources in response to directional stimuli. In order for a model to be 

theoretically consistent with these responses it is necessary to include a modelled version of 

these responses. The grid-based structure of the ttEcospaceh  model allows conditions at each 

point in space to be represented, and is thus well suited to the modelling of directional growth 

responses. The phototropic tile-based growth form (gform[2]) is an attempt to capture this. 

For individuals of growth form 0, dome limitations are applied at this stage through 

the function pressuredomeO. The dome form, which affects more than one individual of 

growth form 0 at once, will be described in section 6.9. 

The 	arrays ddensoverlap[indiv] [tile] are carried into the function 

appliedindivgrowO. In this function the grid is scanned, and potential growth applied to each 

tile separately. Firstly, the amounts of available space (available d) and the amount of 

pressure from all individuals (ddensum) in each tile are calculated. The pressure from each 

individual is checked for validity using nextscanA() as before. 

Where potential growth is less than the available space, all growth is allocated 

without question. However, when potential growth is limited by availability, the relative 

proportions of each competing individual to be allocated to that tile have to be calculated. This 

is done on the basis, as stated above, that pressure is proportional to the size of 

ddensoverlap[indiv][tile], and the available space is divided proportionally amongst all 

competing individuals such that 
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ddens[indivJ[tile]= ddens overkip[indiv][tile] *( available d / ddensum) 

where ddens[indiv] [tile] is the incremental density for each tile. 

The amount of potential growth which has not been allocated by each individual is 

summed and recorded in rdensum[indiv]. The sum of rdensum[indiv] for all individuals is 

returned as surplusum (the total amount of growth which is not allocated to tiles within the 

function). Where surplusum is zero, growth allocation for all individuals has been successful. 

Addition of surplus growth 

The function surplusindivgrow() is called where surplusum is greater than zero, to apply all 

surplus. Surplus growth (rdensum[indiv]) is that growth which has not been allocated within 

the prescribed growth form for each individual. According to the rules of the model, this 

growth has to be allocated at some point in the grid, since the plant has produced that much 

growth. A decision here needs to be made as to the route towards this application. There is no 

direct parallel of this situation in living plants to be used as a guideline. A new set of potential 

densities in a new set of tiles must be calculated, and competition for space worked out as 

before. 

In an early version of the model, radial growth was again incremented for growth 

form 0, but it was found that where barriers to growth occurred in appliedindivgrowO, the 

same barriers frequently prevented growth in surplusindivgrowO. Given the amount of work 

involved in each calculation of radial growth it was decided that, if the ideal radial form had 

been thwarted, the plant could be assumed to apply its growth elsewhere. All growth forms are 

thus treated identically at this stage, and the variable spreadfactor[spJ is used to select a 

proportion of suitable hex tiles. 

It was decided that growth in these circumstances should be allowed at all points 

around the surface of the plant and within the plant which still contain vacant space. Using 

nextscanAO, the arrays x/y/zavail[][] are filled and rdensum[indiv] divided amongst a 

proportion spreadfactor[] as in potindivgrowO. The same competitive rules are used as in 

appliedindivgrowO and surplusum is recalculated. The process is repeated until there is no 

surplus growth. After three loops, it is assumed that there is some problem limiting growth so 

spreadfactor[] is ignored and all available tiles are used. 
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Since the growth may be applied at any point, all growth will eventually be applied 

for each individual, provided that there is space in the area surrounding the existing plant. 

Where an individual has been boxed in, and no further growth is possible, rdensum[indiv] is 

reset to zero to avoid infinite recursion, and an ALERT message is printed. Resource 

starvation is expected to prevent growth occurring in this situation. However, at the edges of 

the grid, where artificial limits on spatial growth are imposed, the situation may occasionally 

be such that this occurs, and the escape clause is then necessary. 

All growth has now been converted into ddens[indiv] [tile] for a number of tiles 

nptile[indiv]. This growth is added to the array dens [mdiv] [tile] in the function 

dens_updateO, where nntile[indiv] is updated to nptile[indiv]. It is important that the growth 

be worked out for all individuals before updating the dens [mdiv] [tile] arrays in order to avoid 

biasing results according to the order of calculation. 

6.9 Domes in the model 

Introduction 

Heather growth is dominated by a hemispherical growth form. Although this form is generally 

associated with discrete individual plants, it may also include a number of individuals growing 

together. This was discovered through field investigations as described in Chapter 4. It was 

considered that the dome form should not be restricted to discrete individuals but rather should 

be separately defined. A natural dome can contain several separately rooting plants, so a 

model dome might be expected to contain several sets of individuals. In the model, a single 

heather plant may comprise a number of model 'individuals" and a single dome, a number of 

heather plants. 

The natural dome is probably a product of the branching structure of Calluna, 

combined with some pruning by wind and herbivory. The result is aerodynamically smooth 

and suited to maximising light interception. Domes are present in most heaths when growth of 

Calluna moves out of the pioneer phase. 

Plants rarely rise through the surface of the dome, which may be considered similar to 

the surface canopy of a forest. Those individuals which exist as emergents generally appear to 

be isolated parts of older plants. It is therefore assumed that it is advantageous for individuals 

to remain within a dome form, and disadvantageous for them to grow outside a dome. 
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The model dome is a restriction on the growth of individuals. It is an attempt to limit 

the behaviour of the model plants such that they do not behave inappropriately. Representation 

of the branching and budding structures of plants is currently not included in the model. This 

is partly due to currently limited knowledge of the mechanisms controlling whole plant 

directional morphology, and partly due to the simplification of branching structure developed 

in the model. Consequently the growth forms are not in themselves sufficient to restrict plants 

to an overall dome structure. 

The growth of individual stems is essentially a product of the conditions impinging on 

those stems. Three-dimensional growth is then determined by the structure of that stem and its 

position within a dome structure. In biological terms this implies that the hemispherical 

growth form of Calluna is for some reason an inherent property of the growing plant and will 

be present wherever conditions allow. It is difficult to test whether this assumption is correct, 

but it may be said that the dome structure appears to reflect the behaviour of the real system. 

When modelling in a field such as this, where there are significant knowledge gaps, modelling 

decisions and simplifications need to be made to cover these gaps such that the system may be 

adequately represented, but without prejudicing the validity of the simulation. The dome 

structure is of this type; the precise nature and causes of this behaviour are unclear and yet are 

essential to the system as whole. However, it may be hoped that with the development of the 

model to include increasing detail, the dome may become an emergent property. 

Rules of the dome form 

A dome is defined in terms of a base radius ( rad[dome]  ) about a central point, 

(Xdomecentre[domeJ, Ydo,necentre[domeJ) lying within a tile at (xdome[domeJ, 

ydome[dome], baseht[dome] ). The radius of the dome (rad[dome]) may then be converted 

into radii at each level (domersq[dome][z]) such that the dome is represented as a series of 

stacked discs. 

The dome may act in two ways. Firstly it may limit the growth of individuals within 

that dome such that they conform to an approximately hemispherical shape. Secondly, the 

dome may have an effect on the orientation of stems, with branching tending towards a radial 

structure. The effect of these properties may be varied in intensity in order that the species be 

represented. 
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The limitation is applied using the function pressuredome() (called from 

potentialindivgrowO) to limit the potential growth. The limitations are applied at this point so 

that any surplus incurred may still be applied (in surplusindivgrowO), thus ensuring that the 

total growth still matches the generated growth. At the point of application of surplus growth, 

the dome structure is ignored, and surplus is applied over the whole plant with no locational 

preference. This means that the dome is not a strict structure and may be likened to a 

hemispherical sieve being pressed down on the plants, where the plant will conform to the 

sieve up to a certain point and then begin to leak through the holes. The apparent domes 

observed in natural systems are not perfectly smooth and so this seems to be a reasonable 

modelling approach. The lack of strict rules is particularly important in situations where most 

of a plant lies within a dome and yet the top of the plant lies outside the dome. In a natural 

system one would not expect the plant to stop growing in the part of the plant which lies 

outside the dome, but rather might expect that it would experience reduced growth in that part. 

The function pressuredome() acts by simply reducing the potential growth (dens[indiv][tile] 

+ ddens[indiv][tile]) in each tile to the overlap of the dome in that tile 

(domedens[dome][dile]) where the potential growth is higher than the dome structure would 

imply. 

Dome initiation and allocation 

In an isolated heather plant, the dome structure does not begin to develop until the building 

stage has been reached in about 6-10 seasons (Gimingham, 1972). The plant grows 

pyramidically up until this point and then moves towards a hemispherical form as the budding 

system fills out the plant. In the model the point at which the growing plant begins to modify 

its shape is represented as a height threshold (domethreshoid[sp]) at which the dome form 

will be triggered. This allows for the fastest developing plant in an area to define the first 

dome in that area, thus affecting the growth of its neighbours some of which might be 

expected to form part of the dome. 

In the real system this point of dome initiation is triggered by the developmental plant 

morphology rather than a simple height threshold. Therefore, in certain circumstances of 

extreme clipping, grazing or wind pruning, a miniature heather dome or dwarf heather may 

develop. Such a dwarf plant may never attain the model dome threshold and yet still exhibit 

dome properties. It was decided, however, that the morphology of the model at a level below 

that of the dome will adequately simulate these effects, and that the simulation of dome 

behaviour involving a number of individuals was the prime problem. The use of an age 
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dependent trigger for dome initiation was therefore rejected on the principle that it is the 

individuals surroundings which determine its dome behaviour. 

The function domegenerateO is used to create new domes. Here, each individual is 

tested, and the distance from the top of the litter surface at the point of the stem entry to the 

top of the individual determined. Should this exceed the dome threshold (domethreshold[sp]), 

the dome is initialised as a dome with a dome number (domenumber[indiv]) and the individual 

allocated to that dome. The centre is defined as the centre of the individual in the topmost level 

and radius calculated as domethreshold[sp] + 0.6 so that the outer curve of the dome includes 

the bottom half of the top tile. The function domerefresh() is called to initialise the height-

specific radii, defined at the point at which the curve cuts the middle of the level of tiles, and 

then calculate from these the area of overlap in each tile (domedens[dome][dile]) in that layer 

by using the overhex() function. 

As stated previously, individuals falling under the influence of a dome are then 

allocated that dome number and will continue to develop within that dome. The allocation of 

dome numbers takes place in the function domeallocateO, which checks the relative positions 

of plants and domes at regular intervals. A plant is defined as being under the influence of a 

dome when the curve of the dome cuts through the individual above a point a certain 

proportion (htconstant[sp]) up the plant, directly below the centre of the top layer of that 

individual. 

Where the plant falls under the influence of more than one dome at this stage (before 

it has been allocated to a dome), it is allocated to the dome which has the greatest cover in the 

tile defined by htconstant[sp] and the co-ordinates of the centre of the top layer. 

Growth of the dome 

As the plants increase in size, so must the dome, in order that it may have a consistent effect. 

Originally the volume of the dome was increased in line with the total growth of all plants 

lying within that dome, but this was found to force the plants into a dome structure in an 

unrealistic manner, especially where a large part of the plant lay outside the dome, resulting in 

phenomena such as downward growth. This simple approach was therefore rejected as 

unsuitable, and a more responsive approach was selected. This is now modelled in the function 

dome_align. 
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The ratio between the amount of vegetation belonging to the dome lying outside the 

dome relative to the amount lying inside the dome is calculated (ioratio = out / in). If there is 

more than a certain proportion (ratmax[sp]) outside the dome, the volume of the dome is 

increased by an amount proportional to the amount of vegetation lying outside the dome (i.e. 

dome volume x ioratio). The value of ratmax[sp] may thus be varied in order to vary the 

extent to which the dome affects the growth of individuals, increasing the flexibility of the 

model. At a low value, the dome may be quite large relative to the plants, and will only affect 

the growth of the extremities of the plant, whereas at higher values, the dome will restrict 

increasing proportions of the plant. This approach is preferable to the original method since it 

only applies dome growth when necessary. 

The dome and heather senescence 

It is a property of growing heather that it reaches a certain age at which the plant opens out, 

with the older branches falling towards the ground. In order to capture this effect a set of 

routines were developed in order to simulate the process of moving vegetation. These are 

controlled by the function hexmove() and calculate the overlap of tiles attached to trunks 

(which move according to revised trunk angles) over the spatial grid. This approach was 

developed with a single property of each individual (dens[J[J) in each tile part way through 

model development. Consequently these functions do not work with the data structures used in 

the model in its present state. This requires some work to bring the sub-models into a 

compatible state. In addition, issues of allocation occur when the branch moves into occupied 

tiles. The sub-model is currently inactive and is not listed in the Appendix, although listings 

may be obtained from the author on request. 

However, it has been demonstrated by the working functions at an earlier stage of 

model development that the grid allows the movement of plant parts, and as such could 

potentially explicitly represent the process of senescence in heather. The dome form is 

possibly an important component of this process, affecting the radial orientation of branches. 
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6.10 Litter sub-model 

All non-living plant material is treated as litter in the model. In order to capture the 

effects of above-ground dead material, the development of litter structures throughout the grid 

is permitted. Above-ground material is assumed to fall to the ground gradually, contributing to 

the ground-litter layer. At present no nutrient release is modelled, and decomposition is set at a 

constant rate to prevent excess litter build-up, although it would be possible to draw on the 

data collection and modelling of decomposition carried out for the Moor House system as part 

of the IBP study (Jones & Gore, 1978; Clymo, 1978) in order to do this. This aspect was 

considered beyond the scope of the initial spatial modelling project. 

The array litter_dens[xJ[y][z] is used to hold the volume of litter in units dens[][] 

both above and below ground. Ztop_lit[x][y] holds the height in units z of the litter surface at 

each horizontal co-ordinate, and is increased by one if the value of litter dens[xJ[y][z] at that 

height exceeds DCON(10000). 

Plant material is converted to litter by two methods, whole-plant mortality (section 

6.7) and local shoot loss. Local shoot loss occurs continually over the year as a steady rate in 

function litter_create() and due to winter browning in function browning. Once most of the 

leaf material has left a tile, the woody component of the tile begins to die. 

The function litter_create 0 is called daily, and leaf loss is calculated for each tile in 

relation to microclimate. The variablefpress (proportion dens[][] lost) is set as 

fpress = 2.0 x wind/xJ/yJfzJ xfallrate/spJ [month] 

where fallrate[sp] [month] is the monthly species specific rate of loss, adjusted to a suitable 

value for wind conditions. The value of fpress is increased by 50% where the tile is in a light 

environment less than shade_tol[sp], the species lower light limit, hastening leaf loss from the 

underside of the canopy. Leaf loss is calculated as 

litter_dens[x][y][z] = litter_dens[xJ[y][z] +fpress x sshoot_dens[indiv] [tile] 

This process is repeated for long shoots, and (where woodens[indiv][tileJ/ 

dens[indiv][tile] is greater than 0.95) for wood. The litter—dens[][][] array is thus filled 

directly in the tile being dealt with. 
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The conversion of living to above-ground dead due to browning is carried out in the 

function browningO, in a very similar way to that in litter_createO. Browning only occurs 

when the three day moving average of temperature has fallen below -1°C (assuming that this 

will be sufficient to limit available water), the wind speed in the tile is greater than 1.5 in s 

and the tile is above any snow surface. A variable brown is applied in the same way asfpress, 

although for short shoots only, with no effect of light, and assuming the fall rate (brrate = 

0.01) to be at a constant low rate. It is expected that this method will underestimate the 

amount of loss due to browning, but this was considered reasonable in the absence of a direct 

treatment of plant water. 

Above-ground litter thus created falls slowly to the ground, again in proportion to wind. 

This is carried out daily for each tile in the function litterJallO. No litter falls if the tile is 

under snow (Forrest, 1971). Otherwise the loss to the ground surface tile (zz = ztop_ lit [x][y/) 

is calculated as 

litter_dens[x][y][zzJ = litter dens[x][y][zJ x blow 

where blow is set to a minimum of 0.01, but calculated as 

blow = 0.05 x wind[x][y][zJ2  

Litter on the ground surface builds up and its depth is recalculated daily in the function 

litter levelO. When this depth becomes greater than the depth of a tile, the value of 

ztop_lir[x][y] is increased accordingly. Surface litter decomposes in the function 

decomposition() at a constant daily rate of 0.0002739, scaled to the proportional losses 

recorded by Heal, Latter and Howson (1978). This is a great simplification of the process, but 

in the absence of any use for decomposed material this approach was considered reasonable. 
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7 

Results 

7.1 Overview 
7.2 Constraints in undertaking simulations 
7.3 Single plant simulations 
7.4 Multiple individual simulations 
7.5 Comment 

7.1 Overview 

The "Ecospace" model was run for a number of trial scenarios to test sensitivity and aid in 

validation. The scenarios and corresponding results are described below. This section is not 

intended to be a comprehensive validation of the model: many of the spatial measurements 

required have not yet been made. Rather, the aim is to demonstrate that the model behaves 

reasonably over a range of conditions and produces no counter-intuitive results. Due to run-

time limitations and the requirement for simplicity, the model is mainly run for a single 

growing individual in a static spatial environment, although a simulation with a number of 

individuals is also presented. The results show that the model performs broadly as expected, 

although some anomalous results are presented which give some cause for concern 

7.2 Constraints in undertaking simulations 

It has been possible to test the plant growth sub-model within the framework of the 

microclimatic generator. The cell-based growth form (gtbrm[]=1) was adjusted to produce a 

three-dimensional form close to that of Calluna and behaved consistently. Due to time 

constraints it has not been possible to validate the other two growth forms within the three-

dimensional microclimate. Both demonstrated behavioural validity in simple conditions. 
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Grid size and run-time 

The complexity of the model makes for a long run time. In particular, the calculations 

involved in the light sub-model and the ray tracing wind sub-model are very time consuming, 

and become increasingly so with increased grid dimensions. For example the light sub-model 

takes approximately 7 hours to calculate the light environment for all cells in a 12x x 12y x 

15z grid, (as used in the majority of runs presented here) and 24 hours for a 30x x 30y x 

20z grid. In order to limit the need for ray tracing calculations, simple forms of the radiation 

and temperature sub-models were used for unoccupied tiles, assuming conditions to be the 

same as those above the canopy. Thus the calculations need only be performed where their 

results are used and the light sub-model takes only approximately 10 minutes for a 6 tile plant 

in a standard 12x x 12y x 15z grid. The ray-tracing wind model was not used, using simply 

the relative density of tiles, thus removing any effect of wind direction. This was considered a 

reasonable simplification for these simple studies. 

The model was developed on a 1 Ox x by x 1 Oz grid, which is smaller than a full 

sized individual might grow. Unfortunately, the model becomes very slow to run as the grid 

dimensions are increased. A model of grid size of 100x x lOOy x 20z, representing an area of 

7.5m by 8.6m by im (at a tile side length, SIDESCALE=0.05 m) appeared to exhibit 

behavioural validity in its early run stages. This grid size was only possible by limiting the 

number of individuals to 200 because of memory limitations. However, the calculations are 

slow for such a large grid, since each task must be repeated for 200,000 cells, taking over 6 

hours to calculate the light environment for a single tile, making the model impractical. The 

grid size could at present not be extended much beyond about 40x x 40y x 20z if a reasonable 

number of individuals were permitted although run time becomes limiting with a heavily 

occupied grid. This represents a space 3 in x 3.46 in x 1 in. 

Mortality and establishment 

The runs presented here have been carried out without the inclusion of the germination and 

establishment sub-models. The simple sub-model representation of stress and mortality 

requires the use of controlling variables (e.g. number of days a plant can survive with no 

surplus; cumulative number of days with negative energy balance which a plant can survive) 

which must be selected at least partially arbitrarily due to the limited extent of our knowledge. 

If these variables are set too favourably, all the individuals will survive, and if set too harshly, 

all the plants will die. Importantly there is a very fine line between these two states for small 
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plants, with the survival rate showing marked sensitivity to these variables near the expected 

survival rates of juveniles to adulthood. 

It was considered that the mechanistic aspects of the model had less influence on the 

survival of individuals than these arbitrarily-selected variables. As such it was considered to 

be an inappropriate sub-model for the mechanistic representation of plant competition. For the 

adult model the sugar-pool related mortality was included, since the larger sugar-pools 

involved reduced the sensitivity of mortality to the model variables, allowing survival through 

and recovery from periods of stress. However, even in the adult model it was felt that the 

mortality model was unsatisfactory. As one of the key aspects of the selective process, it is 

essential that this be represented adequately in a model of vegetation dynamics. 

7.3 Single plant simulations 

Single plant simulations were carried out to both examine the typical pattern of behaviour of 

the model during simulations and assess the effect of stochastic elements on the model 

behaviour. The examination of the typical behaviour of the model is not intended as a rigorous 

validation, but is rather presented in order to demonstrate the working processes. 

A 12x x 12y x15z grid (0.9m x 1.04m x 0.75m), was used as standard for the single 

plant runs described here, to limit run time sufficiently to allow multiple runs. The ground 

level was set at a constant height of ztop_lit[xJ[y]= 1 and ztop_soil[x][yJ= 1. Runs were 

carried out within the standard grid to investigate the sensitivity of the modelled growth of a 

growing Calluna individual in a number of different simple scenarios. A run length of 5 years 

was used for all simulations. Light was modelled by only calculating ray tracing for occupied 

tiles to reduce run time. Under these conditions it took 4-8 hours of run time for a 5 year run 

depending on the speed of the computer. 

The individual plant was initialised as a full adult of two seasons with an initial 

above-ground biomass of 46 g dry weight (thus total including roots is 92 g dry weight). The 

tile-based growth form, gform[sp]=1, was used for all runs and the plant set up as a low dome 

within the ground level z layer (z= 1, e= 0) with densities apportioned between five tiles as 

shown in Table 7.1. As such, all the tiles are above occthreshold[sp] and are able to grow 

into new tiles. All species-specific parameters were set as appropriate for Calluna vulgaris. 

These are listed in Table 7.2, 
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The weather conditions were set up to simulate the conditions at the Moor House study 

site using the long-term climatic averages of Heal, Jones and Whittaker (1975) with standard 

deviations estimated from meteorological tables where data were incomplete  for model 

parameterisation. The cloud cover was generated from the above source, but incoming 

radiation was estimated directly from the radiation spreadsheet for an altitude of 500 in 

(approximate average height for Moor House site). For the majority of runs, radiation was 

calculated for the Moor House latitude 54° 65' N although this was varied for some runs 

where mentioned. 

Table 7.1. Initial co-ordinates for standard individual scenarios. 

tile number 0 	 1 2 	 3 4 

dens[][tile] 2100 	2000 2000 	1800 1900 

co-ordinates 4,5,1 	3,5,1 3,6,1 	4,4,1 4,6,1 

Table 7.2. Species-specific parameters used for species= 1, Calluna 	*asterisk denotes variables 
currently not in use or inactive. 

budlight[sp] 6.0 hours occthreshold[sp] 500 
budtemp[sp] 7.2 °C pjract[sp] 1 
densmax[sp] 3000 part_start[sp] 0.7 
densopt[sp] 2000 *ph m [sp] 6 
dietime[sp] 3650 *ph,jn[sp] 2 
dormtemp[sp] 5.6 °C *ph opt[sp] 4.5 
expolimit[sp] 1 *phos ,nax[sp] 0 g m 2  
flowera_off[sp] 160 *phosmin[sp] 0.7 g m 2  
flowera_on[sp] 100 *phosopt[spJ 0.3 g m 2  
fiowerb offTsp] 240 press_tol[sp] 10 
fiowerbon[sp] 200 rs_ratio[sp] 0.5 
germlimit[sp] 60000 *seedrese,e[sp] 100 
gform isp] 1 *seedrgr[sp] 0.5 
htconstant[sp] 0.6 senesc_age[sp] 8 
hvratio[sp] 0.1 shade_to/[sp] 0.5 
*lhoursgerm [sp] 10 hours sl_ratio[sp] 0.9 
*light_germ[sp] 0 Wm-2  *smnlax[sp] 77% 
lingrow[sp] 0.5 *smmin[sp] 10% 
*ltweight[sp] 0.99 *smopt[sp] 30% 
*min_prod[sp] 0 *smoistgerm[sp] 20% 
newgrow[sp] 0.5 spreadfactor[sp] 3 
*nit ma [sp] 0 g m 2  stressdays[sp] 10 
*nit min[sp] 0.7 g m 2  *tempgerm[sp] 6.0 °C 
*nitopt[sp] 0.3 g m 2  utilise[sp] 4 

class[sp][aclass] 	{-1: 1: 2: 3: 6: 10: 15: 30: 50} 
fallrate[sp] [month] 	(0.01: 0.01: 0.01: 0.01: 0.01: 0.01: 0.01: 0.05: 0.05: 0.05: 0.01: 0.01) 
wl_ratio[sp][week] 

{1: 0.99: 0.97: 0.92: 0.72: 0.52: 0.35: 0.32: 0.41: 0.56: 0.68: 0.76: 0.81: 0.85: 0.88: 0.9) 
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With the present mortality model, it was found that the fluctuations of the weather 

model throughout the winter tended to lead to plant death due to depletion of the sugar pool. 

This occurred on a scale greater than that expected, although for those individuals surviving 

the winter there was very little net change in the size of the sugar pool. It was therefore 

assumed that the sugar pool would remain constant throughout the period of winter dormancy 

in the absence of a better model treatment of stress-related mortality. 

Growth and partitioning 

Before examining the variation between runs under different conditions, the normal pattern of 

behaviour of the model is first demonstrated. Five years of growth were simulated, with a 

typical pattern of development shown in Figure 7.1. There is a degree of variation in the rate 

of growth due mainly to weather, but also to the three-dimensional development of plants. The 

pattern of allocation of material over the plant volume through time is affected by a random 

number generator which selects each fresh tile (see section 6.8ii). This in turn affects the 

growth rate. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the tile-based growth form it is not possible to 

remove this source of variation without distortion of the growth form. It would therefore be 

desirable to use independent random number generators for the weather and the growth forms, 

thus allowing direct comparison of runs with an identical sequence of weather. However, this 

was not a practical adjustment at this stage in the project. The run presented below is slightly 

higher than the average but is otherwise typical of the results. The most obvious feature of the 

growth pattern is the short growing season, resulting in increased sensitivity to summer 

weather patterns. 

The proportion of wood in the plant can be seen to remain fairly constant over time at 

a leaf.-stem ratio of 2.4: 1 which lies within the range expected for individuals of Calluna at an 

age of 2 to 7 seasons. However, there should be a steady increase in the woody component to 

approximately 1:6 by the age of 15 (Robertson & Davies, 1965) and although one might 

expect the relative permanence of woody material to lead to this type of behaviour, there is no 

evidence of the process occurring in the period modelled. This process is sensitive to the rates 

of leaf fall and the composition of litter, with high rates of litter fall increasing the proportion 

of wood, and it is hoped that either an improved calibration of the litter sub-model or a greater 

run time would generate an increase. Sensitivity to the rate of litter fall is examined later in 

this section. The allocation functions currently in use in the model remain constant relative to 

the dimensions and proportions of plant materials. This simplification may be responsible for 

the lack of an increase in the woody component. 
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The individual at the end of the fifth season has an above-ground biomass of 320 g 

and covers a ground area of 0.2665 m2. The total accumulation of root material is 630 g, but 

it must be remembered that no decomposition or loss of roots is modelled at present, so this 

would be expected to be considerably too high. Production data are usually presented per m2. 

In order to allow comparison, the single individual data were scaled up in proportion to 

ground area. This will result in an overestimation of the growth rates due to the difference in 

light conditions. However, it was considered that this overestimation would be low due to the 

fairly flat dimensions of the plants. This method is far from ideal, but it was felt that it would 

still allow a check that the production values are of a suitable order of magnitude. At this 

stage in the development of the model, with uncertainty regarding the rates of leaf fall and 

partitioning, a more rigorous test of the whole model would be of little value. 

The multiplication gives an above-ground standing crop of approximately 1200 g m 2  

assuming continuous cover. It should be noted that this is a direct multiplication of results for 

a single individual and as such would tend to overestimate production. However, The above-

ground biomass may be compared with the biomass estimates recorded by Forrest (1971) at 

Sike Hill, Moor House in 1968, (although this is a value for Calluna in a mixed community, 

73% Calluna). The above-ground summer biomass at Moor House was 970 g m 2  for 

Calluna and 1300 g m 2  for all species. The model appears to be producing results in the 

broadly correct range. However, one must bear in mind that these are only 7 year old plants, 

and as such one would not expect biomass to be as great as that for a fully developed stand. 

This is borne out by the results of Bellamy and Holland (1966, Upper Teesdale blanket bog), 

where 6 year old plants had a biomass of 600 g m 2, with this value rising to 2000 g m 2  at 14 

years. Larger above ground biomasses (1800-2900 g m 2) than that recorded at Moor House 

have also been recorded at other sites at lower altitude (Chapman, 1967; Summers, 1978), and 

on different soil conditions (Robertson & Davies, 1965; Kayll, 1966). However, lower values 

of 450-600 g m 2  (Allen, 1964) and 790 g m 2  (Gore & Olson, 1967) have been recorded 

elsewhere on the Moor House site. A great deal of variation between these estimates, 

combined with the variation in proportions of shoot and wood and above- and below- ground 

make comparison between results difficult. In addition it is important to consider the effects of 

year to year variation in production which may account for much of the variation apparently 

occurring between sites. The majority of these studies have been carried out for a single 

season or pair of seasons. An examination of Table 2. in Summers (1978) showing production 

for a number of sites in the Cairngorms for 3 successive years illustrates the dangers of 

estimating production from a single year's data. The seven sites measured across the 3 year 

period all show significant (P<0.01) difference between years. The degree of variation is not 

consistent across all the sites, with the lowest production for the 3 years varying from 
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Figure 7.1. Partitioning of growth in simulated Calluna in standard conditions at Moor House. 

0.34 to 0.68 of the highest value. It is not therefore appropriate to consider any of the 

measurements presented above as truly representative of their site. This variation has 

important implications with regards the variation generated by the model as discussed later. 

The mean production rates for the fourth and fifth seasons are 92 g and 100 g 

respectively. If simply multiplied by horizontal area these seasons yield production rates of 

426 gm-2  and 374 g 2. These rates are considerably higher than the field measurements of 
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200 gm-2  (Forrest, 1971) and 298 gm 2  (Forrest and Smith, 1975), but this may be explained 

by the assumption of continuous cover required to scale directly up and by increased 

production rates of isolated individuals. The use of relative growth rates avoids the inclusion 

of area in the calculation, although it does not allow for the difference in radiation 

environment. If given as a relative growth rate, the mean for the last two seasons is 0.54 which 

compares favourably with the value of 0.55 from Forrest (1971). The model appears to be 

generating rates of production in the expected range, although possibly overestimating 

production. However, this is a comparison between production rates for a community and an 

isolated individual, and the model needs to be further validated and its sensitivity to input 

variables investigated before proceeding further. 

Litter can be seen to accumulate over the run time, both above-ground and on the 

surface. The development of above-ground structures of dead plant material is a significant 

improvement on previous models of heathiands (e.g. van Tongeren & Prentice, 1986), which 

ignore this crucial element of the system. As can be seen from Figure 10 in Gimingham 

(1972), there may be considerably more standing dead in the lower levels of the canopy than 

leaf material, and this contributes to the dense shading characteristic of Calluna. Although this 

process may be more common in dwarf shrubs than other plants, it is a useful treatment of 

dead plant material. Forrest (1971) recorded a ground litter fall of 108 gin-2  and an above-

ground litter production of 60 gm 2  for 1968, representing relative litter production rates of 

0.3 and 0.17 respectively compared with the model values of 0.375 and 0.25 for the last two 

seasons. This would indicate an over-production of litter, although production is broadly in the 

expected range. This is an important element of the model, having a critical interactive effect 

on production. A simple test of sensitivity is presented later in this section. 

Modification of microclimate 

It is important that the model simulates appropriate changes in microclimate in response to 

changes in vegetation structure. In the following analysis, the microclimate surrounding an 

individual grown under standard conditions is described, at the start time and after two years. 

Due to the random variation in the weather sub-model it is not possible to generate identical 

days. In order to facilitate comparison, the values of the PAR sub-model have been scaled to 

the same irradiance above the canopy and the wind speed has been scaled similarly. The 

temperature regime has not been scaled due to the extent of the difference between mean 

temperature, which, unlike light (or wind as represented in the model), can have significant 

effects on the temperature regime. 
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All the microclimate graphs (Figures 7.2-5) are presented as sets of four, showing two 

levels of tiles, the ground level, (lower pair) and the second level (upper pair), with the left-

hand pair showing initial conditions and the right-hand pair showing conditions after two 

years' growth. North in all cases is to the top of the page. The graphs are all shown at a scale 

of 1:11.3. The graphs allow, the demonstration of the development of heterogeneity of 

microclimate in parallel with plant growth. The outline of the individual is marked with a bold 

line on all the graphs in order to assist with comparison of plant form and microclimate. 

Figure 7.2. shows the spatial growth of the individual plant (gform[J1). As can be 

seen, the plant extends its spread, but loses a degree of density due to litter loss. A small 

amount (approximately 10% of total mass) of dead plant material is also suspended above 

ground from this structure and will affect microclimate. This dead material is not shown on 

the diagram. 

Figure 7.3. shows the light regime plotted for lt[x][y][z], the mean monthly light per 

tile as an average for each hour of daylight. The modelled shadow would be expected to be 

smaller than the maximum (i.e. low sun angles) since the plot is an average for the whole day. 

Edge effects are dominant at this grid size. The embedding profile acts as a low porous wall 

on each side, resulting in the reduction of light towards each corner at ground level. The 

results surrounding the plant are more complex. shading effects continue beyond the plant 

boundary. One would generally expect most shadow towards the north (top) of the diagram, 

but this is not evident. Instead we see the area of deepest shade lying to the west and south-

west of the plant. This may be explained by the fact that the plant is closer to the western and 

southern edges, and thus receives more shading from the embedding profile on these sides, 

creating an area of relative shade. This could be reasonable behaviour from the embedding 

profile, but must be borne in mind whilst working on such a small grid. The low value of 64 

W rn-2  directly south of the plant at time 0, seems unlikely, as previously stated, the model 

requires a more rigorous validation. As stated in Chapter 5, there are occasional anomalous 

results from the model, particularly near the edges (Fig 5.10). The precise cause of this 

variation is not known, but since this is largely limited to the edges, a larger plot size reduces 

the effect. It is important to note that the modification of the light environment extends 

considerably beyond the edges of the plant structure, particularly as the plant increases its 

height. It is by this modification of microclimate that individuals may affect one another, and 

it is therefore essential that the modelling be accurate. The light sub-model has been tested 

rigorously in isolation but needs further testing in the context of the whole model. 
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Figure 7.2. Change in individual structure over two years' growth. Plots show the x and  horizontal 
dimensions. The upper pair of plots represent z2 and the bottom pair z1, ground level. 
All figures are in % volumetric occupancy. Scale 1:11.3. North to the top. 
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The lack of an hourly directional treatment of light (i.e. calculation of hourly light 

from mean monthly conditions and proportional radiation incident at top of atmosphere) due to 

run time problems leads to an under-representation of the spatial heterogeneity of the light 

regime, even when the temporal variation is reintroduced as modelled. Given the present 

complexity of the light sub-model, this seems to be an imbalanced approach. It would seem 

desirable to simplify the light model in order to better represent hourly light. This would also 

simplify the interpretation of results, with the sun for each hour being represented as a fixed 

point source rather than a curve of varying intensity. 

Figure 7,4. shows the modification of the wind profile by the individual plant. As this 

was part of the standard runs, the simplified wind model was used (i.e. no ray tracing), so no 

downwind sheltering effects are represented. At present, the ray tracing wind model is too 

slow to be practically applicable, and with the input direction as mean wind direction for each 

day, would be of little extra value. This is a significant shortcoming, particularly since there is 

no gradient of wind speed across the plant, although at these low wind speeds near ground 

level there will be little effects on growth. However, as the plant becomes larger, growing into 

faster air conditions, wind would be expected to have more effect, with this effect being 

concentrated at the most exposed points. This is an important controlling variable for plant 

form and as such is an important component of the modelling approach. 

The modelling of wind direction presents a problem. As stated earlier, it would be 

possible to generate hourly values from a wind rose, but mean wind direction at 10 in is not 

necessarily representative of the wind direction at a particular point within the grid. With 

expansion of the grid to include more individuals, one would expect direction at canopy level 

to be heterogeneous due to the canopy structure. It is possible that wind direction would be 

more consistent and perhaps better approximated by a linear model at the higher wind speeds 

which are likely to have the greatest effect on the plant. This requires investigation. 

Figure 7.4 shows results for two different sets of wind conditions, with wind speed 

shown in cm s 1  for ease of comparison. In the absence of a better approximation, the simpler 

wind sub-model produces variation about the mean wind speed for each layer much as 

expected, with the effect extending a little beyond the plant structure. This model may be 

appropriate for within-canopy air movement, where eddies make for variation in wind 

direction, but, again, this requires experimental investigation. 

Due to the relatively low radiation experienced over the days sampled, and the good 

coupling of the isolated individual to the atmosphere, very little horizontal heterogeneity is 
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Figure 7.4. Change in wind regime over two years' growth. Plots show the x and  horizontal 
dimensions. The upper pair of plots represent z=2 and the bottom pair z=1, ground level. 
All units are cm s* Scale 1:11.3. North to the top. 
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Figure 7.5. Change in temperature regime over two years' growth. Plots show the x and  horizontal 
dimensions. The upper pair of plots represent z =2 and the bottom pair z = 1, ground 
level. All units are °C. Scale 1:11.3. North to the top. 
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demonstrated by the temperature sub-model (Figure 7.5). The differences between the initial 

regime and the regime after two years growth are largely attributable to different weather 

patterns from the stochastic weather generator. Model data from the ninth hour of daylight are 

shown. The only noticeable modification of microclimate by the plant is a cooling of the 

exposed top of the canopy due to increased wind-driven evaporation. This is much as would 

be expected for an isolated plant in low radiation. Heterogeneity is nevertheless evident in the 

vertical dimension, with both runs showing low temperatures in the layer closest to the 

ground. The degree of heterogeneity generated by the temperature sub-model would be 

expected to increase with increased plant structure (until closing of canopy) and radiation 

input, but at present appears to be functioning adequately. 

Sensitivity of the model to stochastic elements 

Random numbers are used in the model to generate weather patterns, to generate mortality and 

in the selection of new tiles. The short growing season lends particular significance to the 

timing of weather patterns relative to leaf density. Consequently there is considerable variation 

in the results obtained between runs starting from the same state, but using a different 

sequence of random numbers. In order to assess the sensitivity of the model to the seed 

number used in the random number generator (thus altering the sequence of events since the 

random number generator will produce the same series of numbers for each seed number), 

runs were performed for standard conditions at Moor House varying only the seed used in the 

random number generator. The approximately normal distribution shown in Figure 7.6 was 

generated, with a mean dry weight of 308 g and a standard deviation of 48.6 g. The model was 

run 45 times to achieve this distribution, and in two runs the model individuals died. 

The extent of the variation is more than expected, with the highest generated value 

more than twice that of the lowest values. However, this variation appears at first sight to be 

of a similar order of magnitude to the variation in production between years at the same site, 

as described earlier, and is possibly a suitable amount. An attempt was made to correlate the 

variation in results with annual mean generated temperature, but there was no clear correlation 

due to the simultaneous action of other weather variables. As seen below, this variation is 

large compared to the variation between sites, and a simple test was carried out to separate 

some of the sources of variation. Figure 7.7 shows the distribution of results obtained from 

30 runs (1 mortality) using mean monthly weather conditions. All variation thus generated 

comes from differences in the spatial allocation of resources in the spatial growth sub-model. 

Two distinct sources of variation, the weather sub-model and the spatial growth sub-model are 
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evident. Both sources of variation appear to be roughly the same order of magnitude. This 

indicates that both aspects of the model can have a significant effect on growth rates, as is 

evident in real plants. At present these share the same random number generator and are 

difficult to separate. It would therefore be desirable to modify the model to use two or more 

separate random number generators in the model, so that the same random sequence of events 

can be analysed for the separate sub-models. 

Three possible reasons for the increased growth under the mean weather conditions 

with no snow are proposed: 

Unfortunately it was necessary to disconnect the snow cover generator for this purpose due 

to its purely stochastic nature, thus increasing the number of days potentially 

available for growth. 

An increased length of growing season resulting from a more stable temperature prehistory 

value (hh=hcalcO). 

Mean monthly conditions are not necessarily representative conditions for that month. 

Figure 7.6. The distribution of results for standard conditions at Moor House for a single plant over 
five growing seasons, with an initial above-ground biomass of 100 g. 

The simplified model results with variation from weather removed all fall in a 

narrower range than the full model as expected. Since these values are higher than the 

standard model and the results of increased growth are multiplicative one would expect an 

increase in variation simply from the increase in mean growth rate. This requires further 
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analysis, with a superior non-stochastic representation of the snow model. It is apparent that 

the spatial allocation of resources has an effect on the rate of plant growth. The significance of 

these separate sources of variation is discussed in Chapter 8. Due to the nature of the model, 

results are presented in the form of distributions, so the extent of variation within those 

distributions is critical to the understanding of model results. 

14 
mean weatho~61 no snow.  

12 Efull weather variation snow 

6 

0 50 	100 	150 	200 	250 	300 	350 400 	450 	500 	550 

Above-ground bio,nass (g) 

Figure 7.7 A comparison of the distribution of results from the standard model and the results from 
the model when set to constant weather. 

Sensitivity to the rate oflitrerfall 

It was noticed during the development of the model, that the rate and timing of litter fall can 

have a significant effect on the behaviour of the model. This rate influences the rate of 

turnover of leaves and has a direct influence on production. In the model, the variable 

fallrate[sp][monrh] can be adjusted to remove a daily proportion of leaves. This array was 

filled with a constant rate across the year increasing by a factor of five for four autumn 

months. The rate of conversion of living to dead material was determined by manual 

adjustment to approximate the expected distribution of biomass within the system. Due to the 

interdependence of the rates of leaf production and litter fall it is not possible to force the 

model to produce a specific amount of litter. Consequently, and undesirably, the method of 

manual adjustment must be used. Sensitivity was initially examined by halving the rate of 

litter creation across the year. Ideally other simulations would be carried out. The mean of the 

frequency distribution for thirty runs was found to be 355 g (S.D.= 53.4 g) compared with the 

standard 308 g (S.D . 48.6 g). Although the two distributions overlap, the reduction in litter 
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fall (by 50%) is accompanied by a 15% increase in growth. Care should therefore be taken to 

ensure that the rates of leaf turnover are appropriate. It is likely that there will be certain 

critical levels of leaf loss which push the growth rate either to extinction or exponential 

growth. At present the model shows no sign of a reduction in growth rate over time. This may 

be appropriate for the initial stages of plant development, but it is hard to see where a 

reduction might come from. The rates of turnover of both leaves and roots will be critical to 

the realistic behaviour of the model. 

Sensitivity to latitude 

Three locations were chosen for model runs to investigate the effects of latitude, all at an 

elevation of 500 m above sea level. The sites were chosen at latitudes of 52°N, 54°65N and 

57°N, and solar radiation conditions calculated as described in section 4.4. The middle site at 

54°65'N represents the Moor House study site, with the other two sites being situated 

approximately at the south and north coasts of Britain. This choice of sites enables an 

examination of the contention that (in the context of climate change), the combination of solar 

elevation and new climatic conditions will result in conditions with no geographical parallel 

(Department of the Environment, 1991). Each site was modelled at both current temperatures 

and under a regime of a three degree rise in each monthly average temperature. Importantly, 

the weather distributions, and all else apart from the sun angles and intensities have been kept 

constant, so variation between sites will be purely as a result of variation in solar conditions. 

The effects of these conditions were examined for a single plant growing in the open, 

in a gap in a low canopy and in a continuous canopy. Open conditions were defined as for the 

standard runs with no above-ground structure. Conditions in the continuous canopy (Table 

7.3) were taken at half the volumetric densities recorded by MacKerron (Gimingham, 1972). 

Gap conditions were defined as a low wall of vegetation around the outer two tile layers (i.e. 

where 2>x>9 or 2>y>9), with suitable vegetation densities (Table 7.3). 

For both the gap and continuous canopy conditions, all individuals became 

energetically non-viable, dying either before the end of the first season, or more usually at the 

beginning of the second, when investment in leaf material is retarded by inadequate stores. As 

stated earlier, the stress-related mortality sub-model fails to represent the full range of an 

individual's responses, but examination of the long-term growth of these individuals 

(respiration consistently higher than photosynthesis) indicated that these results were 

appropriate. Plants growing under open conditions generally survived (some stochastic 
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Table 7.3. Vegetation densities used in the construction of gap and continuous canopy conditions. 

height above ground (ez) absdens[x][y][z] for gap conditions absdens[xJ[y][z] for canopy 

9 0 28 

8 0 227 

7 0 500 

6 0 994 

5 700 1221 

4 2500 1079 

3 2044 1022 

2 1000 994 

1 500 1020 

0 1000 1136 

mortality). This range of responses seems to be too large, indicating a fault in the mortality 

model. Real individual heather plants have a high resistance to stress, and may remain alive 

without any apparent increase in size for many years. The mechanisms underlying this are not 

clear. This topic is discussed further in Chapter 8. 

____54.6N 

I 	-ì 

100 	125:A50 	175 	200 225 	250 	275 	300 	325 	350 	375 	400 	425 	450 475 	500 

Above-ground biomass (g) 

Figure 7.8. Cumulative frequencies of biomass after five seasons for three latitudes: 32 runs for each. 

The variation within runs of the same solar conditions was greater than the variation 

between different treatments. Figure 7.8 shows the cumulative frequencies for above-ground 

biomass after 5 years for 32 runs in each treatment. As can be seen, there is little difference 
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between the treatments, and a larger sample size would be required before any further analysis 

could be carried out. It should be noted at this stage that the full effect of variation in latitude 

is not represented in the model since phenological responses are at present modelled only in 

response to time of year and temperature, and no solar response is modelled. The magnitude of 

the difference between treatments would be expected to increase with improved phenological 

response, but the sensitivity of the system to latitude is, at present, much less than its 

sensitivity to other inputs. 

Sensitivity to climatic warming 

As stated in the introduction, one of the design goals of the model was that it might be used to 

study the effect of climate change on vegetation without the violation of any model 

assumptions. The modelling approach allows for changing abiotic variables. Runs were 

performed for two scenarios of uniform warming, acting through the simple increase of each 

monthly mean temperature input (tminmean[month] and tmaxmean[month]) to the model by 

either 1°C or 3°C. Smaller sample sizes of 15 were used, so the results are not necessarily 

fully representative of the true distributions. The 1°C warming gave results broadly as 

expected, with the mean increasing a little to 323 g with a standard deviation of 41 g 

(compared to the standard 308 g; S.D., 48.6 g). However, the warming of 3°C produced 

results far outside the expected range, with a mean of 6741 g and a standard deviation of 325 

g. This represents a phenomenal growth rate from 46 g in five seasons, leading to an above-

ground biomass equivalent to 4350 g m 2. This may be compared with the unusually high 

biomass measurement of 2930 g m 2  (Robertson & Davies, 1965) for a stand over 15 years 

old in Kincardineshire. Since the range of measured biomasses for heathiands goes down to 

450 g m 2  (Allen, 1964) and the majority lie in the range 1800-2500 g m 2, it is possible that 

the range could extend up to the generated value in exceptional circumstances. 4350 g m 2  is, 

however, approximately a quarter of the biomass of a forest ecosystem. The 12 x 12 x 15 grid 

is almost filled by these volumes of plant material and so the plant form becomes distorted and 

the ecological relevance minimised. At this point, as the grid becomes limiting, the 

performance of the model becomes suspect, with continued growth in a full grid invariably 

leading to disruption of the data structures leading to the model stopping due to error. 

Such growth rates are only potentially possible in the absence of resource limitation 

from water and nutrients. The increased temperature would be expected to be accompanied by 

a corresponding increase in growth due to improved photosynthetic response, and due to an 

increased length of growing season. The 3 °C rise would be expected to have a significant 
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effect on the length of the growing season, increasing the potential season (i.e. 

temperature>5 .6 °C, ignoring the higher temperature required for budburst) from 6 to 9 

months at Moor House. Production per year would be expected to rise by 50% due to 

increased growing season alone. It is important to note here that the growth of successive 

years accumulate in the same way as compound interest, so a small deviation early in the 

plant's history will be magnified by successive seasons. 

Although the biomass is possible, if unlikely, the rate of growth is high for a natural 

system. If averaged for the 5 years, the model produces 860 g rn-2  yr'. Whittaker and Likens 

(1973) present productivity for a number of terrestrial vegetation types: grassland, 500 g rn 2  

yr1  ; woodland and shrubland, 600 g rn-2  yr 1; temperate forest, 1200 g rn-2  yr'. When taken 

as an average, the productivity is 43% higher than would be expected. Pakeman and Marrs 

(1996) predict an increase in bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) biomass of over 30% in some 

areas for a 1.4 °C rise in mean temperature without increased transpiration, and in the absence 

of competition, so the mean result remains within a plausible range. However, the productivity 

for the fifth season is approximately 2000 g m 2  yr1. This is not a reasonable value, and 

indicates that the model is behaving unrealistically. In a field study using open topped 

chambers to raise the temperature around 4 sub-Artic shrubs (Empetrum hermaphroditum, 

Vaccinium vitis-idaea, Vuliginosum, V.inyrtillus) by about 4 °C, Parsons et al. (1994) found 

total above ground biomass unresponsive, although allocation of assimilate within the plants 

changed. 

At present, no limitations on growth are imposed by nutrient limitation, water stress 

or by the physical structure of the plant. Where growth is not limited by light or temperature, 

this allows the plants to grow faster than real plants. It is hoped that the inclusion of responses 

to these limiting factors will reduce the possibility of unreasonable behaviour in the model. 

Indeed, it seems appropriate that the simple production model should behave unreasonably 

when placed in extreme conditions. Another drawback of the present model is that it has no 

facility for the inclusion of acclimation responses of plants in new conditions, which could 

limit the extent of response. This will be discussed further in Chapter 8. 

7.4 Multiple individual simulation 

Another design goal of the model was for it to be used to investigate interactions between 

plants. Because of the amount of computer time needed to undertake simulations, and the 

limited ecological value of simulations using partially validated sub-models, this analysis was 
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restricted to a single simulation involving four individuals. This was set up on a grid 15x x 

20y x 15z. All four individuals were set to the same species, with the same characteristics for 

spatial spread. All individuals were initialised with a dry weight of 40 g spread between three 

tiles, with individuals A and D starting in a prostrate form and B and C starting as a single 

column (Table 7.4). Climate was set for a 3°C increase in order to accelerate the growth 

process due to run time considerations. As indicated above, this temperature regime may 

increase production to unrealistic levels. However, the purpose of this simulation is to 

demonstrate that the modelling approach can be used for a number of individuals 

simultaneously, and that these individuals will exhibit differences in growth rate attributable to 

differences in microclimate at the scale of the individual, thus generating competition. A 

simulation of three seasons was run, and the growth curves for the four individuals are 

recorded in Figure 7.9. 

Table 7.4. Initial co-ordinates of four individuals for multiple simulation. Each individual occupies 
three tiles. Ground level is at z = 1. 

dens[indiv][tile] 	mdiv A mdiv B mdiv C mdiv D 

2100 	 4, 5, 1 7, 7, 3 12, 4, 3 16, 7, 1 

2000 	 3, 5, 1 7, 7, 2 12, 4, 2 15, 8, 1 

2000 	 3, 6, 1 7_7, 1 12, 4, 1 15, 7, 1 

Figure 7.9. Growth curves for four competing model individuals. 

It is interesting to note that the same individual does not remain dominant over the run 

period. Since the run is for such a short time period, and the individuals have not had time to 

reach any equilibrium, it is not appropriate attempt to determine the best competitor. 
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However, it is still useful to examine the changes occurring in the model over time. Figure 7.9. 

shows the structure (left) and light environment (right) after two seasons. The plants can be 

seen to be growing as two pairs, A & B and C & D. These results have been plotted on 

Microsoft Excel as contour graphs on a rectangular grid, and have afterwards been put back 

on to a hexagonal grid by hand. This results in a degree of distortion of form, but gives a good 

initial indication of general conditions within the plot. Some overlap between individuals is 

already evident. The starting positions are evident in the ground level absdens[][][] plan, 

with the vertical plants in the centre and the prostrate plants to the outside. Those plants near 

the edge are not conferred any great advantage, since the embedding profile begins to attenuate 

light even at this scale of vegetation, as evidenced by the outer ring of shade in the ground 

level light plan. The individuals can be seen to be competing as required by the model. All 

varaition in production is a result of the combination of form and microclimate, since all the 

individuals have an identical physiological response. 

The shading effect of the four plants extends beyond the structures themselves, 

already significantly modifying the light environment in the plot such that it is apparent that 

other competitors would probably need to be shade tolerant. It is interesting to note that the 

dense canopy attenuates light to the extent that heterogeneity would eventually reduced after 

canopy closure. However, at present, the model generates a range of light values at ground 

level from full illumination down to near zero, providing a range of different potential 

germination sites. 

7.5 Comment 

It has not been possible to validate and fully demonstrate the full range of possible 

applications of this model. The model design is such that it could potentially be used to 

investigate any aspect of the dynamics of any terrestrial ecosystem. However, limitations of 

computing power and consequently run time, and the total available time for the project have 

severely restricted the possibilities for calibration, replication and investigation. It is hoped 

that the runs presented above illustrate both the working model mechanisms and the potential 

of the model. 

Figure 7.10. (OverleaJ A four individual simulation after 500 days growth in dynamic microclimate. 
The page shows the structural state on the left, with no distinction between individuals, rising 
through z levels from the ground level (at bottom of page) to the top of the canopy (legend). Units of 
absdens[x][y][z] are used such that 3000 represents 30% volumetric occupancy. The right hand 
column shows the corresponding light environment (lt[xJ[y][z]) in Wm-2. Scale 1:33. North lies to 
the left. 
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Figure 7.10. A four individual simulation after 500 days growth in dynamic microclimate. 
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8.1 The modelling approach 

The modelling approach used in the 'Ecospace' model has been discussed in Chapter 2. As a 

prototype model it is of great importance that the "Ecospace" model can be shown to behave 

reasonably relative to the real system and to other individual-based models. The principle of a 

three-dimensional grid is sound and does not generate overly complex behaviour. Although 

expensive in computer time at present, advances in computing power, and more efficient use 

of both existing hardware and software, could lead to a more practical model in the near 

future. However, the model is, at present, far from complete and is some way from being a 

useful analytical tool. 

The complex modelling approach 

The modelling approach is a complex one, implemented for reasons described in Chapter 2, 

and carries with it disadvantages as well as advantages. Complex modelling approaches have 

been criticised for a number of reasons and are at present little respected by ecologists. Levin 

(1989) criticises 

"..the almost mindless inclination to include in many ecosystem models the full complexity 
of the biotic and abiotic environment, on the mistaken notion that highly detailed and reductionist 
approaches make the best tools for prediction and management." 

FER 
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Whilst there may be drawbacks in a complex approach, as there are in all other 

approaches, it is important to recognise that ecological modelling is at present in a primitive 

state and we are far from a position where we can determine the very best modelling approach 

for a given problem. It is not appropriate to consider modelling approaches as mutually 

exclusive, but rather as a series of alternatives each of which is suited to a different task. A 

modelling approach develops in tandem with field studies, and may be pursued for a number 

of years before becoming practical. Here we may consider the forest gap-dynamics models, 

where several generations of models have developed out of the original JABOWA model of 

Botkin et al. (1972). These models took a leap forward with variation in plot size leading to 

the gap dynamics model of Shugart and West (1977), five years after the initial model was 

published, and further advances have continued up until the present, using the same core 

approach. Similarly we may consider the development of the Lotka-Volterra equation, (Lotka, 

1925; Volterra, 1931) with experimental work leading to the introduction of a non-linear 

functional response (Gause et al, 1936) and to further development of the modelling approach. 

It is necessary to subject any potentially useful modelling approach to rigorous experimental 

testing, possibly leading to further model development, before rejecting the approach. 

This complex spatial approach has been shown to be a practical approach. The model 

demonstrates the potential capacity of computer-simulated models to describe a number of 

concurrent ecological and physical processes in three dimensions. Although complex, the 

model can produce output at a simple scale comparable to that of simpler, faster models, or 

produce more detailed information. It is a very adaptable approach, since any different sub-

models could be substituted and linked through the spatially-distributed global variables, 

allowing them to be updated. It is felt that it is now appropriate to give this approach serious 

consideration when faced with a modelling problem. 

A very similar approach has been developed independently by Williams (1996) for 

studying forest competition. The mechanistic model, "Arcadia', uses a 3-dimensional grid of 

hexagonal tiles (1 in between sides, 1.18 in tall) and grows trees as flexible cellular automata. 

Individual trees grow to occupy a number of tiles each, but occupation of a single tile is 

limited to a single individual. Competition is driven by the spatial distribution of light within 

the grid, calculated using a simplified ray tracing approach (arrays used to store the paths of 

selected rays, thus reducing calculation time). Photosynthesis is calculated three times a year 

using representative quasi-daily values for each tile occupied by an individual. Growth is 

applied using species-specific growth forms. The model produces reasonable output, although 

full validation is not possible due to the model complexity. "Arcadia" has no treatment of 

microclimate other than light, and generally models at a lower resolution than "Ecospace", but 
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the two models are very alike, having developed from a similar modelling  philosophy. The 

lower resolution of "Arcadia" may be sufficient to capture much of the spatial heterogeneity of 

the real system. 

An interesting result of the initial "Arcadia" model runs presented is that when the 

modelled solar regime is altered to simulate the treatment of light typical of forest gap-

dynamics models (Shugart, 1984), very different dynamics are observed, with the resultant 

loss of heterogeneity leading to a reduction of species diversity. Although it is unlikely that the 

two models are directly comparable, this is the type of behaviour which one would expect to 

be the advantage of the complex spatial approach, allowing the continued existence of species 

which would become extinct in other, less complex models. When dealing with abiotic change, 

it is likely that the species which will be in optimum conditions after the change are currently 

in sub-optimum conditions. Although this does not necessarily imply that these species will be 

out competed in current conditions, it is essential that all these potential key species be 

allowed to survive if this is a realistic assumption. 

A spatially rigorous approach to the modelling of mixed species forest has also been 

developed by Mou and Fahey (1993). They present a model of succession at the Hubbard 

Brook Experimental Forest, New Hampshire. The model, REGROW, uses a combination of 

ecological field theory (Wu et al, 1985) and a Markovian growth function to simulate 

vegetation dynamics on a 4 x 4 in torus. Competition is calculated at an individual level in 

both the horizontal and vertical dimensions from a few plant dimensions, combining 

abstractions of soil resource and light availability in relation to plant shape to give an index of 

"potential interference". This is largely a correlative rather than a mechanistic model, although 

modelling response to radiation and average temperature, and consequently requires a 

calibration variable with a significant influence on the growth rate to account for "a variety of 

unknown factors affecting photosynthesis and growth of each species". Currently running at a 

bi-monthly time step, this model operates at a high level of complexity, but avoiding explicit 

representation of individual plant form in favour of general species characteristics, thus 

requiring more complex extrapolations from the abstract forms to give the required response 

surfaces (Wu eta!, 1985). In itself this is no reason for criticism, but it is possible that a more 

explicit treatment of plant form and microclimate would involve the introduction of little more 

complexity. Due to problems of estimation of resource capture (particularly below ground) 

and physiological response to resource supply, the model is not recommended in its present 

form for studies of vegetation response to abiotic change. This problem with information 

limits the "Ecospace" framework. 
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It has been suggested that one disadvantage of complex models is their complex 

behaviour (e.g. Kimmins & Scoullar, 1984). However, although the exact causes of the 

behaviour of a complex model may be difficult to determine, the increased number of 

feedbacks required by such an approach can also result in a more stable model if results are 

examined at the same ecological scale as simpler models. Thus although the model 

development may be hindered, the possibility of counter-intuitive behaviour can be reduced 

without the use of crude limits. 

As a final comment on this question, the notions of complexity and simplicity are not 

absolute. The perspective from which a model is viewed is critical to the way in which it is 

viewed, in particular the scale (see section 8.2). Kimmins and Scoullar (1984) point out that 

what seems to be a high degree of complexity to a whole-plant modeller representing 

photosynthesis may well seem simple to the photosynthesis modeller. Similarly, the 

"Ecospace" model may be viewed as a fairly simple model at the scale of the single tile, 

although it is apparently complex when the individual units are combined, and a forest gap-

dynamics model may be viewed as complex at the landscape scale. It is important to first 

determine the appropriate scale of study and then to determine the appropriate level of 

complexity at that scale and the hierarchical levels above and below. 

Information requirements 

Although it may be theoretically desirable to model plants at the individual level in three 

dimensions, the information required to develop, parameterise, calibrate and validate models 

of this type is incomplete. This is a problem common to all complex models, witness the 

validation problems of Williams (1996). Biological sciences have discovered many of the 

underlying mechanisms of the living world, and yet more still remain to be discovered. The 

reductionist approach to biology tends to focus on the minutia at the end of strands of 

knowledge and so we tend to believe that it is these minutia that we do not yet understand and 

often we ignore those principles which we do not understand higher up the tree of knowledge. 

When we examine plant growth, we find that we know what makes the plants grow, how that 

growth is applied at a cellular level and how that cellular growth responds to hormonal 

stimulation. It does not follow, however, that we know how plants grow into the shapes they 

do. 

The study of the spatial structure of individual plants has been consistently neglected 

by biologists, with morphologists concentrating their studies at the cellular level and ecologists 
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concentrating on community structure. Descriptive measurements of growth forms (e.g. Hallé 

& Oldeman, 1975) have been limited largely due to the difficulty of effective measurement 

and statistical problems due to phenotypic variation and have tended to be qualitative. Spatial 

plant modelling has largely been carried out by computer graphicists (e.g. Prusinkiewicz & 

Lindenmayer, 1990; Aono & Kunii, 1984) until recently (Ford, Avery & Ford, 1990). 

We can say that genetics control plant shape and that this is modified by the 

environment, and yet we do not know the mechanism for the action of the genetics upon the 

developing plant or the true nature and strategy of spatial resource allocation. We have only 

broad general principles to use as guidelines, and mechanistic modelling necessarily becomes 

increasingly speculative as one moves into these areas which are loosely defined scientifically. 

Great care must be taken to avoid applying inappropriate strategies, especially human-style 

cognitive mechanisms, to the growth of plants. One can work safely only with what has been 

proven: conjecture must be limited when producing a mechanistic model although some 

empirical relationships will usually be necessary. 

If one is attempting to model plant growth in three-dimensions it is desirable that the 

three-dimensional structure of the model plant is authentic and that it responds spatially to 

environmental stimuli. The tile-based spatial plant growth system used in the 'Ecospace" 

model is limited in that it has no explicit representation of the plant branching structure. This 

has advantages in that the plant can grow in any direction within growth rules, and in that the 

plant uses the same data structure as the microclimate sub-model. However, it is felt that a 

more morphologically-based spatial plant growth sub-model which can be related directly to 

the grid would represent dynamic plant structure more accurately. 

Due to our poor understanding of vegetation structure, microclimatic measurements 

are not usually related to the three dimensional physical structure. Instead, measurements are 

related to properties of the whole canopy, or more frequently to coefficients representing 

aspects of vegetation structure (e.g. diffusivities, LAI). Microclimate has been studied almost 

exclusively as a one-dimensional process by physicists and is as yet far from fully understood 

(perhaps because it is a three dimensional process). It is consequently very difficult for 

biologists to correlate structural changes in plants with microclimatic variables, although the 

phenomena of phototropism and wind-pruning are well known. Similar problems arise in our 

treatment of directional root allocation, where the adequate description of both root structure 

and soil property distribution presents problems. 
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The information required for the completion of the "Ecospace" model is incomplete. It 

is not clear whether or when all the knowledge required will be available. This is a serious 

limitation of the approach. It may be some years before many of the crucial questions are 

answered. However, it is expected that the modelling framework would also require several 

years before nearing completion, especially if the recommended improvements and recoding 

are implemented. This would allow parallel development. As pointed out earlier, a modelling 

approach cannot be expected to yield instant results, and it is not therefore appropriate to 

compare the success of the approach at this stage with the gap-dynamics approach which has 

been developed for over twenty years and now consistently yields reasonable results for those 

field sites calibrated. However, it is appropriate to consider whether the approach is worth the 

future effort, and whether it could potentially function as well or better than other individual 

based approaches. Where there are information requirements which seem critical to the 

behaviour of the model, (e.g. nature of partitioning), it is worth asking how these elements are 

treated in other, simpler models. In order to not directly represent an element of ecosystem 

function it is necessary to use simplified variables representing a number of different 

processes. Such models require calibration, and are usually limited to the site for which they 

are calibrated. A more general approach requires some form of independent representation of 

all significant elements of the system in order to allow application across a range of systems. 

The requirement for information is a major drawback of the complex approach, 

although it may be argued that in the lack of understanding remains whatever the modelling 

approach used, but only in a complex approach is it clearly lacking. Complex models are 

limited by the area of knowledge about which we know the least. It is common in models to 

use estimates where knowledge is limited. Thus, in the "Ecospace" model, a root-shoot ratio of 

0.5 was used in common with most plant models. However, Røsberg eta!, (1981), estimated 

allocation to roots in Ca/tuna near Bergen in Norway to be as high as 90%, due to the rate of 

turnover of fine root hairs being as much as 3-4 time higher than the rate of leaf turnover. It is 

not clear to what extent this affects the model, since the correlative model of Grace (1970) 

may take account of this indirectly, although it is certain that if this estimate is true the growth 

patterns of the current model plants will be unreliable. Hãkanson (1995) argues that 

uncertainty in the calculation or estimation of variables is additive and multiplicative such that 

no more than two to six compartments are reasonable in any model. However, such a 

simplification of a system itself introduces errors, and a balance must be sought as 

appropriate for the modelling task. 
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Run time 

The "Ecospace" model has a long running time. The main time constraint lies in the ray 

tracing routines of the light and wind models. Here, for each tile, and for each ray, the shaft 

length in each tile passed through is calculated. If shaft lengths were stored directly as a data 

file, in order to minimise calculations, it could be quickly become unmanageably big for larger 

grid sizes. An alternative approach using a general formula based on the relative rather than 

the absolute positions of tiles might potentially be practical. Alternatively a simpler 

geometrical form than the hexagonal tile could be used. 

The speed of simulation could be increased in two other ways, improvement of the 

computer hardware used and improvement of the software. The model was run on a Sun 

Microsystems SPARCcenter 1000E with six 60 MHz CPUs, with a main memory of 384 MB 

and a virtual memory of 1.5 GB. There are many faster computers which could potentially be 

used, often utilising parallel processing techniques for which this modelling framework is well 

suited. However, it would not be appropriate to use a larger computer without further 

improvements both to the model and the computer code. The code presented in the Appendix 

is written using a simple programming style, and it is felt that this could be considerably 

improved upon. The data structures used in the model are cumbersome and a more 

experienced programmer could use structures more appropriate for the hardware. The 

development of a complex model such as this requires a highly efficient programmer, to 

reduce both run time and development time. 

It is critical that a model have a reasonable run time in order to be of practical 

application. The degree of variation between runs in the current version of the model requires 

that the model be run a number of times for each simulation. This increases the total run time 

required for a single set of conditions and represents a disadvantage of the modelling method. 

However, it is hoped that a proportion of the variation due to variation in plant form can be 

removed, thus improving the practicality of the model. A long run time is, however, an 

inevitable consequence of a complex modelling approach. 

Generality 

The "Ecospace" framework is suitable for application to a broad range of terrestrial 

vegetation. Modification of the tile size and grid dimensions could allow the grid to be scaled 

as appropriate for different systems if allowance is made for problems of scale. Most of the 
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modelling assumptions made are not specific to the heathiand ecosystem permitting the 

representation of different vegetation types. The results from such a model should have a 

greater generality than those from an ecosystem-specific model (e.g. Coffin, & Lauenroth, 

1990) or a site-specific model (e.g. Phipps, 1979). This potentially allows comparisons 

between, or transitions between different systems. 

The potential generality of a model should help balance the extra time required for 

development. A model which can be applied to all vegetation systems for a variety of studies 

without any major alterations would potentially save much modelling time. 

Model performance 

The "Ecospace" model has been developed as a prototype framework. As a complex 

mechanistic ecosystem model it is important that all aspects of ecosystem dynamics be 

addressed in some way. This may involve the use of assumptions where appropriate, to avoid 

representation, or the use of a reasonable approximation. In the model's present state, no 

dynamic water or nutrients are modelled. It is not appropriate to assume that these will have 

an insignificant effect on the system since they are well proven key features of the heath 

ecosystem (e.g.Heil & Diemont, 1983; Bannister, 1976), and because of the extent of their 

influence, a simple representation is likely to dominate the model performance. The model is 

therefore at present in an unfinished state; it is therefore not entirely surprising that some of its 

output is clearly unrealistic. It is not appropriate to judge the entire modelling approach from 

the model's present state, although a critical review of the performance of the current model is 

important. 

A specific approach to the development of the modelling framework has been applied. 

The complex nature of the proposed model and the cross-influences between sub-models is 

such that it is inappropriate to attempt to model all aspects of the model to an equal level of 

detail simultaneously. The model has therefore been developed by using either simple 

constants or sub-models to describe inputs required for the sub-model under development. 

This allows a general framework with interconnecting variables between sub-models to be 

built up. The present temperature sub-model treats evapotranspiration indirectly, but it is 

necessary to have a spatial sub-model of temperature in order to develop a sub-model of water 

use in the system. The use of a mechanistic model of photosynthesis is severely limited at 

present by the lack of a water sub-model, but again this has an important influence on 

transpiration and is required as an input for a water sub-model. If viewed at a stage part way 
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through model development, such an approach will necessarily appear unbalanced. At the end 

of the chapter the areas of the model requiring attention are described. 

"Ecospace" is currently a slow running model, although, as has been discussed, this 

could be improved in several ways. The amount of run time allocated to the calculation of the 

light, and potentially to the wind ray tracing sub-model seems to be rather high relative to the 

plant growth (particularly photosynthesis and partitioning). This reflects the level of detail 

used in each part of the model. It is important that the balance of detail within the model be 

appropriate. As the model is currently being developed, a simple correlative growth model has 

been used and it is suggested that a more detailed plant growth model be implemented. 

The runs conducted with an elevated temperature of 3 °C give some cause for 

concern, as discussed in section 8.4. There is no evidence of self thinning or a self-imposed 

size limitation occurring, as would be expected due to self-shading. The plants therefore tend 

to outgrow the grid, resulting in unreasonable behaviour. This behaviour indicates that the 

model is at present unreliable. However, it may be expected that the phototrophic growth form 

could reduce problems of incorrect spatial allocation of photosynthate, bringing us closer to a 

self-regulating system. 

8.2 Limitations of the hexagonal grid structure 

The grid would ideally be designed such that each tile relates equally to all its neighbours (see 

section 3.2). The hexagon performs adequately in a single plane, but has an uneven 

relationship with its vertical and diagonal neighbours. The effects of this on the limitations of 

spatial spread can be reduced by making the tiles thinner in the vertical dimension as 

implemented in the model. Importantly, the plant structures resulting from this layer based 

approach are likely to be affected unevenly by this bias. 

The complexity of the spatial form of the hexagonal tile introduces computational 

difficulties to the model which could be avoided in a simpler form. The use of a cubic grid, for 

example would simplify the calculation of the point of intersect of a line with the cube sides, 

and allow the use of simple general formulae to describe neighbour relations. It is felt that a a 

considerable proportion of the time taken to calculate the monthly light environment could be 

removed by the use of a simpler grid structure. 
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An alternative approach 

In order to simplify the grid structure and the nature of calculations, a different unit of volume 

is proposed, that of a sphere approximating a dodecahedron. The sphere has the advantage 

that it is an entirely regular shape, with no orientation, having an equal relationship with all its 

neighbours. Its major disadvantage is that it does not tessellate, and there is consequently a 

considerable amount of free air between spheres. If one were to imagine a box filled with 

sponge rubber balls, these would fall into the pattern shown in Figure 8. la below. By reducing 

the size of the box one could compress the balls until there was no air between them. At this 

point the point of contact between each ball would have been compressed into a flat 

pentagonal face and the balls would be twelve-sided solids, dodecahedrons. 

!AwAWAA 

a) 	 b) 
Figure 8.1. The use of spheres as an approximation of dodecahedrons. a). Two layers of a grid of 

normal spheres, with gaps between clearly visible. b). The top layer of the same grid with 
radius increased by a factor of 1.24 such that all volume is filled. In a dodecahedral 

structure there is a distortion of the hexagonal pattern. 

This effect could also be produced by increasing the size of the spheres rather than 

decreasing the occupied volume. It is proposed that for a given volume to be modelled, this be 

first divided into normal spheres and then the radius of the spheres be increased until the total 

volume of the spheres is equal to the volume to be modelled. This radial increase is a constant 

1.240701 times the radius of normal spheres. The resultant array of spheres overlap, as in 

Figure 8. lb, and can be used as an approximation of a tessellating grid of dodecahedrons for 

geometric calculations. Since the equation of the surface of each sphere is known, geometry 

can be simplified. The perfect symmetry of a sphere is such that the length of a straight line 

(chord) passing through a sphere can be determined directly from the nearest point between 

the line and the centre of the sphere. This could considerably simplify ray tracing calculations. 

The surface geometry of the solids used in the grid is only used in calculations of ray 

tracing, disc overlap and potentially, moving vegetation. For all other calculations using the 

spatial structure it is the relative positions of neighbouring solids which are of importance. 
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Consequently, the unit of volume may equally well be visualised as a dodecahedron. As can be 

seen in Figure 8. la, each sphere has six neighbours arranged in a hexagonal structure in a 

single plane. This pattern is repeated in three planes, two passing diagonally through the 

diagram, giving a total of twelve neighbours. When compressed until tessellation occurs, this 

structure is distorted, (each sphere will have two rings of five neighbours, one directly above 

and one directly below) so the positions of the centres of the spheres would also move, and 

this must be taken into account. 

Scale 

The use of a regular grid structure raises a complex problem of scale. It is necessary 

to choose the dimensions of the hexagonal tile. A side length of 0.05 in was chosen after the 

field studies as a suitable scale for heathiands. This scale allows a single heather plant to 

occupy over 100 tiles when fully grown, and appeared suitable for seedlings. However, if we 

consider the establishing seedlings and the moss carpet, it would perhaps be desirable to model 

them also at a sub-individual level, since that is the scale at which they compete. Equally the 

tile size is inappropriate for an emerging birch tree, which would require significant expansion 

of the grid. Importantly, one would expect the behaviour of a model individual to vary 

depending on the scale at which it is modelled. Legg (1995) points out that for heathlands, the 

level of study may determine  the observed dynamics, and that the choice of scale is therefore 

critical to the results obtained from a field study. We would expect the same behaviour for a 

modelled system. This behaviour is demonstrated by the alteration of plot size until gap 

dynamics were produced in Shugart and West (1977). If the theory of vegetation dynamics 

presented in Chapter 1 is true at one scale, it is very likely true at other scales, particularly 

those scales close to that scale. The use of a fixed grid size forces us to consider scale below 

that of the individual. We can no longer use vague hierarchical terms such as the individual 

level, which surely implies an actual spatial scale varying across the plant's lifespan. This is 

illustrated by Legg (1995) for birch, showing how the scale at which an individual operates 

changes from centimetres at germination up to a hectare when full grown, with migration 

interactions occurring on a scale greater than 10 km2 . 

An additional problem of scale is raised by O'Neill (1989) who points out that plant 

evolutionary strategies can operate across a broad range of scales. A species which may 

become locally extinct in 99% of cases at one scale may be forced, or have chosen to operate 

at a scale sufficiently larger than the local scale, thus competing at a separate hierarchical 

level from the dominant plants at the local scale. This gives added importance to the modelling 
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of survival of rarer plants, but presents problems regarding the interpretation of values from a 

local scale model. An advantage of the modelling approach producing output in the form of 

distributions is that this may allow the an estimation of the success of these species. However 

it must be recognised that a model operating at an inappropriate scale is unlikely to give a 

good indication of species dynamics. 

The use of a rigid spatial scale presents problems for the modeller. The spatial forest 

regeneration model REGROW (Mou & Fahey, 1993) , is considered by the authors to be 

suitable only for the early stages of regeneration, and not for the resultant forest dynamics. 

The same applies to "Ecospace". The regular grid size results in each individual of a different 

size being modelled at a slightly different scale relative to the individual. This is likely to 

introduce bias in the model. It is possible that an irregular grid size could be introduced into 

the "Ecospace" model, to reduce the impact of the chosen scale. If the size of the tiles were 

increased at a suitable rate with distance above ground, it might be possible to simulate 

individuals of moss, shrub and tree with a similar number of tiles per individual, thus allowing 

an equal level of modelling detail for each species or age class. Such a sliding scale may seem 

ideal in the vertical dimension, but causes problems in the horizontal dimension. This 

technique is worthy of some investigation, since it would reduce the impact of modelling scale 

within a selected range. If applied to the pseudo-dodecahedrons proposed above, a simple 

radial increase as a function of height, could be applied in the vertical dimension, whilst 

maintaining the arrangement of the solids. This could result in an inverted trapezoid volume 

with greater horizontal area covered by the grid at the top than at the bottom. This is unlikely 

to be practical as a modelling solution, although the Cartesian sub-grid would prevent 

distortion of form. 

8.3 Microclimate 

The different components of the microclimate sub-model are discussed separately below. 

Importantly, the microclimate sub-model produces variation at a scale and magnitude similar 

to that observed in nature. Hopefully this should give a better representation of the range of 

microsites available within the stand of vegetation than would be given by a spatially simpler 

model. Consequently the model should give a more explicit representation of the process of 

competition in plant stands, allowing for the application of the model to a broader range of 

problems. However, it is not clear at this stage how representative each sub-model is of the 

real system. This requires more extensive validation. 
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The model runs presented demonstrate that the microclimate sub-model is responsive 

to changes in vegetation structure, and that the extent of the effect of vegetation structure 

vanes between microclimatic variables. 

Wind 

The microclimate sub-model used in the model is unusual in that it models conditions in three-

dimensions within the canopy. Air flow outside the canopy has been modelled in three 

dimensions, but within the canopy the complex effects of turbulence are poorly understood. 

Since the transfers of heat, moisture and CO2  are all heavily dependent on the movement of 

air, it is essential that transfer of momentum is modelled effectively. In the "Ecospace" model, 

a very simple sub-model is used which can generate a three-dimensional wind pattern within 

the canopy, but this approach is based on little direct evidence. A number of one dimensional 

wind models have been developed, and it was the intention to work from these towards a three-

dimensional distribution. A variation about the mean wind speed for each height above the 

ground is calculated according to the relative volumetric occupation of each horizontal tile and 

a simple straight ray-tracing approach. It is a reasonable assumption that volumes of dense 

vegetation will have a lower wind speeds than volumes of sparse vegetation, and that a mean 

composed of wind speeds from a number of volumes of different density will lie between the 

two extremes. It is likely, therefore, that this approach will be an improvement on the 

assumption that all points at a certain height above ground experience the same wind speed. 

Although the model produces the values we would expect if the above assumption is generally 

true, at present no suitable data exists for direct validation. It is apparent from the results that 

the variation between layers of air is greater than that within layers at the heights relevant to 

heath vegetation. Further analysis would be required to determine if this is appropriate, but the 

modelling philosophy has been influenced by the principle of Kimmins and Scoullar (1984), 

that a partial representation is superior to omission. The effects of eddying and vertical wind 

are not at present represented in any way in the sub-model, although it is suggested that the 

grid based approach might well be useful for a bottom-up modelling approach. 

Most models of canopy microclimate (e.g. Sauer & Norman, 1995; Goudriaan, 1977) 

assume that wind speed is evenly distributed throughout each vertical layer, and it is felt that 

the current wind sub-model is an improvement, but does not introduce much further model 

complexity or run time. Another advantage of the current wind sub-model over other methods 

is that it is responsive to changes in 3 dimensional vegetation structure. Some models (e.g. 
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Cionco, 1978) allow an effect of the broad downwind area of the vegetation, but this is 

insufficient to capture the subtleties of a heterogeneous community. 

In the model runs presented in the results section, run time limitations prevented the 

inclusion of the ray-tracing sub-model, resulting in a lack of downwind sheltering effects. This 

results in an under-representation of the extent of the effect of plant structure on surrounding 

microclimate. However, one must consider the complexity of wind direction within and 

immediately above the canopy. This cannot be expected to be closely correlated with the 

reference wind direction at 10 in, due to the effects of terrain and vegetation topography, 

particularly in heterogeneous canopies. This makes it difficult to select a suitable wind 

direction to use with the ray tracing model. The use of straight lines to represent wind is 

common with models of forest wind-throw, but this is for a regular monoculture. It is possible 

that the simplified wind model will give a better estimate of local wind speed, although the 

effects of strong directional winds will be biased. This requires further investigation. 

Temperature 

The temperature sub-model presented here has been developed as a prototypical three-

dimensional model, to demonstrate the potential of the grid to generate heterogeneity. The sub-

model demonstrates considerable behavioural validity (see Fig 4.11) but is not entirely 

rigorous. The vegetation-air interface is modelled as an open system with no conservation of 

energy. The model was developed using the leaf temperature equations of Friend (1995) as the 

main driving variable, assuming that the warming of the leaf and ground surface and the 

subsequent loss of energy to the surrounding air would be the main source of variation in local 

air temperature from background air temperature. In order to capture the effect of the loss of 

energy from the leaf to the surrounding air volume, an extra term was put into the equation to 

increase the effect of radiation and volumetric occupancy, assuming that the air acts as a 

temporary store for the accumulated lost energy, and that loss occurs in proportion to the 

difference between leaf and air temperature. The magnitude of this term was adjusted until the 

behaviour of the model was consistent with the behaviour of the natural system. Although the 

principles underlying this modelling decision are sound, there is a need for a critical 

examination of the modification of the equation and its implications. However, since the 

behaviour of the temperature sub-model is consistent with observed behaviour in the natural 

system, it was considered adequate in the absence of a closed-system approach, allowing the 

development of a water sub-model which would ideally be used as an input to an improved 

temperature model. 
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Mixing between air layers is modelled on a very simple basis, allowing for the build-

up of heat and mixing with incoming air. Ideally a more mechanistic approach would be used, 

but this would require a method of deriving transfer coefficients from the grid structure, and to 

date no method has been developed to do this for any vegetation model. 

The temperature and wind sub-models both represent processes and spatial 

distributions which have not as yet been fully empirically investigated. The lack of direct 

treatment of these processes in models results largely from insufficient knowledge. These sub-

models do however illustrate an approach to the modelling of microclimate, showing how even 

simple representation of within-canopy variation can result in spatial distributions of 

microclimatic variables approximating those in the natural system. At the scale of the single 

tile, such an approach may well give a better indication of actual conditions than a stricter, 

more detailed one-dimensional representation. A grid-based approach could be extended to 

these more complex models. 

Radiation 

Radiation is an essential component of both the biotic and abiotic systems represented in the 

model. It is therefore essential that this be calculated accurately. The ray-tracing sub-model 

used in this model is based on reasonable assumptions and demonstrates good behavioural 

validity although a minor bug in the program is noticeable in the outer ring of tiles. Since light 

travels in straight lines, it follows that if the ray paths taken are representative of the sky 

conditions, and the transmission for each shaft is calculated correctly then the radiation 

conditions generated will be representative of the natural system. 

The selection of representative rays is critical to the success of the model. In the 

"Ecospace" model rays are chosen at regular angular intervals for both azimuth and altitude, 

giving increased representation with higher elevation. Although compensation can be made for 

the relative areas of each slice of sky, the sample of rays is still biased. In low latitudes, where 

the vertical component of radiation is of greater significance, such an approach would be 

appropriate, but as one moves towards the poles the horizontal component is of increased 

significance. P. Sianturi (pers. comm.) has developed a model which distributes the selected 

rays evenly over the surface of the sky hemisphere, such that each ray is representative of a 

equal area of sky. Such an approach would appear to give a more generally applicable model. 
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In this radiation sub-model, care is taken to use the value of radiation taken normal to 

the ray direction rather than that projected on to a flat surface as is commonly used. As stated 

in section 4.4, this again reduces the emphasis on the vertical component. In a continuous 

canopy, where vertical attenuation is the predominant feature, little difference will be noted 

between the two approaches, but as one moves to sparser canopies the effects of horizontal 

rays become more significant. Increased latitude will also give an increased significance to the 

horizontal light component. The use of leaf angle distributions (adjusted by Cos(elevation) for 

flat surface models) in either approach can be used to calculate radiation interception 

accurately, so little improvement in rigour may actually be evident, although the approach 

outlined here avoids the multiplication by, directly followed by the division by Cos(elevation). 

Figure 5.10. shows the light environment for a homogenous canopy. The rate of 

attenuation with height is broadly as expected, but within each horizontal layer there is 

unwanted variation. Since the canopy is homogenous, one would expect the model to produce 

a flat response surface (as in level 11, before attenuation) for each vertical level. However, a 

degree of variation of around 10 W m 2  is evident in each mid-canopy layer as a striping in 

line with the x columns. This would appear to be related to the hexagonal tile structure, and as 

such would appear to be the result of an error in calculation. Both level 8 and level 9 also 

show some edge effects, with a band of unusually high values to the left side of the grid, and a 

dip towards the nearest edges as viewed. It is unlikely that these edge effects will have a great 

effect on model behaviour if a sufficiently large grid size is used, but they are a cause for 

some concern. A significant amount of time has been spent trying to trace the source of these 

errors with no success. 

Heterogeneity 

One of the key features of the modelling framework is that it should be able to represent 

heterogeneity of the environment. The critical effect of heterogeneity on models is illustrated 

by Yatrebov (1996) where the introduction of heterogeneity significantly altered the dynamics 

of modelled monospecific stands. In the "Ecospace" model, heterogeneity of microclimate is 

evident in 3 dimensions surrounding and within the plant. The use of contour plots for the 

presentation of results allows one to see the general patterns of heterogeneity, but covers the 

fine scale variation between tiles. 

Heterogeneity, particularly of the light environment, at ground level is critical to the 

dynamics of establishment. In the multi-individual simulation presented, the four plants can be 
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seen to have modified the light environment significantly, producing a range of light habitats 

from full light to near darkness. It is likely that the closure of the canopy would reduce the 

total light environment to the extent that the ground surface becomes near homogenous. This 

is much as expected for the real system (Delany, 1953). However, heterogeneity of the light 

environment is introduced as one moves towards the top of the canopy, allowing the 

development of plants on the woody Calluna stems, It is felt that the model has achieved its 

goal of producing heterogeneity at a suitable scale within the stand, although confidence in the 

sub-models is not complete. 

8.4 Plant growth 

It is demonstrated that this approach can produce growth rates broadly as expected. The 

individual plant growth sub-model performs adequately within standard conditions. Only a 

single growth form (gtbrm[sp]=1) is demonstrated dynamically with the full model in Chapter 

7, but the central stem-limited form (gforrn[sp]=O) is demonstrated in Chapter 6, growing in 

fixed conditions. The phototrophic form (gform[sp]=2) at present is performing poorly due to 

inadequate parameterisation, but since its form is determined by microclimatic conditions it 

could be a very suitable form for the model framework. 

It is demonstrated in section 7.4 that several individuals can grow and compete within 

the model grid, modifying microclimate over time. However, since the model is at present 

largely unvalidated, such simulations have little more ecological implication than a three-

dimensional cellular automaton. With adequate parameterisation and validation, the model 

could be used to represent interactions between specific species under different scenarios. 

Variation in results 

The model produces results in the form of distributions of potential growth, due to the use of 

stochastic sub-models. If we compare this form of results to models giving a single result, we 

must ask the question of where on the distribution does that single result lie? In addition we 

must be certain that the generated single result is representative of the distribution. Two 

sources of variation, the weather and spatial growth sub-models have been identified, and it is 

suggested that these are separated by the use of different random number generators. Both 

these sources of variation have a similar magnitude of effect in the model, which is consistent 

with the variation due to weather and phenotypic variation. 
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The sensitivity of the model to normal variation in the weather has significant 

implications for comparative ecological studies. If the model is representative of the real 

growth system then the extent of the year to year variation in single site performance must be 

considered. Most production studies are carried out for less than four years and it is doubtful 

whether this would be a reasonable sample if the model results are representative. The 

production results of Summers (1978) show a high degree of variation between 3 successive 

years at the same sites, with significant variation between years, as described in the results 

section. This supports the model results, although with such a small sample size it is hard to 

determine the appropriate scale of variation. It is possible that the inclusion of growth 

limitations will reduce the extent of the variation due to weather. 

It is interesting that the extent of the year to year variation is such that there is no 

clear difference in growth rates between sites at either end of the country (with identical 

weather patterns), despite the significantly different radiation regimes. It was hoped that these 

radiation regimes could be related to plant structure (e.g. greater vertical component of light at 

lower latitude), but the shading induced by the fixed structures applied was too great at all 

latitudes. This is much as might be expected for the shade intolerant Calluna, although it is 

interesting that the gap size (approx. 0.866 in per side) did not allow in sufficient light for 

growth. Would a real plant die in these conditions? Since one can observe individual plants 

which are still living, but which have shown virtually no growth for years due to some limiting 

factor, this seems unlikely. Plant death will be discussed shortly. Real measurements of 

production across the length of the country suffer from variation due to weather and soil type 

and as such give little information as to the correct results, but remain within broadly the same 

range. 

The sensitivity of the model to different spatial allocation strategies in the plant 

implies that the structure of an individual has an effect on plant growth even in the absence of 

neighbours. This supports the modelling approach, but underlines the need for an accurate 

spatial plant growth sub-model. In the real system plants have plastic responses to 

environmental factors, resulting in phenotypic variation about the genotype, and it is 

appropriate that we capture this dynamic plant strategy rather than treat individuals as 

idealised unresponsive forms. The spatial growth model used in the simulations presented in 

the results section (g/brm[]=1) is responsive to wind pruning, but not to light. It is hoped that 

the use of the phototropic form (gft'rrn[]=2),  by minimising the use of random numbers for 

tile selection, and closer mimicking of the real plant allocation system will reduce the 

variation. In theory the model individuals are all genetically identical. We would expect, 

therefore, an identical response to the same conditions. Nevertheless, variation in 
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environmental conditions can produce variation in growth form with accompanying effects on 

growth rate. It is hard to quantify the extent of this variation, since it must be separated from 

genotypic variation, and thus hard to determine an acceptable level of variation due to 

variations in form. Here, a problem of complexity arises in the model, complicating the 

process of determining the variation due to variation in form independently of the varying 

abiotic variables, since ideally the abiotic variation will drive the variation in form. It is 

essential that this problem be addressed and an acceptable level of variation determined. 

Abiolic change 

Although the model broadly performs well, the investigation into the effects of 

climatic warming reveals a drawback in the model's present state. A key feature of this model 

is that it can theoretically be applied to the prediction of the effects of changes in climate on 

vegetation. In its present state the model appears to produce counter-intuitive results. Growth 

limitations due to water and nutrient limitation are not presently included, and, where climatic 

conditions permit, the plants will grow excessively. At present, the model growth is actually 

potential growth in the absence of these limitations. The crop surface photosynthesis model of 

de Wit (1959) assumed radiation to be the only limiting factor and predicted potential 

production rates greater than twice actual production for grass in the Netherlands; a difference 

which is largely attributed to water shortage in the summer months and low temperature in the 

winter months. 

It is not clear whether the inclusion of these limitations would prevent the model from 

behaving unreasonably, but it seems unlikely. The complexity of plant response to abiotic 

change must be taken into account. Plants may not be expected to respond similarly in the 

short and long term, due to acclimation to the new conditions. Phenotypic plasticity of 

response can allow plants to survive in sub-optimal habitats (Bradshaw & Hardwick, 1989). 

Thus we would expect a change in the photosynthetic response over time with long-term 

change, although the mechanisms underlying this are not yet known. In addition, one would 

expect a change in allocation patterns within the plant. Parsons et at, (1994) studied the 

responses of four sub-Arctic dwarf shrubs, Empetrum hermaphroditum, Vaccinium vitis-

idaea, V uliginosum and V. myrtillus to elevated CO2, temperature and nutrients. No change in 

total above-ground biomass was observed in response to elevated temperature, but a 

significant change in allocation towards more wood occurred in all species. Such a change 

would reduce the rate of expansion of the model plants under elevated temperature. 
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Most worrying is the lack of any sign of limitation of plant size or structure. It was 

hoped that these would be emergent properties, but in the model's present state the plants 

continue to grow until they fill the grid, causing unreasonable behaviour. It would be 

inappropriate to apply any exterior limitation until water and nutrient limitations and plasticity 

of growth rate and partitioning have been modelled and the model behaviour examined. 

The problem of climate change has already been addressed at the individual level 

using forest gap models (Solomon 1986; Pastor & Post, 1988; Bonan et al, 1990). Although 

these models suffer from the theoretical limitations described in Chapters 2 and 6, and 

underestimate heterogeneity, they can still be used to generate potentially useful results. 

Although these results may not be absolutely accurate, they can give a good indication of 

some the species likely to be present in the new conditions. The same can be said for the 

simple use of Holdridge life zones (Hoidridge, 1967) by Smith et al (1992) to give a broad 

indication of potential plant types, although no effect of latitude can be represented. The use 

of the complex "Ecospace" approach is, at present, a long way from producing useful results 

for the prediction of climate change, but could still work in the future, providing inputs or 

responding to the complex GCMs used to simulate potential weather patterns. The complex 

spatial model of Mou and Fahey (1993) is also considered by the authors to be inappropriate 

for studies of climate change due to inadequate validation. If climate change proceeds as 

predicted (IPCC, 1990), the need for accurate predictions will remain for at least several 

decades, allowing the development of a useful complex mechanistic approach. 

Plant survival and allocation 

Selection in and between communities is ultimately determined by survival at whichever scale 

is chosen, and this survival is directly related to the suitability of the plant strategy for the 

conditions experienced by that plant or group of plants. Mortality is frequently modelled as a 

random process or an age-related process, such that plants die independently of their 

physiological state at the time of dying. In order to represent the process of selection a more 

mechanistic approach is required. An alternative approach is to relate stochastic mortality to 

the growth rate, as in forest gap models, but although this is an improvement on purely 

stochastic models it does not deal directly with the process of plant death. 

In the "Ecospace" model, mortality is represented as a constant stochastic rate 

representing herbivory and trampling plus an age dependent stochastic rate. In addition to 

these rates, which in all but a few cases will allow plants to live until they senesce, a mortality 
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rate linked to the sugar pool is used to kill plants which are no longer energetically feasible. It 

was hoped that this could be used to generate selective mortality. However, the mechanisms of 

plant survival near the point of death are not fully known. The model plants, especially the 

smaller and establishing individuals, often tread a fine line between a positive and a negative 

energy balance. Model individuals are allowed a period of negative energy balance defined by 

the variable stress_tol[spJ, and this can be adjusted empirically until plants die at the required 

rate. However, this is an approximation of a more complex process which we do not fully 

understand. It must be remembered also that plant death can occur for reasons other than 

energetic unfeasibility, particularly water and nutrient stress, and so in the present state of the 

model plant survival might be expected to be higher than otherwise. 

Resource allocation within the plant is a key issue here. In a model such as this, with 

a delicate energy balance, it is essential that the partitioning of photosynthate, the storage and 

consequent utilisation, and the sacrifice of plant parts through dieback and leaf fall be 

adequately modelled. At present the function controlling partitioning between wood and leaf is 

dependent only on time after budburst, and the ratio of above-ground to below-ground 

allocation is set constant. This simplification and lack of dynamic response to stressful 

conditions ignores the complexity of species survival strategies, and is likely to affect the 

timing and rate of mortality. As such, the rates of mortality generated in the model will only be 

proportional to the real mortality at best. This is a very serious drawback with regards 

modelling competition between plants, although a simpler probability or growth rate related 

model could be substituted if a better treatment of resource allocation fails to reduce the 

energetic unfeasibility of plants. 

Plant density and allocation 

In the model runs presented and throughout the model development it has been evident that the 

rules for spatial growth are inadequate for all conditions. Plant growth is permitted in places 

where a real plant would not necessarily allocate material, particularly in the lower levels of 

the canopy. this may occur for one of two reasons. Firstly, the plant growth form may allocate 

growth in these positions. This may be limited by the use of a more mechanistically based 

growth form such as the phototropic form, which allocates to the volumes with the greatest 

illumination. Alternatively the plant may grow in unsuitable space because of material added 

in the recursive application of surplus growth which occurs in the growth sub-model when 

potential growth is blocked. This is a necessary safeguard for the growth model, ensuring that 
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in any time-step the appropriate amount of growth is allocated. However, this stage of growth 

application should ideally be avoided by the use of a more suitable growth allocation strategy. 

No evidence of self-thinning is shown by the plants in the model. Indeed it is possible 

for plants to overfill the grid before stopping growth. Again this indicates that aspects of the 

spatial allocation of resources is inadequate, although it must be borne in mmd that the 

majority of runs so far have been with isolated individuals. Some limitation on the maximum 

size of the plant with age , to represent the limitations of physical structure would be 

desirable. A variable of this type, zmax[ageclass], was used in the early development of the 

model, but this was removed because it seemed, like the dome form, to be limiting growth 

externally rather than internally. Problems of leaf fall distribution, leaf allocation, partitioning 

and stress strategies require to be addressed before a truly realistic plant shape is generated. 

At present the model fails to represent plant spatial growth accurately. 

Domes and the model 

The dome form was developed in response to field observations. The concept of a plant 

growth form which operates for a number of individuals is of interest, but the cause and effect 

of the processes must be considered. It is probable that the individuals comprising a dome 

adopt the form as a result of directional growth responses to unevenly distributed 

environmental variables rather than as a result of any predetermined strategy which can 

determine the plants position within a dome. The dome as applied in the model would therefore 

be an external structure imposed to simulate the effects of variables which are already 

explicitly represented. This runs contrary to the general modelling philosophy used herein, 

which is based on the principle of the model behaviour being determined from the behaviour of 

the components of the model. The approach invariably produced dome shaped plant canopies, 

but one cannot be sure whether these domes are in the right location or whether the conditions 

modelled would produce such well defined domes. A more desirable approach would be the 

one used in growth form two, where the plant grows towards the light, while at the same time 

plant material is lost from the more exposed extremities. One would expect these contrary 

factors to reach a point of equilibrium defining a surface which could easily be dome shaped. 

At present this growth form is not fully calibrated and tested, although it has demonstrated 

initial behavioural validity. 

The potential for the model to deal with moving vegetation is of particular importance 

for Calluna based ecosystems, where the senescing stage provides the microclimate for the 

first pioneers of a new vegetation cycle. The use of the dome form to control this process, even 
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if not used for active limitation, might be of use, although again the process is very likely to be 

a predictable result of stem mechanical properties. This area appears at present to be a low 

priority, since it is more important to ensure that the more straightforward aspects of plant 

competition are functioning correctly. 

8.5 Potential improvements 

The "Ecospace" model is at present in an incomplete state, and requires a number of 

alterations and additions in order to be of practical use. The model is presently at a point 

where a water transport sub-model could reasonably be inserted. The conditions for 

evaporation and transport for each above-ground tile are known. It would be possible to link 

the precipitation generator to a soil water transport sub-model, allowing the direct treatment of 

root competition for uptake. Inputs and outputs for an individual plant could thus be 

represented and its water balance calculated dynamically. 

In addition a number of other possible additions have been considered in order that the 

model should more explicitly represent the processes of plant competition. These are listed 

below. 

Decomposition, nutrient release. Some dynamic soil based representation of the 

decomposition of ground litter, and conversion into spatially distributed free nutrients. 

Spatial root growth sub-model. Growth of the roots according to a spatial sub-

model, allowing interaction with local nutrient and water availability. It is not clear at present 

whether a branching system or a tile-based system would be most appropriate. 

Expansion of spatial plant description to include more detail on the spatial 

distribution of age, leading to an improved litter fall model. At present, all long shoots within 

the same tile are assumed to be of an equal age and all short shoots are assumed to be the 

same age. This simplification was necessary due the data structures required to implement the 

model. 

Completion of geometry for moving plant parts. A sub-model calculating the 

movement of plant parts attached to stems, allowing the simulation of the spreading and 

canopy thinning observed in older heather plants has been written, but not as yet linked to the 

modelling framework. Routines driving this movement would also be required. As stated 

earlier, this is a low priority. 

Improvement or validation of local leaf/air temperature model. The current 

temperature sub-model seems mechanistically unsatisfying, and may need to be replaced. 
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Derivation of transfer coefficients/turbulence properties from grid structure. The 

adequate simulation of within-canopy transfer of heat, momentum and water depends on the 

calculation of transfer coefficients (K-values). At present no method exists to generate these 

from model plant structure, and use is limited to stands with field measurements. 

Improvement of photosynthesis sub-model to use more general equations. The 

correlative model used at present is suitable only for Calluna, and a more general and 

hopefully more flexible model of photosynthesis would be desirable. 

Separation of random number generators used for the weather and spatial growth 

sub-models, allowing more rigorous analysis of variation. 

The model could also be improved by more radical changes, taking into account the 

lessons learned during this project. These are listed below. 

Improved code and data structures. At present the model is limited by the existing 

computer code. It is felt that this could be considerably improved by a specialist programmer. 

The use of a simpler grid structure. At the moment the grid calculation seem too 

rigorous for the model. Williams (1996) uses arrays to hold the radiation interception by 

single tiles rather than direct calculation. Perhaps this method could be used. Alternatively, the 

pseudo-dodecahedrons suggested in section 8.2 could be implemented, thus also increasing the 

rigour of the grid structure. 

The inclusion of changes in grid scale with height to compensate for problems of 

scale within the community. This is a complex problem and requires much thought. 
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8.6 Conclusions 

The model has been designed as a prototype model in order to test the practicality of the 

spatial modelling approach. It has been demonstrated that is both possible and practical to 

model dynamic vegetation processes at the individual level with explicit spatial representation 

of plant structure and microclimate. At present, all the sub-models perform reasonably within 

narrow limits. However, difficulties with the light model ( occasional untraced edge effects), 

and also problems with the growth model which led to high vegetation densities require 

attention before other aspects of the model are developed further. 

This modelling study has nevertheless illuminated the potential of this spatial 

modelling approach to the study of vegetation dynamics. Consequently it is recommended that 

this approach be continued, and developed further. This might involve development of the 

current code or the development of new code based on a different grid system. In addition, 

such an approach will require extensive field studies to fill in the significant knowledge gaps 

we currently have, or at least allow reasonable estimates to cover these gaps. When faced with 

an ecological problem, the complex spatial approach should be considered alongside other 

modelling approaches. 

The modelling approach used in 'Ecospace" does not necessarily bring with it any 

increased accuracy of prediction. Gaps in knowledge leave obvious gaps in the model, leading 

to error. In addition, the errors from each sub-model could be additive. However, the rigorous 

approach avoids bias introduced by simpler models, with spatiotemporal heterogeneity giving 

a distribution of results which could potentially allow greater biodiversity and a more realistic 

simulation of vegetation than permitted in other models. 
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Appendix 

"Ecospace" model listing 

The model listing is given here in abridged form, with some of the functions not directly 

involved in the processes described in this thesis (data input functions and those for 

calculating the movement of trunks of vegetation through the grid) edited out for clarity. 

Functions are listed alphabetically. A full model listing is obtainable on request from the 

author. The program is written in the ANSI C language, largely using a few simple 

commands. A tree of model functions is presented below. First the main() program is shown, 

followed by four extensions to the tree in alphabetical order, estab_masterO, zndiv_masrer, 

lighr_regime() and overhexO. Dotted lines indicate a function which calls one or more other 

functions. 

Function calling structure 

main() 	set_upO 	anewlyprogrammedata() 
read_dataA() 
read_dataB() 
read_dataC() 
read _climdata() 
dome—data( 
randinput() 
initialiseB() 
light_regime() ..... see below 

snow masterØ 
absdens_updateO 
embdens_update() 
abiotic() 	season master().....sun_month() 

light_regime() ..... see below 
soiltemp() 
weather master().....normal distribution() 

wind direction() ..... normal _distributionO 
wind—master( wind_profile() wind _htO 

wind_rough() 
exposureØ light_pathO 

light 	shaft()................ 
temp_record() 

phenologyO 	dormant _calc() 
estab_master() ....................................... see below 
indiv_master() ........................................ see below 
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dome_master() 	domegenerate() 	domerefresh() 	overhex().................... 
dfilI() 

domeallocate() 
domegrow() 	dome_align() 	domerefresh() 

domerefreshO 
move_master() ..................................... currently disabled & not listed 
litter master() 	litter create() 

browning() 	hcalc() 
litter _level() 
litter fall() 

outmaster() ..... controls output, not listed 
end of main program 

estab_master() ..... germinate() 	germ—gap( 
seedbank() 
estinitialise() 
germ—rate( 

establishment() 	est_lirnits() 	responseph() sindistribution() 
responsesm() sindistribution() 

estkill() 
indivremove() 
indivinitialise() ..... xyconvertB() stathexcord() 

slinegenerate()..... 
sgradcalc() 

shexpoint_test() 

.indiv_masterØ.....temp_regime() 

est_growO.. 

growth_gen()..... 

mortality() 
grow()..... 

greengrow()..... 

tempvar() 
embtemp_update() 
radcalc() 
temp_leaf() 
hcalc() 
phot_inputs() 
estphoto() 
estresp() 
photosyntheather... hcalc() 

tempvaro ..... 
lvar()..... 
phot_long() 
phot_short() 
prod error() 

respiration() tempvar()..... 
{soil_limits() ..... } response smØ 

responseph() 
response nit() 
responsephoso ... 

classif'_age() 
indkill() 
store() 
senesctest() 
partition() 	rootgrow() 
potentialindivgrow. .senesctest() 

sindistribution() 
sindistribution() 

sindistribution() 
sindistribution() 
sindistribution() 
sindistribution() 
sindistribution() 

rootdome()................. 
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in greengrow.. 	 potformzero()..... 

esmoothdisc() 
potformone()..... 
potfromtwo()..... 
ddens_generate() 
pressuredome() 

appliedindivgrow() nextscanA() 
esmoothdd() 

surplusindivgrow() nextscanA() 
newtile() 
esmoothdd() 

dens_update() 	occtrigger() 
part_again() 
zenterzero() 

woodgrow() 	pot—wood( 
appliedindivgrow() ..... as above 
surplusindivgrow() ..... as above 
dens_updates.....as above 

overhex() ...... see below 
newtile() 

nextscanB() 

newhextwo() 

xyconvertA() 

.light_regimeØ.....light_directs... lightpath() 
light shaft() 	stathexcordO 

s1inegenerate... 
lintersects()..... 
light _horiz() 
lvert_distribute() 
ledgend() 

light_attenuationQ. . . .kcalc() 
lembed() 

light_diffuse() 	lightpath() 
light_shaft() 	stathexcord() 

slinegenerate() 
lintersects() 
light _horiz() 
lvertdistribute() 
ledgend() 

soc() 
light—attenuation( kcalc() 

lembed() 

sgradcalc() 
dist_calc() 

sgradcalc() 
dist_calc() 

..overhexO... hexcordO 
cpoint_testØ 
cside_test() 
cintersectso 
circhexarea() csmalldisc() 

tcalc() 
csegment() 
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Model listing 

Where possible comments (/*COMMENT*/)  have been highlighted in italics and function 

declarations and calls highlighted in bold. 

/*"ECOSPA C'E. C"A THREE DIMENSIONAL ECOSYSTEM MODEL */ 

I*DEFINE AND INCLUDE STATEMENTS. .ALTER RUN SPECIFICATIONS HERE........ 
#defme RUNNTJMI3ER 1 /* 	run label 	*/ 
#define NTIMES 2201 1* 	run time 	I 
#define LIGHTCUT 1 /*—option-0-full light, 1-occ tiles only,2_simple*I 

define WThJDCUT 0 1* option 0-daily, I monthly */ 
#defme EXPOCUT 1.0 /*option 0-full exp 1-no directional ray tracing*I 
#defme TEMPCUT 0.0 /*OPTION 0-FULL TEMP, lTfl[][]temperature[]*I 
#define SETTILE 600 /*---number tiles per mdiv 
#defme SETDTILE 1000 /*_number  tiles per dome 
define HEXX 12 1* 	number tiles in x dimension 	I 
define 1-IEXY 12 1*_number  tiles in y dim. _I 

#define I-ffiXZ 15 I 	number tiles in z dim. 	I 
#define NSPECS 5 /* 	of species _number 	_/ 
#define SETINDIV 200 1* 	number of individuals 	I 
#defme NDOIvS SETh.IDIV /* 	number of domes 	*/ 
#define NACLASS 10 1*_max  number ageclasses _I 
#defineNSDE 10 1* 	number of sides of hex--6 	I 
#define NVERTEX NSE 1* 	number of vertices 	/ 
define NEST 20 1*_max.  number of est.p_lants per tile*/ 

#defme LICOR 0.8 /*—correction for x bias in light *1 
#defme WEATHPERIOD 4.0 /*_average length of period of weather*/ 
#defme WCAL 0.35 /*—calibrates wind generator wherc<0*/ 
#defme RESULTSFORM&T 0.0 /* controls output append or overwrite*/ 
#defme SIDESCALE 5.0 1* length of a hex side in cm.*/ 
#defme STAF.JDAY 110.0 /*_day of year to start run*/ 
#defme STARTYEAR 1990.0 /*_year  to start run*/ 
#define GROWTI-ISPEED 500.0 1*_simple  rapid constant growth*/ 
#defme CONVERT 3846.1538461 	 1*_scaling  factor*/ 
I/define CONVERTP 38.46 1538461 	/* scaling factor*/ 
#define P1(22.0/7.0) /*_pi*/ 
I/define B 2.7182818 /* e*/ 
I/define TYPEOUTPIJT 0.0 	/* 0 outputr() only, I outputv() only, 2 both */ 
#defme NN 10000.0 /*number  of units dens per tile*/ 
I/define ATOPT 0.0 
I/define GERM 0.05 /Ksp independent germ rate*/ 
#defme LIMIT 1.0 /*proportions  1 limiting factor only ---to 0 additive*/ 
I/define R 8.3144 1* gas constant J/Klmol*/ 
#define T 293.15 1* standard  temp*/ 
I/define SB 0.000000056703 /* Stefan-Boltzmann constant*/ 
I/define C 1012.0 /*specific  heat air I/kg/K *1 
I/defme BSTEP 10.0 /*number  of slices radial sky for light model*/ 
#define CK 273.15 /*conversion  degrees Cl Kelvin*/ 
I/define DCON 10000.0 /*nulnber  of units dens per tile*/ 
I/define cbrt(x) (pow((x),(double)(1.0/3.0))) 1* no cube root in C library *1 

/*libraries*/ 
I/include <stdio.h> 
I/include <stdlib.h> 
I/include <math.h> 

/* 	 DEFINE GLOBAL VARIABLES 	*/ 

mt absdensI-IEXX][HEXY][HEXZ], /*holds  density of given tile */ 
aclass, 	/* age class counter */ 
ageclass[SETINDIV], 	 1* age class of mdiv *1 
baseht[NDOIvIES], 	/* ht at which dome leaves ground surface*/ 
botht[SETllDIV], 	/* ht at which mdiv leaves ground surface*/ 
bud[SETThIDIV], 	 I' records annual budburst*/ 
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c_cover[24], 	/thourly percentage cloud—covert! 
class[NSPECIES][NACLASS], ! boundaries of age classes for each species ! 

ftday of year*! 
dcheck, 	/* used to check if dome or mdiv */ 
due, 	 ! counter for dome occupied tiles *1 

display, 	ft controls output format *f 

dens[SETll'lDIV][SETTllE], /tindiv density per hex tile *f 

ddens[SETll'DIV][SETTThE],/tincrement on dens[jper timestept/ 
ddensoverlap[SETJNDIY][SETTTh,E],/*potentjal incr on dens per timestept/ 
densopt[NSPECIES], 	f*optimum  density to which a sp will fill tile*! 
densmax[NSPECIES], 	! max density to which a sp will till a tile */ 
dietimeNSPECWS], 	 /tmax lifetime in days after onset senenscencet! 
dome, 	/* dome number*! 
domedens[NDOMBS][SETDTILE], /* dens covered by dome*/ 
domenumber[SETINDJV], ! number of dome occupied by mdiv */ 
domethreshold[NSPECIES], !tz ht. at which an mdiv of sp becomes a dome*! 
dormancy[SETThDIV, 	/tactiveO, doniiant=l to check phase*! 
edgez, 	!*topmost point of light shaft in grid nr edge */ 
embeddens[HEXZ], 	 !*mean absdens for zlayert! 
en[HEXZ], 	 !*number of tiles in embedding layer*! 
estdens[NEST][HEXX][HEXY], /tdens of establishing seedlings in ground hex*! 
estpressNIEST][HEXX]HEXYJ, !*cumulative stress guage for establishing plt/ 
estspNEST][HEXXJI-IEXY], / species of establishing seedlings in ground hex*! 
flower[SETINDIV], 	 ! test for presence or absence of flowering *1 
flowera_on[NSPECIES], 	/* day of year start of first flowering*! 
flowera_offfNSPECIES], 	/* day of year end of first flowering*! 
flowerbon[NSPECIES], 	! day of year start of second floweringt/ 
flowerb_oIffNSPECIESJ, 	ft day of year end of second floweringt/ 
germ1imitNSPEClES], ftdensity of vegetation which stops genninationt/ 
gfomiNSPECmS], 	 ft growth form of species *1 
gogerm[NSPECmS], 	 /ttest for genii possibility in tile*! 
hex, 	 /* hex tile number */ 
htemp[50], 	 I temp history record */ 
mdiv, 	/* individual number */ 
intcount, 	 / counter for intersects with hex side*! 
isleaf[SETll'DIVJ, 	 !ttotal mdiv short shoots in denst/ 
iwood[SET1NDIV], 	 /ttotal mdiv wood dens*! 
life[SETINDIV], 	 !tlife=l alive ,lifeO dead */ 
lightweeks, 	 !*counter for time between light regime calcst! 
litonground, 	!ttotal ground surface litter*! 
litoffground, 	!*total above ground dead material*! 
litter_dens[HEXX][HEXY]{HEXZ], !*_proportion of tile filled with dead veg_t! 

lshoot_age[SETIND1V[SETTJLE], !*mean  long shoot age per tile*! 
ltest, 	!* used to check if light or movement *! 
maxhtNDOMESJ, 	 ft top height of dome *f 
ma,maxy, 	 ft max limits to light path scan 
minx,miny, 	 I min limits to light path scan *f 
moisture[HEXX][I-IEXY}[HEXZ], 	!* water content of soil (or on leaf) in tile * 
month, 	ft month of year t! 
msicount, 	 !* counter for sides enclosed by moving hex *! 
msidenum[NSIDE], 	 !* stores side nuiiihcrs *! 
msidestartmem[NSIDE], 	!* stores vertices starting sides enclosed *! 
naclass, 	!t total number of ageclasses *! 
ndile, 	!* total number of tiles occupied by a dome *! 
ndome, 	!* total number of domes*! 
nexthex[2]9J[3], 	 !* used to describe neighbouring hex tiles *! 
Nextvert[7]={0,2,3,4,5,6,1},!t holds order of numbered hex sides *! 
newdome, 	 !t counter for domes created in a timestep *! 
nindiv, 	!* total number of individuals*/ 
nndornetile[NDOMES], 	!* number of tiles presently occupied by dome*! 
nntile[SETThIDIV], 	 !* stores number of tiles presently occupied*! 
npdometileNDOMES], 	!* number of potential dome tiles occupied*! 
nptile[SETINDIV], 	!* stores number of potential tiles occupiedt/ 

ft total number of speciest/ 
nt, 	 ft total length of run tf 
ntile, 	 ft number of tiles occupied by mdiv * 
nx,ny,nz, 	 ft hexagonal grid dimensions tf 
occthresholdNSPECIFSJ, 	ft tile density allowing seeding of neighbours*! 
perc, 	!*stores  probability of rain between days*! 
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point[NVERTEX], 	 /* records vertices inside shape being tested */ 
potdens_overlap[SETINDIV][SETTILE],/* potential dens overlap per tile*/ 
ppt_prob[12], 	 /*daily probability of rain*/ 
potvol_overlap[I-1EXX][llEXY{I-IEXZJ, 	/*potelltial XYscale volume per tile*/ 
press_tolNSPECffiS, 	I*max  stress for seedlings*/ 
rdensum[SETThJDIV], 	/*total excess dens per indiv*/ 
root_add[}ThXX][HEXY]T-ffiXZ], 	I*tot pot press on rootspace per tile time t/ 
root_t0taIEHEXXJ[HEXY][HEXZ],/*tot press on space per tile time t1 / 
scount, 	 1* counter for enclosed hex sides */ 
seed_reserve[NSPECS], 	/*total  avaiable seed carbohydrate*/ 
senesc_age[NSPECIES], 	/*ageclass  at which senescence starts*/ 
setupp, 	/*switch for simple light for set up'/ 
set_xcordtopsol[SETINDIV, 1* initial x,y coords for individuals */ 

setj'cordtopsol[SETINDIV], 
sicount, 	/ counter for enclosed hex sides */ 
sidestartNSIDE], 	 I stores vertices starting sides enclosed */ 
snowht, 	/*depth snow in z layers*/ 
sp, 	 1* species number */ 
specics[SETIND]IV], 	/ species of individual */ 
s5[HEXZ], 	 /*number  of short shoots at level z *1 
sshoot_age[SETll'D1V], /*short  shoot age in days from budburst*/ 
sshootdens[SETllDJV][SETTfl.,E], /*short shoot density per tilc*/ 
ssidestartmem[NSDE], 	/ stores vertices starting sides crossed */ 
statsicount, 	/ counter for sides enclosed by stat hex */ 
statsidenum[NSiDE], 	/ stores side numbers */ 
sfressdaysNSPECS], 	/*nurnber  of days zero growth likely to kill*/ 
storeshort[SETJNDIV], 	/ counts number of days with no storage*/ 
t, 	 1* timestep counter I 
t_age[SETINDIV], 	 1* age of individual in timesteps / 
test, 	 /* holds run number */ 
tile, 	 / counter for tiles occupied by mdiv * 
topht[SETINDIVJ, 	 /* highest z level occupied by an individual */ 
tot_roots[SETINDIV], 	1* total root dens per mdiv *, 
tot_shoots[SETINDTV], 	/ total shoot dens per mdiv *1 
utilise[NSPECIES], 	/*fraction  of sugar pool used l''all 4 quarter*/ 
weekday, 	 /*counter  for days of week*/ 
woodens[SETThTDIVJ[SETTILE], /* dens of woody stems per tile*/ 
woodgrowth[SETJNDIV], 	/*amount of woody material grown per tstep*/ 
x,y,z, 	/ spatial co-ordinates in hexagonal grid */ 
xcord[SETINDIV] EHEXZ], /* spatial co-ordinates of the centre of an - 

ycord[SETll'lD1V]ftXZ], 	1* individual at level z in hexagonal grid */ 
xdomeNDOIvlIES], 	 /* spatial co-ords of dome centre in hex grid*/ 

ydome[NDOMES], 
xempty[SETINDIV][SET]NDIV], /* holds co-ords of colonisable hexes around */ 

yempty[SETINDIV][SETINDIV], / an individual */ 

I holds coords occupied by individual */ 

zhex[SETThIDW][SETTThE],/* holds coords occupied by a dome / 
thexdome[NDOIvffiS][SETDTlIE}, 
yhexdome[NDOIviES][SETDTILE], 

zhexdome[NDOMES] [SETDTILE], 
year, 	 1* year real time I 

zmax[NSPECIES][NACLASS], / max height for species in ageclass 
ztoplitHEXX]I-IEXY], 	1* first ascending z layer without litter*/ 
ztop_soil[HEXX][HEXY]; 	1* first ascending z layer without soil */ 

long rano; 	 l holds random nurnber*/ 

float altitude[20J, /*hourly solar altitude*/ 
azimuth[20], ,/*hourly solar azimuth*/ 
be, 	 /*intersect of horizontal light trace*/ 
bgrad, 	/*gradient of horizontal light trace*/ 
budtemp[NSPECIES], /*temp threshold for budburst*/ 
budlight[NSPECIES], /*dayhours  threshold for budburst*/ 
cloudhours, 	 /* daily hours cloud*/ 
dayhours, /*number  of hours of sunlight*/ 
discthick[SETII'TDIV][IEXZ}, /*disc  thickness at level zV 
dormtemp[NSPECIES], /*temp threshold for dormancy*/ 
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dtemp, /*holds  sunset tern pI 
ec, /*intersect of vertical light trace*/ 
egrad, /*gradient of vertical light trace*/ 
embed_temp[HEXZ], /*rnean  temp per zlayer above grnd in degrees C*/ 
est_prodNESTJHEXXIHEXY], 	/*cumulative  production for est indiv*/ 
expo[HEXX] EHEXYI [HEXZ], 	/ exposure index of each hex */ 
expoliniitNSPECIES], /*exposure  maximum for germlestablishing*/ 
fallrateNSPECIES][12], /*rate  of litter fall per day for month*/ 
germrate[NSPEClES], /*both counter for,and actual germination rate*/ 
gh,gl,gt, /*global values of hh,ll,tt- see phot_inputQ*/ 
growth[SETllDIV], /*growth per timestep 	/ 
hdisp, /*dist  on X,Y grid from Xlight,Ylight to near edge of hex column*/ 
hlength, /*dist  on X,Y grid from Xlight,Ylight to far edge of hex column*/ 
htconstant[NSPECwS], /*proportion  of plant in dome to control*/ 
hv_ratio[NSPECIES], /*proportion  of vertical growth */ 
lhoursgerm[NSPECIES], /*dayhours  threshold for germination*/ 
light_germ[NSPECIES], /*light threshold for germination *1 
lingrow[NSPECIES], growth limitation gforml / 
ltEI)O(][I-XY]ftXZJ, /*visible  light available at each tile*/ 
1t_optNSPECmSJ, /'sp specific opt light*/ 
lt_max[NSPECIES], /sp specific max light*/ 
lt_min[NSPECIES], /"sp specific min light*/ 
ltweight[NSPECIES], 	/*weighting  for light/shoot growth response*/ 
masslitter, /*dens/dry mass convertion for litter *1 
masswood, /*dens/dry mass convertion for wood */ 
masshoot, /*dens/dry mass convertion for leaves */ 
mavail [SETIND1VJ, /*available  moisture for indiv*/ 
mcNSIDE], /c in equation for moving hex side*/ 
mgradNSIDE], /*gradient of moving hex side */ 
min_prodNSPECIES], /*rninimurn  prod for estahlishment*/ 
navail[SETINDIV], /*available  nitrogen for indiv*/ 
newgrow[NSPECIES], /*ratio  new versus old growth for sp. / 
nighttemp, /*store  for temp from previous night*/ 
nirEHEXX][HEXY]{HEXZ], /*nir  light available at each tile*/ 
nir_dif[20], 	/*diffuse  near infra red per hour Wrn2*/ 
nir_dir[20], 	/*dfrect near infra red per hour Wm_2*/ 
nitrogenft1EXX[HEXY][BEXZ], 	/*available  nitogen per tile*/ 
nit_opt[NSPECIES, /"sp specific opt nitrogen*/ 
nit_max[NSPECIES], /sp specific max nitrogen*/ 
nit_min[NSPECIES], I*sp specific min nitrogen*/ 
par_dif[20J, 	/*diffuse  visible light per hour Wrn 2*/ 
par_dir[20}, 	/*direct visible light per hour Wm 2*/ 
part_start{SE1]NDIVI, /*start ratio leaf/wood i.e 1.00 all leaf*/ 
pavail[SETINDJV], /*available  phosphorous for indiv*/ 
p_fractNSPECIES], 
phavail[SETINDIV], /*average  ph for indiv*/ 
phopt{NSPECIES], /"sp specific opt ph*/ 
ph_max[NSPECJES], /'sp specific max ph*/ 
ph_minNSPECIES], /sp specific min ph"! 
phosphorous[HEXX][1-IEXY]HIEXZ], /*available  phosphorous per tile*/ 
phosopt[NSPECIES], /*sp specific opt phosphorous*/ 
phos_max[NSPECIES], P"sp specific max phosphorous*/ 
phosmin[NSPECIES], /'sp specific min phosphorous*/ 
pptdev[12], /*monthly  standard dev of precipitation distribution*/ 
pptmean[12], /*monthly mean of precipitation distribution*/ 
precipitation, /*instantaneous  value of precipitation*/ 
prevwind[12], /*prevailing wind*/ 
resp_rateNSPEC1ESj, /*respration  per unit dens*/ 
rs_ratioNSPECIES], /*rootlstem  ratio of wood prodn*/ 
scNS1DE], / intersect of stationary hex sides *1 
seedrgr[NSPECIES], /"sp specific max relative growth rate*/ 
set rsq[SETINDIVJ[HEXZ], /*initial  radius of individual*/ 
sgrad[NSIDE], /*gradient of stationary hex sides*/ 
shade_tol[NSPECIES], /*min  production to prevent stress*/ 
sky[10], 	/*relative  contribution of slice of sky*/ 
sl_ratio[NSPECIES], /*shortllong shoot ratio*/ 
snowdays[12], /*number  days with snow in month*/ 
soiljih[HEXX][HIEXY], /*horiz  p11 distribution*/ 
soil—temp, /*monthly mean deep soil temp*/ 
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sm_opt[NSPECIES], 	 /'sp specific opt sm*I 
smmax[NSPECIES], 	 /Ksp specific max sm*! 
sm_min[NSPECffiS], 	 /sp specific Mill sm*/ 
smoistgermNSPECS], 	I soil moisture required for germination*/ 
spreadfactor[NSPECIES], 	/*prop new tiles occupied 0-1 or 06*I 
storage[SETINDIV], 	/ storage term*/ 
sundev[12], /*monthly  standard dcv of sun hours distribution*/ 
sunmean[12], 	 /*monthly mean of sun hours distribution*/ 
sunhours, 	 /*hours  of daily sun*/ 
temp[HEXX][HEXYJ[I-IEXZJ, 	/*hourly temp at x,y,z*/ 
temperature[3], 	I*daily temperature 0 max 1 min 3 half max+min*/ 
tempgenn[NSPECIES, 	/*p specific gennination temp*/ 
temp opt[NSPECIES], 	/"sp specific opt temp*/ 
temp max[NSPECJES], 	/sp specific max temp*/ 
temp min[NSPECIES], 	/'sp specific min temp*/ 
tmaxdev[12], 	1* monthly standard dcv of temp maximum*/ 
tmaxmean[12], 	 /*monthly mean of max temp distribution*/ 
tmindev[12], 	/*monthly standard dcv of temp mill distribution*/ 
tminmean[12], 	 I monthly mean of min temp distribution *1 
totnir, 	/* total daily NIR*/ 
totpar, 	/*total daily  PAR*/ 
rtrunk_angle[SETJNDIV], /*radial trunk angle per indiv*/ 
vtrunk_angle[SETINDIV], 1* vertical elevation of trunk per indiv*/ 
tnink_length[SETII'TDIV], 1* length of trunk per indiv*/ 
wfract{}XZ], 	/*fraction  of ref windspeed at "az' lit above ground*/ 
wind[HEXX]{I]EXY][HEXZ],/*wind speed per tile m/s—also temp exposure etc*/ 
windbearing, 	 /* direction of incoming wind *1 
winddev[12], 	 /*stalidard dcv of windspeed*/ 
windmean[12], 	 /*mean  monthly windspeed / 
windspeed, 	/*reference  windspeed I 

wIratio[NSPECIES][20], 	/*woodlleaf utilisn  ratio for prodn*/ 
varwind[12], 	 /*standard dcv of wind angle*/ 
Xcent[SETllDIV] [I-XZ], /*sub_grid  coords of individual centres*! 

Ycent[SETINDIV] [HEXZ], 
Xcord[10], 	/*sub_grid coords of hex vertices*/ 

Ycord[l0], 
Xcord_m0ve[NVERTEX], /*subgijd  coords of moving hex vertices*/ 

Ycord_m0ve[NVERTEX], 
Xcord_statINVERTEXI, 	/*subgjjd coords of stationary hex vertices*/ 

Ycord_statNVERTEX], 
Xdomecentre[NDOMES], f*sub_grid coords of dome centre*/ 

Ydomecentre[NDOMES], 
Xint[2], 

Yint[2], 	I*holds  X/Ycoords of light/tile intersects ! 
Might, 	/*sub_grid coords of centre of illuminated tile*/ 

Ylight, 
Zlight, 

Xmove, 	 /*increment vectors for moving trunks*! 
Ymove, 

Zmove, 
zgrowth[SETINDI][HEXZ]; /*growth per z level*/ 

double domersq[NDOMES] EHEXZI, 
edgeshaft, 	/*shaftlength total in top(edge) z layer*/ 
rad[NDOMES], 	 /*radius of  dome*/ 
rsq[SETINDIV]BEXZ], 	/*radius  of individual per zlayer*/ 
shaft_length [HEXX][HEXY] [HEXZ] ;/* length of light shaft thro tile */ 

DECLARATIONS OF ALL FUNCTIONS__________________ 

mt appliedindivgrowO, classify ageQ, lintersectsQ, mhexpoint testQ, newhextwoQ, nextscanAQ, nextscanBO, 
nextscanCQ, partitionO, phot inputsQ, seedbankO, sencsc  testQ, shexpointtestQ; 

float csmalldiscQ, est limitsQ, est_photoQ, est_respQ, exposureQ, growth genQ, hexarearnoveQ, hcalcQ, 
light_attenuationQ, litter depthQ, lvarQ, mgradcalc, normal_distributionQ, nvarO, photosyntheatherQ, 
phot_longQ, phot shortQ, prod_errorQ, respirations, response ltQ, response thtQ, response—ph, 
response_phosQ, response smQ, response tempQ, rot_angleQ, sgradcalcQ, sindistributionQ, socQ, 
soil_limitsQ, storeQ, tempvarQ, turbulence catQ, wcflow indexO, wind directionO, windhtO, wind_roughQ; 



weekday++; 
if(weekday==7.0) 
weekday--0.0; 

snow_masterØ; 
absdensupdateØ; 
embdens_updateO; 

/*________ 
abioticO; 

/* 
phenologyØ; 

/* 
estabmasterØ; 

1* 
indiv_masterO; 

GENERATE Jr2A THE R ETC 

PHENOLOGY 

GERUINATIONAND ESTABLISHMENT 

GROW INDIVIDUALS 

/* 	 APPLY DOMES____ 
dome_masterO; 

1* 	LITTER FALL & BUILD-UP 
litter_masterØ; 
outmasterØ; 
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double acosQ, asinQ, atanQ, cosQ, powQ, sinQ, sqrtQ, tanQ, csegrnentQ, lernbedQ, kcalcQ, radcalcQ, tcalcO, 
tcalcmoveO, tcalcstatQ, temp_leafQ, trunk_changerQ, tnink_changevQ; 

void abioticQ, absdens updateQ, anewlyprogramrneddataQ, browningQ, budburstQ, cintersectQ, circhexareaQ, 
cpoint_testQ, cside_testQ, ddensgenerateQ, decoinpositionQ, dens_update, dens _uperrorQ, Mill(),

dorneallocateQ, dorne_dataO, dornerefreshQ, domcgenerate, dornegrowQ, dome_masterQ, 
dormant_calcQ, embdens updateQ e , mbtemp_update, esrnoothddQ, esrnoothdiscQ, establishmentQ, 
estabmasterQ, est initialiseQ, est_growQ, est killO, est wipeQ, germ_gapQ, germinate(), germ—rate, 
greengrow, grid_setup, growQ, growth shareO, hexcordQ, hexintersectsQ, hexrnoveQ, hydrology, 
indkillO, mdiv initialiseQ, mdiv masterO, mdiv remove(), iridiv setup, initialiseAQ, initialiseBQ, icloudO, 
ledgendQ, light errorO, light_horizQ, light _diffuse, light_dircct, light_path() light regimeQ, light_shaftQ, 
litter_createQ, litter fall(), litter masterQ, litter levelQ, Ivert distributeO, mhexintersectQ, mhexsidetestO, 
mortalityQ, move_masterQ, movhexcordlineO, newtileO, occtriggerQ, overhexQ, outrnasterQ, outputgr, 
outputi, outputlQ, outputr, outputvQ, part_againQ, phcno1ogy, potentialindivgrow, potformoneQ, 
potformtwoQ, potformzeroQ, pot_woodQ, pressuredomeQ, randinputO, rcad_climdataQ, read_dataAQ, 
read_dataBQ, read_dataCQ, rootdomeQ, rootgrow, season_mastero, set up, shoot_discaQ, shoot_discbQ, 
shoot_shareQ, slinegenerate, snow_masterO, soiltempQ, stathexcordQ, sun _rnonthQ, surplusindivgrowQ, 
temp_recordQ, temp_regimeQ, thicknessQ, tile_updateQ, tnink_calcQ, trunk_tileQ, trunk vectorsQ, 
weather_masterO, wind masterQ, wind_profileQ, woodgrow, xyconvertAQ, xyconvertBQ, 
zdiscO,zenterzeroQ, zenteroneQ; 

FILE*cid; 	/tinput output declaration*/ 

mainØ 

/* SET UP VARIABLES FOR MA IN FROG___________ 
set upØ; 	/*__LOOP_OVER_TIME_AND_CALL_FUNCTIONS____ 
for(t=O;t<nt;t++) 

printf("\nECOSPACE COMPLETED RUN, TIME = NTIIVIES"); 

/* 

/*"ABJOTJCIP DEALS WITH WEATHER AND WATER BAL4NCE*/ 
void abioticØ 

mt ctype; 
/*tjme  counter and monthly light regime */ 

season_masterØ; 
soiltempO; 	 /*subsoil temperature */ 

/*daily weather*/ 
weather_masterØ; 

/*daily wind profile and exposure per tile */ 
ctypeWINDCUT; 
if(ctypeO.0) 

wind _masterØ; 
temp_recordØ; 
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1* 
/*JNJTL4JJSE VARIABLES NOT COVERED BY READ DA TAO FUNCTIONS */ 

void anewiyprogrammeddataØ 

mt ago; /*temp prehistory time counrer*/ 

masswood0.0280206; 
masshoot0.015 17536; 
masslitter0.0 1517536; 
nighttemp5.0; 
soil_temp=3.0; 	 /*MARCH APRIL RANGE*/ 
for(indiv=0;indiv<SETINDIV;indiv++) 

indivsetupO; 
for(z=0;z<HEXZ;z++) 

for(x=0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y-H-) 

root_add[x][y}[z]=0.0; 
temp[x][y][z]0.0; 

for(sp=0;sp<NSPECIES;sp++) 

seedrgr[sp]=0.5; 
seed_reserve[sp]=100.0; 
budteinp[sp]7.2; 
budlight[sp]=6.0; 
dormtemp[sp]5.6; 
sl_ratio[sp]0. 9; 
stressdays[sp]=100; 
min_prod[sp]=0.0; 
Itweight[sp]0.99; 
pfract[sp]=1.0; 
part_start[sp}=0.7; 
dietime[spj=3650.0; 
if(sp>2.0)/*moss*I 

p_fract{sp}0.7; 
dietime[sp]365.0; 
part_start[sp]0. 94; 

for(ago=49;ago>0;ago--) 
htemp[ago]5.59; 

/*STAJVD4PJ) OVERCAST SKY (REL AREA & BRIGHTNESS) PERP TO RAY*/ 
sky[0]=0. 101930901; 
sky[1]0. 126810827; 
sky[2]0. 14543952; 
sky[3]=0. 152633947; 
sky[4=0. 148133779; 
sky[5]0. 131612808; 
sky[6]=0. 105231302; 
sky[7]=0.06581 5443; 
sky8]=0.022391473; 
sky[9]=0.000000001; 
/*MOOPJIO USE SNOWDATA */ 
snowdays[0]=1 6.5; 
snowdays[1]17.4; 
snowdays[2]=1 1.6; 
snowdays[3]=4.0; 
snowdays[4]=0.6; 
snowdays[5]=0.0; 
snowdays[6]0.0; 
snowdays[7]0.0; 
snowdays[8]=0.0; 
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snowdays[9]=0.2; 
snowdays[10]6.0; 
snowdays[1 1]=10.4; 

/* 
/* 	"ABSDENSUPDATE"SLUVIS ABSOL UTE DENSITY F OR—ALL—HEXES— 

void 
RALLHEXES

void absdens_updateØ 

mt tsz,ez; 
/*7RQ CO UNTERS & STORE OLD VALUES */ 

litonground0.0; 
litoffground0.0; 
for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

tszztop_soil[xJ[y]; 
absdens[x][y][z]=0.0; 
igz<tsz) 
absdens[x][y][z]=DCON; 

else 

iqsnowhPo.o) 

ezz-ztop_lit[x][y]; 
if(ez<snowht) 

absdens[x]{yJ[z]=DCON; 

absdens[x][y][z]+litterdens[x][y] [z]; 
if(ztsz)litonground+=litterdens[x] [Y] [z]; 
else 

if(z>tsz) litoffground+litter_dens[x][y] [z]; 

root—total [x][y][z]—root_add[x][y][z]; 
root _add[x][y][z]0.0; 

/*S(IITOTAL LIVING MA TTER */ 
for(indiv=0;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

tot_shoots[indiv]0.0; 
iwood[mdiv]0.0; 
isleaqindiv]=0.0; 
ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tileH-) 

xxhex[indiv][tile]; 
yyhex[indiv][tile]; 
zzhex[indiv][tile]; 

absdens[x][y][z}+=dens[indiv][tile]; 
tot_shoots[mdivj+dens[indiv][tile]; 
iwood[indiv]+woodens[indiv][tile]; 
isleaflindivl+=sshoot dens [indiv] [tile]; 

/*EPJOR CBECK*/ 
igabsdens[x][y][z]>DCON) 

absdens[x]{y][z]=DCON; 

/* 
/* 	"APPINDIVGROW"APPLIES POT GRO WTH OF INDI VIDS HFXES */ 

mt applicdindivgrowØ 	 - 
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mt available _d, /*space  available to indiv*/ 
denstile, /*present density of tile*/ 
ddensum, /*total all mdiv ddens in tile K/ 

jindiv, /tindiv counter*I 
nextest, /*check for neighbours 0=none*/ 
sp_limit, /*densrnax[sp] in available forrn*/ 
ssvoid, /*option for nextscanAQ*/ 
surplusum, /*potential growth not allocated*/ 
toddens, /*total ddens for all liles*/ 

tilestore; /*memorl for  tile*/ 

float scale; /*available  v potential cover in tile*/ 

ssvoid"O.O; 
surplusum=0.0; 

for(indiv=0;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

sp=species[indiv]; 
dome'=dornenumber[mdiv]; 
for(z=0;z<nz;z++) 

for(x=0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

ddensum=0.0; 

denstileabsdens[x][y] [z]; 
if(denstile==0.0) 
available_dDCON; 

else 
available d=DCON-denstile; 
if(available_d<0.0) 
available_d0.0; 

/* 	CALCULATE COMPETITION FOR SPACE FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS */ 
fmdi0jindivnindivjindiv++) 

ntile=nptile[jindiv]; 
for(tile0;tile'zntile;tile++) 

if(xxhex[jindiv][tile]&&yyhex[jindiv[tile]&& 
zzhex[jindiv][tile) 

ddensum+=ddensoverlap[jindiv][tile]; 

1*COLONISATION ONLY ALLO WED IFA NEIGHBOUR OF SAJvIE INDIV */ 
nextest=0.0; 
ntile=nptile[indiv]; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile-I-+) 

if(xxhex[indiv][tile]&&y==yhexindiv][tile]&&z==zhex[indiv][tile]) 

tilestore'tile; 
ddens [indiv][tile]=0.0; 
if(dens[indiv][tile]>0.0) 
nextest=1.0; 

else 
nextest=nextscanA(ssvoid); 

if(t==0) 
nextest=l .0; 

tiler4ilestore; 
if((nextestl .0)11 

(gform[sp]==0&&(x==xcord[indiv]{z]&&y==ycordindiv}[z]))) 
/* 	 WHERE TILE OCCUPIED TO SP MAX_________ 
sp_limitDCON-densmax[sp]; 
if(available_d<=sp_limit) 

ddens[indiv] [tile]=0.0; 
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else 

/* 	 WHERE SPACE NOT LILvIITING *1 
if(ddensum<=availabled) 
ddens[mdiv][tile]'ddensoverlap[indiv][tile]; 

else 
/* 	 WHERE—SPACE—LIMITING 

if(available_d0.0) 
ddens[indiv][tile]=O.O; 

else 

scale=(float)availabledlddensum; 
ddens[mdiv] [tile](int)ddens_overlap[indiv] [tile] *scale;  

else 
ddens[mdiv][tile]=O.O; 

/* 	 CALCULATESURPLUSVOLUA/IE 	 */ 

toddens=O.O; 
rdensum[indiv]=O.O; 
ntilenptile[mdiv]; 
for(tile=O;tile<ntile;tile++) 

toddens+ddens[mdiv][tile]; 
if(dens[indiv][tilc]<O.O&&ddens[indiv] [tile]<O.0) 

nptile[indivj—; 

/ WHERE OVERGROWTH OCCURRING */ 
igtoddens>=growth[indiv]&&toddens>o.o) 

if(t>0.0) 
esmoothdd(toddens); 

rdensum[indiv]=0.0; 

else 
rdensum[indiv=(growth[indiv])-toddens; 

surplusum+"rdensum[indiv]; 

return surplusum; 

/* 

	

/* 	'BROWNING" REMOVES A PROPORTION OF SHOOTS 
void browning 

	

mt brrtemp, 	/*mean  temp for browning to occur*/ 
brown, 	/*browning  per tile (dens)*I 
calcform,calcrange, /*control hcalc */ 
ez; 	/z level above ground*/ 

	

float brrate, 	Prate of loss when browning occurring*/ 
tempo, 	/*meafl daily  temp*/ 
windchill; /* simple index of windchill for winds>lms- 1*! 

brrtempzr..1 .0; 
brrateO.01; 
calcform=1 .0; 
calcrange3.0; 
tempo=hcalc(calcform, caicrange); 
if(tempo<brrtemp) 

for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile++) 
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x=xhex[indiv][tile]; 
yyhex[indiv][tile]; 
zzhex[indiv][ti1e; 
ezz-ztop_lit[x][y]; 
windchill=2.0*wind[x][y][z]; 
iqwindchill<3 .OIIez<snowht) 

brown=0.0; 
else 

brown=(int)sshoot dens[indiv][tjle]*brrate*wjndch ill; 
if(brown<0.0) 

brown=0.0; 
litter dens[x][y][z]+=(int)brown*rnasshootJrnassl itter; 
dens[indiv][tile]-=brown; 
iqdens[indiv][tile]<o.o) 

dens[indiv][tile]=0.0; 

1* 	 *1 
/*"BUDBURST" CHANGES LEAFSTA1E, LITTEI? FALL AT YEAR START *1 

void budburstO 

mt losss, 	/*lOss to  litter*/ 

	

ssh, 	 /*start density for short shoots */ 

	

qq, 	 /*calc var*/ 
zz; 

if(sshoot_age[indiv]>250.0) 
sshoot_age[indiv]=l .0; 

nti1enntile[indivJ; 
for(tile=0;tile'zntile;tile++) 

xxhex[indiv][tile]; 
yyhex[indiv][tile]; 
zzhex[indiv][tile]; 

/*CHECK AGE AND LIGHT PROD SET TO 0 I OLD ELSE 100 */ 
if(lshoot_age[indiv][tilc]>400.0) 
{ 
if(sshootdens[indiv][tile]>0.O&&lt[x][y][z]>shade tol [sp]) 
sshlOO.0; 

else 
sshO.0; 

else 
sshlOO.0; 

/*LO5E 70% LONG SHOOTIS*/ 
losss=(int)(dens[incliv][tile]-(woodens[jndiv] [tile}+sshoot dens[indiv] [tile]))*0.7;  
qq=dens[indiv][tile]-woodens[indiv][tile]; 
if(qq>ssh) 
sshootdens{indiv][tile]=ssh; 

else 
sshootdens[indiv] [tile]qq; 

/*HALF LITTER TO GROUND, HALF STAY IN FOLIA GE */ 
litter dens[x][y][z]+=(int)losss/2.0; 
zzztoplit[xI[y]; 
litter _dens[x][y][zz]+=(int)Iosss/2.0; 

bud[indiv]±+; 

	

/* 	"CINTERSECT" CALCULATES COORDS OF CIRCLE INTERSECT____ 
void cintersectØ 

mt side,v,w,chord; 
float e; 
double dxcw,dycw,dxcv,dycv,csq,fsq,c,d,r,fang,cang,dang,fcosfang,sjncang; 

,'*geomej.jc components of calculation */ 
v0.0; 
w0.0; 
for(side=l ;side<scount+l ;side-H-) 
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iqsidesthi-t[side]==7) 

if(sidestart[side-1]==O.0) 

vsidestart[side+1]; 
w=sidestart[side+1]-1 .0; 

else 

v=sidestart[side-1 1; 
wsidestart[side-1 1+1.0; 

else 

if(sidestart[side]==8) 

if(sidestart[side-1]==7) 

if(sidescount) 

v1.0; 
w6.0; 

else 

vsidestart[side+l]; 
wsidestart[side+1 1-1.0; 

else 

v=sidestart[side-1]; 
if(v==6) 

W--1.0; 
else 
wsidestart[side-lJ+1 .0; 

else 

v0.0; 
w0.0; 

iq!(v==o.o==o.o)) 

if(dcheck==0.0) 

dxcv=Xcent[indiv][z]-Xcord[v}; 
dycvYcent[indiv] [z]-Ycord[v]; 
dxcw=Xcent[indiv][z]-Xcord[w]; 
dycwYcent[indiv][z]-Ycord[w]; 

else 

dxcv=XdomecentredorneI-Xcord[v]; 
dycvYdornecentre[dome]-ycord[v]; 
dxcwXdomecentre[dorne]-Xcord[w]; 
dycw=Ydomecentre[dome]-Ycord[w]; 

csqpow(dxcv,2.0)+pow(dycv,2.0); 
fsq=pow(dxcw,2.0)+pow(dycw,2.0); 
csqrt(csq); 
fsqrt(fsq); 
if(!dcheck) 
rsqrt(rsq[indiv][z]); 

else 
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r=sqrt(domersq[dome][z]); 
if(((r-c)>-0.00 1)&&((r-c)<0.00 1)) 

d=0.0; 
else 

ift((r-f)>-0.00 1 )&&((r-f)<0.00 1)) 
d=1.0; 
else 
{ 

cosfang=(1 .0+csq_fsq)/(2.0*c); 
if(cosfang>0.9999999999999999999Icosfang<_0. 9999999999999999999) 

d=r-c; 
else 

fang=acos(cosfang); 
sincangsin(fang)*c/r;  
cangasin(sincang); 
if(fang<P112.0) 

cang+=P112.0; 
dang=PI-(cang+fang); 
d=sqrt(pow((r*sin(dang)/sin(fang)),2.0));  

if(d>1 .0) 
d1.0; 

e1-d; 
chord=sidestart[side]; 
Xcord[chord]=(e*Xcord[v])+(d*Xcord[w]); 
Ycord[chord=(e*Ycordv1)+(d*Ycord[w]); 

/* 

"CIRCHEXAREA "-GIVES AREA OF OVERLAP________ 
void circhexareaØ  

mt storemdiv; /*remembers  mdiv number for dome calculations */ 
float triareal ,triarea2,triarea3 ,triarea4,triarea5; /*areas  of triangles */ 
double chordarea; 	 /*area  of segment cut off by chord */ 

thareal=triarea2=triarea3=triarea4=trjarea5=chorcjarea=0. 0; 
storeindiv=-1 .0; 
if(dcheck1.0) 

storeindiv=indiv; 
indiv'dome; 

chordarea=0.0; 
iqscount==o.o) 

if(!dcheck) 

if((rsq[mdiv[z]<1 .0)&&(x<(xcord[indiv][z]+2.0))&&(x>(xcord[indivl[z]_2.0)) 
&& (y<(ycord[indiv][z]+2.0)) && (y>(ycord[indiv][z]-2.0))) 

potvol_overlap[x][y][z]=(int)csmaljdjscO* 1000; 
else 

potvol_overlap[x] [y][z]0.0; 

else 
potvol_overlap[x][y][z]=0.0; 

else 

if(scount7) 
potvol_overlap[x][y][z]=260.0; 

else 
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if(scount3 .0) 

triareal=tcalc(sidestart[1j,sidestart[2],sidestart[31); 

else 

if(scount4.0) 

triareal=tcalc(sidestart[1J,sidestart[2],si des  tart[31); 
triarea2=tcalc(sidestart[3J,si des tart[4],sidestart[l ]); 

else 

if(scount==5) 

tri area  l=tcalc(si  des tart[1],sidestart[2],sidestartl3 I); 
triarea2=tcalc(si des tart[3],sidestart[4],sidestart[5]); 
triarea3=tcalc(sidestart[11,si des tart[3],si des tart[5]); 

else 

iqscount==6) 

triareal=tcalc(sidestart[1],si des tart[2],si  des  tart[31); 
triarea2=tcalc(sidestart[3],sidestart[41,sidestartl51); 
triarea3tcalc(si des tart[5],sidestart[6],sidestartll J); 
triarea4tcalc(sidcstart[11,sidcstart[3],sidestart[51); 

/*a4LCJf4TE AREA OF SEGMENT SUBTENDED BY CHORD */ 
iqintcot>6) 
chordareacscgmentØ; 

potvol_ overlap [x] [y][z](int)(triareal+triarca2+triarea3+triarea4itriarea5+chordarea)* 100.0; 

igdcheck=1 .0) 
indivstoreindiv; 

/* 

mt classify_ageØ 

mt ac, 	/*ageclass  */ 
ccount; 	/*class  counter */ 

acO.0; 
spspecies[mdiv]; 
for(ccount=0;ccount<naclass;ccount-H-) 

ift_age[mdiv]>class[sp][ccount]) 
acccount; 

return ac; 

/* 	 */ 
/* 	"CPOINT TEST" CHECKS WHICH COORDS LIE WITHIN A CIRCLE */ 

void cpoint_testØ 

mt vertex; 	 /*vertex(cornei) of hexagon */ 
double dx,dy; 	 /*disrances  for pythagorean calculations */ 

for(vertex=0;vertex<7;vertex+-i-) 

if(!dcheck) 

dx''Xcord[vertex]-Xcent[indiv][z}; 
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dy=Ycord[vertex]-Ycent[indiv] [z]; 
igrsq[indiv][z]>=(pow(dx,2.0) + pow(dy,2.0))) 

point[vertex}=l .0; 
else 

point[vertex]=0.0; 

else 

dx=Xcord[vertex]-Xdomecentre[domej; 
dyYcord[vertex]-Ydomecentre[dome]; 
if(domersq[dorne][z]>=(pow(dx,2.0) + pow(dy,2.0))) 

point[vertex]=1.0; 
else 

point[vertex]"O.O; 

/* 
/* 	"SEG1vIENT"'ALCUL4TES AREA OFSUB TENDED SEGMENT______ 

double csegment() 

double angle,cosang,sinang,ssq,dx,dy,chordarea; 	/*geornetric  variables */ 

/*C4W CHORD LENGTH S AS S SQUARED */ 
dx''Xcord[7]-Xcord[8]; 
dy=Ycord[71-Ycord[8]; 
ssq=pow(dx,2.0)+pow(dy,2.0); 

1* CALC_ANGLE OF SECTOR */ 
ig!dcheck) - 

cosang=( I .0-( ssq/(2.0*rsq[indiv][z])) ); 
else 

cosang(l .0-( ssqf(2.0*domersq[domc[zj)) ); 
if(cosang>0. 9999999999999999999Icosang<-0. 9999999999999999999) 
chordareaO.0; 

else 

angle=acos(cosang); 
smang=sin(angle); 
if(!dcheck) 
chordarea= rsq[indiv][z]*(anglesinang)/2.0;  

else 
chordarea dornersq[dome] [z] *(angle..si1g)l2  0; 

if(chordarea<0.0) 
chordarea=0.0-chordarea; 

return chordarea; 

/* 
/ 	"cSIDE TEST"SORTS_SIDES

- 
 OF ENCLOSED POLYGON_________ 

void cside_testØ  

mt vertex, 	 I*hex vertex*I 
nextvert; 	 /*next clockwise vertex*/ 

for(scount=0;scount<1 0;scount++) 

sidestart[scount]=0.0; 

scount0.0; 
intcount=6; 
for(vertex=0;vertex<7;vcrtex-l-+) 

if(vertex0.0) 
scountscount; 

else 

nextvert=Nextvert[vertex]; 
if(point[vertex]r1 .0) 

scount++; 
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sidestart[scount]=vertex; 
if(pomt[nextvert]==0.0) 

intcount++; 
scount++; 
sidestart[scount]=intcount; 

else 

iqpomt[nextvert]==1 .0) 

intcount++; 
scount++; 
sidestart[scount]=iiitcount; 

/* "CSMALLDISC"—CHECKS 

/* 

THAT DISC ISN'T COVERING ONE SIDE ONLY*/ 
float csmalldiscØ 

mt vertex,nearest,nextnear,xx,yy; 
float distto[10],distmin,pvol; 
double dx,dy,c,f,csq,fsq,fang,dsq,r,angle,coshalf,cosfang,sjnang,tosjde 

/* CHECK TO SEE IFA NEIGHBOUR */ 
pvol0.0; 
for(hex=0;hex<6;hex-H-) 

xxx+nexthex[1 ][hex][0]; 
yyy+nexthex[1 ] [hex][ 1]; 
igxx==xcord[indiv] [z]&&yy==ycord[indiv}[z]) 

/*c4jC(JL4TE DIST TO ALL VERT1ES */ 
distmin=10.0; 
nearest'=l .0; 
for(vertex' 1 ;vertex<7;vertex++) 

dx=Xcord[vertex]-Xcent[indjv][z]; 
dyYcord[vertex]-Ycent[indiv][z]; 
dsq=pow(dx,2.0)+pow(dy,2.0); 
distto[vertex]=sqrt(dsq); 
if(distto[vertex]<distmin) 

distmin=distto[vertex]; 
nearest--vertex; 

if(distmin<1.0) 

nextnear'lO.O; 
distmm10.0; 
for(vertex= 1 ;vertex<7;vertex++) 

if( !vertex nearest) 

igdistto[vertex]<distmin) 

distmin=distto[vertex]; 
nextnear=vertex; 

if(!nextnear==10.0) 

c=distto[nearest]; 
csqpow(c,2.0); 
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fdistto[nextnear]; 
fsq=pow(f,2.0); 
rsqrt(rsq[indiv][z}); 
cosfang=(1 .O+csq_fsq)/(2.0*c); 
igcosfang>O.999999999999999999911cosfang(-o.9999999999999999999) 
pvolO.O; 

else 

fang=acos(cosfang); 
toside=sm(fang)*c;  
if(r>toside) 

coshalftoside/r; 
if(coshalfO.999999999999999999911cosha1f<_0.9999999999999999999) 

pvolO.O; 
else 

angleaeos(coshalf); 
angleangle*2.0;  
sinangsin(angle); 
pvol rsq[indiv][z]*(anglesinang)/2.0;  

return pvol; 

	

1* 	 *1 
GENERA TEO—CALCULA TES- 	;0 JERI_AP 

void ddensgenerateØ 

intjindiv; 	/*jfldjvfdual nurnber*/ 

for(jindiv=Ojindiv<nindivjindiv+-i-) 

spspecies[jindiv]; 
ntile=nptile[jindiv]; 
for(ti1er0;ti1e<nti1e;tile++) 

if(xxhex[jindiv][tile]&&y=yhexindiv][tiIe]&&z==zhex[jindiv][tile]) 

/* CALC ULA TE DDENS QVET 4Ff] PER TILE KEEP BELOW DENSMAX[SPJ *7 
if(potdensoverlap[jjndivl[tjle]>dens[jjndjv][tjle]) 

if(potdensoverlap[jjndjvl [tile]<densrnax[sp]) 
ddensoverlap[jindiv][tile]=potdensovcrlap[jindiv][tjle]- dens[jindivl[tile]; 

else 
ddensoverlap[jindiv][tile]=densmax[sp]-dens[jindivj [tile]; 

else 
ddens_overlapjjmdivj [tile]=O.0; 

if(ddensoverlap[jindiv][tile]<O.Q) 
ddensoverlap[jindiv][tile]=O.O; 

	

/* "DECOAPOSITION" 

7* 	 */ 
BREAKS DOJIWLITTER */ 

void decompositionØ 

float decomp; 	 /*amount of litter decornposing*/ 
for(x'=O;x<nx;x++) 

for(y=rO;y<ny;y-H-) 
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for(z=0;zztop_lit[x][y];z++) 

if(litter_dens[x] [y] [z]>0.0) 
/* ideally want temp & moisture dependent relation, now 1% per year*/ 

decomp=litterdens[x][y][z] *0.0002739;  
litter_dens[x][y][z]-=(int)decornp; 

/* 
/* 	"DENS UPDATE" ADDS_DDENS_TO DENS FOR_ALL INDIVS & HEXES */ 

void dens _update(stest) 
mt stest; 

	

mt ssum, 	/*counter  for total mdiv growth*/ 

	

zievel; 	/*carries  z into zenterzeroQ*/ 

/* 	ZERO HEIGHT MEASURE 
for(domeo;dome<ndome;dome++) 

maxht[dome]=0.0; 
/* 	ADD NEWGROJVTH 

for(indiv=0;mdiv<nindiv;mdivH-) 

ssum=0.0; 
spspecies[indiv]; 
dome=domenumber[indiv]; 
botht[indiv]0.0; 
ntile=nptile[mdiv]; 
nntile[indiv]=nptile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

xxhex[indiv] [tile]; 
yyhex[indiv] [tile]; 
zzhex[indiv][tile]; 
if(gf6rrn[sp]2.0) 
occtriggerØ; 

dens[indiv] [tile]+=ddens[indiv] [tile]; 
part_again(stest); 
ssum+=ddens[indiv][tile]; 
ddens[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
if((zztop_lit[x] [y])&&(xxcord[indiv][z])&&(y==ycord[indiv[z])) 

botht[indiv]z; 
/* 	INITIALISE NEW ZL4YERS 	 *1 

iqz>topht[indiv]&&dens[indiv] [tile]>0.0) 

if(gform[sp]0.0) 

zlevel=z; 
zenterzero(zlevel); 

if(z>maxht[dorne]) 
maxht[dome]=z; 

else 
zenteroneØ; 

dens_uperrorØ; 

tile_updateØ; 

*/ 
/*"DENSUPEpoR 	ERROR MESSAGES FOR DENS */ 

void dens_uperrorØ 

/* 	 ERROR MESSAGES______________ 
if(dens[indiv] [tile]> 1000 1.0) 
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printf("\n ALARM:-OVERFILLED HEX (%d,%d,%d) DENS%d",x,y,z,dens[indiv][tile]); 
tnt; 
dens[mdiv][tile]=DCON; 

else 

iqdens[mdiv][tile<o.o) 

	

{pjflf \n ALA 
	:-EThLED HEX (%d,%d,%d) ",x,y,z); 

t=nt; 

/* 

/* "DFILL" FILLS DOME TILES*/ 
void dfihIØ 	- 

mt filled; 	/*counter for fihled tiles */ 
fihledO.O; 

/*FllST FILL DOME OCCUPIED TILES */ 
ndile—npdometile[dome]; 
for(dile=O;dile<ndile;dile-f-l-) 

if(x=xhexdome[dome][di1e]&&y=yhexdoine[dorne][dile]&&z=zhexdome[dome][dile]) 

domedens[dome][djle]=(jnt)potvoloverlap[x] [y][z]*CONVERTP; 
filled++; 
if(domedens[dome][dile]>DCON) 

domedens[dome][dile]r=DCON; 
if(domedens[dome][dile]<O.0) 

domedens[dome][dile]=O.O; 

/*THEN NEW TILES */ 
ig!filled) 

dilenpdometile[dome]; 
domedens[dome][dile]=(int)potvoloverlap[xj[y] [z] *CoVERTp; 
xhexdome[dome][dile]=x; 
yhexdome[dome][dile]=y; 
zhexdome[dome][dile]=z; 
npdometile[dome++; 

if(domedens[dome][dilej>9960.0) 
domedens[dome][cljle]=DCON; 

if(domedens[dome][dile]<O.0) 
domedens[dome][dile]=O.O; 

/* 

1* "1)1ST CALC"GIVESTOTALDISTSTO VERTFROMINTERSECT*/ 
float dist_calc(l,Xposs,Yposs) 
inti; 
float Xposs,Yposs; 

float d; 
double dxcw,dycw,dxcv,dycv,csq,fsq,c,f 	/*geornetric  variables */ 
dxcvXposs-Xcordstat[1]; 
dycv=Yposs-Ycord_stat[1J; 
dxew=Xposs-Xcord_stat[l-1]; 
dycw=Yposs-Ycord_stat[l-1]; 
csqpow(dxcv,2.0)+pow(dycv,2.0); 
fsqpow(dxcw,2.0)+pow(dycw,2.0); 
csqrt(csq); 
fsqrt(fsq); 
d=c+f; 
return d; 
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/* 	 *7 
1* 	"DOME ALIGN" KEEPS DOME ALIGNED WITH GROIVTH OF INDIVIDUALS 	*/ 

void dome—align 

	

mt mdome, 	 /* amount of dome veg lying within dome */ 

	

outdome, 	 /* amount of dome veg lying outside dome */ 

	

tiledealt; 	 7* records tiles calculated */ 
double vol,rrr,pi; 	 /* geometric variables */ 
float in, 	/*indome*/ 

out, 	/*outdome*/ 

	

ioratio; 	/*ratio  of in to out veg*/ 
/*GENEMTE DOMEOVELAP FOR DOME AT PRESENT RADIUS */ 

domerefreshØ; 
/*CALCf,J4TE AMOUNTS IN AND OUTSIE DOME */ 

indomeO.O; 
outdome=O.O; 
for(indiv=O;indiv<nindiv;indiv-H-) 

if(domenumber[indiv]==dome) 

ntile"npti1e[indiv]; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile++) 

tiledealt=O.O; 
x"xhex[indiv] [tile]; 
y=yhex[indiv] [tile]; 
z=zhex[indiv][tile]; 
ndile=npdometile[dorne]; 

for(dile=O;dile<ndile;dile++) 

if(x==xhexdorne[do1ne][clile]&&y==ylIcxdomc[dome][dile]&&z==zIexdome[doine][dj1e]) 

if(domedens[dome][dilej>=dens[jndjv}[tjle]) 

indome+dens[indiv][tile]; 

if(domedens[dorne][dile]<dens[indjy][tjle]) 

indome+'domedens[dome][dile]; 
outdome+=dens[indiv][tjle]-domedens[dorne][djle]; 

tiledealt++; 

if(ltiledealt) 
outdome+=dens[indiv][tile]; 

/*calcz,lale  ratio as percentage */ 
in(float)indome; 
out(float)outdome; 
ioratio=outlin; 
if(ioratio>O.O1) 

rrrrad[dome]; 
rrrpow(rrr,3.0); 
piPI; 
volPI*rrr*2.0/3.0;  
vol+vo1*ioratio; 
rrrvoli(PI*2.0/3.0);  

if(rrr>O&&rrr<999999999.0) 
rad[dome]=cbrt(rrr); 

else 
rad[dome]0.O; 

1* 
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FOR INDI VS JOINING DOMES________ 
void domeallocatcO 

mt jindiv; 	/*individual*/ 
float maxcover; 	I*largest  overlap of dome over indiv*/ 
forgindivojindiv<nindivjindiv++) 

sp=species[jindiv]; 
if(gfonn1sp1O.0) 

if(domenurnber[jmdiv]==-1 .0) 

z=topht[jindiv]; 
xxcord[jindiv][z]; 
y=ycordjindiv][z]; 

z=(int)htconstant[sp]*(topht[jjndjv]_ztopljt[x][y]);  
x—xcord[jindiv][z]; 
y=ycord[jindiv][z]; 

maxcover0.0; 
for(dome=0;dome<ndome;dome-H-) 

ntile=npdometile[dome]; 
for(tiler=0;tile<ntile;tile++) 

if(xxhexdorne[dome][tile]&&y==yhexdome[domc][tile]&& 
z=zhexdoine[dome][tile]) 

if(domedens[dome] [tile]>maxcover) 

maxcoverdomedens[dome] [tile]; 
dornenumber[jindiv]=dome; 

/* 

*—'D OME DATA" ZEROS_DOME PARAA/IETEPS____________ 
void dome_dataO 

domeo.0; 
ndome'0.0; 

/* 

/* ' OMEREFRESH " GI yES DOMEO VERLAPfjfJ FOR DOMES 
void domerefreshØ 

float dz; /* HI' OF Z LAYER FROM TOP-LIT */ 
/* SCAN Z LAYERS AND CALCULATE RADII */ 

for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

igz<baseht[dome]Iz>maxht[dome]) 
domersq[dome][z]=0.0; 

else 

dz=(float)z-baseht[dome]+0.5; 

domersq[dome][z]=(rad[dome]*rad[dorne})(dz*dz);  
/*CALL 0 VERTIEX GENERA TE OVER LAP AT EA CH LE VEL */ 

dcheckl.0; 
overhexØ; 
dcheck=0.0; 
for(0;y<ny;y++) 
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for(x=O;x<nx;x++) 

igpotvol_overlap[x][y][z]>O.0) 

dfihIØ; 

/* "DOMEGENER4 TE"GIJ'ESNEWDOMES_______________ 
void domegenerateO 

mt top; 
spspecies[indiv]; 
toptopht[indiv]; 
x—xcord[indiv][top]; 
yycord[indiv][top]; 

1* 	TEST_IF_INDIV_LARGE_ENOUGH
- 

 To_BE_NEW_DOME____ 
igtopht[indiv]-ztoplit[x][y]>=domethrcshold[sp])  

/* 	SET UP VARIABLES FOR THE —NEW —DOME 	 *1 
dome=ndome; 
ndome++; 
Xdomecentre[dome]Xcent[indiv][top]; 
Ydomecentre[dome]=Ycent[indiv] [top]; 

/* 	 GENERATE xydonsefdorneJ ________ 
xdome[dome]=x; 
ydome[dome]=y; 
maxht[dome]=top; 
baseht[dome]=ztoplit[x][y]; 
rad[dome]domethreshold[sp]+2.0; 
npdometile[dome]=0.0; 
domenumber[indiv]=dorne; 
domerefreshO; 

1* 'DOMEGROW"GJVES NEW RADII FOR EACH LEVEL OF DOME */ 
void domegrowØ 

/* 	CALCUlATE
- 

 RADIAL INCREASE
- 

 OF BASE______ 
for(dome=0;dome<ndome;dorne++)  

dome alignØ; 

/* 	CALCULATE
- 

 RADIUS AT EACH
- 
 LEVEL________ 

for(dome=0;dome<ndome;dome++)  

domerefreshO; 

1* 
/*lDO]vp MASTER "CONTROLS ALL DOME GEOMETRICS*/ 

void dome_masterØ 	- 

/* GENERATE-NEW DOMES_____________ 
for(indiv=0;indiv<nindiv;indiv++)  

spspecies[mdiv]; 
if(gf0rm[sp]==0.0) 

if(domenumber[mdiv]=-1 .0) 

domegenerate; 
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domeallocateO; 
/* GROWACTIVEDOA/IES___________ 

domegrowØ; 

/*!DOp7'C4LC" PERFORMS DORAL4NCY CALCULATIONS */ 
void dormant calcØ 

mt calcform,calcrange; 	/*control hcalc() *1 
float hh; 	/*temp prehistory*/ 

calcform=l .0; 
if(dormancy[indiv]==0) 
calcrange5 .0; 

else 
calcrange=10.0; 

hh=hcalc(calcform,calcrange); 
/*SEASON START*/ 

if(dormancy[indiv]==1 .0&&month>2.0) 

if(hh>budternp[sp]&&dayhours>budlight[spj) 

dormancy[indivj=0.0; 
if(bud[indiv]==0.0) 

budburstØ; 

/*SEASON ENDING */ 
else 

if(hh<dormtemp[sp]) 
dormancy[indiv]=1 .0; 

/* 

/*EDENSUPDATEO "UPDATES EMBEDDENSIJ MEAN DENS PER Z  
void embdensupdateØ 

mt ez, 	/ z level above ground*/ 
sum[J-IEXZ]; 	I*total  dens per z level*/ 

for(z0;z<nz;z+-f) 
{ 
sumz]=0.0; 
en[z]0.0; 

for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

for(x=0;x<nx;x-H-) 

for(y=0;y<ny;y++) 

ezz-ztop_lit[x][y]; 
if(ez>0.0) 

sum[ez]+=absdens{x}{y] [z]; 
en[ez}++; 

/*calculate  as mean for zlayer*/ 
for(ezO;ez<nz;ez++) 

if(sum[ez]>0.0) 
embeddens[ez]=sum[ez]/en[ezj; 
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else 
embeddens[ez]=O.O; 

if(embeddens{ez]>DCON) 
embeddens[ez]=DCON; 

/* 

/*E7fpUPDATE "UPDATES EMBED TEMP[] —MEAN DENS PER Z*/ 
void embtemp_update(tt,hour) 
float U; 
mt hour; 

mt ez, 	1* z level above ground*/ 
ns; 	/* total tiles at ground level */ 

float sumEHEXZ], / sum temp per z level above ground*/ 
wsum[HEXZ]; 1*  sum wind per z level above ground*/ 

float embed_wind[HEXZ], 	/*mean  wind per z level above ground*/ 
esoil, 	/*total temp at soil surface*/ 
mix; 	/*simple  mixing coefficient based on wind*/ 

esoil'O.O; 
nsO.O; 
for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

sum[z]0.O; 
en[z]0.O; 
wsum[z]0.0; 

for(z=O;z<nz;z++) 

for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

ezz-ztop_lit[x][y]; 
if(ez>O.0) 

sum[ez]+ternp[x][y}[z]; 
wsum[ez]+=wind[x][y]{z]; 
en[ez]++; 

else 

/*FOR TOP SOIL LAYER */ 
if(ezOO) 

esoil+=rtemp[x][y][z]; 
ns++; 

/*C4LC TOPSOIL  TEMP*/ 
if(ns>O.0) 

esoil=(float)((esoil/ns)+soil_temp)/2.0; 
else 
esoilsoil_temp; 

/*calculate  temp & wind as mean for zlayer*/ 
for(ez=O;ez<nz;ez++) 

igen[ez]>O.0) 

embed_temp[ez]=(float)sum[ez]/en[ez]; 

else 
embed_temp[ez]=tt; 

if(wsum[ez]>O.0) 

embed_wind[ez]=(float)wsum[ez]/en[ez]; 
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else 
embed wind[ez]=O.O; 

if(embed_temp[ez]>50.0embedtemp[ez]-50.0 embed_wind[ez]>50.0) 

printf('\nALARM EMBEDTEvII GETTING HOT OR COLD 
%5.2fC,ede%d",embed_temp[ez],embeddens[ez]); 

embed_temp[ez]=tt; 

,/*average  adjacent layers using wind transfer */ 
for(ez=nz-1 ;ez>=O;ez--) 

if(embeddens[ez]'z=O.0) 
embed_temp[ez]=tt; 

else 

/*use  mix as mixing coeJj 0 low mix 6 high mix */ 
mix=2. 5 *embed wind[ez]; 
if(eznz-l) 

embedtemp[ez]=(embedtemp[ez]+mjx*tt+embedternp[cz_1 ])/(mix+2.0); 

else 

if(ez>O) 
embedtemp[ez]=(embedtemp[ez]+mjx*tt+embcdtemp[ez I ]+ernbed_tenip[ez+ 1])! 

(mix+3.0); 
else 

embedtemp[ez]=(embedternp[ezI+rnjx*tl+2.O*esojl+embcdtelnp[cz+1 ])/ 
(niix+4.0); 

if(ez<snowht) 
embed_temp[ez]=O.O; 

/* "ESMOOTHDD" SMOOTHS ERRORS IN DDENS ________ 
void esmoothdd(toddens) 
mt toddens; 

mt diff,excess,correct; 
/*ph'MOr/' EXCESS EVENLY UNTIL CORRECT<1 *1 

difftoddens-growth[indiv]; 
ntilenptile[indiv]; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile±+) 

correct=(int)ddens[jncljv][tjle]*djff/tocldens;  
ddens[indiv][tile]-=correct; 
excess+correct; 

/*p'MQVE 1 EACH FROM RANDOM TILES FOR REST */ 
diffdiff-excess; 

/* 

/*'ESMOOTHDI5CI SMOOTHS ERRORS INDISC OVERLAP___________ 
void esmoothdiscØ 

mt poot,p000t,diff,full[SETTILE],zz,loops; 
float correct,surplus; 
double rrsq; 
spspecies[indiv]; 
if(gform[sp]=O.0) 

for(zzO;zz<nz;zz++) 

if(rsq[indiv][zz]>O.0) 
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poot0.0; 
ntilenptile[mdiv]; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile++) 

if(zhex[indiv][tile]zz) 

poot+=potdens_overlap[indiv][tile]; 

full[tile]0.0; 

rrsq=rsq[indiv][zz]tCONVERT; 
correct(float)PI*rrsq*densmax[sp] *discthick[indivl [zz] /DC ON; 
difIpootcorrect; 
if(difl0.0&&poot>0.0) 

for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

correct(float)potdens_ overlap [indiv][tile] *diwpoot;  
potdens_overlap[indiv][tile]-=(int)correct; 

if(diff<0.0&&poot>0.0) 

surplus0.0; 
p000tpoot; 
f6r(ti1e0;ti1e<nti1e;ti1e++) 

if(poot>0.0) 
correct=(float)potdens overlap[indiv] [tile] *diff/poot; 

else 
correctO. 0; 
potdens_overlap[indiv] [tile]+=(int)correct; 

if(potdens_overlap[indiv] [tile]>DCON) 

surplus+=(float)potdensoverlap[indiv][tile]-DCON; 
p000t-260.0; 
full[tile]=1.0; 

loopsO.O; 
while(surplus>0.0) 

for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

if(!full[tile]) 

correct=(float)potdensoverlap[indiv] [tile] *surplus/p000t; 
potdens_overlap[indiv] [ti le]+=(int)correct; 

if(potdensoverlap[indiv][tile]>DCON) 

surplus+(float)potdens_overlap[indiv] [tile]-DCON; 
p000tDCON; 
full[tile]=1.0; 

loops++; 
if(loops10.0) 
break; 

if(poot0.0) 

printf('ALARM -circle has returned area of zero'); 
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/* 

1* "ESTABLISHMENT"TREA TS SURVIVAL OF PLANTS BELOW ZHT=1 */ 
void establishmentO 

intl. 	,/*establislling  individual*/ 
P, 	I*net production*/ 
competition, 
death, 	/* input to est_kiIlQ 0 alive 1 dead*/ 
tes, 	 /*safe  limit for mdiv numbers*/ 
dindiv; 	/*coliflter  for  indivs*/ 

float pp, 	/*float prod */ 
rem; 	/*remainder*/ 

zztop_lit[xJ[y]; 
/*CQfpETJTJQN*/ 

competition=0.0; 
f6r(i=0;i<NEST;i++) 
competition+estdens[i] [x][y]; 

for(i=0;i<NEST;i±+) 

p0.0; 
/*PIIOTOSYNTJIESIS*/ 

if(estdens[iI [x] [y}>O.0) 

spestsp[i] [x] FYI; 
/*printf(\ estpro  {%d%d%d} %5.2f',i,x,y,estprodlilfx1 [y]);*/ 

pp=est_prod[i][x][y]/masshoot; 
p=(int)pp; 
rem=pp-p; 
if(rem>0.5) 

P++" 
/*4DJ) GROWTH WHERE >1 ELSE LOST*/ 

if(p>'l .0) 

estprod[i][x][y]=0.0; 
1* if(p>0.0) 

p=est _Jimits(i,p,competition); *1 
estdens[i][xJ[y]+=p; 

/*PpESSUp5 FOR MOB TALITY*/ 
if((pp<minprod[sp])j(moisture[x}[y] [z<smoistgcrm[sp])) 

estpress[i][x][y]++; 
else 

estpress[i][x]Iy]--; 
if(estpress[i][x][y]>presstol[sp}) 

deathl .0; 
est_kill(i,death); 

if(estpress[i][x}[y]<0.0) 
estpress[i][x] [y]O.O; 

/* WHEN MJNIIvIUIvI SIZE OF INDIVIDUAL REACHED */ 
if(estdens[i][x][y]>occthreshold[sp]) 

indivnindiv; 
nindiv++; 
if(nindiv>SETINDIV) 

printf('\n\n\nIECOSPACE Stopped:too many indivs. see EstablishrnentQ'); 
tNTIMES; 

/*RE ALLOCATE INDIV?R4Y SPACE WHERE PRESS*/ 
tesSETINDIV-1 0.0; 
if(nindiv>tes) 

for(dindiv=0;dindiv<nindiv;dindiv++) 
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iglife[dindivj==o.0) 
indiv_remove(dindiv); 

indivinitialise(i); 
death0.O; 
est_kiII(i,death); 

1* 
/*l7S]4J3 MASTER CONTROLS GEMINATION AND ESTABLISHMENT______ 

void estab_masterØ -  

germinateØ; 
if(weekday==6) 

for(x=O;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

establishmentØ; 

/* "EST INITIALISE"  DEALS WITH IVEWESJABLISHING PLANTS*/ 
void estinitialise(spe) 
mt spe; 

mt i, 	/*establishing individual*/ 
isum; 	I*total density for all i in hex*/ 

long vv; 	/*general variable for seed reserve calcs*/ 

isumO.O; 
for(i=O;i<NEST;i++) 

isum+estdens[i] [x] [y]; 

for(i=O;i<NEST;i++) 

if(estdens[iJ[x][y]==O.O&&isum<densmax[spe]) 

if(gogerm[spe]>O.0) 

/*USE UP ALL SEED RESERVES IN ONE DAY. 10% VARIATJONBEThEEN SEEDS*/ 
vv=seed_reserve[spe}; 
if(vv) 
vvrandQ%vv; 

if(vv<O.0) 
vvO.00001; 

estdens[i][x][y]=(int)seed_reserve[spe]+vv/lO.o; 
estsp[i][x]{y]=spe; 
estpress[][x] [y]0.O; 
gogerm[spe]=O.O; 
gennrate[spe]+1 .0; 

estprod[i] [x][y]=0.0; 
/*pthitf(?!estd(%d %d %d)%d ,i,x,y,estdens[i][x][y]);*/ 

__________  
/*ESTGROWfi11S  estprod /iourly*/ 

void estgrow(hour) 
int hour, 
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mt i,coldnight,calcform,calcrange; 	/*control hcalc() */ 
float hh, 	 /*temp prehisto,y*/ 

11, 	 ,I*light*/ 
ft 	 /*ten,p*/ 
p,r; 	 7*/laid photo and resp*/ 

for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

for(i=0;i<NEST;i++) 

if(estdens[i] [x][y]>0.0) 

spestsp[iI{x] [yJ; 
zztop_lit[x] [y]; 
calcform= 1.0; calcrange= 15.0; 
hh=hcalc(calcform,calcrange); 
lllvar(hour,x,y,z); 
tttemp[x][y}[z]; 

/*CHECK INPUTS */ 
coldnight=phot_inputs(hh,II,tt); 
if(hh<ghllhh>gh) 
hh=gh; 

if(11<g1I11>g1) 
11g1; 

if(tt<gtljtt>gt) 
tt=gt; 

11=11*0.001;  /*convert to units for G&W equations */ 
/*simple  dormancy for all species below 6*7 

if(hh>6.0) 

p=est_photo(i,hh,II,tt); 
rest_resp(i, cold night, tt); 
p--r; 

/*take  into account species differences & convert to grammes*/ 
p.p*pftact[sp]/1 333333.3; 

est_prod[i] [x][y]+=p; 

1* 	 *1 
/*"EST KILL CLEARS HEX OF DEAD PL4NTS*/ 

void estkill(i,death) 
mt i,death; 

hit ii; 	/*establishing  individual*/ 

if(death) 
litter_dens[xI [y}[z]+=(int)estdens[i}[x] [y] *massl ooU1ass1itter  

for(ii=i;ii<NEST;ii++) 
{ 

if(ii+1 .0==NEST) 

estdens[ii][x][y]=0.0; 
estsp[ii][x][y]0.O; 
estpress[ii]{x][y]=O.0; 

else 

estdens[ii] [x] [yjestdens[ii+ 1 ][xJ[y]; 
estsp[ii][x] [y]estsp[ii+1] [x] [y]; 
estpress[ii][x] [y]estpress[ii+1 ] [x] [y]; 
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/* 	 */ 
/*"EST PHOTO" RETURNS PHOTOSYNTH*/ 

float est_photo(i,hh,ll,tt) 
inti; 
float hh,ll,tt; 

mt estage; 	/*conslant shoot age=10*/ 
double photosynth; 
double ex; 	/*power to which F raised*/ 

estage=10.0; 
exO.0; 
ex(0.4758*110. 3608*11*11+0.01 879)*tt; 
ex+=(0.01212*11+0.01 12*11*110.000208)*tt*tt; 
ex+(1 .943*11_3.5349*11*11_0.  1628)*hh; 
ex+=(0.278*11+0. 5257*11*11+0.03511 )*lJ1*1h; 
ex+=(doub1e)(0.09259*11+0. 1663 *ll*ll+o.006o79)*estage; 
ex+(double)(0.000 171 *11-0.00031 *11*11..0.0000 141 )*estage*estage; 

ex+=(22.588*l145.885*11*110.5463); 

photosynth=(double)pow(E,ex)*masshoot*estdens[i][x][y]; 
photosynthphotosynth*600; 

/*mugrammes  */ 
return photosynth; 

/*Jj'5 LIMITS" LIMITS PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO NUTRIENTS */ 
float est_limits(i,p,competition) 
mt i,p,competition; 

mt below, 	 /*z layer below */ 

float prodmin, 	 mod,jIed j,rod*/ 
prodlim, /*mod/Ied prod wi/I, limiting factor onlv*/ 
phmod, 	 /*o_ J  scale for limiting pH*/ 
moistmod, 	/*01 scale for limiting water*/ 
ph, 	 /*pH*/ 
Sm, 	/*available water*/ 
limitmod; 	/*n,osr limiting of above 'mod' variables */ 

limitmod=1 .0; 
below--z-1.0; 
ph=soil_ph[x][y]; 
phmod=response_ph(ph); 
if(phmod<limitmod) 
limitmod=phmod; 

sm=(float)moisture[x][y][below]*estdens[j][x] Fyi/competition; 
moistmod=response_sm(sm); 
if(moistmod<limitmod) 
liirntmod=moistmod; 

/*ise  LilvilT to allocate liniting factor/additive lin,itations*/ 
prodmin=(float)p*phmod*moistmod; 
prodlim=(float)p*limitmod; 
p(float)prodrnin*(1 .0LIIvllT)+prod1im*L1Mff; 
return p; 

*7 
/"EST RESP" RETURNS RESPIRATION*/ 

float est_resp(i,coTdnight,tt) 
inti, 

coidnight; /*traps  cold nightfor regression */ 
float It; 

mt estage; 	/*leaf age*/ 
double resa,resb,resp, /*respiration  at different stages of calculation */ 

ex; 	/*power  to raise E to *1 

resp0.0; 
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/*CCUJ4TEPh'SpIp4TION OF PLANT PER HOUR */ 
/*G&wpJSpIp.4TION*/ 

estage 10.0; 
if(coldnighto.0) 

ex=(float)(0.091 96*tt0.009633*estage+0.0000] 625  *estage*estage+l  .1927); 
resp=pow(E,ex); 

else 
respO.0; 

resp=(double)(resp*masshoot*estdens[ij[x] [] *60); 
return resp; 

/* "EST-  WIPE" CLEARS HEX OF ALL ESTA]3LISIJING PLANTS */ 
void est_wipeØ 

mt i; 	/*individual*/ 
for(i=0;i<NEST;i++) 

1estdens[i][x][y]0.0; 
estsp[i][x][y]-1 .0; 

/*l7'XpQ5UJ)E'UQIs A RATING FOR EA CL! TILE */ 
float exposurc(xxx,yyy,zzz) 
mt xxx,yyy,zzz; 

mt opt, 	 /*options EXPOCUT*/ 
xx,yy,zz, 	 ,/*xyz *7 
hecount; 	 /*counter tiles passed through */ 

float bearing, 	/*bearing (also nun bearing) */ 
bearmax, 	/*max  va/for bearing scan 
elevation, 	/*angle  of elevation */ 
sum, 	/*total density of hecount tiles */ 
sumshaft, 	/*mean  density OR 0-1 scale measure 
surround; 	/*0_1 scale measure of exposure 

sumshaft=0.0; 
opt=EXPOCUT; 

/*SEI'CT CALCULATION TYPES */ 
if(optO.0) 

/*SCuj]V NARROW RANGE AROUND WIND DIRECTION*/ 
bearing'windbearing-0.0871 5; 
bearmax=w6ndbearing+0.09; 
if(bearing<0.0) 
bearing0.0; 

while(bearing<bearmax) 

elevation'=O. 000 1; 
while(elevation<0. 17) 

for(zz=0;zz<nz;zz++) 

for(xx=0;xx<nx;xx++) 

for(yyO;yy<ny;yy++) 

shaft length [xx][yy][zz]=0.0; 

/* USE LIGHT R4YFUNCTIONS TO SEE WHICH TILES PASSED *7 
lightjath(xxx,yyy,zzz,bearing,elevation); 
light _shaft(xxx,yyy,zzz,elevation); 
sum0.0; 
hecount0.0; 

/*FIND MEAN DENS FOR THOSE TILES PASSED THROUGH */ 
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for(zzO;zz<nz;zz++) 

for(xx=0;xx<nx;xx++) 

for(y0;yy<ny;y++) 

if(shafl_length[xxJ[yy][zz]>O.0) 

hecount++; 
sum+=(float)absdens[xx] [yy][zz]; 

if(sum>O.0) 
sumshaft+=(float)surnlhecount; 

elevation+=0.08; 

bearing+=0.08715; 

/*A4GE FOR 9 RAYS AND div by 10000 TO GIVE INDEX*/ 
/*] FULLY EXPOSED 0 FULLY CO VERED */ 

if(sumshaft>0.0) 
sumshaftl .0-sumshafui90000.0; 

else 
surnshaft0.0; 

xxxx;yyyy;zzzz; 
surround=turbulence_catØ; 
surround=(sumshafi+sunotrnd)/2. 0; 

I 
else 

xxxx;yyyy;z=zzz; 
surround=turbulence_catØ; 

return surround; 

1* 
/* GERM GTESTSLOCATIONFO)EACHSpECIES&FILLS GOGERIVI[]*/ 

void genngap 

mt calcform,calcrange, 	/*conrrol hcalc() */ 

	

spe, 	 /*species  */ 

	

soil; 	 /*zlayer  of soil *I 
float a,b, 	/*limits  of daylength */ 

/*temp prehistory*/ 

	

11; 	 ,/*ligI,t *1 

for(spe"O;spe<nsp;spe-H-) 

gogerm[spe]=0.0; 
soilz-1 .0; 
igsoil<O.0) 
soilO.0; 

if(moisture[x][y][soil]>smoistgerm[spe]) 

if(wind[x][y][z]<expolimit[spe]) 

a=lhoursgerm[spe]-5.0; 
blhoursgerm[spe]+5.0; 
if(dayhours>a&&dayhours<b) 

calcform=1 .0;calcrange=2.0; 
hhhcalc(calcform,calcrange); 
if(hh>tempgerm[spe]) 

111t[x][y][z]; 
if(11>lightgerm[spe]) 
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gogerm[spe]++; 

/* 

/* GERMINATE MAKES—SEEDS—INTO—PLANTS  
void germinateØ 

mt germtest, 	 /*0 no germination I germination */ 
spe; 	 /*species  *7 

for(y0;y<ny;y-f-f-) 

for(xO;x<nx;x-H-) 

zztop_1it1x]1y1;  
germtest=O.O; 

germ_gapØ; 
germtest=scedbankØ; 
if(germtest) 

for(spe=O;spe<nsp;spe-H-) 

if(gogerm[spe]) 

est_initialise(spe); 

germ_rateØ; 

/* 
/*GERIVIRATE() "RECORDS RATE OF GERA'IINA TION FOR EACH SPECIES */ 

void germ rateØ 

mt timerr, 	 /*timer  trigger/or recording 30 day intervals *7 
spe; 	/*species  */ 

float areascale; 	 /*scales  area to ms-] *1 

areascale=(float)nx*ny*0.026*SIDEScALE*SDEScAIE; 
timerr=t%30; 
if(timerr=O.0) 
{ 

for(spe=O;spe'znsp;spe++) 

germrate[spe =germrate[spe /(30.0*areasca1e);  
gemirate[sp]=O.O; 

/* 
/* 	"GREENGRO W" grows either whole plant or leaves as approp *7 

void greengrowØ 

mt surplusum, 	/*total surplus pot growth/or all indivs*/ 
stest; 	/*controls  dens _update *7 

potentialindivgrowØ; 
surplusum=appliedindivgrowØ; 
iqsurplusum>o.o) 

surplusindivgrow(surplusum); 
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stest=0.0; 
dens_update(stest); 

/* 

GIVESBASECOORDSOFGIVENINDIVIDUAL____ 
void grid setupØ 

for(indiv0;indiv<nindiv;indivH) 

spspecies[indiv]; 
/* 	ZERO(-1)T1JEREIvIAINDER 	 *1 

for(z=0;z<nz;z+-F) 

Xcent[indiv][z]-1 .0; 
Ycent[indiv][z]=-1 .0; 
xcord[indiv][z]-1 .0; 
ycord[indiv][z]=-1 .0; 
zgrowth[indiv][z]=0.0; 

x=setxcordtopsol[mdiv]; 
y=set_ycordtopsol[indiv]; 
z=ztop_lit[x]{y]; 
xcord[indiv][z]=x; 
ycord[indiv] [z]=y; 
xyconvertBØ; 
topht{indiv]=z; 
botht[indiv]=z; 
for(z=botht[indiv];z<nz;z++) 

/* FOR EACIIHEk' GENERA TERANDOMXYCORDS*/ 
if(xcord[indiv][z]>=0.0&&ord[indiv][zj=0.o) 

xxcord[mdiv}[z]; 
yycord[indiv]{z]; 
xyconvcrtBØ; 
topht[indiv]=z; 

1* 	 *1 
/* 	"GROW" CONTROLS GROWTH GENERATION AND PARTITIONING______ 

void growØ 

mt leafgrowth, 	 /*fresh growth of leaves */ 
sentest; 	 /*O normal 1 senescent */ 

sentest=0.0; 
for(z=0;z<nz;z++) 

zgrowth[mdiv][z]=0.0; 

ageclass[mdiv]=classify_ageØ; 
if(ageclass[indiv]==9) 

ind_killØ; 

/* DIVIDE BETWEEN OCCUPIED Z */ 
iggf0rm1sp]==0.0) 	 - 

growth[indiv]=storeØ; 	/* UNITS: GRAivIIvIES*/ 
leafgrowth=partitionØ; 	/* UNITS: DENSITIES convert in partOO *7 
growth[mdiv]=leafgrowth; 
sentestsenesc_testØ; 
if(sentest='O.0) 

shoot_share(Ieafgrowth); 

else 
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/*NB TEMPORARILY SET THE SAME FOR BOTH GROWTH FORMS */ 
growth[indiv]=storeØ; 	/*UNITS: GRAMMES*/ 
leafgrowth=partitionØ; 	/*UNITS: DENSITIES convert in partOO */ 
growth[indiv]=leafgrowth; 

/* GROWTH GEN RETURNS NEW GROWTH PER TIIvIESTEP____________ 
float growth_gen(hour)  
mt hour; 
{ 

float gr, 	/*net production */ 
maxgr, 	/* gr before application of soil limitations */ 
photo, 	/*indiv photosynth */ 
resp; 	/*incji, respiration */ 

photo=0.0; 
resp=0.0; 
gr--0.0; 

photo+=photosyntheather(hour); 
resp+respi ration (hour); 
gr=photo-resp; 

,/*mugramrnes per hour */ 
/*convert to grammes dry weight 0.75 conversion CO2 to dwt*/ 

grrgr/1 333333.3; 
/ttake into account species differences */ 

grgr*pfract[sp]; 
rnaxgrgr; 
/*grsoj11jmjts(mgr);*/ 

if(gr>DCONIgr<-DCON) 
grO.0; 

return gr; 

"HCALC" GIVES TEMP PREHIS T ________ORY V4LUE hh  
float hcalc(calcform,calcrange) 
mt calcforni,calcrarige; 

mt ago; 	/*counterfor  past days */ 
float hh; 	/*temp pre-hi story value */ 

hh=0.0; 
if(ca1cform==1 .0) 

/* VERSION ONE... .PREHIS TORY FROM PAST ONLY BECA USE FUTURE HAS NO 
- BIOLOGICAL MEANING____________ 
hh'O.O; 
if(calcrange<"=O.0) 
calcrangel .0; 

if(calcrange>49.0) 
calcrange=49.0; 

for(ago=0;ago<ca1crange;ago++) 

hh+=htemp[ago]; 

hh=(float)hhlcalcrange; 

return hh; 

"HEXCORD" GIVES COORDS OF CORNERS OF GIVEN HEX______ 
void hexcordØ 

mt vertex; 	/*vertex of hexagon */ 

for(vertex=0;vertex<7;vertex++) 

if(vertex==0.0) 	/* 	CENTRE POINT OF HEX 	*1 
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Xcord[0](float)1 .5*x  +1.0; 
Ycord[0](float)1 .732O5O8y +0.8660254 

else {if(vertex=1 .0) 

Xcord[1 ]=(float)1 5*x  +0.5; 
Ycord[ 1 ](float) 1. 73205 0 8 *y; 

else {if1(vertex2) 

Xcord[2](float)1 .5*(x+l  .0); 
Ycord[2](float)1 .7320508*y;  

else {if(vertex3.0) 

Xcord[3]=(float)1 5*x+20; 
Ycord[3]=(float)1 .732OSO8y  +0.8660254 

else (if(vertex=4) 

Xcord[4](float)1 5*(x+1. 0); 
Ycord[4]=(float)1.7320508*(y+1 .0); 

else{igvertex=5) 

Xcord[5](float)1. 5  x+0.5; 
Ycord[5](float)1 7320508*(y+1  .0); 

else {if(vertex==6) 

Xcord[6](float)1 5*x; 
Ycord[6](float)1 .7320508y +0.8660254 

if(x%2) 
Ycord[vertex]=Ycord[vertex}+0.8660254; 

/* 

/*PSfl.7)JVjNITI4JjSE GIVES FRESH INDIVS GRID COORDS& AJVGLES*/ 
void indiv_initialise(i) 
jilt i; 

life[indiv] .0; 
ageclass[mdivJ=0.0; 
t_age[indiv}0.0; 
species[mdiv}sp; 
xcord[indivl[z]x; 
ycord[indiv][z]=y; 
discthick[indiv}[z]0.8; 
rsq[indiv][z]=estdens[i][x][y/(PI*discthick[jndiv [zJ); 

/*55(]Jyf' ROOTS GROWN IN PARALLEL WITH SHOOTS */ 
totroots[indiv]=estdens[i][x][y]; 
tot__shoots[indiv]=estdens[i][x][y]; 
xyconvertBØ; 
vtrunk_ang1e[indiv=PIJ2.0; 
rtrunkangle[indiv]-1 .0; 
trun1c_length[indiv]=0.000 1; 
botht[mdiv]z; 
topht[indiv]z; 
nntile[indiv]1 .0; 
nptile[indiv]1 .0; 
xhex[indiv][0]=x; 
yhex[indiv][0=y; 
zhex[indiv[0]=z; 
dens[indiv][0]=estdens[i] [x][y]; 
sshoot_dens[mdiv][0]=estdens[i][xI [y]*O.  9; 
woodens[indiv] [0]estdens[i] [x][y] *0.1;  
sshoot_age[indiv]=300.0; 
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lshoot_age[indiv] [0]=1.0; 
ddens[indiv] [0]0.0; 
storage[indiv]0. 1; 
storeshort[indiv]=0.0; 
dormancy[indiv]0.0; 
flower[mdiv]=0.0; 

1*-7ADIV KILL" CONVERTS ALL PLANT TO LITTER AND KILLS */ 
void ind_kiIIØ 

ntilenntile[indiv]; 
for(ti1er0;tile<ntile;ti1e++) 

x=xhex[indiv][tile]; 
y=yhex[indiv][tile]; 
z=ztop_lit[x][y]; 

litter dens[x][y][z]=(int)((dens[indiv][tjle]_woodefls[jndjv][tjle])*masshootJ 
masslitter)+(woodens[indiv][tile] *nasswoodJnas  slitter) 

dens[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
sshootdens[indiv}[tile]=0.0; 
woodens[indiv] [tile]0.0; 
topht[mdiv]=0.0; 

for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

rsq[indiv][z]=0.0; 
discthick[indiv][z]=0.0; 

life[mdiv]=0.0; 
printf("\n INDIVIDUAL NUMBER %d HAS DIED AT TIME %d\n',indiv,t); 

/*IIJVA44STER CONTROLS BASIC GROIT,71I OP INDIVIDUALS______ 
void indiv_masterO 

mt hour; 	/*hour  counter */ 

for(hour=0;hour<24;hour-H-) 

temp_regime(hour); 
/* HOURLY GROWTH FOR ESTABLISHING PLANTS */ 

est_grow(hour); 
for(indiv=0;mdiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

if(life[indiv]>0.0&&dormancy[indiv]==0) 

sp=species[mdiv]; 
growth[indiv]+=growth_gen(hour); 

for(mdiv=0;indiv<mndiv;mcljv++) 

spspecies[indiv]; 
1* 

t_age[indiv]++; 
AD VA NCE AGE 

if(life[mdiv]>0.0) 	 /* EL SE CALCULATE MORTALITY ETC*/ 
mortalityØ; 

else 

t=NTIMES; 

/*ADD WEEKLY GROYTH*/ 
if(weekday6) 
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for(indivO;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

if(life[iiidiv]>O.0) 
growØ; 

greengrowØ; 
woodgrowØ; 

for(indiv=O;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

growth[indiv]=O.O; 

/* 

/*7JJVp1Qr/E UPDATES ALL ARRAYS FOR INDIVS AFTER DEATH*/ 
void indiv_remove(dindiv) 

	

mt dindiv; 	/*dead individual*/ 

	

mt jindiv; 	1* individual counter*/ 

nindiv--; 
for(jindivdindivjindiv<nindivjindiv++) 

agecIass[jindiv=agec1ass[jindiv+1]; 
bud[jindiv]bud[jindiv+1J; 
botht[jindiv]botht[jindiv+1; 
domenumber[j indiv]=domenurnber[j indiv+ 1]; 
life[jindiv]=lifc[jindiv+1]; 
species[jindiv}=species[jindiv+1 1; 
rdensum[jindiv]=rdensum[jindiv+1]; 
dormancy[jindiv]=dorrnancy[jindiv+ 1]; 
flower[jindiv]flower[jindiv+ II; 
storeshort[jindiv]storeshort[j indiv+ 1]; 
sshoot_age[indiv]=sshoot_age[j indiv+1]; 
tot_roots[j indivjtot_rootsDindiv+ 1]; 
tot_shoots[j indiv]=tot_shoots[jindiv+1]; 
t_age[jindiv]=t_age[jindiv+1 1; 
topht[jindiv]topht[jindiv+ 1]; 
woodgrowth[j indiv]=woodgrowth[jindiv+1 1; 
storage [jindiv] =storage [jindiv+1 1; 
mavail[jindiv]=rnavail[jindiv+1 }; 
navail[j indiv]navail[jindiv+ 1]; 
pavail[jindiv]=pavail[jindiv+ 11; 
phavai1[jindiv]=phavail[jindiv+ 1; 
growth [jindiv]growth[jindiv+ 11; 
rtrunk_angle[jindiv]=rtrunkangle[jindiv+1 J; 
vtrunkangle[jindiv]=vtrunkangle[j indiv+ 1]; 
trunk _length [j indiv]=tnink length [j indiv+ 11; 
Xcord[jindiv=Xcord[jindiv+1 1; 
Ycord[jindiv]=Ycord[jindiv+1]; 

for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

rsq[jindivJ[z]=rsqindiv+1 ][z]; 
discthick[jindiv][z]=discthick[jindiv-i-1 I [z]; 
xcord[jindiv][z]=xcord[jindiv+1 ][z]; 
ycord[jindiv][zI=ycord[jindiv+1 ][z]; 
Xcent[jindiv][z]=Xcent[jindiv+I I [z]; 
Ycent[jindiv[z]=Ycentjindiv+ 1J[z]; 

nnti1e[jindiv]znntile[jindiv+1]; 
nptile[jmdiv]=nptile[jindiv+1 1; 
ntile=nptile[jindiv}; 
for(tile=O;tile<ntile;tile++) 

xhex[jindiv][tile]=xhex[jindiv+1 ][tile]; 
yhex[jindiv][tile]=yhex[jindiv-i-1 ][tile]; 
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zhex[jindivl[tile]=zhex[jmdiv+1 ][tile]; 
dens[jindiv][tile]=dens[jindiv+1 I [tile]; 
ddens[jindiv][tile]=ddens[jindiv+l ][tile]; 
woodens[jindiv][tile]=woodensLjjndjv+ 11 [tile]; 
sshoot_densfjindiv][tile]=sshootdens[iindiv+1 ] [tile]; 

1* 
/*JJVSETUpOZEROS INDIVMEMORY___________________ 

void indiv_setupØ 

	

mt i, 	/*thdividual number*/ 

	

zz; 	1* z level */ 

i=indiv; 
life[mdivl=0.0; 
ageclass[indiv]0.0; 
tage[mdiv]0.0; 
bud[indiv]0.0; 
rdensum[indiv]=0.0; 

nti1eSEYIILE; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

dens[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
ddens[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
ddens_overlap[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
potdens_overlap[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
woodens[mdiv][tile]=0.O; 
lshoot_age[indiv][tile]=l .0; 
xhex[mdiv][tile]=0.0; 
yhex[indiv] [tile]0.0; 
zhex[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
sshoot_dens[indiv][tile]=0.0; 

for(zzO;zz<nz;zz++) 

if(!zz-z) 

rsq[iiidiv][zz]=0.0; 
discthick[indiv][zz]=0.0; 
xcord[indiv][zz}=-1 .0; 
ycord[indiv][zz]=-1 .0; 
Xcent[indivj[zz]=-1 .0; 
Ycent[mdiv] [zz]-1 .0; 
zgrowth[indiv][zz]=0.0; 

for(tileo;tile<SEI1INDIV;tile-i-+) 

xempty[indiv] [tile]=- 1.0; 
yempty[indiv] [tile]=- 1.0; 
zempty[indiv][tile]=-1 .0; 

species[indiv]=-1 .0; 
tot_roots[indiv]=0.0; 
tot_shoots[indiv]0.0; 

vtrunk_angle[indiv]=(float)PJJ2.0; 
rtrunk_angle[indiv]=-1 .0; 
trunk_length[indiv]=0.0; 
botht[mdiv]=0.0; 
topht[indiv]=0.0; 
nntile[indiv]=0.0; 
nptile[indiv]=0.0; 
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sshoot_age[indiv]=300.0; 
ddens[mdiv][0]0.0; 
storeshort{indiv]=0.0; 
storage [mdiv]=0.0; 
doniiancy[indiv]=0.0; 
flower[indiv]=0.0; 

growth[indiv]=0.0; 
woodgrowth[indiv]=0.0; 
rdensum[indivj0.0; 
mavail[indiv]=0.0; 
navail[indiv]o.0; 
pavail[indiv]o.0; 
phavail[mdiv]=0.0; 
domenumber[mdiv]-1 .0; 
Xdomecentre[mdiv]=0.0; 
Ydomecentre[indiv]=0.0; 

/*INJTIJIIJSEA N VARIABLES__________________________ 
void initialiseAØ 

nxHEXX; 
nyHEXY; 
nz=HEXZ; 
nspNSPECIES; 
naclass=NACLASS; 
ntNTIIVIES; 
testRUNNUIMBER; 
disp1ayRESTJLTSFORMAT; 

/* 	INITIALISEB SETS U]' GRID VALUES  
void initialiseBØ 

mt stest, 	/*controls  dens updateO*/ 
surplusum; I*total  all mdiv surplus pot. growth*/ 

1* 	 ZERO GRID  
stestO.0; 
dens_update(stest); 
absdens_updateØ; 
grid_setup; 

ALIGN DISCS WITH DENS[][] FOR GFOR?VI[O]______ 
for(indivo;indiv<rnndiv;indiv++) 

spspecies[indiv]; 
if(gf6rm[sp]0.0) 

growth[mdiv]0.00 1; 
else 
growth[indiv]0.0; 

potentialindivgrowØ; 
surp1usumappIiedindivgrow; 
dens_update(stest); 
absdens_updateO; 
embdens_updateØ; 

/*ZERO ESTABLISHING GRID */ 
for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y-H-) 

est_wipeØ; 

} 

1* 
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1* 	"KCALC" GENERA TESAVALUEFORKFOREA CH—TILE ________ 
double kca1c(ez) 
mt ez; 	 /*height above ground surface */ 

double k; 	/*transmission coefficient  *1 
double ab; 	/*material absorption coefficient */ 

ab0.8; 
absqrt(ab); 

ifz<ztop_soil[x{y) 
k=1.0; 

else 

if(ez>=0.0) 
k=(double)2.0*ab*embeddcns[ez]/DCON;  

else 
k(double)2.0*ab*absdens[x] [Y] [z]IDCON; 

if(k<0.0) 
k0.0; 

return k; 

/* 
/* 	"LCLOUD" GENERA TES DAILY CLOUD CONDITIONS*/ 

void Icloud(val) - 
long val; 

mt ctest,ctotal,hit,loops; 
long dhrs,dice,hr,  
float yestrday, 

mean,sdev; 	/*mean  and standard deviation */ 

yestrday=sunhours; 
meansunmean[month]; 
sdev=sundev[month]; 
sunhoursnormal_distribution(mean,sdcv); 

WITH TEMP */ 
/*USE DICE TO DECIDE DEPENDENCY ON TEMP CURREI'T1'LY CONSTANT ALL YEAR 

dicerandO%6; 
if(dice>5.0) 

/* SEASONAL WEATHER BIAS*/ 
if(month>3.0&&rnonth<8.0) 

if(temperature[0]>tmaxmean[rnonth]&&sunhours<sunmean[month]) 
sunhours+(2.0 *(supaneajj[month] sunh1ojrs)); 

if(temperature[0]<trnaxmean[month]&&suIthours>suIImeafl[month]) 
sunhours+=(2 .0*(sunmean[rnonth] sun11ours));  

else 
{ 
igtemperature[o]<tmaxrnean[month&&sunhours<suI)rnean[month]) 

sunhours+=(2 .0*(sunmean[month] sunhours));  
iqtemperathre[o]>thme[month]&&suithours>sumuean[moith]) 

sunhours+=(2.0*(sunmean[month]sun11ours)); 

/*correlation  with period of similar weather */ 
if(val>0.0) 
sunhours=(sunhours+yestrday)/2.0; 

if(sunhours<0.0) 
sunhours=0.0; 

cloudhours=dayhours-sunhours; 
if(cloudhours<0.0) 

cloudhours0.0; 
sunhours=dayhours; 
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/*])OJ,flyAppORTION ACROSS DA Y*/ 
for(hr=0;hr<dayhours;hr++) 

ccover[hr]=1 .0; 
ctotal=0.0; 
ctest=cloudhours* 100.0; 
dhrs=dayhours; 
if(cloudhours>dhrs) 

ctest=(int)100.0*dhrs; 
while(ctotal<ctest) 

hito.0; 
loops00; 
while(hit<0.5) 

hr=randQ%dhrs; 
c_cover[hrl+=33.334; 
if(c_cover{hr1<1 02.0) 

hit-H-; 
if(c_cover[hr]>1 00.0) 

c_cover[hr]=1 00.0; 
loops++; 
if(loops>20.0) 
break; 

ctotal+33. 334; 

/* "LEDGEND" RECORDS LENGTh! OF SHAPT IN Z NEAR EDGE & CHECKS ERR  ORS */ 
void IedgendØ 

mt pp,qq,uu; 

edgezo.0; 
ppnx-1.0; 
qqny-1 .0; 
uunz-1 .0; 
edgeshaft=0.0; 

for(x0;x<nx;x-H-) 

for(y0;y<ny;y-H-) 
/*edges only*/ 

if(x0.0xppIy==0.0jIy==qq) 

for(z=ztop_lit[x][y];z<nz;z++) 

if(shaft1ength[x]FYI [zI<0.0) 
shaft _1ength[x]FYI [zI 0.0; 

if(shaft_length[x][y] [z]>2.236068) 
shaft_length[x][y][z]=2.236068; 

/ *NE V  TOP ZLAYER*/ 
if(shaft_1ength[x][y]{zI>0.0&&zedgez) 

edgez=z; 
edgeshaft=shaft_length[x][y][z]; 

/*QJJJ) TOP Z LA YER*/ 
else 

if(shaft_length[x][y][z]>0.0&&z==edgez) 
edgeshaft+=shaft_lengthFx}[y][z]; 

if(edgez"uu) 

edgeshaft0.0; 
edgeznz; 
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/*JLj,fl3EDO "ALLOWS FOR EMBEDDING 

OF______  

LIGHT MODEL____________ 
double lembed(ez,sinq,transmission) 
mt ez; 
double sinq,transmission; 

double k; 	/*transmission coefficient *1 
double kd, 	/* k * shaft length */ 

outshaft; /*length of shaft below nx lying outside grid*/ 

igz>=edgez&&embeddens{ez]>cLO) 

k=kcalc(ez); 
if(z==edgez&&edgez<nz) 

outshaft(1 .O/sinq)-edgeshaft; 
if(outshaft<O.0) 

outshafl=O.O; 
kdoutshaft*SIDESCALE*k; 
if(kd>O.0) 

transmission=transmission*pow(E,kd); 

else 

if(z>edgez&&edgez<nz) 

outshaft .O/sinq; 
igoutshan<O.0) 

outshaft'=O.O; 

kd=(double)outshaft*SIDESCALE*k; 
if(kd>O.0) 

transmission=transmission*pow(E,kd); 

return transmission; 

/* "LIGHT ATTENUATION" CALCULA TES LIGHT GETTING THROUGH TO HEX */ 
float light attenuation(xxx, 	,elevion,slight) 	- 	- 	- 	 - 
mt xxx,yyy; 
float elevation,slight; 

nit ez; 	/*layer  above ground*/ 
float irrad; 	/*transnzilted radiation */ 
double k, 	/*transrnission coefficient */ 

kd, 	/* k times dist*/ 
sinq, 	/ sin of angle q */ 
transmission; /tamount of tranmitted radiation */ 

transmission=slight; 
sinq=sin(elevation); 
thsinq<O.0) 
sinqO.O-smq; 

if(sinq==O.0) 
smq=0.00000001; 

for(x'=minx;x<maxx;x-f-l-) 

for(yminy;y<maxy;y++) 

for(z=ztop_lit[x][y];z<nz;z-I-4-) 

if(shaftlength[x][y] [z]>O&&absdens[x] [] [z]>O) 
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ez=-1 .0; 
k'kcalc(ez); 

/*CONVERT HEX SIDE SCALE TO CM. */ 
if(k>0.0) 

kdr(doub1e)shafliength[x] [] [z]*SIDESCALE*k;  
/*USE L4MBERT-BEER EQUATION*/ 

if(kd>0.0) 

transmission=transmission*pow(E,kd);  

I*TAKE EMBEDDING INTO ACCOUNT TO REDUCE EDGE EFFECTS */ 
for(z=0;z<nz;z++) 

ez=z-ztop_Iit[xxx][yyy]; 
iqez>=o.o&&ez<) 

if(edgez<nz&&edgez>=ztop_1it[xxx] [yyy) 
transmission=lernbed(ez,sinq,transmission); 

irradtransmission; 
return irrad; 

/* "LIGHT DIFFUSE" CONTROLS DIFFUSE LIGHT CALCULATIONS */ 
void light _diffuse(xxx,yyy,zzz,startlight,niHight 	 - 
mt xxx,yyy,zzz; 
float startlight,nirlight; 

mt ell; 	/*elevation  class */ 
float bearing, ./*beanng  of ray */ 

contr, 	/*contribution  of angular slice of sky*/ 
elevation, 	/* angle of elevation */ 

/*radjatjo, transmitted to hex *7 

bearingO.01; 
elevation=0.087266; 
while(bearing<6.2832) 

elevation=0.087266; 
eilO.0; 
while(eievation<1 .5 75) 

for(z0;z<nz;z+-f) 

for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y=0;y<ny;y++) 

shaft _length[xJ[y][z]=0.0; 

lightjmth(xxx,yyy,zzz, bearing,elevation); 
light_shaft(xxx,yyy,zzz,elevation); 

/*calculate  contribution of angular slice of sky*/ 
/*.,m  of contr for all angles =1 */ 

contrsoc(eil); 
irrlight_attenuation(xxx,yyy,elevation,startljght); 
lt[xxx][yyy][zzz]+=(irr*contr); 
irr=light_attenuation(xxx,yyy, elevation, nirljght); 
nir[xxx] [YYI [zzzj+=(irr*contr); 
elevation+=0. 174533; 
ell++; 
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bearing+=(float)2.0*PJIBSTEP; 	/*rnove to next bearing class */ 

/* 	 */ 
/* "LIGHT DIRECT"  CONTROLS DIRECT LIGHT CALCULATIONS */ 

void Iight_direct(xxx,yyy,zzz) 	- 	 - 	 - 
mt xxx,yyy,zzz; 	/*local x,y,z values */ 

int hr;  
float bearing, 	 /*cornpass bearing */ 

elevation, 	 /*angle of inclination */ 
irr, 	 /*ternpora,y irradiance */ 

startit; 	 /*Illumination above canopy*/ 

for(hr=O;hr<dayhours;hr++) 

elevation=altitude[hr]; 
bearing=azimuth[hr]; 
for(z=O;z<nz;z++) 

for(x=O;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

shaft length[x}[y}[z=O.O; 

iight_path(xxx,yyy,zzz,bearing,elevation); 
Iight_shaft(xxx,yyy,zzz,elevation); 

/* NOW we have shaft length x,y,z for given light shaft */ 
startlt=par dir[hr]*sunhours/dayhours;  
irr:Iight_attenuation(xxx,yyy,eIevation,startIt); 
lt[xxx][)yyJ[zzzj+=irr; 
startlt=nir_dir[hr]*sunhours/dayhours;  
irrlight_attenuation(xxx,yyy,elevation,startlt); 
nir[xxxj[yyy][zzz]+=irr; 

,/*rnean hourly Wn,-2 *7 
1t[xxx]{yyy][zzzJ=1t[xxx][yyy][zzz/dayhours; 
nir[xxx][yyy][zzz}=nir[xxx][yyy][zzz]/dayliours; 

/* "LIGHT ERROR" CORRECTS FOR GRID BIAS */ 
void light _error(outpar,outnir) 
float outpar, 

outnir; 	/*outside canopy radiation levels */ 

mt rounder; 
float remdr,loss; 
for(x=O;x<nx;x++) 

for(O;y<ny;y++) 

for(z=ztop_lit[x][y];z<nz;z++) 

if(lt[x][y][z]>O.O&&mr[x][y] [z]>O.0) 

/*x s friping*/ 
if(x%2) 

rounder'=O.O; 
else 

if(lt[x][y][z]<outpar&&nir[x][y][z]<outnjr) 

lt[x}[y][z](float)LICOR*lt[x][y] [z]; 
nir[xJ[y] [z](float)LICOR*nir[x] [] [z]; 

rounder=nx- 1; 
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if(x'rounder&&y>O) 

lt[x][y][z]=1 .4*lt[x][y][zj; 
nir[x][y] [z]1 4*nir[x] [y] [z}; 

if(lt[xI[yI[z]<OO1) 
lt[x] [y] [z]=O.O 1; 

if(nir[x] [y][z]<O.Ol) 
nir[x][y] [z}0.O1; 

/*round to nearest 2 wrn2*/ 
rounder=(int)1t[x][y][z]/2.0; 
losslt[x][y][z]/2.O; 
remdr=loss-rounder; 
igremdr>O.5) 

rounder++; 
It[x][y][z](float)rounder*2O; 
rounder(int)nir[x][yJ[zJ/2.0; 
lossnir[x][y] [z]/2.O; 
remdr=(float)loss-rounder; 
if(remdr>0.5) 

rounder-H-; 
nir[x][y][z]=(float)rounder*2.0;  
if(lt1x11y1[z1<0.01) 

lt[x][y] [z]=O.O  1; 
if(nir[x][y][z]<O.O1) 

nir{x][y] [z}=O.O 1; 

/* 	 */ 
/'LIGHT HORJZ" CALCULATES HORIZONTAL TRACE OF SHAFT THRO A HEX 

COLUIVIN*/ 
void light horizØ 

mt inter; 	/*i fltersect counter */ 
double ldx,ldy,dsq; /*geomelric  vars 
double dist[2];/*distance  from intersect at hex side to origin */ 

for(inter0;inter<2;inter+-+) 

ldxXint[inter]-Xlight; 
ldyYint[inter-Ylight; 
dsq=pow(ldx,2.0)+pow(ldy,2.0); 
dist[inter]=sqrt(dsq); 

/*hdisp  is nearer origin except xrx=x yyy=y  where equal */ 
if(dist[O]>dist[1 ]) 

hdispdist[1]; 
hlengthdist[O]; 

else 

hdispdist[O]; 
hlengthdist[1]; 

/* 
/* 

—
"LIGHT PATH" CHAFACTERISES LIGHT SHAFT________ 

void lightpath(xxx,yyy,zzz,bearing,elevation) 	-  
mt x,yyy,zzz; 
float bearing,elevation; 

/* CHARACTERISE LINES FROM CENTRE OF HEX TILE xxx,jyy,zzz OUTWARDS & 
/*CALC]J4 TE LTMITS ON GRID SCA]VNINGINHORJZONTALPLAJTE_____ 
/*CENTp' OFFSET SLIGHTLY*/ 

Xlight=(float)l 5*x+O9; 
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Ylight'(float)l .7320508*yyy+0.84;  
if(x%2) 

Ylight+=0.8660254; 
if(zzz>0.0) 

Zlight=(float)zzz+0. 5; 
else 
ZlightO.0; 

if(bearing<=P112.0) 

bearing=(float)(P112.0)-bearing; 
minx=xxx; 
maxxnx; 
miny=0.0; 
maxy=yyy+1 .0; 

else 

if(bearing<PI) 

bearing-=(float)(PJJ2.0); 
mmxxxx; 
maxx=nx; 
miny'yyy; 
maxyny; 

else 

if(bearing<PI* 1.5 

bearing=(float)(PI* 1.5)-bearing; 
minx0.0; 
maxx=xxx+ 1.0; 
minyO.0; 
maxy=yyy+1.0; 

else 

if(bearing<P1*2.0) 

bearing =(float)(PI* 1.5); 
minx=0.0; 
maxxxxx+1 .0; 
minyyyy; 
maxyny; 

else 
printf("\nALARM bearing out of bounds"); 

if(maxx>nx) 
maxxnx; 

if(maxy>ny) 
maxyny; 

bgradtan(bearing); 
bcY1ight(bgrad*Xlight);  

/* IN
- 

 VERTICAL
- 
 PL4NE______ 

egrad=ta(e1evation);  
ecZlight; 

/* 
/*FILIGHT REGIME" CALCUA TES PERIODIC LIGHT ENVIRONMEJVT*/ 

void light_regimeØ - 

mt ctype, 	/*option  selector LIGHTCUT determines caic type */ 
,/*counter  hours, also used as dormancy indicator */ 

xxx,yyy,zzz; 	/* as x,y,z, */ 
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float nirlight, /*hourly  input NIR radiation at model top */ 
outpar, 	Might outside canopy */ 
outhir, 	/*near  infra red outside canopy */ 
startlight; /*hourly  input PAR radiation at model top */ 

ctypeLIGHTCUT; 
/*simple  light when all plants dormant */ 

hr--O; 
for(indiv=0;indiv<nindiv;indiv-H-) 

if(dormancy[indivj==0) 

if(hrO) 
ctype=2.0; 

sunhours=sunmean[rnonth]; 
cloudhours=dayhours-sunmean[month]; 

/*calculate  diffuse rad totals*/ 
startlight=0.0; 
nirlight=0.0; 
for(hr=0;hr<dayhours;hr+-i-) 

startlight+=(par_diqhr]*sunhours/dayhours)+(pardif[hrj *0.36* 
cloudhours/dayhours)+(pardir[Iir] *0 36*cloudhours/dayhours);  

nirlight+=(nirdif[hr]*sunhours/dayhours)+(njrdjr[llrj *0.3 * 
cloudhours/dayhours)+(nirdir[hr] *0.3 *c1oudhojrs/yIoijrs); 

/*give  as mean hourly i,.rad*/ 
startlightstartlightldayhours; 
nirlightnirlightidayhours; 

/*calculate  non-attenuated light outside canopy */ 
outpar=(((totpar/dayhours)*0.36*cloudhours)+ 

((totpar/dayhours) *sii111ottrs))/day1 oirs; 
outnir=((totnir/dayhours*0. 3 

(totnir/dayhours*sunhours))/dayhours;  
for(xxx=0;xxx<nx;xxx-H-) 

for(yyy=0;yyy<ny;yyy-H-) 

for(zzzo;zzz<ztoplit[xxx] [yyy];zzz++) 

lt[xxx][yyy][zzz]=0.0; 
nir[xxx]{yyy][zzz=0.0; 

for(zzz=ztop_lit[xxx][yyy];zzz<nz;zzz-H-) 

lt[xxx] [yyy][zzz]=0.0; 
nir[xxx] [yyyl[zzz]=0.0; 

/*GENEP4TE LIGHT PER TILE WITH INTER CEP TION PROP TO DENS */ 
if1(absdens[xxx][yyy]zzzI>0.0) 

/*Op7'10N2. SHORTCUT*/ 
if(ctype2.0) 

lt[xxx] [yyy] [zzz]=outpar; 
nir[xxx]{yyy][zzz]=outnir; 

/*QpJq5 0&1: FULL CALCULATIONS */ 
else 

Hght_direct(xxx,yyy,zzz); 
light_diffuse(xxx,yyy,zzz,startlight,nirlight); 

/* 	in Wm-2 */ 

else 

/*OPTION 1&2: SHORTCUT*/ 
if(ctype>0.0) 
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lt[xxx] [yyyj [zzz]=outpar; 
nir[xxx][yyy] [zzz]=outnir; 

/*OPTION 0: FULL CALCULATIONS *7 
else 

light_direct(xxx,yyy,zzz); 
light_diffusc(xxx,yyy,zzz,startlight,nirli(yht); 

} 	 /*i,i 

if(lt[xxx][yyy] [zzz]<=0.0) 
lt[xxxj{yyy][zzz]=0.00000000 1; 

I*CORRECT FOR GEOMETRIC BIAS */ 
light _error(outpar,outnir); 

/* 	"LIGHT SHAFT' CALCULA TES_LENG TH OF SHAFT PER TILE */ 
void light shaft(xxx,yyy,zzz,elevation) 
mt xxx,yy,zzz; 
float elevation; 

mt valid; 	/*0 null I valid intersect*I 

for(x=minx;x<maxx;x++) 

for(y=rminy;y<maxy;y++) 

stathexcordØ; 
slinegenerateØ; 
valid=lintersectsØ; 
if(valid>0.0) 

light horizO; 
lvert_distribute(xxx,yyy,zzz,elcvation); 

else 

if((x==xxx)&&(y==yyy)&&(elevation>1 .5)) 
{ 

for(z=zzz+l ;z<nz;z++) 

1shaft _length[x][y][z]=1 .0; 

shaft _length [xxx[yyy][zzz]=0. 1; 
ledgendØ; 

/* 
/* 	"LINTERSECTS" CALCUM TES COORDS OF LIGHTPA TH INTERSECTS 

mt lintersectsØ 

mt inter, 	/*intersect counter*/ 
1 	 vertex to dist_calc */ 
valid, 	/*Ø not on hex side, 1 on hex side*f 
vertex; 	/*hex corner*/ 

float Xposs,Yposs, 	/*potential intersect*/ 
distotal; 	/*if1 then point lies on hex side*/ 

inter0.0; 
valid0.0; 

for(vertex= 1 ;vertex<7;vertex-H-) 
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Xposs=(sc[vertex]-bc)/(bgrad-sgrad[vertex]); 
if(Xposs<O.0) 

Xposs=6000.0; 	 /*large  number off grid*I 
Yposs=(bgrad*Xposs)+bc;  
if(Yposs<0.0) 
Yposs6000.0; 	 /*large  number off grid*I 

l=vertex; 
distotal=dist_calc(l,Xposs,Yposs); 
if(distotal<l .00l&&distotal>0.999) 

if(inter<2.0) 

Xint[mter]=Xposs; 
Ymt[inter]''Yposs; 
valid-H-; 

inter++; 

if(inter>2.0) 
valid0.O; 

return valid; 

/* 
1* 	"LITTER CREATE" CONVERTS LEAF MA TERIAL TO DEAD LEAF*/ 

void litter_createO 

mt losss, 	/*litter  fall per tile*/ 
leafdens, 	I*total leaf dens*I 
longdens, 	I*density of long or old shoots in hex*/ 
xx,yy,zz; 	1* as x,y,z"/ 

float fpress, 	/*index  of pressure for leaf dcath,day,agc,light,wind*/ 
lss, 	/*float losss*/ 
ratio, 	/ ratio of woodlleaf*/ 
rem; 	/*remainder*/ 

/*CONSTAIffP4TE FOR ALL SHOOT CLASSES, SEE BUDBURSTo) */ 
/*first constant/wind dependeni rate */ 

for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

xxxhex[indiv][tile]; 
yy'yhex[indiv][tile]; 
zz=zhex[indiv][tile]; 
leafdens=dens[indiv] [tile]-woodens[indiv] [tile]; 
longdens=leafdens-sshoot_dens[indiv] [tile]; 

if(leafdens0.0) 

I*PRESSURE FOR LEAF DEATH.. WIND */ 
fpressl .0*wind[xxj[yy][zz];  
if(fpress<0.5) 

fpress0.5; 
fpress=fallrate[sp] [month] *fpress;  

if(lt[xx][yy][zz]<shade_tol[sp]) 

fpressl .5 *fpress;  

lssOO; 
/*TJffiD LOSS A UTUMN FOR SSHOOTS*/ 

if(sshoot_age[indiv]> 150.0) 
lsssshoot dens [mdiv] [tile]* fpress; 

losss(int)lss; 
sshootdens[indiv] [tile]-=Iosss; 
lss+longdens*fpress* 1.5; 
losss=(int)lss; 
dens[indiv][tile]-=losss; 

/*CONVERT TO DEAD LEAF*/ 
1ss4ss*masshooUmassIitter; 
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losss=(int)lss; 
rem4ss-losss;if(rem>0. 5 )losss-H-; 
litter dens [xx] [yy][zz]+losss; 
lsswoodens[indiv][tile]*fpress/1 0.0; 
losss=(int)lss; 
dens[indiv][tile]-=losss; 

/*CQM,'L7?T TO DEAD LEAF*/ 
lsslss*masswood/masslitter;  
losss=(int)lss; 
remlss-losss;if(rem>0. 5)losss-H-; 
litter _dens[xx][yy] [zz]+=losss; 

/*NOW WOOD LOSS WHERE DENUDED */ 
if(dens[indiv] [tile]>0.0) 

ratio=woodens[indiv][tile]/dens[indiv] [tile]; 
if(ratio>0. 95&&woodens[indiv] [tile]>occthreshold[sp]) 

lss=woodens [mdiv] [tile]* fallrate[sp] [month]; 
losss=(int)lss; 

woodens[indiv] [tilej-losss; 
dens[indiv] [tile] -'losss; 
lss lss*masshootimasslitter;  
losss=(int)lss; 
rem=lss-losss;if(rem>0. 5 )losss-H-; 
litter dens[xx][yy][zz]+=losss; 

/* 	 */ 
/* "LITTER DEPTH" RETURNS DEPTH OF LITTER */ 

float litter_depthØ - 	 - 

mt zz, 	7* Z layer'/ 
zztop; 	/ topmost z layer occupied by litter*/ 

float thick; 	/*thickness of  litter*/ 
/*for  use in x y loop"! 

zztop=ztop_lit[x][y]+1 .0; 
thick=0.0; 
for(z=0;z<zztop;z.z±+) 

thick+=(float)litter_dens[x][y][z]IDCON; 

return thick; 

/*'LITTERF,4L" DEALS WITH DIRECT LEAF LOSS */ 
void litter-6-110 

mt losss,zz; 
float blow, 
zzz-ztop_lit[x] [y]; 

/*check above snow else no loss */ 
if(litter_dens[x] [y][z]>0.0&&zz>=snowht) 

blow"O.00 1 *wjnd[x][y][z] *x, nd [x] [y] [z]; 
if(blow<0.0001) 

blow"O.00O 1; 
if(litter_dens[x][y][z]<20.0&&absdens[x][y][z]'==litterdens[x][y] [z]) 
blowl.0; 

losss=litter_dens[x][y][z] *blow;  
if(losss>litterdens[x][y][z]) 

losss=litter_dens[x] [y][z]; 
litter_dens[x][y][z]-=losss; 
zz'ztop_lit[x] [y]; 
litter _dens[x][y][zz]+=losss; 
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1* 	 *1 
/* LITTER LEVEL "DEALS WITH LITIER BUILD UP_*/ 

void litter levelO 

if(litter_dens[x][y][z]>DCON) 

ztop_lit[x][y]++; 
litter _dens[x}[y][z+1 ]=litterdens[x][y]zj-DCON; 
litter_dens[x] [y][z]=DCON; 

/* 
I 	LITTER MASTER "CONTROLS LITTER DECOMP& BUILDUP— 

void litter_masterØ 

for(indivo;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

ntile=nptile[mdiv]; 
sp=species[indiv]; 
if(t_age[mdiv]> 100.0) 
litter_createo; 

browningØ; 

for(x=0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y=0;y<ny;y++) 

for(z=nz-1 ;z>ztop_lit[x][y];z--) 

if(zztop_lit[x][y]) 
litter levelO; 
else 
htter_fallØ; 	 /* LITTER ABOVE GROUND DOWN*/ 

decompositionØ; 

/* 
/*"L VAR O GIVES DIURNAL VARIATION ONMEANLIGHT INTENSITY */ 

float lvar(hour,xx,yy,zz) 
mt hour,xx,yy,zz; 

mt dhrs; 	/*yhos*/ 
float Ihour; 	/*hourly light*/ 

/*before cloud  limitations*/ 
dhrsdayhours; 

/*where  dark*/ 
if(lt[xI [y][z]=O.0) 

lhour=0.0; 
else 

lhour=(float)lt[xx] [yy] []*dJ.s*(par  dir[hour]+par di IJhourl)/totpar; 

thour=(float)lhour*(1 .0(0.64*c  cover[hour]/1 00.0))! 
(1 .0_(0.64*(dhrs_sunmean[rnoutll])/dhrs));  

return Ihour; 

1* 
/* 'EVERT DISTRIBUTE" CALCU114TES LENGTH OF SHAFT IN EACH TILE */ 

void lvert_distribute(xxx,yyy,zzz,elevation) 
flit ,00ç,zzz; 
float elevation; 

flit maxz,minz; 	 /*limits  to vert scan*/ 
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float hchord, 	 /*horiz  trace of shaft_lcngth[[jfl*/ 
horiz; 	/*distance  from origin to point of exit from tile */ 

double cosel; 	 /*cosine  of angle of elevation*/ 

minz (egrad*hdisp)+ec;  
maxz=(egrad*hlength)+ec;  

if(maxz>nz-1 .0) 
maxz=nz-1 .0; 

/*JFXJ(J)( & yyyy*/ 
if(xxx&&y=i) 

hdisp0.0; 
minzzzz; 

/*COPECT TO ORIGIN WHERE HLENGTIJ=J.!DISP*/ 

for(z=minz;z<=maxz;z++) 

if(egrad) 
horiz(float)(z-ec+1 .0)/egrad; 

else 
horiz=4000.0; /*SET  TO V. BIG FOR HORIZON7AL TRACE*/ 

/*IFpy PASSES THROUGH TWO SIDES */ 
if(horizhlength) 

hchord=hlength-hdisp; 
else 

/*p.4ypA5JNG THRO TOP*/ 
if(zmaxz) 
hchorthhlength-hdisp; 

else 

hchordhoriz-hdisp; 
if(hchord<0.0) 

hchord=0.0-hchord; 
hdisprhoriz; 

if(hchord>0.001 &&elevation>0.00 I &&z>=zzz) 

cosel=cos(elevation); 
if(cosel<0.0) 
coselo.0-cosel; 

shaft_length[x][y][zJ=hchordlcosel; 
if(shaft_length[x][y][z]>2.236068) 

shaft length[x][y][z]=2.236068; 

else 
shaft length[x][y][z]=0.0; 

if(xxxx&&y=yyy&&z==zzz) 
shaft length[x][y][z]=0. 1; 

/*'MOR74IjTy KILLS RAND OIvILYA.CONS TANT & B:OLD AGE________ 
void mortalityØ 

mt stest; 	/*controls dens updateQ*/ 
long dice, 	/*r dom  selction*/ 

mort; 	1* as dietime[sp *1 

spspecies[indiv]; 
/*constant rate very low for all species */ 

dicerandQ%60000; 
iqdice==666.0) 
ind_kiIIØ; 

stestsenesc_testØ; 
igstest==1 .0) 
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mortdietime[sp]; 

dice=randQ%mort; 
if(dice=66.0) 
indkillØ; 

/* 

/*JTWOO "GENERATES NEW TILES FOR FORM TWO */ 
mt newhextwoØ 

mt calib, 	/*input to nextscanBQ*I 
hcount, 	/*counter  for neighbouring tiles*/ 
htotal, 	/*zero  input to nextscanl3Q*/ 
lightest, 	/*lightest tile*/ 
lcount,zcount, /*counters  for neighbouring tiles*/ 
other_1{10], 	/*holds  equally light tiles*/ 
other_z[l 0], 	 /*holds  equally high tiles*/ 
ix,iy,iz; 	1* as x,y,z,*I 

float imax; 	/*highest light value*/ 
long val; 	/*random nurnber*/ 

ixiy'iz0.0; 
lmaxO.O; 
lightest=-1.0; 
calib0.0; 
lcount=0.0; 
htotal=0.0; 
htotalnextscanB(calib,htotal); 
if(htotal>0.0) 

for(hcounto;hcount<htotal;hcount++) 

ixxempty[indiv][hcount]; 
iy=yempty[indiv][hcount]; 
iz=zemptyindivI [hcount]; 

if(lt[ix][iy] [iz]>lmax) 

lmaxlt[ix] [iy][iz]; 
lightesthcount; 
lcount0.0; 
other l[lcount]=hcount; 

else 

if(lt[ix] [iy][iz]==lmax) 

/*where  uniform lightest tiles */ 
lcount++; 
other _l[lcount]hcount; 

if(lcount>0.0) 

htotallcount; 
lmax'0.0; 
zcount0.0; 
for(lcount=0;lcount<=htotal;lcount-H-) 

hcount=otherl[lcount]; 
if(zempty[mdiv][hcount]>lniax) 

lmax=(float)zempty[indiv][hcount]; 
zcount0.0; 
other z[zcount]=hcount; 

else 
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if(zempty[indiv][hcount]==lmax) 

zcount-H-; 
other z[zcount]=hcount; 

if(zcount==0.0) 
lightest=other_z[0]; 

else 

val=randQ%zcount; 
lightestother_z[val]; 

return lightest; 

/*7J'IIIiINITL4J,IsEs FREsH TILE_____________________ 
void newtileØ 

dens[indiv] [tile]1 .0; 
ddens[indiv] [tile]=0.0; 
woodens[indiv] [tile]=0.0; 
sshootdens[indiv] [tile]l .0; 
ddens_overlap[indiv] [tile]=0.0; 
potdens_overlap[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
lshootage[indiv][tile]=1. 0; 
xhex[iiidiv][tile]=x; 
yhex[indiv][tile]=y; 
zhex[mdiv] [tile]=z; 

/* 

/*'77SCA]/A " ScA NS FOR OCCUPIED HEX NEIGHBOURS OF SAME PIAIVT*/ 
mt nextscanA(ssvoid) 
mt ssvoid; 
{ 

	

mt xx,yy,zz, 	/*as  x,y,z, */ 
nextest; 	/* if >0 then suitable tiles located*/ 

nextest=0.0; 
XX5'yzz0.0; 
if(x%2) 

	

/* 	 TREAT ODD NUMBERED HEXES 
	 *7 

for(hex=0;hex<8;hex-H-) 	- 	- 	- 

xxx+nexthex[ 1] [hex][0]; 
yyy+nexthex[1 ] [hex] [1]; 
zz=z+nexthex[ 1 ][hex][2]; 	 /*EDGELIJ IJTS 
if(!(xx<0.OIIxx>(nx-1. O) jyy<O.0yy>(nv-1 .0)Izz<0.0Mzz>(nz-1 .0))) 

ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile++) 

if(xx=xhex[indiv][ti le] &&yy==yhex[indiv] [ti le] && 
zz==zhex[indiv] [tile]) 

if(dens[indiv][tile]>ocethreshold[sp]) 
if(sshootdens[indjv][tile]>0OIIssvojd>0.0) 
nextestl .0; 
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else 

/* 	 TREAT EVEN NUMBERED HEXES 

	

for(hex=0;hex<8;hex++) 	- 	- 	- 

xx=x+nexthex[0] [hex][0]; 
yyy+nexthex[0[hex][ 1]; 
zz=z+nexthex[0][hex][2]; 	 /* EDGE LIMITS______ 
if(!(xx<0.OIIxx>(nx-1 .0)yy<0.0yy>(ny-1 .0)IIzz<0.OMzz>(nz-1 .0))) 

ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile++) 

igxx==xhex[indiv][tile]&&yy==yhex{iiidiv][tilc]&& zz==zhcx[indiv][tile]) 

if(dens[indiv][tile}>occthreshold[sp]) 

if(sshoot_dens[indiv][tile]>0.Oljssvoid>0.0) 
nextest=1 .0; 

} 

return nextest; 

1"NEXTSCANB SCANS FOR UNOCCUPIED NV NEIGHBOURS OF SAJYJE PL4A*/ 
mt nextscanB(calib,htotal) 
mt calib,htotal; 

mt xx,yy,zz; 	/ as x,y,z"/ 
mt hcount, 	/*counter for  tiles*/ 

occupied, 	/ 0 unocc, I occupied*/ 
ok; 	/*test var. J 

hcountO.0; 
oyyzzo.0; 
if(calibO.0) 

hcount=htotal; 
calib++; 
spspecies[mdiv]; 
if(x%2) 

/* TREAT ODD NUMBERED HEXES 

for(hex=0;hex<8;hex++) 

occupied'0.0; 
okl .0; 
xxx+nexthex[1 ] [hex][0]; 
yry+nexthex[1 ][hex][1]; 

zz=z+nexthex[ 1 ][hex][2]; 1* 	EDGE LIMITS______ 

ife(xx<0.OIIxx>(nx-1 .0)jIyy<0.0Iyy>(ny-1 .0)IIzz<0.OIJzz>(nz- 1 .0)IIzz<ztoplit[x][y])) 

/* RECORD-ANY-0 CCUPIED HE- - YE S A1?OUND PLANT__________ 
ntilenntile[indiv];  
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-I-I-) 

if(xxxhex[indiv][tile]&&yy==yhex[indiv][tile]&& 
zzzhex[indiv] [tile]) 

occupiedl .0; 

/RECORD ALL A VA ILABLE HEXES AROUND PLANT__________ 
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if((gform[sp]=0.0)&&(Xcent[indiv][zzj>=0.0)) 
okO.0; 

if((occupied==0.0)&&(ok>0.0)) 

xempty[indiv][hcount}=xx; 
yempty[indiv][hcount]=yy; 
zernpty[indiv][hcouiit]zz; 
hcount++; 

TREA TEVENNUAIBEREDHEXES 

for(hexo;hex<8;hex-H-) 

occupied=0.0; 
okl .0; 
xx=x+nexthex[O][hex][O}; 
yy=y+nexthex[0][hex}[1]; 
zz=z+nexthex[0][hex][2]; 	 /*__EDGE LIMITS______ 

ifQ(xx<0.OIIxx>(nx-1 .0)IIyy<0.OIIyy>(ny-1  .0)IIzz<0.0Izz>(nz-1 .0)IIzz<ztoplit[x][yp) 

	

/* 	RECORD_ANY OCCUPIED HEXES AROUND PLANT 	 */ 
ntilerniitile[indiv]; 
f0r(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile±+) 

igxxxhex[indiv][tile]&&yy==yhex[indiv] [tile]&& 
zzzhcx[indiv]t tile]) 

occupiedl .0; 

/* RECORD ALL AVAILABLE HEXES AROUND PLANT__________ 
if((gform[sp]==0.0)&&(Xcent[indiv][zz]>=0.0)) 
okO.0; 

if((occupiedo.0)&&(ok>0.0)) 

xempty[indiv] [hcount]xx; 
yempty[indiv] [hcount]=yy; 
zempty[indiv][hcount]=zz; 
hcount++; 

return hcount; 

	

/* 	15 CA NC SCA NS FOR ALL OCCU'D HEX NEIGHBOURS */ 
mt nextscanC(scan) 
mt scan; 

	

mt xx,yy,zz; 	/ as x,y,z'/ 
float surroundens; 1* total dens of surrounding tiles*/ 

surroundens=0.0; 
xxyyzz=0.0; 
if(x%2) 

TREAT ODD NUA'IBERED HILkES 	 *7 
for(hex=0;hex<scan;hex++) 

xxx+nexthex[l] [hex][0]; 
yyy+nexthex[1][hex][l] 
zz=z+nexthex[1 ][hex] [2]; 	 /* -EDGE-LIMITS 

else 

/* 
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if(!(xxcz0.0IIxx>(nx1 .0)Ijyy<0.0Iyy>(ny- 1 .0)lIzz<0.0 zz>(nz-1 .0))) 
surroundens+=absdens[x] [y] [z]; 

else 

1* TREAT EVEN NUMBEREDjjFji'ES______________ 
for(hex=0;hex<scan;hex++) 

xxzrx+nexthex{0][liex][0]; 
yy=y+nexthex[O}[hex][l]; 
zzz+nexthex[0][hex][2]; 	 /* 	EDGE LIMITS 
ife(xx<o.OIIxx>(nx-1 .0)Iyy<0.0Iyy>(ny-1 .0)Izz<0.0IIzz>(nz-1 .0))) 

surroundens+=absdens[x] [y} [z]; 

return surroundens; 

/*NOp(AJ DISTRIBUTION"RIITUJ?Ns A VALUE WITHIN THE GIVENDISTR */ 
float normal_distribution(mean,sdev) 
float mean,sdev; 

mt freqmax, 	/*upper limit for frequency*/ 
rangecheck,/*breaks loop when value generated*/ 
valmax; 	/*upper limit for genrated valuc*/ 

float dev, 	/*generated deviation from mean */ 
epow, 	/*power to which E raiscd*I 
freq, 	/*generated frequency*/ 
ra, 	/*random number*/ 
rootwopi,/* square root of 2*PI*/ 
val, 	/tvalue generated within normal distr*/ 
valtest; /*Potential value*/ 

val0.0; 
if(sdev=0.0) 

val=mean; 
else 

rangecheck=0.0; 
while(rangecheck==0.0) 

/*GE]P4 TE RANDOMFREQ IN RANGE OI/(SDEV*SQRT(2PI)) */ 
rootwopi=(float)2.0*PI; 
rootwopi=sqrt(rootwopi); 
freqmax=(int)l 00.0/(sdev*rootwopi); 
rano=randQ%freqmax; 
ra'rano; 
if(ra0.0)freq=0.0; 
else 
freq=ra/100.0; 

/*GENERATE RANDOM VAL IN RANGE 0 TO + 4SDEV */ 
valmax=(int)400.0*sdev; 
rano=randQ%valrnax; 
ra=rano; 
igra==0.0)dev=0.00000 1; 
else 
devraJ100.0; 

/*TEST THAT DEV LIE,  S WITHIN DISTRIBUTION */ 
epow=pow(dev,2.0)/(2.0*pow(sdev,2.0)); 
valtest=pow(E,epow)/(sdev*rootwopi); 
if(freq<'=valtest) 

rangecheck=1 .0; 
rano=randQ%2; 
if(rano0.0) 

valmean-i-dev; 
else 

valmean-dev; 
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return val; 

/*U]JV4JO"GIVES DIURNAL VARIATION ONMEAN NIR INTENSITY*/ 
float nvar(hour,xx,yy,zz) 
mt hour,xx,yy,zz; 

mt dhrs; 	/*integer version of dayhours*/ 
float nirhour; 	/*hourly light*/ 

dhrs=dayhours; 
/*where dark*/ 

if(nir[x][y][z]=O.0) 
nirhouro.0; 

else 

/*before cloud limitations */ 
nirhour=(float)nir[xx][yy] [zz]*dhrs*(nir_dir[hour]+nirdiflhourl)/totnir; 
nirhour=(float)nirhour*( 1  .0(0.7*c  cover[hour]!l 00.0))! 

(1 .0_(0.7*(dhrs_sunmcan[nlonth])/dhrs)); 

return nirhour; 

/*IOCC77pJGGE1? "TRIGGERS NEW TILES GFORv12 */ 
void occtriggerØ 

mt add, 	/*dens required to initialise new,  tile */ 
lightest, 	/*ligl,test tile */ 
ttest, 	/*counter for steps */ 
end; 	Mast step */ 

float step, 	 /*step between thresholds */ 
sto, 	/tstorageindivJ as dens units */ 
thresh; 	/*threshold at which new tile seeded */ 

step=(float)(densopt[spl_occthreshold[sp]) *spread factor] sp]; 
end=spreadfactor[sp]; 
for(ttest=0;ttest<end;ttest+-f) 

thresh=(float)occthreshold[sp]+step*ttest; 
if((dens[indiv][tile]<thresh)&& (dens[indiv] [lile]+ddens[indiv][tile]>thresh)) 

lightestnewhextwo; 
/*INITJAJJSE NEW TILE FROM STORAGE*/ 

if(lightest>=0.0) 

tile=nptile[indiv]; 
newtileO; 
xhex[indiv][tile]=xempty[indiv][lightest]; 
yhex[indiv] [tile] =yempty[indiv] [lightest]; 
zhex[indiv][tile]=zempty[indiv] [lightest]; 
add2O.0; 
stostorage[indiv]!masshoot; 
if(add>sto) 

add(int)sto; 
storage[indiv]=0.0; 

else 
storage[indiv](float)add*masshoot; 

sshootdens[indiv] [tile]=add; 
dens [indiv][tile]=add; 
nptile[indiv]++; 
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/* 	 -"OUTPUT IvIASTER'CONTROLS OUTPUT TO RESULTS FILES */ 
void outmasterØ 	 - 

if(TYPEOUTPUT==0.0) 

outputgrØ; 

t=3500IIt==4000 IIt==5000ljt==6000It==7000) 

1 outputiO;*/ 
/*outputlO;*/ 

1* outputrO;*/ 

else 

if(TYPEOUTPUT==1 .0) 
outputvo; 

else 

if(TYPEOUTPUT=2.0) 

outputrØ; 
outputvØ; 

/* 	"Q VERHJLV" CONTR OLS ROUTINES FOR CIRcLE OVEPT AJ_______ 

void overhexØ 

mt coversum; 	/*records total area covered by circle*/ 

coversum0.0; 
for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

for(xo;x<nx;x++) 

ZERO OF CENTRE TO A VOID IMPOSSIBLE CALCULATIONS */ 
if((xxcord[indiv][z])&&(y=ycord[indiv][z})) 

potvol_ overlap [x][y][z]=0.0; 
else 

hexcordØ; 
cpoint_testO; 
cside_testØ; 
iI(mtcount==6) 

circhexareaO; 
else 

cintersectO; 
circhexareaØ; 

coversum+=potvol_overlap[x] [y] [z]; 

/*CALC(JL4TIONS FOR CENTRE HEX BY SUBTRACTION */ 
x=xcord[indiv][z]; 
y=ycord[indiv] [z]; 
if(!dcheck) 

if(rsq[mdiv][z]>=0.82699334) 
potvol_overlap[xJ[y][z]=260.0; 

else 
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potvo1_overlap[x]{y [z]=(int)(rsq[indiv][z]*P1)_coversurn;  
if(potvol_overlap[x][y][z]<=0.0) 

potvol_overlap[x][y][z]=1 .0; 
if(potvol_overlap[x][y] [z]>260.0) 

potvol_overlap[x][y][z]=260.0; 

else 
potvol_overlap[x][y][z]=260.0; 

1* 
/*lp4JTITJONl ALLOCATES NEW GROI'VIH AND RESOURCES */ 

mt partitionØ 

mt leafgrowth, 	 /* dens unit growth of leaves for whole plant*/ 
rootgrowth, 	/*dens  unit growth of roots for whole plant*/ 
week; 	/*week after  budburst*/ 

float lgr,wgr,rgr, I*float  versions of leaf,wood,root growth for rounding*/ 
remains; 	/*remainder*/ 

week=sshoot_age[indiv]/7.0; 
if(week<1 .0) 
weekl .0; 

if(week>15.0) 
week=1 5.0; 

rootgrowth(int)growth[indiv] *rsratio[sp]; 
rgr=(float)growth[indiv] *rsratio[sp];  
remains=(fioat)rgr-rootgrowth; 
if(remams>0.5) 
rootgrowth++; 

leafgrowth=(int)(growth[mndiv]rootgrowth)*wlratio[sp jfwcek]/masshoot; 
1gr=(float)(growth[mndiv] rootgrowth)*wl ratio[sp] [weck]/masshoot; 
remains=(float)lgr-leafgrowth; 
if(remains>0.5) 
leafgrowth++; 

woodgrowth[indiv]=(int)(growth[indiv]rootgrowth(leafgrowth*rnasshoot))/masswood; 
wgr=(float)(growth[indiv]rootgrowth(leafgrow1h*masshoot))/rnasswooci; 
remains=(float)wgr-woodgrowth[indiv]; 
if(rernains>0.5) 
woodgrowth[indiv]++; 
rootgrow(rootgrowth); 

if(sshoot_a9e[indiv]>0.0) 
sshoot_age[indiv]+7.0; 

ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

if(1shoota9e[indiv][tile]>0.0) 
lshoot_age[indiv] [tile]++; 

if(lshoot_age[indiv][tile]>400.0) 
Ishoot_age[indiv][tile]=400.0; 

return leafgrowth; 

/* 

/* "PART AGAIN" ALLOCA TES GROYTH TO CORRECT PART OF PLANT 	*/ 

void part_again(stest) 
mt stest; 

if(stest'O.0) 

/*LONGDENS FILLED BY DEFA ULT*/ 
sshootdens[indiv][tile]+=(int)(ddens[indiv][tile] *sl ratio[sp]); 

if(stestl .0) 
woodens[indiv][tile]+=ddens[mdiv] [tile]; 
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/*PHENOLOGY CONTROLS BTJDBURST, FLOWERING ETC */ 
void phenologyØ 

for(indiv0;indiv<rnndiv;indiv-H-) 

sp=species[indivl; 
/*RLOWEPJNG CHECK CURRENTLY DAY NOT TEMP LINKED */ 

if(day>floweraon[sp]&&day<flowerflTspJ) 
flower[indivl=1 .0; 

else 

if(day>flowerbon[spl&&day<flowerboff[sp]) 
flower[indiv]1 .0; 

else 
flower[indiv]=0.0; 

/tRESET BUDBURST CHECK TO ZERO A TEND YEAR */ 
if(day=364) 
bud[indiv]0.0; 

/*CHECKDOPMNCY*/ 
dormant_calcO; 

/*PHOTOSYNTHEATHER "CALCULATES PHOTOSYNTHESiS FOR WHOLE PLANT PER DAY*/ 
float photosyntheather(hour) 
mt hour; 

mt calcform,calcrange, /*control hcalc( ) *1 
coldnight, /*traps  calculations for cold ni ghts*I 
xx,yy,zz; 1* as x,y,z*I 

float hh, 1* temp prehistory*/ 
prod, /*daily total photosynllicsis*/ 
11, I*hojr1y  Iight*/ 
U; /*local hourly  temp*/ 

double photosynth; /*hourly photosynth*/ 

prodo.0; 
/*GEI4TE TEMP HISTORY*/ 

coldnight(int)0.0; 
calcform'=l .0; 
calcrange=15.0; 
hh=hcalc(calcform,calcrange); 

/* GENERATE HOURLY PRO TOSYNTH */ 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

xx'xhex[indiv] [tile]; 
yy'yhex[indiv][tile]; 
zzzhex[indiv][tile]; 
tttemp[xx[yy][zz]; 
ll'lvar(hou r,xx,yy,zz); 
tttt+(ternpopt[0]_tempopt[sp]); 
1111+(lt_opt[0]-lt_opt[sp]); 

/*CHECK INPUTS LIE WITHIN RANGE */ 
coldnight=phot_ inputs (hh,lI,tt); 
iqhh<ghIhh>gh) 
hh'gh; 

if(l1<glIll>g1) 
11g1; 

if(tt<gtjtPgt) 
ttgt; 

1111*0.001;  /*convert to units for G&W equations */ 
if(11>0.0&&coldnight==0.0) 

photosynth=0.0; 
if(lshoot_age[indiv][tile]>0.0) 
photosynth=photlong(hh,lI,tt); 

iqsshoot_age[indiv]>o.o) 
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photosynth+=phot_short(hh,II,tt,photosynth); 
/*CONRTfINS TO HOURS AND ADD ONTO PROD */ 

prod+photosynth*60.0; 

if(coldnight>0.0) 
prod0.0; 

/*REflJpJI prod :grarnnles Carbohydrate for hour */ 
prod=prod_error(prod); 
return prod; 

/*pHoTINplI75l CHECKS INPUT VALUES FOR REGRESSION*/ 
mt phot_inputs(hh,ll,tt) 
float hh,11,tt; 

mt coidnight; 

coldnight0.0; 
ghhh; 
g111; 
gttt; 
if(hh<0.0) 
ghO.0; 

if(hh>13.0) 
ghl 3.0; 

if(tt<6.0) 

gt=6.0; 
if(ll<0. I) 

coldnight++; 
if(11>80.0) 
g10.0; 

else 

if(tPl 3.0) 

if(tt>20.0) 

if(tP27.0) 

gt27.0; 
if(11>373.77) 
g1373.77; 

else 

if(11>210.59) 
gl=210.59; 

else 

if(11>143.65 1) 
gl143.651; 

if(sshoot_a9e[mdiv]>480.0) 
sshoot_age[indiv]=480.0; 

return coidnight; 

/* 	 *1 
/t"PHOTLONGO DOES GRACE WOOLHO USE EQUATIONS FOR LONG SHOOTS */ 

float phot_Iong(hh,Il,tt) 
float hh,ll,tt; 

mt ishoot_dens; 	 I*dens  long shoots per tile*/ 
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double ex, 	 /*power  to which E raised*/ 
iphotosynt; 	 /*PhOtOSyntheSiS*I 

lshootdens=dens[indiv][tile]-woodens[jndjv][tjle]-sshootdens[jndjv][tile] 
if(lshoot_dens>0.0) 

ex=(double) 
(0.4758*l10.3608*ll*11+0.01879)*tt + 

(_0.01212*11+0.01 12*11*11_0.000208)*tt*tt + 
(1 943*1135349*11*110 1628)*lth + 
(_O.278*11+O.5257*11*11+O.0351 1)*hh*lth + 
(_0.09259*11+O. 1662*11*11+O.006079)*ishoot age[indiv[ti1e] + 
(0.000171*11.0.00031 *11*11_0.000014 1  )*lshoot_age[indiv][tile]* 

lshoot_agefindiv] [tile]+ 
(5.348*119.13O*1l*l1_O.6831)*flowcr[ind iv] + 
(22.588*11_45.885*ll*ll_0.5463);  

lphotosynt=(double) 
pow(E,ex)*((woodens[indiv] [tile]  *nlasswood)+(1 shoot dcns*rnasshoot));  

else 
lphotosynt=0.0; 

return iphotosynt; 

/*/PHOTSHORTO DOES GRACE WOOLHOUSE EQUATIONS FOR LONG SHOOTS *1 
float phot_short(hh,ll,tt,photosynth) 
float 1Th,ll,tt; 
double photosynth; 

double ex; 	I*power  to which E raised*/ 

exO.0; 
ex=(0.4758*ll0.3608*ll*l1+0.01 879)*tt;  
ex+=(0.01212*11+0.01 12*11*110.000208)*tt*tt;  
ex+(1.943*ll_3.5349*11*l1_0. 1628)*lth;  
ex+(_0.278*ll+0. 5257*11*11+0.03511 )*11l1*11I1; 
ex+=(double)(0.09259*11+0. 1663 *11*11+o.006o79)*sslootagej1div]; 
ex+=(double)(0.0001 71 *11..00003  1 *11*11_0.0000 141 )*sshoot  age[indiv] * 

sshoot_age[indiv]; 
ex+(doub1e)(5.348*1l9. I 30"1l''11-0.683 1 )*flo\ver[indiv]; 
ex+(22.588*11_45.885*l1*11_0.5463); 
photosynth+=(doub1e)pow(E,ex)*masshoot*sshootdens[indiv [tile]; 
return photosynth; 

/* 	"POTINDIVGROW" GI VES POTENTIAL GROIVTHOFINDIVIDS PER HEX */ 
void potentialindivgrowØ 	 - 	- 

mt sentest; 	1*0 normal 1 senescent*/ 

for(indiv=0;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

sentest0.0; 
sp=species[indiv]; 
nptile[indiv]=nntile[mdiv]; 
ntileSETTILE; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile±+) 

potdens_overlap[mdiv][tile]=0.0; 

I*grow  fonii0 as formi if senescent*/ 
sentest=senesc_testØ; 
if(gform[sp]==0.0&&growth[indiv]>0.0&&sentest==0.0) 

potformzeroØ; 
esmoothdiscØ; 

if((gform[sp]==1 .011sentest 1 .0)&&growth[indiv>0.0) 
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potformonco; 
iggfonn[sp]==2) 
potformtwo; 

/* 	CALCULA TE DDENS OVERLAP FOR DO]VIE LIMI TA TIONS ON PRESSURE */ 
for(z=O;z<nz;z++) 

for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y=O;y<ny;y++) 

ddens_generate; 
pressuredomeØ; 

/* 
1* 	"POTFORvIZERO" CALCULATES 0 VERL4P OF DISCS OVER LAYERS */ 

void potformzeroØ 

mt oldtile; 	/*tile already  occupied*/ 

for(z0;z<nz;z-H-) 

/* FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL UPDATE,  OVERLAP FOR _NEW_GROJVTHATZ*/ 
ig(Xcent[indiv][z]>=O.o)&&(Ycent[indiv] [z]>=(.0)) 

dcheck0.0; 
/* CALL _O VERI-JEXGENERA TE POTh'NTIAL OVERL4P FOR NEW RADIUS */ 

ovcrhexØ; 

1* —FOR—EMPTY—PLANT—SITES_____________ 	*1 
else 

for(x=0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

potvoloverlap[x] [y][z]0.0; 

/* CONVERT TO JNDIV TILE FORMA T AND SCALE OVERLAP TO DENS */ 
for(xO;x<nx;x++) 

for(y=0;y<ny;y++) 

if(potvol_overlap{xJ[y][z]>0.0) 

oldtile=0.0; 
ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-+-I-) 

if(xxhex[indiv][tile]&&y==yhex[indjv][tjle]&&z==zhex[indiv][tile]) 

potdensoverlap[indiv][tile]=(int)potvoloverlap[x][y [z] *coN\JERfp*djscffjck[jfldjv][]; 
oldtilel .0; 

if(oldtile0.0) 

tile=nptile[indiv]; 
newtileØ; 
potdens_overlap[indiv] [tile]=(int)potvol overlapi xl FYI [z] *CON'VERTP* 

discthick[indiv] [z]; 
nptile[indiv]++; 
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/* *1 
/* "POTFORMONE CAL CULATES CELL DEPENDENT GROIVJ'H */ 

void potformoneØ 

mt available dens[SEI'INDIV], 	/*total  available adjacent space */ 
avcount[SETINDIV], 	/*,ll,n,her  available adjacent tiles */ 
calib, /*controls  nextscanl3 */ 
choice, /*selected tile nunlber*/ 
diffcount, /*nuniber  different hexes in xyzavail*/ 
duplicount, /*nurnber  of duplicated hexes in xyzavail*/ 
dupi, /*co,l,,lte,.*/ 
dupitest, /*reco .ds  duplicates */ 
hcount, /*counter*/ 
hexfill, /*nurnber l,exes to  be fihled*/ 
hexfilled, /*nunlber  hexes  fIlled */ 
hlimit, /*nurnber  unscanned hexes */ 
htotal, /*as  newcount/avcount number avail /lexes*/ 
lincount[SETLNDJV], 	/*nunzber  available linear tiles */ 
linfill, /*nun,ber  linear tiles to /Ill*/ 
unfilled, /*nh,nlber  linear tiles filled*/ 
ilimit, /*nunzber  iiiiscanned lin hexes*/ 
ncount, /* counter*/ 
newcount, /*jjflffr.*/ 

/* available space per tile */ 
xx,yy,zz, /* as xy z*/ 

xavail[SETIND1V][SETINDIVI,yavail[SETINDIV] [SETINDIVI, 
zavail[SETIND1V]ISETINDIV 	 /*available  tiles around indiv*/ 

xduplicate[SETINDIV][SET1NDIV,yduplicate{SETJNDJV] [SETINDIV], 
zduplicatelSETINDIV] [SETINDIVI, /*dlq,licate  available tiles around mdiv */ 

xlin[SETINDIV][SETINDIV],ylin[SETINDIV] [SETINDIVj, 
zlin[SETINDIV] [SETINDIV]; 	/*available  linear tiles around mdiv */ 

float dvolnewhex, /*change  in dens Jn all new tiles */ 
dvol_oldhex, /*change  in dens for all new tiles */ 

flulsum, /*total potential space/I/led */ 
remains, /*float remainder*/ 
remlinfihl; /*float refl;ainder*/ 

available dens[indiv]=O.O; 
fillsum"O.O; 
htotal=O.O; 

/***SECTJQN 1  
/* 	FOR BA Cl-I INDI VID UAL GENERi] TE NEW VOL UIVIE&DES CRIBE OLD */ 

for(z'=O;z<nz;z-H-) 

if((Xcent[indjv][z]>'=O.0)&&(ycent[jndjv][zI>=O. 0)) 

for(xrO;x<nx;x++) 

for(yz0;y<ny;y++) 

ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

potdens_overlap[indiv] [tile]=0.0; 

if(x='xhex[indiv][ti1e]&&y==yhex[indiv][tile]&&z==zhex[indiv][tile]) 

q=densmax[sp]-dens[indiv][tile]; 
if(q<O0) 

q 0.0;  
available_dens[indiv]+=q; 

if(dens[indiv] [tilej>occthreshold[sp]&&sshoot dens[indiv] [tile]>0.0) 
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/* 	CALL NKVTS CANB TO DESCRIBE POTENTIAL NEW HEXES 
calib=O.O; 
hcount=nextscanB(calib,htotal); 
htotal=hcount; 

else 

ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile++) 

potdens_overlap[indiv] [tilej=O.O; 

/***SECTJQN 2  
/*FJLL XYZA VAIL/JNDIVJ -HOLDS ALL A VAIL4BLE HEXES */ 

/* SCAN Jj  IA CENTS TO SEPARATE Til PS WITH DUPLICA TE PRESSURE *1 
newcount=O.O; 
diffcounv=OO; 
duplicount=O.O; 
for(hcount=O;hcount4flotal;hcount++) 

iqnewcotint==o.o) 

xavail[indiv][newcount]=xempty[indiv][hcount]; 
yavail[indiv][newcount]=yenipty[indiv] [licount]; 
zavail[indiv]{newcount]=zempty[indiv][hcount]; 
newcount++; 

else 

diffcount=O.O; 
duplicountO.O; 
for(ncount=O;ncount<newcount;ncount-I-1-) 

xxxavail[indiv] [ncount]; 
yy=yavail[indiv][ncount]; 
zz=zavail[indiv][ncount]; 

if(!(xempty[indiv][hcount]==xx&&yempty[indiv] [ licount]==yy&& 
zernpty[indiv] [hcount]==zz)) 

diffcount++; 
else 

xduplicate[indiv][duplicount]=xx; 
yduplicate[indiv][duplicount]=yy; 
zduplicate[indiv][duplicount]=zz; 
duplicount++; 

igdiffcount==newcount) 

xavail[mdiv] [newcount]=xempty[indiv][hcount]; 
yavail[indiv][newcount]=yernpty[jncljv][hcount]; 
zavail [mdiv] [newcount]=zernpty[mdiv] [hcount]; 
newcount++; 

avcount[indiv]=newcount; 

/***SECTJON3  
/*

Q UALIF'Y TILES WITH ONE NEIGHBOUR ONLY_________ 
htotalnewcount; 
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newcount=0.0; 
for(hcount=0;hcount<htotal;hcount++) 

dupltest0.0; 
for(dupl=0;dupl<duplicount;dupl++) 

xx=xduplicate[indiv][dupl]; 
yyyduplicate[indiv][duplj; 
zzzduplicate[indiv][dupl]; 

ifxavail[indiv][hcount]==xx&&yavail[indiv] [hcount]==yy&& 
zavai1[indiv]hcount]==zz) 

dupltestl .0; 

if(dupltest0.0) 

xlin[indiv] [newcount]=xavail [indiv] [hcount]; 
ylin[indiv][newcount]=yavail[indiv][hcount]; 
Ain [indiv][newcount]=zavail[indiv] [hcount]; 
newcount++; 

lincount[indiv]newcount; 

/***SECTION 4  
/*FJLL OLD HEX TILES */ 

/* GENERA TEPOTENTIALCOJ'ER,J'ROPORTJO]v OLD?NEW_____ 
if(avcount[indiv]==0.0) 

dvol_newhex=0.0; 
else 

dvolnewhex=growth[indiv] *1ewgrow[sp; 
dvololdhexgrowth[indiv-dvol_newhex; 

/* __FIRST
- 
 FILL OCCUPIED HILVES___________________ 

for(z0;z<nz;z++)  

for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y-H-) 

ntilenntile[indiv]; 
for(ti1e0;tilenti1e;ti1e++) 

/* 	TEST FOR INDI V-OCC UPIED TILE________ 
if(x=xhex[indiv}[tile]&y==yhcx[ifldiv][tjle]&&z==zhex[jndjv][tjlc]) 

if(dens[indiv][tile]>=densmax[sp]) 
potdensoverlap[indiv][tile]=densmax[sp]; 

else 

igavailabledens[indiv]<=dvololdhex) 

potdens_overlap[indiv] [ti1edensmax[sp]; 
fill sum+=(densmax[sp]-dens[indiv] [tile]) 

else 

potdens_overlap[indiv] [tile]=(int)dens[indiv] [tile]+ 
(dvololdllexlavailabledcns[lndiv])*(densrnax[sp]_dens[indiv] [tile]); 

fillsum+=(int)(dvololdllexlavailabledens[indiv])* 
(densrnax[sp]-dens[indiv][tile]); 
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/***SECTJON 5  
/*FILL AE WHEY TILES */ 

1* — ADD—SURPLUS—IF ANY—TO—NE-TV—COLONISATION 	 *7 

dvolnewhex+(float)(dvololdhex-fillsum); 
/* 	NEXT FILL A PROPORTION OF,  UNNOCCUPIED HEXES 	*/ 

hexuill=(int)avcount[indiv] *spreaci.faor[sp];  
remains=(float)avcount[indiv] *spreadfactor[spl; 
if((remams-hexfihl>0. 5)M(remains>0.0&&rernains<0. 5)) 

hexfihl++; 
linfihl=(int)hexfihl*lingrow[sp};  
remlinfihl=(float)hexfihl*lingrow[sp];  
if((remlinuill-linfihl>=0.5)j Kremlinfill>0.0&&renilinfill<0.5)) 

linfihl++; 
hexfihled=0.0; 
linfihledO.0; 

if(avcount[indiv]>0.0) 

h1imitavcountindiv]; 
llimit=lincount[indiv]; 
if(llimit<0.0) 

hexfihled=hexfihl+1 .0; 
while(hexfihled<hexfihl) 

tilenptile[mdiv]; 
if((linfihled<linfihl)&&(linfihled<lincount[indiv])) 

/* 	SELECT A HEX AT RANDOM FROM LINEAR HEXES */ 
rario=randQ%llimit; 
if(rano<0.0) 

ranoo.0-rano; 
choicerano; 
xxlin[indiv] [choice]; 
yylin[indiv][choice]; 
zzlin[indiv][choice]; 

/* 	UPDATE ARRAY OF A VAJLABLE 
-
HEXES__________________ 

for(hcount=0;hcount<llirnit;hcount-14) 	 -  

if(hcount<=choice) 

xlin[indiv] [hcount]xlin[indiv] [hcount]; 
ylin[indiv][hcount}ylin[indiv] [hcount]; 
zlin[indiv][hcountjzlin[indiv][hcount}; 

else 

iqhcount>choice) 

xlin[indiv][hcount-1 ]xlinf indiv] [hcount]; 
y1in[indiv][hcount-1=y1in[indiv][hcount]; 
zlin[mdiv][hcount-1 Jzlin[indiv][hcount]; 

lmfihled++; 
hexfihled-H-; 
11init--; 

hlimit—; 
newtileØ; 
potdensoverlap[indiv][tile]+=(int)dvolnewhexJhexfill; 
nptile[indiv]-H-; 

else 

igduplicowit=0.0) 
unfilled—; 

else 
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1* 	SELECT A_HEY A T_RAIVD OM FR OM BLOCK HEXES 
rano—randQ%duplicount; - 
choice=rano; 
x=xduplicate[indiv][choice]; 
y=yduplicate[indiv][choice]; 
zzduplicate[indiv][ehoice]; 

/* 	_UPDATE ARRAY OF A VAILABLEHEXES_________ 
for(hcount=O;hcount<hlimlt;hcounii-+) 

if(hcount<=choice) 

xduplicate[indiv][hcount]=xduplicate[indiv] I hcounfl; 
yduplicate[indiv][hcount]=ydupjjcate[jndjv] I hcount]; 
zduplicate[indiv][hcount]=zduplicatel indivi Iicount]; 

else 

if(hcount>choice) 

xduplicate[indiv] [hcount-1 ]xduplicate[indivi[hcount]; 
yduplicate[indiv][heount-1 }yduplicate[indivl [hcount]; 
zduplicate[indiv][hcount-1 ]=zduplicate[indiv II hcount]; 

hexfilled++; 
hlimit—; 

newtileØ; 
potdensoverlap[indiv][tile]+=(jnt)dvo]newhcxjiiexfj!1; 
nptile[indiv]++; 

/*pOTFOpffwO CALCULATES LIGHT DEJ'ENDENT GROWTH */ 
void potformtwoØ 

	

mt ssuni, 	/*total short shoot dens per indiv*/ 
q, 	/*variable for calculation*/ 
xx,yy,zz; 	 /*as  x,y,z'/ 

	

float dgr, 	/*density dependent growth per tile*/ 

	

lgr, 	/*light dependent growth per tilc*/ 

	

lind, 	I*light per  indiv*/ 
V; 	 /*v&iable  for calculation*/ 

lindO.O; 
ssum'O.O; 
spspecies[indiv]; 
ntile=nptile[indiv]; 

/*FJND SUM OFSSHOOTS & LIGHT IN LIKELY TILES */ 
for(tile=O;tile<ntile;tjle-i-+) 

if(sshootdens[indiv][tile]>O.0) 

xxxhex[indiv] [tile]; 
yyhex[indiv][ti1e; 
zzzhex[indiv] [tile]; 
if(absdens[xx][yy][zz]<densmax[sp]) 

ssuxn+=sshootdens[mdjv] [tile]; 
lind+1t{xx][yy][zz]; 

I*GROWTH PROPORTIONAL TO LIGHT AND SSHOOTDENS*/ 
for(tile=O;tile<ntile;tile++) 
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if(sshootdens[indiv][tjle]>OO) 

oxhex[indiv][tile]; 
yyyhex[indiv] [tile]; 
zz=zhex[indiv][tile]; 
if(lind) 

lgrgrowth[indiv] *lt[xx][yyl[zz]!liild; 
else 

lgr=O.O; 
if(ssum) 
dgr=(float)growth[indiv] *sshoo1dens[iidjv]jtile]/sstj1y 

else 
dgr=O.O; 

if(lgr+dgr>0.0001) 

v1 .O-ltweight[sp]; 
q=(int)(lgr*ltweight[sp]+dgr*v); 

/*balance  q against even spread-currently 50/50*/ 
q(q+growth[indiv]/ntile)/2.0; 
potdens_ovcrlap[indivJ [tile]=dens[indiv] [tile]+q; 

/*"POT WOOD" GENF147FS DDENS OVERL4P FOR WOOD 	 */ 
void pot_woodØ 

mt dsum; 	/*total  mdiv dens*/ 

for(indiv=O;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

spspecies[indiv]; 
dsum=O.O; 
ntile=nptile[indiv]; 
for(tile=O;tile<ntile;tile++) 

if(sshoot_dens[indiv] [tile]>200.O&&dcns[indiv] [tilej<dcnsrnax[sp]) 

dsum+=dens[indiv][tile]; 
ddens_overlap[indiv][tile]=O.O; 

for(tile=O;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

if(sshootdens[indiv][tiie]>200.O&&dens[illdjv][tjle]<densmax[spJ) 
ddensoverlap[indiv][tile]=woodgrowth[indiv] *dc1s[j11div][tile]!dsum; 

growth[indiv]=(float)woodgrowth[indiv]; 

/* 

7* "PRESS URED OME " GI VES RE VISED DDENS-O VERL4P FOR DOME INDIVS *7 
void pressuredomeØ 	 - 	 - 

mt domedone[NDOIvIES], 	 /*records  treated don,es*/ 
jindiv, 	 */ 
hexdome, 	 /*donze  counter */ 
nhexdome, 	 /*cou,iter foi. domes */ 
proceed; 	 /*ljni  its calculations */ 

float scale, 	 /*ratio  domeclens/ddens */ 
domesum; 	 /*total ddensoverlap all tiles */ 

nhexdome=OO; 
domedone[nhexdome]=O.O; 

/* UPDATEFORALLDOA/JESJN HEX ______ 
for(dome=O;dome<ndidome++) 
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/*TEST TO A VOID TREATING SAlvIEDOA1EREpEATEDLy*/ 
proceeth1 .0; 
if(!nhexdome=0.0) 

for(hexdome=0;hexdome<nhexdome;hexdome++) 

if(domedone[hexdorne]==dorne) 
proceed=0.0; 

proceed=2.0; 
for(dileO;dile<ndile;dile+-i-) 

if(xrxhexdome[dorne][dile]&&y==yhexdorne[dome [due] 
&&z==zhexdome[dornej [due]) 

if(domedens[dome][dile]>O.0) 
proceedl .0; 

else 
proceed0.0; 

iqproceed==2.0) 
proceed=0.0; 

igproceed==1 .0) 
{ 	/* CALC COMP FOR SPA CE FR OAf OTI JER INDI VS IN SAME-DOME 
domesumo.0; 
for jindiv0jindiv<nindivjindiv++) 

if((dornenumber[jindiv]==dome)&&(domenumher[j indiv]>=0.0)) 

ntilenptile[jindiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile++) 

if(xxhex[jindiv][tile]&&y==yhex[jindiv Utile] 
&&z==zhcxlj indivJ[tilc]) 

domesum+=ddensoverlap[jindiv][tjle]; 

/* 	SCAN SAMED OME&ALL JINDJ VS LJPDA TE DDENS OVERL [] FOR ALL */ 
ndile=npdometile[dome]; 
for(dile=0;dile<ndile;dile+-i-) 

if(xxhexdome[dome][djle]&&y==yhexdome[donie] [due] 
&&z==zhexdorne[dome] [due]) 

if(domesum>domedens[donie] [dile]) 

if(domedens[dome][dile]>00) 

scale=(float)dornedens[dorne] [dile]/dornesurn; 
for 	ndiv=0 jindiv<nindivjindiv-1-l-) 

ntilenptile[jindiv]; 
for(tile=0;tilenti1e;tile-i-+) 

if(x=xhexfjindiv][ti1e]&&y==yhexj mdiv] [tile] 
&&zzhex[j mdiv] [tile]) 

ddens_overlap[jindiv] [tile]=(int)ddens overlap[j mdiv] [tile] *scale; 
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/* 

/*IPROD ERROR" CORRECTS PROD IF OUT OFBOUNDS*/ 
float prod_error(prod) - 
float prod; 

if(prod<0.0) 
prod0.0; 

if(prod>999999999.9) 
prod0.0; 

return prod; 

/* "R4DCALC" PERFORMS BASIC RADIATION DISTRIBUT  ION */ 
double radcalc(hour,tt) 
mt hour; 
float tt; 

mt zbelow, 	 /* zievel below z */ 
ez, 	/* z layer above ground counter*/ 
xxyyzz 	 /*g,.id references */ 

double is, 	 /* incoming shortwave radiation */ 
net_aliwave, 	/* net all-wave radiation */ 
ltxyz, 	 /* hourly par*/ 
nirxyz, 	/* hourly nir*/ 
ta, 	/*air temp above canopy */ 
ts, 	/* effective sky temp */ 
tb, 	/* local air temp */ 
ti; 	/*leaften,perat,re */ 

/*4J.,CUJ4TE PROPORTION RADIATION TO EACH I-lILT FOR HOUR */ 
xx=x; 
yy=y; 
zz=z; 
ltxyz=lvar(hour,xx,yy,zz); 
nirxyz=nvar(hour,xx,yy,zz); 

/*ELEMENTARY REFLECTANCE FROM TILE BELOW ONLY*/ 
if(z>0.0) 

zbelow=z-1 .0; 
if(lt[x][y][zbelow]>0.0&&lt[x][y][z]>0.0) 

ltxyz+=(float)(lt[x] [] [zbelow} *ltxrJlt[x]{y]iz])*o 12 *absde1s[x][yIizbelow}I DCON; 
if(nir[x][y][zbelow]>0.0&&nir[x] [] [z]>00) 

nirxyz+= (float)(nir[x][y][zbelow] *iifryzji.iir[x]  [yj[z])*0. 5 *absdens[x j[y][zbelow]mcoN; 

/*C4J,C FRACTION ABSORBED */ 
isltxyz*0.88+thrxyz*0.5; 

/*C4LC TEMPERATURES INKELVIN*/ 
tatt+CK; 
if(is==0.0) 
tsta; 

else 

ts0.00354*is; 
tsta_(0.825*exp(ts)); 

ezz-ztop_lit[x] [y]; 
tb=embed_ternp[ez]+CK; 
tl—temp[x][y] [z]+CK; 

/*C4J,C NET RAD */ 
net_allwave=(double)is+(SB*pow(ts,4.0))+(SB*pow(tb,4.0))(2 .0*SB*pow(tl,4.0)); 

return net_allwave; 

/* 	 */ 
/*IRESPIRATIONCAJCUMTES RESPIRA TION FOR WHOLE PLANT */ 
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float respiration(hour) 
mt hour; 

mt coidnight, /*traps  cold night for regression *7 

	

lage, 	/*leaf age 
tx,ty,tz; 	7* as x,y,z*/ 

float hh,11; 
double resa,resb,resp, 	/*respiration  at different stages of calculation */ 

	

if 	/*local temp */ 

	

ex; 	/*power  to raise E to */ 

respO.0; 
sp=species[indiv]; 
lage0.0; 

/*CjffCUL4TE RESPIRATION OFEACH TILE OF PLANT PER HOUR */ 
ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile'zntile;tile++) 

tx=xhex[indiv][tile]; 
tyyhex[indiv][tile]; 
tz=zhex[indiv][tile]; 
tt=temp[tx][ty][tz]; 
hh=0.0;110.0; 
tt=tt+(temp_opt[0]-ternpopt[sp]); 
coldnight=phot_inputs(lth,ll,tt); 
if(hh<ghhh>gh) 
hhgh; 

igll<gl1l>gl) 
11g1; 

if(tt<gttt>gt) 
tt=gt; 

/*FIPST LONG SHOOTS */ 
if(lshoot_age[indiv][tile]>0.0) 

lage=lshoot_age[indiv][tile]; 
else 

igwoodens[indiv][tile}>o.o) 
lage=365.0; 

if(lage>0.0&&coldnight==0.0) 

ex(float) 
(0.091 96*tt0.009633*lage+0.O0OO  1625 *lage*lage+o.2 1  16*flower[indiv] 

+1. 1927); 
resa=pow(E,ex); 

else 
resa0.0; 

/*c.4LC RESP WOOD & LONG ONLY*/ 
resa(double)(resa*masswood*woodens[jlldjy]Itjlcl)+(resa *(deI1s[i1div][tile] 

woodens[indiv][tile]-sshootdens[jndjv] [tile])*masshoot); 
/*CjILC RESB FOR SHORT SHOOTS */ 

if(sshoot_age[indiv]>0.0&&coldnight==0 .0) 

ex(0.091 96*tt0.009633*sshoot_age[indiv]+0.0000 1625* 
sshootage[indiv] *sshoot  age[indivj+02 11 6*Ilower[indivj+  1.1927); 

resb=pow(E,ex); 
resb(double)resb*masshoot*sshootdefls[jndjv] [tile]; 

else 
resb'0.0; 

l*CMULATIVE 	TOTAL FOR ALL TILES */ 
resp+(resa+resb)*60.0; 

igt==0.o) 
resp=0.0; 	/*to  avoid initialisation problen:s*/ 

return resp; 
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/* 

/*flph'SpONSENIT ESTIA'IATES LIA'IITA TION BY NITROGEN */ 
float response—nit(nit) 
float nit; 

float o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax,/*dimensional inputs for sindistrO of nitrogen */ 
nitmod; 	 /*vall(e  0 to I for limitation due to nitrogen *1 

pmin0.0; 
prnax=1 .0; 

if(nit<nitopt[sp]) 

omin=nitmin[sp]; 
omax(nit_opt[sp]*2.0)_nit min[sp];  
onit; 
nitmod=sindistribution(o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax); 

else 

omin(nit_opt[sp] *2.0)..nit l11ax[spi;  
omaxnit_max[sp]; 
omit; 
nitmod=sindistribution(o,om in,orn ax,pm in, p ni ax); 

return nitinod; 

/*'p/'SpONSE PIJOS"ESTIMA TIES LIMITT4TIONJ3Y PI-IOSPJIOROU

_____________________
S */ 

float response_phos(phos) - 	 - 
float phos; 

float o,omin,omax,prnin,pmax, /*din,ensional inputs for sindistr ofphosph */ 
phosmod; 	/*value  0 to I for limitation due to phosph */ 

pmin0.0; 
pmaxl .0; 
if(phos<phos_opt[sp]) 

omm=phos_min[sp]; 
omax=(phos opt[sp]*2.0)phosmin[sp];  
ophos; 
phosmod=sindistribution(o,omin,om ax, p min, prnax); 

else 

omin(phosopt[sp] *20)pllosnrlx[sp}; 
omaxphos_max[sp]; 
ophos; 
phosmod=sindistribution(o,omin,omax,pmin,prnax); 

return phosmod; 

1* 
/*IIRESPONSEJJH" ESTII,/fA TES LIMITATION ON GROJVJ'H BYPH*/ 

float response ph(ph) 
float ph; 

float o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax, /*dimensional inputs for sindistrO ofpH*/ 
phmod; 	 /*value  0 to 1 for limitation due to pH*/ 

pmin=0.0; 
pmax=1 .0; 
if(ph<ph_opt[sp]) 

omin=phmin[sp]; 
omax(ph_opt[sp] *2.0)ph min[sp];  
oph; 
phmod=sindistribution(o,omin,omax,pmin, pin ax); 
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else 

omin=(ph_opt[sp]*2.0)phmax[sp]; 
omaxph_max[sp]; 
o=ph; 
phmod=sindistribution(o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax); 

return phmod; 

1* "RESPONSE SM" ESTIMATES LIMITATION ON GROtVTH BY WATER */ 
float response sm(sm) 
float Sm; 

float o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax, /*dimensio,lal  inp uts jbr siudistr() of water*/ 
smrnod; 	 /*value  0 to I for limitation due to water*/ 

pminO.0; 
pmaxl .0; 
if(sm<sm_opt[sp]) 

omin=sm_min[sp]; 
omax(sm_opt[sp]*2.0)_srnmin[sp]; 
osm; 
smrnod=sindistribution(o,omin,omax,prnin,pmax); 

else 

omin(sm_opt[sp]*2.0) smmax[sp];  
omaxsm_max[sp]; 
osm; 
smmod=sindistribution(o, omin,omax, p min, pm ax); 

return smmod; 

/* 

/ "ROOTDOME "DEALS WITH COVER OFROOT SYSTEM____________ 
void rootdorne(drsqroot) 
double drsqroot; 

mt tilecount, /*,zl4ngber  riles covered */ 
/* z  level */ 

float dz, /* depth of zlayer from top_lit */ 
potsum, 	/*total available space for domc*/ 

realsum; /*required  root space*/ 

/* SCAN Z MYERS AND CALCUL4 TE RADII */ 
domeNDOMES-1 .0; 
tilecount0.0; 
mavail[indiv]=0.0; 
navail[indiv]0.0; 
pavail[indiv]=0.0; 
phavail[mdiv]=0.0; 
zzzbotht[indiv]; 
Xdomecentre[dome]Xcent[indiv][zzzl; 
Ydomecentre[domejYcent[indiv][zzz]; 
potsumO.O; 
for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

if(z>"'botht[indiv]) 
domersq[dome][z]0.0; 

else 

dz'(float)botht[indiv]-(z+0.5); 
domersq[dorne] [z]drsqroot(dz*dz);  

/*CALL 0 VERHEX GENERA TE OVERLAP AT HA CH LE VEL */ 
dcheck=1.0; 
overhexO; 
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dcheck=0.0; 

for(y=0;y<ny;y++) 

for(x=0;x<nx;x++) 

I* WHERE COVER CALCUL4TE POTENTIAL RESOURCES*/ 
if(potvol_overlap{x] [y] [z}>0.0) 

tilecount++; 
potsum+=(float)potvol overlap [x] [i [z]; 
iqroot_total{x][y][z]<=o.o) 

root_total[x] [y][z11  .0; 
if(root_total[x][y][z]>DCON) 

root—total [x] [y] [z]=DCON; 
mavail[indiv]+=(float)potvolovcrlap[x][y]FzI*mojsturc[x][y]FzI/ 

(260.0*roottotalfx I FYi [zi); 
navail[indiv]+=(float)potvoloverlap[x] [yJ[z] *llitrogen I Xi [] [z]/ 

(260.0 *root total[x] jyl 
pavail[indiv]+=(float)potvoloverlap[x] FYI [z] *plosploroIIs[x][y][z]/ 

(260.0*root total [xl [y]izi); 
phavail[indiv]+=soil_ph[x] Fyi; 
root add[x][y][z]+=potvol overlap[x][yi [z]; 

/*IERE GRID SIZE LIMITS ROOTS ASSUME SIMPLE SCALING */ 
realsurn(float)totroots[indivi/CONVERTP; 
if(realsurn>0.0&&potsum>0.0) 

if(potsum<realsum) 

mavail[indiv]=rnavail [mdiv] *reaIsuj/potsjg; 
navail[indiv]navail[indiv] *reaisU1pJposjfl; 
pavail [mdiv] pavail[indiv] *realsi.1I11/potsun.i; 

/*ALSO CORRECT 0 VERESTIMA YES */ 
if(potsum>realsum) 

mavail [indiv]=mavail[indiv] *potsu1n/rea1sI1n ; 
navail [indiv]=navail [mdiv] *potsum/realsn ; 
pavail[indiv]=pavail [mdiv] *potsumjrealsuiw  

else 

mavail[indiv]0.0; 
navail[indiv]=0.0; 
pavail[indiv]=0.0; 

if(tilecount) 
phavail[indiv]—pliavail[indiv]/tilecount; 

else 
phavail[indivj=0.0; 

/* 	 */ 
/* "ROOTGROW"DEALS WITH GROWTH OF ROOT SYSTEM____________ 

void rootgrow(rootgrowth) 
mt rootgrowth; 

double drsqroot,r,rcubed; 	/*rnathernaticalJbrn,s  of jadius */ 

r0.0; 
tot _roots [indiv]+=rootgrowthlrnasswood; 

rcubed=(double)(3 .0*totroots[indiv])/(2.0*PI*CONVERT);  
rcbrt(rcubed); 
iqr<=o.o) 
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drsqroot=0.0; 
else 

drsqroot=pow(r,2.0); 
rootdome(drsqroot); 

1* "ROT A1'JGLE"RETURNS ANGLE F1?OMDOME CENTRE TO BASE OFINDIV*/ 
float rot _angic(potdome) 
mt potdome; 

	

mt base; 	/* z level of base of individual*/ 

	

float rdx, 	/*X distance from centre dome to ind*/ 

	

rdy; 	/*Y distance from centre dome to ind*/ 
double rotang, /*bearing  centre to indiv*/ 

oppadj; 	/*tflg ratio*/ 

base=baseht[indiv]; 

rdx=Xdomecentre[potdome]-Xcent[indiv][base]; 
rdyYdomecentre[potdome]-Ycent[indiv[base; 
oppadjrdxlrdy; 
if(oppadj<0.0) 

oppadj-=oppadj; 
rotangatan(oppadj); 

if(rdx<0.0&&rdy>0.0) 
rotang—rotang; 

if(rdx<0.0&&rdy<0.0) 
rotang=PI-rotang; 

if(rdx>0.0&&rdy<0.0) 
rotang=PI+rotang; 

if(rdx>0.0&&rdy>0.0) 
rotang=(2.0*PI)rotang; 

return rotang; 

/* "SEASON MASTER" KEEPS TRACK OFAIONThS FOR CLIMATE *7 
void season_masterO 

	

mt ctype, 	/*option  for caics WINDCUT*/ 

	

menth; 	/*holds  month value against change */ 

ctype=WINDCUT; 
igt=o.0) 

daySTARTDAY; 
yearSTARTYEAR; 
weekday--O.0; 
lightweeks0.0; 
monthl3.0; 

menthmonth; 
day+±; 

if(day<31.0) 
monthO.O; 

else{ 
if(day<59) 

month=1 .0; 
else{ 
if(day<90.0) 
month2.0; 

else{ 
if(day<120.0) 
month3.O; 

else 
if(day<151.0) 
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month4.0; 
else{ 
if(day<181.0) 
month5.0; 

else 
if(day'c2120) 
month6.0; 

else 
if(dayc243.0) 
month7.0; 

else{ 
if(dayz273.0) 
month8.0; 

else{ 
iqday<304.0) 
month9.0; 

else 
if(day<334.0) 
monthl0.0; 

else 
if(day<365.0) 
monthl 1.0; 

else{ 
year-H-; 
dayo.0; 
monthO.0; 

MMMM 
if(!(monthinenth)) 

sun_monthØ; 
1ight_regime; 
if(ctype==1 .0) 
wind_masterO; 

/* 
/* 	"SOIL TEMP" CALCULATES DEEP SOIL TEMPERATURE_________ 

void soiltempO 

mt calcform,calcrange; 	I*control hcalcQ*/ 
float hh; 	 I*temp prehistoxy*/ 

calcform=l .0; 
calcrange49.0; 
hhhcalc(calcform,calcrange); 
soil temp'"hh+O. 5; 

/*EMPIPJCAL BOUNDARJES*/ 
iqsoil_temp<o.o) 
soil_temp0.01; 

if(soil_temp>20.0) 
soil_temp20.0; 

/* "SEEDBANK"RETURNS SP FROM SEEDBANK TO GEPMINATE*/ 
mt seedbankØ 

hit germ, 	/*index  of germination O:null 1:germinate*/ 
ng, 	/*number  of germinations at x,yfor species *1 
prob, 	/'probability  of species germinating at x,y *1 
seedsum, 	/*total seedens for all species per tile *1 
spe, 	/*species counter*/ 
seedens[NSPECIES][HEXX][HEXYj; /*local  seed density per species *1 

seedsum00; 
germ"O.O; 
for(spe=0;spe<nsp;spe++) 

seedens[spej[x][y]=20.0; 
/* include only those capable of germinating*/ 

iggogerm[spe]) 
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seedsum+seedens[spe] [x] [y]; 

igseedsum>0.0) 

for(spe=O;spe<nsp;spe++) 

if(gogerin[spe]) 
probGERM*DCON*seedens[spe][x][y];  

else 
prob0.0; 

rano=randQ%10000; 
if(rano<prob&&rario>0.0) 

ngprob/rano; 
gogerm[spe]ng; 
germ=1 .0; 

return germ; 

/* 
1* "SEAESC—TEST" ALLO WS FOR BREAKDOUW OF FORM IN OLD PLANTS*/ 

mt senesc_testo 

mt stest; 	/*index  of senescence 0:normal 1 :senescent*/ 

stesto.0; 
if(ageclass[mdiv]>senesc_age[sp]) 

stestl .0; 
printf("\nl%d senescing.. .agecl%d senesage=%d",indiv,ageclass[indiv],senescage[sp]); 

return stest; 

1* 
/* "SET—UP " READS IN DA TA AND INITIALISES 

void set_up 

initialiseAO; 

printf("\n\nWelcome to the 'Ecospace' ecosystem simulation model 
anew1yprogrammeddata; 
cid=fopen("iabiodata","r"); 
read_dataAØ; 
cidfopen("spdata","r"); 
read_dataBØ; 
cidfopen("iindata","r"); 
read_dataCØ; 
cidfopen("climdata","r"); 
read _dlimdataO; 
dome_dataØ; 
randinputO; 
ranoO.0; 
t0.0; 
initialiseBØ; 
setupp0.0; 
season_masterØ; 
setupp++; 

/* 
/* 	"SGRADCALC" RETURNS—GRADIENTS—OF STAT HEX_SIDES */ 

float sgradcalc(vertex,Iastvert) 	- 
mt vertex,lastvert; 

float grad; 	/*gradient of hexagon side */ 
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i11((Xcord_stat[lastvert]-Xcordstat[vertex])<O.000000000001 )&&((Xcord_stat[lastvert]-Xcordstat[vertex]>- 
0.000000000001))) 

grad=0.0; 
else 
grad=(Ycordstt[lastvert]-Ycordstat[vertex])/(Xcordstat[lastvert}- 

Xcord_stat[vertex]); 
return grad; 

7* 
/*"SHOOT DISCA" ADJUSTS DISC DIMENSIONS FOR H&V GROJ4'TH_____ 

void shoot_discaØ  

mt zievel; 	 /*z  layer*/ 
float hgrowth, 	/*horizontal growth within same z layer*/ 

optest, 	/*thickness  of a layer of occthreshold[] dens */ 
vgrowth, /*growth  in a vertical direction,disc thickening,new layers */ 
pig,pog; 	/*calculating  variables */ 

/*FJpSTDIVIDE GROVTH BETWEEN HORIZ & VERT *1 
spspecies[indiv]; 
vgrowth=hv_ratio[sp]*zgrowth[indiv][z];  
hgrowth=zgrowth[indiv][z]-vgrowth; 

printf("zgrowth[%d][%d]=%5.2f',indiv,z,zgrowth[indiv][z]); 
/*HOPJZ GROJVTHFIRST*/ 

ighgrowth>0.0) 

iqdiscthick[indiv][z]<0.2) 

igdiscthick[indiv][z]==0.0) 

zlevel=z; 
zenterzero(zlevel); 

vgrowth+=hgrowth; 

else 

rsq[indiv][zJ+=(float)hgrowth*DCON/(CONVERT*PI*densopt[sp]*discthjck[indiv][z]); 

/*THEN VERT  GR0,VrH*/ 
if(vgrowth>0.0) 

/*WHEpJ DISC OPTIMUM THICKNESS REACHED FEED UP TO NFX LAYER */ 
if(discthick[indiv][z]>densopt[sp]) 

zgrowth[indiv][z+1]+=vgrowth; 
vgrowth0.0; 

else 

optest=(float)occthreshold[sp]; 
optest=(float)optestlDCON; 
if(discthick[indiv][z]>optest) 

pog(float)(vgrowthvgrowth*newgrow[sp])/(CONVERT*PI*rsq[indiv][z]); 
discthick[indiv][z]+=pog; 
zgrowth[indiv][z+1 ]+=vgrowth*newgrow[sp]; 

/* ELSE SIMPLY ADD TO THICKMESSt/ 
else 

pig=(CON'VERT*PI*rsq[indiv][z]);  
pog=vgrowthl(CONVERT*PI*rsq[indiv][z]);  
discthick[indiv][z]+=pog; 

/*EPJQR CHECKS *7 
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thicknessØ; 

} 
1* 	 *1 

/* "SHOOT SHARE "DIVIDES GROWTH BETWEEN ZL4YERS__________ 
void shoot_shareQeafgowth) 
mt leafgrowth, /tshort shoot growth */ 

mt sstot; 	/*total short shoots all indiv*/ 

sstotO.0; 
for(z=0;z<nzz++) 

ss[z]0.0; 
zgrowth[indiv][zJ=0.0; 
ntile=nntile[indiv]; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile++) 

ilIzhex[indiv][tile]=7&&sshoot_dens[indiv][tile]>0.0) 

ss[z]+-4-; 

sstot+ss[z]; 

for(z=O;z<nz;z++) 

igss[z]>o.o) 
zrowth[indiv][z+ (float)ieafgrowth*ss[z]/sstot;  

itzgrowth[indiv][z]>O.0llrsq[indiv][z]>0.0) 
shoot_discaØ; 

/* 	 *1 
/*'SINDISTRI RETURNS VALUE ON SINDISTFJBUTIONt/ 

float sindistributLon(o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax) 
float o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax; 	/*mean  and dimensions of distri butt on *1 

float p; 	 /*value  on sin distribution curve 
double sino; 	 /* calculating variable */ 

igo<omino>omax) 

else 

sino=PIt(o-omin)/(omax-omin); 
smo=sin(smo); 

igsmno<0.0) 
sinoO.0; 

p=sino*(pmax pmin)+pmin;  
igp>1 .0) 
P=1.0; 

return p; 
} /* 

/* "SLINEGENERA TE " GI yES EQUA TIONS FOR SIDES OF ST,4T HEX____ 
void slinegenerate 

mt vertex, 	 /*hexagon comer/vertex*/ 
lastvert; 	 /*adjacent vertex anticlockwiset/ 

for (vertex=1 ;vertex<7;vertex++) 

if(vertexl .0) 
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lastvert=6; 
sgrad[vertex}=sgradcalc(vertex,lastvert); 
sc[vertex]=Ycordstat[vertexJ(sgrad[vertex]*Xcordstat[vertex]); 

} 
else {iqvertex2) 

lastvertl .0; 
sgrad[vertex]=sgradcalc(vertex,lastvert); 
sc[vertex]=Ycord_stat[vertex]; 

else{if(vertex=3.0) 

lastvert2.0; 
sgrad[vertex]=sgradcalc(vertex,lastvert); 
sc[vertex]=Ycord_stat{vertex](sgrad[vertex]*XcOrd_Stat[vertex]); 

else{ igvertex==4.0) 

lastvert=3 .0; 
sgrad[vertex]=sgradcalc(vertex,lastvert); 
sc[vertex]=Ycord stat[vertex](sgrad[vertex *Xcordstat[vertex]);  

else {iqvertex5) 

lastvert=4.0; 
sgrad[vertex]=sgradcalc(vertex,lastvert); 
sc[vertex]=Ycordstat[vertex]; 

else(igvertex=6) 

lastvertr5; 
sgrad[vertex]=sgradcalc(vertex,lastvert); 
sc[vertex]=Ycordstat[vertex](sgrad[vertex]*xcordstat[vertex]); 

MM 

7* 	 *7 
/*SNOW%ATER GENERATES STOCHASTIC SNOW COVER */ 

void snow_masterO 

mt val; 

iqsnowdays[month]>o.o) 

val=(int)300.0/snowdays[month]; 
val=randQ%val; 
igval<lo.o) 

snowht=3 .0+val; 
else 

snowhtO.0; 

else 
snowht0.0; 

7* 

/* "SOC "CALCUATES COKTRJBLJTIONFROM OVERCAST SKY_________ 
float soc(ell) 
mt ell; 

float contr; 	/*contribution  of slice of sky to plane perpendicular*/ 
/*calculate  contribution */ 

contr(float)sky[ell]IBSTEP; 
return contr 

} /* 	 *7 
7* "SOIL LIMITS" REDUCES NET GROWTH WHERE RESOURCES SHORT*/ 

float soil _limits(maxgr) 
float maxgr,  
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float Sm, /*water  available per unit dens*/ 
ph, /*pH around  indiv*/ 
phos, /*phosphorous  available per unit dens*/ 
nit, /*nitrogen  available per unit dens*/ 
phmod, /*index  0 to 1 limiting pH*/ 
moistmod, 	/*mdex  0 to 1 limiting water*/ 
nmod, /*index  0 to 1 limiting nitrogen*/ 
pmod; /*index  0 to 1 limiting phosphorous */ 

sm=(float)mavail[indiv]/(totroots[indiv]+totshoots[indiv]); 
moistmod'response_sm(sm); 
ph'=phavail[indiv]; 
phmod=responseph(ph); 
nit=(float)navail[indiv]/(totroots[indiv]+totshoots[indiv]); 
nmod=response_nit(nit); 
phos=(float)pavail[indiv]f(tot_roots[indiv]+tot_shoots[indiv]); 
pmod=response_phos(phos); 

printf('sm=%5.2f, moistmod=%5.2fph=%5.2fphmod=%5.2fnit'%5.2fnmod=%5.2fphos=%5.2f 
pmod=%5.2f',sm,moistmod,ph,phmod,nit,nmod,phos,pmod); 
/*NB FIXED TO IGNORE SOIL LIMITS *1 
phmod=1 .0;moistmod=l .0;nmod=1 .0;pmod"l .0; 

maxgr=maxgr*phmod*moistrnod*nmod*pmod;  
return maxgr; 

/* 
"GENS.CO-ORDSFOREACHSTATIONARYHEK______ 

void stathexcordO 

mt vertex; 	/*hexagon  vertex/corner */ 

for (vertex='0;vertex<7;vertex++) 

if(vertex0.0) 	/*CENTRE POINT OF HEX 	*1 

Xcord_stat[0]=(float)1 .5*x  +1.0; 
Ycordstat[0](float)l .7320508'y +8660254; 

else {if(vertex==1 .0) 

Xcord_stat[1]=(float)1 .5*x  +0.5; 
Ycord_stat[1](float)1.7320508 *y; 

else{if(vertex2) 

Xcordstat[2]'(float)l .5 *( 	.0); 
Ycord_stat[2J(float)1 .7320508*y;  

else {igvertex3.0) 

Xcordstat[3](float)1 .5*x+2.0; 
Ycordstat[3](float)1.7320508*y +0.8660254; 

else{if(vertex4) 

Xcordstat[4]zr(float)1 .5 	.0); 
Ycord_stat[4]=(float)1.7320508*(y+1 .0); 

else {if(vertex5) 

Xcordstat[5](float)1 .5*x+0.5; 
Ycord_stat[5](float)1 .7320508*(y+1  .0); 

else {if(vertex6) 

Xcord_stat[6](float)1 .5 *X; 
Ycord_stat[6]r(float)1.7320508*y +0.8660254; 

mm 
if(x%2) 

Ycord_stat[vertex]Ycord_stat[vertex]+0.8660254; 
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7* 	 *7 
/*"STQph'lJJK4LS WITH STORAGE IN NON-SPA TIAL SUGAR POOL */ 

float storeØ 

float loww, 	/*min  level of store for active growth */ 
util; 	/*grammes  carbon utilised per day*/ 

long dice; 	/*randon,  number 1 to 6 controls mortality after stores empty */ 

utilO.0; 
/*storage[J in grammes carbon *7 

sp=species[mdiv; 
storage[indiv]+=growth[indivj; 

/* WHERE STORE EMPTY CHECK FOR FATAL STRESS LEVELS *1 
igstorage[indiv]<0.o 1 storage[indiv]>1000000.0) 

utilO.0; 
storage[indiv]0.00000001; 
storeshort[indiv]+7.0; 
igstoreshort[indiv]>stressdays[sp]) 

dicerand()%6; 
if(dice>3.0) 
indkillØ; 

else 

if(storeshort[indiv]>0.0) 
storeshort[indiv]-7.0; 

if(storeshort[indiv]<0.0) 
storeshort[indiv]0.0; 

1* TEST FOR MINIZ4Rv1 MEAN TEMP */ 
/*LJ77LJSE SP SPECIFIC PROPORTION OF POOL */ 

ig!dormancy[indiv]) 

lowwtot_shoots[indiv] *0.  0002; 
iqstorage[indiv]>=Ioww) 

utilstorage[indiv}/utilise[sp]; 
else 

utiFstorage{indiv]/(uti1ise[sp]*(loww_storage[indiv]));  
storage[indiv]-util; 

else 

util=0.0; 

if(util<0.0) 
utilO.0; 

/*TJTIL IN GRAMMES DRY HEIGHT*/ 
return util; 

7* *7 
/* "SURPLUSINDIVGROW"APPLIESSURPLUS!NDIV GROWTH TOHEXES*/ 

void surplusindivgrow(surplusum) 
mt surplusurn; 

mt avail dens HEXXI [}IEXY] [HEXZJ, /*unoccupied  space per tile *1 
avcount[SETJNDIVI, /*number  available tiles around indiv*/ 
choice, /*selected hex from available list */ 
hcount, /*tile counter*/ 
hexfihl, /*number  hexes to be fihled*/ 
hexfihled, /*number  hexes filled*/ 
hlimit, /*number unscanned hex tiles *7 
filled, /*records  filling of tile */ 
jmdiv, /*individual*/ 
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jile, 	 /*tile counter*/ 
loops, 	/tnumber of executed loops for application ofsurplust/ 
nextest, 	 /* index for neighbour suitability for occ 
njile, 	/* as ntile for jile*/ 
sp_limit, 	 /*minimum  available space for indivt/ 
ssvoid, 	/*option  for nextscanAO *1 
surp_dens[SETIINDIV][SEYIILE], /*as  ddens[] 1] for surplus growth */ 
surp_densum, 	 7* total surp_dens[][] all indivs in tile */ 
toddens, 	 7* total ddens[][J for indiv*/ 
xavail[SETINDIV][SETINDIVI,yavail[SET1NDIV][SETIND1V], 

zavail[SETINDIV][SETINDIV]; 	/*available  tiles around mdiv *1 
float remains, 	/tJloat remainder*/ 

scale; 	/*scales  amount for each tile according to competition */ 

if(surplusum<O.0) 
surplusumO.O; 

loopsO.O; 
ssvoidO.O; 
while(surplusum>O.0) 

/* *ZERO SURP-DENS[I[I  AND CALCULATE GRID***********/ 
for(indivO;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

ntilenptile[indiv]; 
for(tile=O;tile<ntile;tile++) 

surp_dens[indiv][tile]=O.O; 

/* 

 

CHECK_AVAILABLE
- 

 SPACE 
m' 	

*/ 
surp1usuO.O;  
f0r(x0;x<nx;x++) 

f0r(y0;y<ny;y+-F) 

for(z=O;z<nz;z+-I-) 

avail_dens[x][y][z]=DCON; 
for(indivO;indiv<thndiv;indiv++) 

ntilenptile[indiv]; 
for(tileO;tile<ntile;tile++) 

if(xxhex[indiv][tile]&&yyhex[indiv][tile]&& 
zzhex[indiv][tile]) 

avail dens[x][y][z]-=(dens[indiv][tile]+ddens[indiv] [tile]); 

avail_dens[xI[y][z]-=litterdens[x][y][z]; 
if(avail_dens[xI [yI[z]<O.0) 

avail_dens[x][y][z]=O.O; 

7* * * * *SECTION2 * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *7 
/* *FILL XYZAVAIL[J[]***/ 

1* 	 DESCRIBE SPARE VOLUME 	 *7 
for(indiv=O;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 	 -  

spspecies[indiv]; 
sp_limit=DCON-densmax[sp]; 
avcount[indiv]0.O; 
hcountO.O; 
if(rdensum[indiv]>O.0) 

for(x=O;x<nx;x++) 
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for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

for(z0;z<nz;z++) 

nextest0.0; 
ntile=nptile[indiv]; 

for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

if(x==xhex[indiv][tile]&&yyhex[indiv][tile]&& 
z=zhex[indiv] [tile]) 

nextestl .0; 

if(nextest==0.0&&loops>2.0) 
nextest—nextscanA(ssvoid); 

if((nextestl .0)(gform[sp]0.0&&xxcord[indiv][z]&& 
yycord[indiv][z])) 

if(avail_dens[x][y][z]>sp_limit) 

/ 	 GI VE COORDS OFAVAILABLE—ADJACENT SPA CE____ 
xavail[indiv][hcount]=x; 
yavail [mdiv] [hcount]=y; 
zavail[indiv][hcount]=z; 
hcount++; 

avcount[indiv]=hcount; 
ig(avcount[indiv]=o.o 11 loops>20.0)&&rdensum[mdiv]>0.0) 
rdensum[indiv]O.0; 

/* FILL SURP_ DENS[ ][] WJTHPOTEWrIAL GROJVTH*/ 
for(indiv=0;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

TEMP FILL PROPORTION HEXES _A VAILABLE—RANDOMLY 
igloops>2.0) 

hexfihl(int)avcount[indiv]*spreadfactor[sp];  
remams=(float)avcount[mdiv]*spreadfactor[sp]; 
if(remains-hexfihl>=0.5) 

hexfihl++; 

else 
hexfihlavcount[mdiv]; 

hexfihled=0.0; 
hlimit=avcount[indiv]; 
if(hlimit<=0.0) 

hexfihled=hexfill+1 .0; 
while(hexfihled<hexfill) 

/* 	SELECT A HEX AT RANDOM 
ranorandQ%huimit; 

choicerano; 
x=xavail[indiv][choice]; 
yyavail[indiv][choice]; 
zzavail[indiv][choice]; 

/* ___UPDATE ARRAY OF AVAIlABLE HEKES 
for(hcourtto;hcount<huimit;hcount++) 

ighcount<=choice) 

a' 

a' 
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xavail[indiv][hcount]=xavail[indiv][hcount]; 
yavail[indiv][hcount]=yavail{mdiv [hcount]; 
zavail[indiv][hcount]=zavail[indiv][hcount] 

else 

if(hcountchoice) 

xavail[indiv][hcount-1]=xavail[indivj[hcount] 
yavail[indiv][hcount-1 ]yavail[indiv] [hcount]; 
zavail[indiv][hcourit-1 ]=zavail[indiv][hcount]; 

hexfilled-H-; 
hlimit--; 

1* APPLY SURPLUS TO_TILE UPDATING IVTILE AS APPROPRIATE____ 
filledO.0; 
ntilenptile[mdiv]; 

for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

if(xxhex[indiv][tile]&&y=yhex[indiv][ti1e]&&z==z1iex[thdjy][tj1e]) 

surpdens[indiv][tile}+=rdensum[indiv]/hexfihl; 
/*JERP RDENSUM SMALLER TFIANHFXFILL*/ 

igsurpdens[mdiv}[tile]==o.o) 

hexfill=rdensum[indiv]; 
surp_dens[indiv][tile]=1 .0; 

fihledl .0; 

if(filledO.0) 

tilenptile[mdiv]; 
newtileØ; 
surpdens[indiv][tile]+=rdensum[indiv]/hexfihl; 
nptile[indiv]-H-; 

if(hlimit==0.0) 
hexfihledhexfihl+l .0; 

_________competition from other indivs--- */ 
for(indiv=0;indiv<nindiv;indiv++) 

ntilenptile[indiv]; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile++) 

xxhex[indiv] [tile]; 
yyhex[indiv][tile]; 
zzhex[mdiv][tile]; 
surp_densum=0.0; 
for(jindiw=Ojindiv<nindivjindiv±+) 

njilenptile[jindiv]; 
for(jile=Ojile<njilejile-H-) 

igx==xhex[jindiv][jile]&&y=yhex[jindiv]ile]&& zzhex[jmdiv][ji1eJ) 
surp_densum+=surpdens[jindiv][jile}; 

if(surp_densum<=availdens[x][y][z]) 
ddens[indiv][tilej+=surpdens[indiv][tile]; 

else 

/* 	 WHERE SPA CE LIMITING 
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if(availdens[xI[y][zJ>0.0) 

scale=(float)avail_dens[x][y}[z]/surpdensum; 
ddens[indiv][ti1e]+=(int)(surpdens[indiv]tiIe] *scale);  

} 
toddens=0.0; 
rdensum[indiv]=0.0; 
ntilenptile[indiv]; 
for(tile0;ti1e<nti1e;tile+4-) 

toddens+=ddens{indiv][tile]; 
/*J47JJEpE OVERGROWTH OCCURRING */ 

if(toddens>growth[indiv]&&toddens>00) 

if(t>O.0) 
esmoothdd(toddens); 

rdensum[indiv]=0.0; 

else 
rdensum[mdiv]=(growth[mdiv])-toddens; 

igrdensum[indiv]>o.o&&loops>lo.o) 
ssvoid++; 

surplusum+=rdensum[indiv]; 

loops+-1-; 

/* 	 */ 
/* "S UiWvIOIv'TH" READS IN MONTHLY SUN DA TA *7 

void sun_month() 

mt dhour, 	/*hour counter*/ 
munth, 	/*month counter*/ 
nhours, 	/*ljn, its hour scan 
now, 	/*limits  month scan */ 

cidfopen(MsolardataM,Ir t);  

/*R/AJ) IN UP TO PRESEKr*/ 
/*NB CURRENTLY SET TO "IVIONTH"*/ 

now'month+l .0; 
for(munth=0;munth<now,munth-I--I-) 

totnir0.0; 
totparO.0; 
fscanqcid,'%f,&dayhours); 
nhours=dayhours; 
for(dhour=0;dhour<nhours;dhour1-+) 

fscanf(cid,"%f",&altitude[dhour]); 
fscanf(cid,"%f',&azimuth{dhour]); 
fscanf(cid,"%f,&pardir[dhour]); 
fscangcid,"%f",&pardifdhour]); 
fscanf(cid,"%f',&nirdir[dhoui-]); 
fscanf(cid,"%f',&nirdif[dhourj); 
totpar+=(par_dir[dhour]+par_difdhour]); 
totnir+=(nirdir[dhour]+nirdiqdhourj); 

7* 	 *7 
/* 	"TCALC"GIVES AREAS OF TRIANGLES WITH VERTICES MN&O *1 

double tcalc(m,n,o) 
mt m,n,o; 	/*vertex  labels */ 

double area, 	 /*area  of defined triangle */ 
s,a,b,c,dxno,dyno,dxmo,dymo,dxmn,dynm; 	/*geometnc  lengths */ 
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dxno=Xcord[n]-Xcord[o]; 
dyno=Ycord[n]-Ycord[o]; 
dxrno'Xcord[m]-Xcord[o]; 
dymo=Ycord[m]-Ycord[o]; 
dxnmrrXcord[m]Xcord[n};  
dymn=Ycord[m]-Ycord[n]; 

a=sqrt(pow(dxno,2.0)+pow(dyno,2.0)); 
b=sqrt(pow(dxmo,2.0)+pow(dymo,2.0)); 
c=sqrt(pow(dxmn,2.0)+pow(dymn,2.0)); 
s'(a+b+c)/2.0; 

area=sqrt((s*(s_a)*(s_b)*(s_c)));  
return area; 

1* 	 *1 
/*"TEIVIPLEAFI' GIVES LEAF TEMPERATURE_____ 

double temp leaf(tt,isorad) 
float tt; 
double isorad; 

mt ez; 	 /*z  layer above ground */ 
double atmp, 	 /*atmospheric  pressure */ 

d, 	/*leaf dimension */ 
dw, 

	

	/*water  vapour concentration deficit of air outside b layer */ 
/*rel humidity set constant */ 

modify, /*multiplies  up upper half equation TDH correction */ 
pa, 	/*densijy dry air*/ 
psychr, 	/*psychrometric  "constant "*/ 

	

rah, 	,/*leaj' boundary layer resistance to convective heat flux */ 
rca, 	/*resistance  to CO2 flux across leaf boundary layer*/ 
rcs, 	/*resistance  to CO2 flux across leaf surface */ 
rhr, 	/*parallel resistance to heat loss from leaf convection&rad*/ 

/*radiative  "resistance" to heat loss */ 

	

, 	resistance to waterflux across leaf surface and b layer*/ 
S, 	/*slope  of saturation vapour concentration curve 
tleaf, 	 /*initial leaf temperature */ 

temperature outside b layer*/ 

	

tval, 	/*calculating  variable */ 
U, 	/*local wind speed */ 
val, 	/*calculating  variable */ 
wsl, 	/*saturation  conc of water at leaf temp */ 
wsa; 	 /*saturation  conc of water at air temp */ 

	

d0.005; 	/*set at 0,5cm */ 
hum--0.893; 
u'wind[x]y][z]; 
atmp10 1325.0; 

ez=z-ztop_lit[x][y]; 
if(ez<0.0)ez=0.0; 
tairembed_temp[ez]+273. 15; 
tleaftemp[x][y][zJ-i-273. 15; 
pa2.42-(0.004 12*tair);  
val(0.622*(3 1 52000.0(2380.0*tair))*R*tajr); 
if(val==0) val=0.00000000 1; 
psychratmp*C/val;  

/*C4LCfJL4TE RESISTANCES */ 
if(u0.0) 

rah= 1 3.74; 
else 

val( 12.09*pow(u,0.6));  
if(valO) val0.000000001; 
rah2.0*pow(d,0.4)/val;  

vaI(4.0*SB*pow(tair,3.0));  
igval=0) valr0.00000000 1; 
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rr pa*C/val;  
iqrah>o&&n>o) 

rhri .0/(( 1 .0/rah)+( 1 .0/n)); 
else 
rhr 12.86; 

tval(tleaf+tair)/(2.0*T); 
if(u=0.0) 
U=0.0000001; 

valu/d; 
if(vai<l .0) 
vall.0; 

rca=l 32.51 *pow(val,..O S)*pow(tvai4 .75); 

rcs3 19.5; 	 /*Fri end default value *1 
rw0.607*rca+0.704*rcs; 

val=17.629*(tair_CK)I(ta jr_35 .385); 
wsa=610.78*pow(E,val)/(R*tair); 

val=17.629*(t1eafCK)/(t1eaf_35.385); 
wsl=610.78*pow(E,val)/(R*tlea f);  
dw=wsat(i .0-hum); 
if(tleaf==tair) 
s1 .0; 

else 
s=(wsl-wsa)/(tleaf-tair); 

if(rhr=0.0) 
rhr=0.0000001; 

val(rw*psychr/rhr)+s;  
igval0)vaI0. 000000 1; 

/*4Ji2 "modify" 0-1200 TO CALIBRATE MODEL */ 
igrw200.0II(isorad>0.0&&isorad<50.0)) 

modify(200.0+absdens[x][y]{z}/2.5)/10.0; 
else 
modify=4.0*(rw200.0)+absdens[x][y][z]/2.0; 

if(isorad>50.0) 
modify+isoradl4.0; 

igisorad<-50.0) 
modify-=100.0; 

iqmodify<-200.0) 
modify-200.0; 

1* 
igx==3&&=5&&z==i&&t>24) 
{printf("\nz=%d iso%5. if rw %5. if modify %5. if emb%d",z,isorad,rw,modify,embeddens[ez]); 
printf("psychr=%5. if pa--%5. if tair%5. if dw=%5. if val=%5. lf',psychr,pa,tair,dw,val); 
It' 

if(!pa) 
tleaftair; 

else 
tleaftair+modify*((((rw*psychr*jsorad)/(pa*c))dwyval); 

/tLflIT DISPARITY BETENAIR AM) LEAF TO 6 DEGREES Ct/ 
val=tleaf-tt; 
if(val>6.0)tleaf=tt+6.0; 
if(vai<-i0.0)tleaf=tt-i0.0; 
valtair-tleaf; 
if(val>2.0) 
tleaftair-2.0; 
tieaf-CK; 

/tif(x3&&y==5&&z=i &&P24) 
printf("tleaf=%5.2f, from tair0/o5.2f',tleaf,tair);*/ 
return tleaf, 

/* 

/t"TFJvIPRECOPD" RECORDS TEA'IPERATURE 	*1 
void temp_recordØ 

hit ago; 	/tday counter*/ 
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for(ago=49;ago>0;ago—) 

htemp[ago]htemp[ago-l]; 

htemp[0]=temperature[2]; 

/* 
/*llTfppEGI/vffihI—UPDATES TFJvJP[][][]_______________ 

void temp_regime(hour) 
mt hour, 

mt ez, 	 Mayer above ground*/ 
opt, 	/ option for calculations TEMPCTJT*/ 
tops; 	/* layer soil below surface*/ 

float if; 	/*hourly temperature*/ 
double isorad; 	/*isothermal net radiation*/ 

opt=(int)TEMPCUT; 
tt=tempvar(hour); 
embtemp_update(tt,hour); 
if(hour<dayhours) 

f6r(x=0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y=0;y<ny;y-4--l-) 

for(z=0;z<nz;z+-f-) 

if(z>rrztop_lit[x][y]) 

ezz-ztop_lit[x][y]; 

if(absdens[x][y][z]>0.0&&opt==0.0) 

iqez<snowht) 
temp[x][y][z]=0.0; 

else 

isorad=radcalc(hour,tt); 
temp[x] [y[z]=temp_Icaf(tt,isorad); 
if(temp[x][y][z]>40.0)ternp[x[y][z]=tt; 

else 
temp[x][y[z]=tt; 

else 

/*5jpJ SOIL HEAT TRANSFER BASED ON AIR TEMP NEAR GROUND */ 
topsztop_lit[x][y]-1 .0; 
if(z==tops) 

if(hour'O.0) 
temp[x][y}[z]=tt; 

else 
temp[x][y][z]=(2.O*temp[xJ[y][z+1]+2.0*temp[x][y][z]+sojltemp)/5.o; 

else 
temp[x][y][z]=soil_temp; 

/*NJGHT TEMP SET TO UNIFORIVIITY*/ 

*7 

else 

for(x0;x<nx;x++) 
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for(y=0;y<ny;y++) 

for(z=0;z<nz;z++) 

if(z==ztop_lit{x][y]) 
temp{x][y][z]=(soil_temp+tt)/2.0; 

else 

topsztopsoil[x][yl-1 .0; 
if(z<tops) 
temp[x][y][z]=soil_tcmp; 

else 
temp[x][y][zJ=tt; 

/* 
/"TEMP_VAR "DIURNAL TEMPERATURE VARL4TION*/ 

float tempvar(hour) 
mt hour; 

mt dhours; 	 /trounded dayhours */ 
float o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax, /*dimensions  for sindistributionO */ 

if; 	 /* hourly temperature *1 
double ea,eb,ed; 	 /*calculating  variables for exp decrease */ 

,/*day temp distribution first */ 
/*pmin  =previous night temp, pmax same size other side of mean 
/*delay increase two hours behind sun 
/*sinusoidal increase to noon+1 then decrease to dayhours*/ 

dhoursdayhours; 
ig(dayhours-dhours)>0.5) 
dhours++; 
if(hour<dhours) 

o=hour; 
omin'0.0; 
omax(float)dhours+2.0; 
pmin=nighttemp/100.0; 
if(pmm<temperature[0]) 
pmaxtemperature[0]/100.0; 

else 
pmax=pmin; 

ifsindistribution(o,omin,omax,pmin,pmax)* 100.0; 

/*NIGHT TEMP SET EXPONEIVTL4L DECLINE */ 
else 

iqtemperature[1]<dtemp) 

ed"(double)(24.0-dhours)/4.0; 
ea=exp(ed); 
ed=(double)(hour-dhours)/4.0; 
eb=exp(ed); 
tt(temperature[1](dtemp*ea)+((dtemptemperature[ 1 ])*eb))/(1  .0-ca); 
if(tt<temperature[1]) 
tttemperature[1]; 

else 
tt4emperature[1]; 

nighttemp4t; 

if(hourdhours) 
dtemp4t; 

return if; 
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/* 
"THICKNESS "CHECKS THICKNESS LIMITS________ 

void thicknessO 

float full; 	/*maximum  permitted disc thickness per z Iayer*/ 

sp"species[mdiv]; 
fulldensmax[sp]IDCON; 
if(discthick[indivl[z]>fuIl) 

discthick[indiv] [z]full; 
if(discthick[indiv][z]<0.0) 

discthickFindiv][zI'O.O; 

1* 
/* 	"TILE UPDATE" UPDATES INDIVIDUAL TILE ARRAYS_________ 

void tile_updateO 

mt tcount; 	/*lile counter*/ 

tcount=0.0; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile++) 

if(dens[indiv][tile]<0.0) 

tcount--; 
nntile[indiv]--; 
nptile[mdiv]--; 

else 

if(tcount>=0.0) 
dens[indiv][tcount]=dens[indiv][tile]; 

tcount++; 

for(tile'tcount;tile<ntile;tile-H-) 

dens[indivj[tile]=0.0; 
ddens[indiv][tile]=0.0; 
xhex[indiv][tile]=-1 .0; 
yhex[mdiv][tile]=-1 .0; 
zhex[mdiv][tile]=-1 .0; 

/* 
/*"TUP(JfNCECAT"455IGNS EACH TILE A CATEGORYFOR TURB 

float turbulence_catO 

mt scan, 	/*range  surrounding tiles to be scanned */ 
surroundens; 	/*total dens in surrounding tiles */ 

float turb_cat; /*value  0-1 for exposure *1 
/*SCAN4'DMTE NEIGHBOURS */ 

scan--9.0; 
surroundens"nextscanC(scan); 
surroundens+=2.0 *absdens  [x] FYI [z]; 

/*4SSIGN CATEGORY RANGE 1-0 DECREASING SPA CE *1 
turbcat=(float)1 .0(surroundens/(3.2*DCON));  
if(thrbcat<0.0) 
turbcat'0.0; 

return turb_cat; 

/* 
GENERATES WEATHER CONDITIONS FOR DAY 

void weather_masterØ 

long val, 	/*random  number 1 to period*/ 
period; 	/*ma.x  length ofperiod of similar temps */ 

float mean,sdev, /*means  ans standard deviations to seed normal distrO *1 
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/* 

"THICKNESS "CHECKS THICKNESS LIMITS_______ 
void thicknessO 

float full; 	/tmaximum permitted disc thickness per z layer*/ 

spspecies[indiv]; 
fulldensmax[sp]IDCON; 
igdiscthick[indiv][z]>full) 

discthick[indiv][zJfull; 
igdiscthick[indiv][zJ<00) 

discthick[indiv][z]O.0; 

1* 	"TILE UPDATE" UPDATES INDIVIDUAL TILE ARRAYS________ 
void tile_updateO 

mt tcount; 	/*tile counter*/ 

tcount--0.0; 
for(tile=0;tile<ntile;tile++) 

iltdens[indiv][tile]<0.0) 

tcount—; 
nntile[indiv]—; 
nptile[indiv]—; 

else 

igtcounP=0.o) 
dens[indiv] [tcount]=dens[indiv] [tile]; 

tcount++; 

for(tile=tcount;tile<ntile;tile++) 

dens[indiv][tile]—'O.O; 
ddens[indiv][tile]0.0; 
xhex[mdiv][tile]-1 .0; 
yhex[mdivj[tilej=-1 .0; 
zhex[indiv][tile]=-1 .0; 

/* 
/*IST(JPBfJLENCECATl4SSIGNS EACH TILE A CATEGORYFOR TURBULENCE */ 

float turbulence—Cato 

mt scan, 	/*range  surrounding tiles to be scanned *1 
surroundens; /*total dens in surrounding tiles */ 

float turb_cat; /"value 0-1 for exposure*/ 
/*SCANJ%,J7DL4TE NEIGHBOURS */ 

scan9.0; 
surroundens=ntscanC(scan); 
surroundens+2.0*absdens[x][y][z]; 

/*4SSIGN CATEGORY RANGE 1-0 DECREASING SPA CE */ 
turb_cat=(float)1 .0(surroundens/(3.2*DCON));  
iqturb_cat<o.o) 

turb_cat=0.0; 
return turb_cat; 

1* 
/* 'I WEA THER MASTER"  GENERATES WEATHER CONDITIONS FOR DAY____ 

void weather_masterO 
{ 

long val, 	/*random  number 1 to period*/ 
period; 	/*max  length ofperiod of similar temps *1 

float mean,sdev, /*means  ans standard deviations to seed normal distrO */ 
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ystrday; 	/*stores  previous day's value*/ 
/*P4JOM WEATHER PERIOD GENERATED 0-BREAK >000NTINUE*/ 

period=WEATHPERIOD; 
val=randQ%period; 
ystrdayperc; 
perc=randQ% 100; 
igval>0.0) 
perc=(perc+ystrday)/2.0; 

if(perc>ppt_prob[month]) 

ystrdayprecipitation; 
mean=pptmean[month]; 
sdevpptdev[month]; 
precipitation0.0; 
while(precipitation<0.0) 

precipitation=normal_distribution (mean, s dev); 
if(val>0) 

precipitation=(precipitation+ystrday)/2.0; 

else 
precipitation=0.0; 

if(precipitation<0.0) 
precipitation0.0; 

ystrday4emperature[0]; 	/ temp store old value*/ 
mean4maxmean[month]; 
sdev=tmaxdev[month]; 
temperature[0]=normal_distribution(mean,sdev); 

PERIOD SIMILARITY CONTINUES TAKE MEAN OLD:NEW*/ 
igval>0.0) 

temperature[0J=(temperature[0]+ ystrday)/2.0; 
/*FOR MIN TEMP GEN. RANDOM VAL AND AVERAGE 97TH VAL DERIVED FR OM MAX TEMP */ 

temperature[2]—temperature[0]-(tmaxmean[month]-tminmean[month]); 
meantminmean[month]; 
sdev4mindev[month]; 
temperature{1 ]=normal_distribution(mean,sdev); 
temperature1 ]=(temperature[1]+temperature[2])/2.0; 
if(temperature[1J>temperature[0]) 

temperature[2]=temperatiire[0]; 
temperature [0]temperature[ 11; 
temperature[1 ]temperature[2]; 

temperature [2]=(temperature[0]+temperature{1 })/2.0; 
if(dormancy[0]<1 .0) (tom++;tomp+4emperature[2;} 

lcloud(val); 

ystrdaywindspeed; 
windspeed=-1 .0; 
while(windspeed<WCAL) 

mean=windmean[month](WCAL*winddev[month]);  
sdev=winddev[month]; 
windspeednormal_distribution(mean,sdev); 

iqwindspeed<o.o) 
windspeed0.0; 

if(val>0.0) 
windspeed=(windspeed+ystrday)/2.0; 

if(windspeed<0.0) 
windspeed0.0; 

/*}EP SAME WIND DIRECTION FOR PERIOD*/ 
if(windspeed>0.0&&val0.0) 
windbearingwind_direction; 

1* 
/*lfWCQWINDEX" RETURNS CANOPY FLOW  INDEX FROM EMBEDDENS*/ 

float wcflow_index(az) 
intaz; 
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mt edz; 	/*z  layer*/ 
float cfi; 	/*canOpy flow  index*/ 

edz=embeddens[az]/100.0; 
if(edz<9.0) 

cfi(float)1 .5_(0.0555*(9.0_edz));  
else 

if(edz<17.0) 
cfi(float)1 .0+0.0625 *(17.0 edz);  

else 
cfil .0; 

return cfi; 

/* 	 */ 
1*_"WIN!) DIRECTION" RETURNS BEARING FOR WIND */ 

float wind_directionO 

float direction, 	/*generated  daily direction */ 
mean,sdev, 	/*mean  and standard deviation for normal distrO */ 
twopi; 	/* 2 limes J*/ 

twopi2.0*PI;  
mean=prevwind[month]; 
sdev=varwind[month]; 
direction=normal_distribution(mean,sdev); 
if(direction<0.0) 

direction=twopi-direction; 
igdirection>twopi) 

direction=direction-twopi; 
return direction; 

/* 
1* 	"WINDHT" CALCULATES MEAN TOPHT OF CANOPY */ 

float windhtØ 

hit topp, 	/*max  ht with dens >topperdens*/ 
topperdens; 	/*min  dens to be veg surface */ 

float ht; 	/*effective  vegetation height*/ 

/*topperdens  below is embeddens[J value which constitutes a top surface */ 
topperdens50.0; 
ht'"O.00OOOOOl; 

/*SCAN UP THROUGH GRID TO FIND TOP *1 
toppO.0; 
for(z"0;z<nz;z+-F) 

if(embeddens[z]>topperdens) 

toppz; 

ht(float)topp+(embeddens[topp]IDCON); 
/*RETLJRN HEIGHT in hex sides MINHT IMPOSED */ 

if(ht<0.2) 	 - 
ht--0.2; 
return ht; 

/* 	 *1 
/*WINDSTERIICALC(JMTES 3-D WIND REGIME *1 

void wind_masterØ 

hit ez, 	/*z  layer above ground */ 
xxx,yyy,zzz; 	/ as x,y,z / 

float exposum[HEXZ], 	/*total wind[][][]for z layer*/ 
hvar; 	/*index  of relative exposure within z layer*/ 

/*FIPST SIMPLE VERTICAL WIND PR OFILE */ 
windprofileØ; 
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1* CALCULATE EXPOSURE FACTOR FOR EACH HEX 0-1 INCR =STORE IN WIND[] *I 
7* RECORD SUM EXPOS URE FOR EACH EZ LEVEL */ 

for(ez=0;ez<nz;ez+-F) 
exposum[ezj=0.0; 

for(zzz=0;zzz<nz;zzz++) 

for(yyy=0;yyy<ny;yyyH-) 

for(xxx=0;xxx<nx;xxx++) 

igzzzcztop_lit[xxx][yyyJ) 
wind[xxx][yyy][zzz]r0.0; 

else 

ezzzz-ztop_lit[xxx][yyy]; 
/*OPTION 2: FULL CALCULATION.. SLOW *7 

wind[xxx][yyy][zzz]=exposure(xxx,yyy,zzz); 
} 
exposum[ez]+=wind[xxx][yyy][zzz]; 

/* CALCULATE WIND FRACTION FOR EACHHEKFROMRELATIVE EKPOSURE*/ 
/* MEAN WIND SPEED +-20-30% FOR EACH HEIGHT*/ 

for(zzz=0;zzz<nz;zzz++) 

for(yyy0;yyy<ny;yyy++) 

for(xxx=0;xxx<nx;xxx++) 

if(zzz<ztop_lit[xxx][yyy]) 
wind[xxx}[yyy][zzz]=0.0; 

else 

ez=zzz-ztop_lit[xxx][yyy]; 
/*47JfERE E,V[TILE]>MEAN, W!ND[][][]> WFRACT[J*/ 

igen[ezj>0.0) 
hvar'=(float)l .0+0.4*(wind[xxx][yyy][zzz](exposum[ez]/en[ez])); 
else 

hvar=1 .0; 
wind[xxx][yyy][zzz]=w&act[ez]*hvar*windspeed;  

7* 	 *7 
7* 	"WIND PROFILE " MODERA TES WIND FROM WHOLE ECOSPACE *1 

void windjrofileO 

mt az, 	 /*ht above surface */ 
htop; 	/*ht +1 as scan limit*/ 

	

float dee, 	/*zero plane  displacement,m*/ 
fuliwind, 	/*rel speed at ref ht lOrn*/ 

ht, 	/*top height of vegetation, m. above ground*/ 

	

zzero; 	 /*roughness  length, m 
double cfi, 	 /*canopy flow  index*/ 

	

part, 	/*calculating  variable *7 

	

zval; 	/*height relative to ref ht*/ 
ht:rwindhtO; 
htop(int)ht+l .0; 
ht=ht*SIDESCALE/100.0; 
dee ht*0.66667;  
zzero=wind_rough(ht); 

/*CALC1J4TE WIND RELATIVE TO REFERENCE AT lOm / 
zva1'(10.0-dee)/zzero; 
fullwind='log(zval); 
if(fullwind<0.0) 

fullwind=0.0-fullwind; 
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for(az=nz-1 ;az>0;az--) 

ifaz>=htop) 

zvalzr(float)(((az+0. 5)*SIDESCALE/1000)dee)/zzero; 
zvallog(zval); 
if(zval<0.0) 
zvalO 0-zval; 

wfract[az]zval/fullwind; 

else 

iqar>1 .0) 

cfi=wcflow_index(az); 
part=(float)cfi*((az*SDESCALE/(ht* 100.0))-l.0); 

wfract[az] vfract[htop]*exp(part);  

else 
wfract[az]vfract[az+1]/3.0; 

if(wfract[az]<0.0) 
wfract[az]=0.01; 

/*"97JRQUGH" CALCULATES ROUGHNESS LENGHTH */ 
float wind_rough(ht) 
float ht; 

mt hcoimt; 	/*tile counter*/ 
float atot, 	I*total side area of model space*I 

minizz, /*minimum val of zzero for bare soil 0.001m Table2.2 0ke78*/ 

	

zzero; 	/*rougess  length*/ 

hcount0.0; 
atotO.0; 
zzero'O.O; 
minizz'O. 1/SIDESCALE; 
for(x0;x<nx;x++) 

for(y0;y<ny;y++) 

for(z0;z<ht;z-H-) 

if(z>ztop_lit[x][y]) 

hcount+4-; 
atot+=(float)0.9339*absdens[x][y][z]IDCON;  

if(hcourit) 
zzero'(float)0.5 *ht*(atot/(2.6*hcount));  /* Lettau 1970 */ 

if(zzero<minizz) 
zzerominizz; 

return zzero; 

1* 

	

1* 	"WOODGROW" GROWS WOODYMATERIAL______ 
void woodgrowØ 

mt stest, 	/*index  of senescence 0 null 1 ..senescent*/ 
surplusum; /*total  surplus potential growth */ 

pot_woodØ; 
surplusurnappliedindivgrowØ; 
iftsurplusurn>0.0) 
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surplusindivgrow(surplusum); 
stestl .0; 
dens_update(stest); 

*1 
/t"XYCONVERTA "GENERATESxyCORDVALUES_FROM_XYcords 	*1 

void xyconvertA(Xtest,Ytest) 
float Xtest,Ytest; 

mt xstore,ystore, 	 /*hold x&y against changes */ 
xx,yy, 	/* as x,y*/ 
u,v,p,q, 	 /*range  of tile scan 
vertex; 	/*hexagon  vertex (corner) / 

1* STORE VALUES OF  & y_BEFORE GENERAL ROUTINES USED */ 
xstore=x; 
ystorey; 

/* 	GENERA TE_RA]IGE_OF HEXES—TO—TEST.  
xx=(int)2.0t(Xtest-1.0)/3.0; 	 - 
uxx-1.0; 
igu<0.0) 

U=0.0; 
vrxx+2.O; 
iqv>) 
vnx; 

yy=(int)(Ytest-1.3)/1 .7320508; 
pyy-2.O; 
igp<0.0) 
P=0.0; 

qyy+3.0; 
if(q>ny) 

q=ny; 
for(xu;x<v;x++) 

for(p;y<q;y-H-) 

/* GENERATE_HEXCOORDS_LINES 
stathexcordO; 
slinegenerate; 

/* 	TEST FOR XYCORD IN HEX______________ 
vertexo.0; 
Xcord_move[0]Xtest; 
Ycord_move[0]Ytest; 
point[vertex]shexpoint_test(vertex); 
if(point[vertex]>0.0) 

xcord[indiv][z]x; 
ycord[indiv][z]y; 

/* RETURN x &y TO PREVIOUS VALUES______________ 
x=xstore; 
y=ystore; 

/*UrCOIJRTBffGENER4TESA7COP/JVALUESrITHINXYIffY'S */ 
void xyconvertBØ 

mt vertex; 	 /*hexagon  vertex (corner) */ 
float ran; 	/*randonz number  1_199*/ 

stathexcordO; 
slinegenerateO; 
vertex0.0; 
point[vertex]O.0; 
while(point[vertex]0.0) 

/* GENERA TE POINTS IN SQUARE —AROUND HEX 	 *1 

*1 
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rano = rand() % 200; 
if(ranoO.0) 

rano+1 .0; 
ran(float)rano; 
Xcord_move[0]=(float)(ran/100.0)+1 . 
rano = rand() % 174; 
ran=(float)rano; 
Ycord_move[0I=(float)(ranll 00.0)+1 .7320508*y; 

/* TEST POINTS FOR POSITION 
vertex--0.0; 
point[vertex]=shexpomttest(vertex); 

Xcent[indiv][z]Xcordmove[0];
_ Ycent[indiv][z]=Ycordmove0J; 

IN_HEX? 

1* 
1* 	ZDISC"INITIALISES NEW DISC 	 *1 

void zdisc(below,zlevel) 
mt below,zlevel; 

rsq[indiv][zlevel]=rsq[mdivl[below]; 
discthick[mdiv] [z]0.00 1; 

/*ZENTERoINITIALJSESNEwzMyER_gfo o 	*1 
void zenterzero(zlevel) 
mt zievel; 

mt below, 	/*z  layer below z*/ 
float Xtest,Ytest; /'X, Y coords in next z layer*/ 

/* FIRST TAKE COORDS FOR_Z-1___________________ 
belowzlevel-1 .0; 
if(below<0.0) 
below--0.0; 

Xcent[mdiv][zlevel]Xcent[indiv][below]; 
Ycent[indiv][zlevel]Ycent[mdiv][below]; 

/* 	USE XYCONJZER TA TO GET xycord 	 *1 
XtestXcent[indiv][zlevel]; 
Ytest'Ycent[indiv] [zlevel]; 
xyconvertA(Xtest,Ytest); 
zdisc(below,zlevel); 
topht[mdivzlevel; 

ZEN
*1  

/* ffERJjNJTL4LISESNEWzMyER_gfor 1_______ 
void zenteroncO 

mt below, 	/*z  layer below z*/ 

below--z-1.0; 
Xcent[indiv][z]Xcent[indiv][below]; 
Ycent[mdiv][z]Ycent[indiv][below]; 
topht[mdiv]'z; 

*1 

There lay before me a myriad offorms 


